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LE DEVELOPPEMENT DES REACTEURS A NEUTRONS RAPIDES
EN FRANCE - DE FEVRIER 1982 A FEVRIER 1983

L. VAUTREY
CEA, Centre d'études nucléaires de Saclay,
Cif-sur-Yvette, France

Le texte qui suit donne un aperçu général sur le développement des

réacteurs â neutrons rapides en France de février 1382 à février 1983,

c'est-à-dire le bilan des douze derniers mois en ce qui concerne Rapsodie,

Phénix, Super Phénix 1 (centrale de Creys Malville), les études du projet

1500 (Super Phénix 2) et les perspectives d'avenir.

Les points essentiels sont les suivants :

- le programme électronucléaire français se poursuit . actuellement

tel qu'il a été défini par le Gouvernement à l'automne 1981.

- la décision d'arrêter définitivement Rapsodie a été prise en octobre

dernier. Quelques ultimes expériences liées à la sûreté vont être faites

avant le déclassement définitif du réacteur.

- le fonctionneuient de Phénix a été perturbé pax 4 fuites dar.s les

générateurs dé vapeur. Les conséquences ont été minimes. On procède

successivement au changement des resurchauffeurs sur les trois circuits.

- la construction de la Centrale de Creys Malville se développe comme

prévu,

- les études pour 1'après Creys Malville suivent leur cours : études du

projet 1500 (Super Phénix 2) et des installations du cycle de coBüustible

la Recherche et le Développement, orientés en particulier vers les

besoins de Super Phénix 1 et les perspectives de Super Phénix 2, gardent

un niveau constant.

- la collaboration internationale tient une place toujours très importante.

- les moyens en personnel et en budget restent stables : environ 1500

millions de francs pour l'année 1983» en incluant les études sur le

cycle du combustible et la sûreté, et en excluant le fonctio'nement de

Phénix.

LE PROGRAMME ELECTROHUCLEAIRE EN FRANCE

II se déroule actuellement conformément aux directives gouvernementales

de l'automne 1981.

On peut en rappeler quelques éléments essentiels :

- la France est très pauvre en énergies fossiles. Le recours au nucléaire

se présente donc comme un impératif à la fois pour la satisfaction des

besoins, pour une-nécessaire indépendance énergétique, et du point de

vue économique (l'électricité nucléaire est la moins chère).

- c'est pourquoi un important programme électronucléaire a été lancé dès

1974 j les tendances générales ont été confirmées par le Gouvernement

en 1981.

- de ce fait, la dépendance de la France vis-à-vis de l'étranger, qui était

de 75V en 1900 sera réduite à 504 еч 1990.

- en 1990, près de 30* dus besoins en énergie seront fournis par lo nucléaire.

Dès 1982, près de 40% de l'électricité produite était d'origine nucléaire,

en 1990, ce chiffre passera â 70*.

R A P S O D I E

Je rappelle qu'en octobre 1978, une très légère fuite de sodiua

primaire avait été détectée sous forme d'aérosols de sodium radioactif

dans la double enveloppe de la cuve et des circuits primaires. Des recherches



minutieuses avaient été effectuées au cours des années 1979 et 1980,

limitant: considérablement le taux de fonctionnement du réacteur. Raosodie

avait été rcaise en ionctionneumnt régulier depuis juillet 1980, mais â

puissance et débit réduits d'un facteur 0,6 environ, soit 22,4 MW et

717 m3/h tout en conservant à l'entrée et à la sortie du réacteur les

températures nominales de sodium. A ce régime, il n'y avait plus d'émission

d'aérosols de Na primaire.

Au cours de l'année 1981, l'exploitation du réacteur s'était

poursuivie normalement à puissance et débit réduits (comme indiqué ci-dessus).

Mais il y a un an, 3e signalais qu'après un arrêt normal du réacteur,

on avait constaté, à la mi-janvier 1982, que la double enveloppe du système

primaire n'était plus étanche : l'azote de la double enveloppe se trouvait

en communication avec l'azote extérieur (azote du puits du réacteur).

D'après les mesures, la fuite correspondait a un orifice de l'ordre de

0,5 cn2 environ. Devant cette situation, le réacteur avait été mis à

l'arrêt pour investigations et on avait entrepris le déchargement du coeur.

L'année 1982 a été en grande partie occupée par da longues investi-

gations pour localiser le défaut d'étanchéité sur la double enveloppe.

Finalement, ces essais ont été vains, et on a alors décidé, en octobre 1982,

d'arrêter définitivement Rapsodie.

Avant l'arrêt final du réacteur, une série d'essais de courte durée

comptabiles avec la sûreté du réacteur et ne grevant ni les opérations de

démantèlement, ni l'expertise des défauts, ni l'examen des structures

internes a été décidée. Il s'agit essentiellement :

- d'essais dynamiques qui apporteront une contribution importante à

l'anlyse de sûreté des réacteurs à neutrons rapides. On effectuera en

particulier des essais de refroidissement en convection naturelle, à

différentes puissances, après arrêt des pompes sans chute des barres

(système d'arrêt) ;

- d'irradiations très courtes d'éléments combustibles a puissance linéaire

élevée, allant jusqu'à la fusion à coeur de l'oxyde .

Ces essais dureront 15 à 30 jours.

Le plan de mise à l'arrêt avant démantèlement et déclaaseEnt prévoit

ensuite deux phases d'une durée totale de l'ordre de 15 mois : '

- le déchargement du réacteur s

- la vidange, le lavage et la décontamination des circuits.

Le démantèlement sera mené de manière à tirer le maxinum d'enseigne-

ments dans ce type d'opération. En outre, on portera une attention

particulière à l'expertise des deux défauts responsables de l'arrêt г celui

du circuit primaire et celui de la double «bveloppe.

L'exaœan des composants et matériels après 15 ans de fonctionnement

présente aussi un grand intérêt et notamment :

- les grands composants, la cuve principale j

- les structures exposées à l'irradiation : sommier (soudures), bouchons

couvercle coeur, assemblages fertiles, protections aciers ;

- les zones très sollicitées (raccords de tuyauteries).

Enfin, on envisage de récupérer les deux circuits secondaires de

sodium comme banc d'essai de composants.

Rappelons en quelques mots ce qui constitue maintenant un bilan

final de Rapsodie : plus de 30.000 aiguilles ont été irradiées, dont

10.000 environ ont dépassé un taux de combustion de 10%. On a atteint sur

un élément expérimental jusqu'à 26,6% de taux de combustion, et 173

déplacements par atome (dpaF).

Du point de vue de l'irradiation du personnel, il est remarquable que,

malgré les interventions complexes qui ont eu lieu depuis un an, la dose

cumulée pendant ces travaux est de 80 homme-rem pour 166 agents (soit

moins de 500 mrem pour la majorité des agents) ,- 66 agents ont reçu moins

de 100 тгеш ; la dose maximale reçue par un seul agent est de 3900 mrem

(la limite admissible est de 5000 mrem).



P H E N I X PHENIX 1982

Le fonctionnement de la centrale Phénix au cours des 12 derniers

mois à été perturbé par trois reactions sodium-eau dans les 3 générateurs

de vapeur, n°2, n°l et n°3. La première a eu une incidence non négligeable

ьиг le taux de charge de la centrale. Les deux autres ont eu des conséquences

beaucoup plus limitées.

Au début mars 1933, la centrale fonctionne à nouveau avec ses

trois générateurs de vapeur.

Le déroulement des cycles de fonctionnement pour l'année 1982,

est présenté dans le tableau qui suit ;

"25ème

26ème

27ème

I

cycle

cycle

cycle

2/12/81

5/3/32 -

24/8/82

Date

- 26/2/82

15/8/82

- 22/11/ 2

JEPP
(*)

84,33

82,64

45,63

Taux de disponibilité
oendant le cycle

98,52%

49,57%

49,21%

(•) Jours Equivalents à Puissance de Projet

Le diagramme et le tableau suivants donnent un ensemble des

résultats du fonctionnement de Phénix.

On peut en retenir quelques chiffres significatifs à la date du

1er février 19ЭЗ.

- La production d'énergie brute depuis l'origine, y compris la vapeur

vendue a Marcoule, a atteint 11,2 milliards de kWh.

- Le taux de disponibilité depuis la mise en service industriel, le

14 juillet 1974, est de 63,93% et le taux de charge depuis cette date

est de 53,62%.

- Pendant l'année 1932, le taux de disponibilité a été de 53,29% et le

taux de charge de 49,45% (186,37 JEPP).

STATISTIQUES AU 1.2.1983

Depuis 1'origine

- Energie thermique réacteur
- J.E.P.P. (1)
- Energie électrique brute '............
- Energie brute (y compris vapeur) ..'..I
- Energie électrique nette '.
- Combustion massique max. assemblages
- D.p.a. max. assemblages Pu

Depuis le 14 juillet 1974

- Energie thermique réacteur

- J.E.P.P
- Energie électrique brute
- Energie brute (y compris vapeur)
- Energie électrique nette ,
- Taux de charge ' '..,
-Taux de disponibilité

Pendant Tannée 1982

- Energie thermique réacteur
- J.E.P.P
- Energie électrique brute

- Energie électrique brute (y compris vapeur) ...
- Energie électrique nette !..
-Taux de charge
- Taux de disponibilité

(1) JEPP : Jours Equivalents à Pleine Puissance

1

11

11
10'

081
1

196

228
425
100
*

521
921
730

663
580

084
147

MWj
,00 JEPP

MUh
HWh

MWh
MWj/t
Dpa

1 055 210 MWJ

1 874,26 JEPP
10 956 120 MWh
10 983 053 HWh
10 202 996 MWh

58,62 ï
63,93 i

104 926 MWJ
186,37 JEPP

1 076 610 KWh
1 082 909 MWh
999 525 KWh

49,45 i
53,29 i



PIIEflIX 1932-1983

DlAGRAIINE DE FONCTIONNEMENT
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1983

il : Campagnes de manutention du combustible.

Les numéros 26 ,27 ,28 , indiquent l e début des cycles d ' I rrad ia t ion .

RESULTATS SUR LE COMBUSTIBLE

A la fin du 27ème cycle (22/11/82), l'expérience statistique des

irradiations d'aiguilles au plutonium était la suivante :

Sur 110.055 aiguilles irradiées :

- 84.210 aiguilles ont dépassé 40.000 HWj/t

- 63.306 " " " 50.000 MWj/t

- 24.947 - » » 60.000 MUj/t

- 9.651 " » и 70.000 MWj/t

- 1.803 " " 80.000 MWj/t

Un assemblage a atteint 100.000 MWj/t, soit 11,7% du taux de combustion

Le taux de dommage des gaines en déplacement par atome (dpaF)

sont les suivants :

- 85.213 aiguilles ont dépassé 50 dpaF

- 72.907

- 54.071

- 30.712

- B.514

- 4.605

60 dpaF

70 dpaF

80 dpaF

90 dpaF

100 dpaF

Le maximum atteint est de 146,2 dpaF

Les composants du coeur font l'objet de nombreuses experimentations.

A titre d'exemple, et pour le 28ème cycle en cours, 31 expériences

d'irradiation sont en cours.

A noter qu'en 1982, sur la chaîne d'évacuation et de conditionnement

du combustible irradié, 105 assemblages ont été démantelés, dont 05 dans

la cellule annexe en service industriel depuis le 15 septembre 1981.

IHCIDEHTS

L'année a été marquée particulièrement par trois réactions

sodium-eau dans les générateurs de vapeur.



Le 29 avril 1982, la centrale a subi sa première réaction sodium-eau

après neuf ans de fonctionnement. Il n'y a pas eu éclatement des membranes

de sécurité et donc aucun signe extérieur. Toutefois, un défaut de

fonctionnement sur le circuit d'azote a percis au sodium d'envahir le

volume eau-vapeur du resurchauffeur. Il en est résulté une légère fuite

de sodium, avec combustion rapidement maîtrisée, sur une vanne du circuit

vapeur. La centrale fonctionnait a deux tiers de puissance, la fuite s'est

produite dans un module de resurchauffeur du générateur de vapeur n"2.

Les points marquants du déroulement de cet incident sont les suivants :

- le système de détection d'hydrogène a parfaitement fonctionné ;

- les actions des opérateurs, a la suite de l'apparition des alarmes

données par le système de détection d'hydrogène, ont été conduites

correctement : déclenchement de l'arrêt rapide du réacteur 5 secondes

après le signal de fuite grave (160 secondes après le premier signal

de détection d'hydrogène), puis assèchement du générateur de vapeur

accidenté 5 minutes plus tard.

- la séquence de mise en sécurité du générateur de vapeur, automatique

a partir de l'action de l'opérateur, s'est déroulée normalement pour

ce qui concerne les phases d'isolement et de décompression ; par contre,

la phase de mise en azote du côté vapeur, à une pression de 6 bars en

fin de décompression, ne s'est pas réalisée sur le resurchauffcur. Un

clapet anti-retour était resté bloqué en position fermée sur le circuit

d'azote. Le manque de cont-re-pression d'azote, côté vapr'tr, a <'*"4

décelé tardivement, les manomètres permettant la vérificat . :ant mal

adaptés aux basses pressions. Le sodium a pu s'écoule- .;;. > .avers de

l'orifice de fuite et envahir l'ensemble de la capacité /apeur du

resurchauffeur.

Deux tubes vapeur du module 12 Ли resurchauffeur ont été trouvés

percés. L'étude des orifices de fuits a permis de déterminer qu'il y a eu,

après la fuite initiale, un phér.ocène d'érosion-corrosion (wastage).

La fuite initiale s'est produite au niveau d'une soudure. On a pu estimer

a 30 kg la masse d'eau passée dans le circuit. Les investigations sont en

cours pour déterminer l'origine du défaut.

Les travaux de remplacement des 12 modules du resurchauffeur n*2

ont été entrepris aussitôt. La centrale, après accord du Service Central

de Sûreté des Installations Nucléaires, a pu démarrer le 24 juin pour

fonctionner avec les deux autres générateurs de vapeur, donc них deux tiers

de la puissance nominale pendant la durée des travaux. Ces derniers

se sont terminés début décembre. Cet incident a entraîné l'étude de

modifications dont certaines ont déjà été réalisées : amélioration des

temps de réponse des systèmes et des opérateurs (réduit d'un (acteur 3 ) ,

et augmentation de la fiabilité dans l'établissement de la contre-pression

d'azote-

Le 13 décembre 1982, après remplacement des 12 modules resurchauffeurs

du générateur de vapeur n°2, et avec l'accord des organismes de sûreté,

la centrale fonctionnait à nouveau avec ses trois générateurs de vapeur.

Le 16 décembre, la centrale a subi sa deuxième réaction sodium-eau

sans rupture de membranes. Elle venait d'atteindre sa puissance nominale.

Cet incident s'est produit sur le module 12 du resurchauffeur du

générateur de vapeur n°l.

Les séquences automatiques et manuelles dont certaines avaient-, été

améliorées à la suite de la première fuite, se sont déroulées d'une f?.çon

parfaite, ce qui a permis dans un délai de deux semaines, après enlèvement

du module en défaut, de réaliser avec l'accord des organismes de sûreté,

le démarrage de la centrale et sa montée en puissance avec les trois

générateurs de vapeur. Le 3 janvier 1933, la centrale était à nouveau

à pleine puissance.

Un seul tube vapeur du module 12 présente un orifice de fuite dans

la zone analogue à celle trouvée pour l'incident du générateur de vapeur

n°2. On a pu estiaer à 3 kg la nasse d'eau passée dans le circuit sodium.

Il n'y a eu aucun phénomène de "wastage".



|П Enfin, une troisième réaction sodium-eau est survenue dans le

générateur de vapeur n°3 mardi 15 février 1983. L'incident est identique

à ceux qui avaient affecté lu générateur de vapeur n°2 le 29 avril 1982

puis le générateur de vapeur n°l le 16 cécembre 1982. Les dispositions

prévues (arrêt du réacteur, suivi de l'assèchement côté eau-vapeur du

générateur de vapeur) ont été appliquées en quelques secondes, ce qui

a mis fin à la réaction sodiuœ-eau. Le circuit vapeur a ensuite été empli

d'azote. Les membranes de sécurité du générateur de vapeur en cause sont

restées intactes, ce qui montre que l'élévation de pression due à la

réaction chimique a été faible. Cette fois encore, aucun phénomène de

wastage n'a été constaté.

Aptes enlèvement du module défectueux, la centrale a été remise en

marche avec ses trois générateurs de vapeur le 28 février 1983.

Une quatrième fuite dans un resurchauffeur (module 11 du générateur de

vapeur n°l) a eu lieu le 20 mars. Elle a été parfaitement maîtrisée comme

les précédentes. On a alors décidé d'arrêter le réacteur et de changer

immédiatement les resurchauffeurs du générateur n°3. Le réacteur pourra

redémarrer vers la fin mai. D'ici septembre, tous les resurchauffeura

auront été remplacés.

QUELQUES AUTRES POINTS IHT5RESSAHTS

Dans le courant du mois de septembre, des fissures ont été découvertes

sur la bride du corps de clapet de la pompe primaire de rechange, en

cours de révision. Compte tenu de l'éventualité de défauts semblables sur

les pompes en service, la centrale a été arrêtée pendant deux semaines

à titre conservatoire.

Différentes études justifiant la reprise du fonctionnement de la

centale dans des conditions de sûreté satisfaisantes, ont été présentées

aux organismes de sûreté et, avec leur accord, la centrale a pu redémarrer.

Une étude est en cours pour déterminer l'origine de ces fissures.

La réparation du porte-clapet de la pompe de rechange a été engagée

avec un nouveau dessin de bride. Les pompes actuellement en service.seront

examinées pour expertise dan^ les mois à venir.

Deux ruptures de gaine se sont produites depuis fin février 1982 :

il y en a eu sept depuis le début du fonctionnement de Phénix. Elles ont

permis de confirmer l'efficacité du dispositif de localisation par

prélèvement de sodium à la sortie des assemblages (moins de deux jours

d'arrêt). Ce dispositif sera utilisé sur Super Phénix.

Rappelons enfin l'inocuité de la centrale sur les hommes qui y

travaillent et sur l'environnement. La dose totale intégrée ем 1982 par

le personnel est de 10,9 homme/rem pour 400 personnes, soit 27 тгеш par

personne t-t par an ; les rejets gazeux restent toujours pratiquement nul?

(0,40 curie/jour).

CENTRALE DE CREÏS MALVILLE (SUPER PHEHIX 1)

Pendant l'année 1982, la réalisation de la chaudière Super Phénix

de la centrale de Creys Halville a été marquée principalement par

l'achèvement du bloc réacteur, par un avancement très important des

montages des circuits et par la livraison sur le site des gros composants

des systèmes primaires et secondaires. On estime que la réalisation a

atteint 85* d'avancement à la fin de l'année.

Parallèlement, les dernières difficultés du projet ont trouvé des

solutions et une grande partie de la rédaction du rapport pro'/isoire de

sûreté a été assurée.

LES ETUDES

L'année 1982 a vu se terminer la plupart des dossiers de dimensionne-

ment des composants de la chaudière.

Parmi les dernières difficultés techniques qui ont dû être résolues,

on peut citer la tenue à la fatigue-fluage de certaines structures très

sollicitées du bouchon couvercle du coeur.



Le rapport provisoire de sûreté

La rédaction du rapport provisoire da sûreté est de la responsabilité

de la Société 1JEKSA qui le reaettra au Service Central de Sûreté des

Installations Nucléaires (SCSIM)dans quelques mois.

Hovatotae et le CEA rédigent les éléments relatifs à la chaudière

nucléaire qui sont regroupés en deux parties :

- la première moitié de cette rédaction est pratiquement achevée ; c'est

celle qui décrit la chaudière et son fonctionnement en situations

normales et incidentelles ,

- la seconde moitié qui porte sur l'analyse des accidents est largement

avancée et sera remise à HERSA au printemps 1983.

LA REALISATION

La phase de fabrication en usine s'est achevée en 1982. C'est sur

le site que se poursuit la réalisation de la chaudière, Après que les

bouchons tournants aient été introduits dans le réacteur, la brèche du

bâtiment a été fermée achevant ainsi la réalisation de génie civil.

Générateurs de vapeur

Les quatre corps de générateur da vapeur ont été montés dans leur

bâtiment respectif a partir du mois d'avril 1982. Chacun d'eux a ensuite

été équipé de ses boites à eau. A la fin de l'année, il restait encore à

raccorder chaque générateur Л son collecteur de vapeur.

Circuits auxiliaires

Le montage des circuits auxiliaires s'est poursuivi en 1982.

2665 tonnes de sodium ont été livrées (sur le total de 5500 tonnes), et

transférés dans les réservoirs de stockage.

Dans l'atelier site

Les quatre pompes primaires ont été montées. A la fin do l'année,

elles étaient prêtes i être installées sur la dalle du réacteur.

Les quatre pompes secondaires étaient en cours de montage sur

charpente à la fin de 1982.

Systems primaire

Le système primaire, c'est-à-dire le bloc réacteur qui avait été,

pour l'essentiel, monté en 1980 et 1981 a été fermé en 1902 avec la mise

en place du bouchon couvercle du coeur. Ce dernier montage a été réalisé

le 5 août 1982.

A la fin de l'année, 1'.installation des gros composants du circuit

primaire a commencé avec la mise en place des échangeurs intermédiaires.

Le 11 janvier 1983, les huit échangeurs étaient installés.

' Barillet de stockage des assemblages irradiés

Les montages du manège et du bouchon tournant du barillet ont été

effectués durant l'année 1982. Ces composants sont maintenant en cours

d'essais.

Boucles secondaires

Tous les éléments des tuyauteries secondaires ont été introduits

II dans les bâtiments et les travaux de soudure sont très avancés.

Les essais

Une première partie des essais des systèmes élémentaires a été

effectuée en 1982.

- Sur le bloc réacteur, on a fait les essais suivants :

. essais de vibration en air,

. essais d'étanchéité du confinement.

- Sur les machines un certain nombre'.d'essais en air ont été effectués:

. essais des mécanismes de barre de commande montés sur charpente

. essais de la première des deux machines de transfert et du ringard du

barillet, également sur charpente

. essais de rotation du manège du barillet

. essais préliminaires de la grande hotte de manutention spéciale avec

notamment un premier essai de manutention d'un échangeur intermédiaire,

Les essais de la petite hotte et de la hotte moyenne ont également débuté.



12 BILAN ACTUEL

Compte tenu des travaux effectués en 1982 et de la marche générale

du chantier, on peut envisager la mi.be en service industriel pour la

fin de 199-1.

SUPER PHENIX 2 (PROJET RAPIDE 1500)

A la fin de 1981, des options avaient été proposées pour les

principales caractéristiques du projet rapide 1500. Les études effectuées

en 1982 ont permis de les confirmer et de les préciser. Les principales

sont :

- puissance portée a près de 1500 MW(e) pour des cuves de dimensions un

peu inférieures à celles du réacteur de la centrale de Creys Halville ;

- coeur homogene avec un faible gain de surgënération ;

- stockage de combustible irradié dans le réacteur autour du coeur ;

- pas de döcie au-deesus du reacteur ;

- cuve de sécurité ancrée dans le puits de cuve ;

- circuits secondaires beaucoup plus courts avec les pompes placées

en point bas.

L'année 1982 a été consacrée à la poursuite des études destinées

à lu validation de ces choix. On a également approfondi les études de

tenue de la chaudière au séisme.

Le projet met en évidence des gains en poids et en matériel très

importants par rapport à Creys Malville.

- la cuve primaire du réacteur a 20 mètres de diamètre pour une puissance

de ЗБО0 mWth à compaier à 21 metres pour 3000 MWth a Creys Halville,

soit un gain de 26% sur le rapport puissance/diamètre.

- la longueur totale des boucles secondaires a été fortement diminuée :

1200 mètres à Creys Malville, 700 metres pour le projet rapide 1500 ;

- la surface des bâtiments a été réduite : 4500 m2 au lieu de 5500.

EDF, aidé de Novatome pour la chaudière, a préparé une proposition

d'options de sûreté pour le Rapide 1500. Ces options sont en cours d'examen

par les autorités de sûreté française.

Il devrait être possible de commencer en 1983 la phase suivante

du projet qui devrait mener aux spécifications des équipements.

Parallèlement à ces études pour les réalisations qui doivent faire

suite à Creys Malville, les études d'usines pour le cycle du combustible

se sont poursuivies. . .

Enfin, l'atelier prototype de retraitement TOR à Marcoule, d'une

capacité de 5 tonnes de combustible par an, doit être achevé en 1984.

Toutes ces éludes sont orientées pour que les autorités CGioDétentes

disposent des éléments nécessaires pour pouvoir passer commande en 1985

de une ou plusieurs tranches de 1500 MWe avec les capacités correspondantes

pour le retraitement et la fabrication des éléments combustibles.

RECHERCHE ET DEVELOPPEMENT

On donne ci-dessous un bref aperçu de la R et D poursuivie dans

tous les domaines, en particulier au bénéfice de Super Phénix 1, et du

projet Super Phénix 2.

ТЕСНГ1О1Л31Е

La plupart des études déjà engagées ont été poursuivies.

On mentionne ci-dessous les secteurs les plus significatifs pour

l'année écoulée :
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• frottements et mécanismes élémentaires : des essais de palier en rotation

ont été réalises ainsi que des essais de collage ;

• étude des espaces annulaires de grande dimension (traversée de la dalle

par les çrands composants). Une étude similaire sur les petites traversées

de dalle a été engagée sur l'installation d'essais GULLIVER.

• essais de validation des règles de dimtsnsionnement des structures

mécaniques :

. essai-; EVASION : étude en fatigue fluage de jonctions soudées,

sans contraintes primaires,

. essais VICTUS : destinés à qualifier les règles et codeu de calcul

des tuyauteries des réacteurs a neutrons rapides

cavitation en sodium : l'étude de l'érosion de cavltation en sodium

s'est poursuivie ainsi que les mesures effectuées sur les pompes du

réacteur Super Phénix 1 au cours des essais en eau au Centre EDF de

Gennevilliers. L'essai en eau d'un palier de pompe en régime dynamique

est terminé, il permet de qualifier le code de calcul du palier.

purification du sodium : les études de base sur la purification ont

porté sur différents types de pièges, sur le circuit ECRItl.

instrumentation : le développement de l'instrumentation en sodium s'est

poursuivi avec, en particulier, la mise à disposition de la centrale

Phénix d'un appareillage expérimental THETA-INTER équipé de thermocouples

afin de mesurer les fluctuations de temperatures en sortie d'assemblage,

de capteurs a ultra-sons au niobate de lithium et d'accéléroaètres à

masse vibrante liquide développés au CEA.

études de la stratification du sodium en cavités ( SUPERCAVtlA) et de

la stratification en conduite (UAJET) .

études sur les fluctuations de température au sein d'un écoulement de

bodiuin et leur propagation à la paroi. Analyse de résultats en sodium

et développement d'un modele avancé de turbulence.

- développements et validations des programmes de calcul multiâimensionnels

(2D, 3D)

En soutien à Super Phénix, les études de confirmation du dimensionne-

Cient se sont poursuivies dans les domaines suivants :

- comportement du collecteur chaud en régime de convection naturelle

(essais ел sodium TANAGRA) ;

- homogénéisation des températures dans le collecteur de sortie de

l'échangeux intermédiaire (essais en sodium IEHAHA) ;

- performances du mélangeur des circuits intermédiaires (essais en sodium)

- thermohydraulique des parties haute et basse du générateur de vapeur

(essais sur maquettes en eau) .

- VISUS et détecteurs acoustiques : les essais de ces appareils sont

terminés et se sont déroulés sans problème.

D'autre part, ont été réalisés :

. les essais des pompes de Super Phénix 1, en eau, à la station de

Gennevilliers (EDF)

. les essalb de la pivoterie de la pompe primaire de Super Phénix 1,

en sodium à l'ENSA (Brasimone), au régime nominal et partiel, en

approche de la vitesse critique et en régime d'excitation sismique. Ces

essais sont terminés.

. des essais de réaction sodium-eau, à Cadarache et â Braslmone.

. des essais de fatigue- thermique du tube du générateur de vapeur et des

joints soudé'o en alliage 800.

La station d'essais technologiques de 5 HW (SET) où sera expérimentée

une maquette à 4 tubes du générateur de vapeur de Super Phénix a été

construite et doit entrer prochainement dans la phase des essais prélimi-

naires.



14 . Les essais de qualification ont été effectués sur différents

matériels de Super Phénix :

- essais d'endurance du calorifuge équipant le toit et les bouchons de

Super Phénix 1 (en cours sur GULLIVER)

- essais thermiques du pot de chargement-déchargement dans la configuration

"pot bloaué" dans la traversée de la dalle ; ces essais ont confirme

la possibilité de décharger les assemblages avec la puissance résiduelle

maximale prévue de 35 kW ;

- essais de la machine de transfert et du "ringard du barillet de stockage"

ils ont entraîné quelques modifications mineures ;

- essais du condenseur-séparateur des aérosols contenus dans l'argon,

ainsi que des dispositifs de détection de rupture de gaine en argon,

sur le circuit GULLIVER. Ces essais ont amené Л modifier le circuit

électrique de la pompe électromagnétique ;

- essais de l'unité de purification du sodium, intégrée dans le système

primaire, repris après modification du circuit électrique de la pompe

électromagnétique.

- mécanisme de barre du système de contrôle principal : trois mécanismes

de série de deux types différents ont subi les essais de conformité.

Une légère modification du dash-pot a été nécessaire sur l'un d'entre eux.

Pour Super Phénix II

• les essais de validation de la dalle "tiède" refroidie à l'air ont été

réalisés sur la maquette MADTRA a Cadarache ;

l'étude du circuit secondaire compact "REGAIN" s'est poursuivie tant

sur le plan des études d'avant projet que par les essais en eau. Ces

études ont permis de valider cette option et de définir les adaptations

nécessaires du générateur de vapeur de type Super Phénix 1.

les études et les essais préliminaires en eau d'un nouveau dispositif

de localisation des ruptures de gaines ont été effectuées.

échangeurs Intermédiaires : on a poursuivi l'étude de l'hydraulique

primaire, et de l'adaptation des codes de calcul a l'échangeur SPx 2

Avec des essais sur maquettes en eau et en utilisant les codes de

calcul multidunänsionnels, on a étudié le comportement thermohydraulique

du collecteur chaud, du collecteur froid, du platelage, avec les

conditions de fonctionnement actuellement envisagées pour le projet 1500.

pour le dimensionnement de l'échangeur iœmergé (évacuation de la

puissance résiduelle), un programme de calcul 2D (BACARA) a été développé

et validé sur des expériences en eau.

système d'arrêt complémentaire (SAC) (à pince électromagnétique) : le

mécanisme prototype installé sur Phénix a été couplé à l'assemblage SAC.

L'expertise du premier électro-aimant expérimental essaye sur Phénix a

mis en évidence une zone de fissures dues à des fatigues thermiques.

Des dispositions ont été prises afin de protéger le dispositif et de

limiter l'amplitude des fluctuations thermiques auxquelles il est

soumis . Les essais en sodium du SAC Super Phénix ont été effectués a

Cadarache.

ETUDES DE COEUR

Physique

Au cours de l'année 1982, les études de physique des neutrons

rapides ont comporté trois aspects essentiels : expérience critique

dans MASURCA, formulaires neutroniques, surveillance et protection du

coeur.



1/ Expérience critique Masurca :

Le programme КЛС1НЕ (CEA/DeBeMe/EtlEA) , réalisé dans Masurca et

portant sur un coeur hétérogène, a permis de tester la validité du

formulaire Carnaval IV pour ce type de concept, et de mettre en évidence

des prODriétés intéressantes de ce type de milieu dans le cadre de la

simulation de coeurs homogènes de grand volume.

Le déroulement du programme expérimental a été le suivant :

- configuration ID : étude d'une barre de contrôle au centre du réacteur.

Cette étude a permis de compléter les études paramétriques (taille de

la barre, enrichissement en bore, etc ) effectuées précédemment, avec

la variation du paramètre de "taille du coeur".

- configuration IE : un programme expérimental détaillé a été réalisé

pour l'étude de l'interaction de barres de commande, avec des effets

importants d'ombre et d'anti-ombre.

- Enfin, il a été défini, en commun avec nos partenaires DeBeHe et EHEA,

un programme experimental axé sur le démarrage de Super Phénix 1 pour

la verification des propriétés d'un coeur qui comporte un grand nombre

d'assemblages diluants (acier) , et pour vérifier la prédiction des

relations entre réponse de détecteurs neutroniques et augmentation de la

réactivité (approche sous-critiquej.

2/ Formulaire neutronique :

Cet objectif est destiné a définir la méthode de dimensionnement

d'un coeur et, par conséquent, à permettre de calculer les valeurs des

paramètres qui le caractérisent ainsi que leurs incertitudes.

Données de base :

Les travaux d'évaluation sur le Hp 237, le Pu 238 et le nickel

ont été couralétés.
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D'autre part, il y a eu une participation accrue au programme de

la Banque de Données de l'Agence pour l'Energie Nucléaire pour la mise

en place d'une Banque de Données Euro-Japonaise en formai: EfJDF/B (JEF) .

Méthodes de calcul :

Les effets de modélisation d'un assemblage cocbustible dans la

préparation des sectlonà efficaces ont été étudiés et un modèle simple

et efficace a été proposé. Les études sur l'hétérogénéité ont été poursuivies

d'une part, avec la participât! ".' à l'analyse d'un benchmark expérimental

proposé par UKAEA dans le cadre N'£ACRP, d'autre part, avec la définition

d'un programme expérimental complémentaire sur ERMINE par l'étude de

milieux équivalents avec combustible à réglettes ou à plaquettes.

Les problèmes de calcul liés a la solution de l'équation de la

diffusion avec source ont été abordés. Des algorithmes de calcul performants

ont été testés, qui améliorent la convergence, en particulier dans le cas

de faible sous-critlcité.

Les méthodes de reconstitution de flux perturbé ont étu mises en

oeuvre dans un système de codes a une dimension, basé sur le calcul

des harmoniques. Des études exploratoires à 2 dimensions (géométrie

hexagonale), ont donné des résultats encourageants.

Les méthodes de perturbations généralisés ont été étendues à l'ordre

supérieur, et des applications au deuxième ordre ont été faites dans le

cadre des études de l'évolution du combustible et des études d'optimisation

des protections.

Un travail de documentation complète a été entrepris pour la

justification des facteurs correctifs et des incertitudes annoncées pour

le projet Super Phénix 1, pour tous les paramètres importants (masse

critique, distribution de puissance, antiréactivité des barres de contrôle,

coefficients de réactivité, vide de sodium, e t c . ) .

Expériences de propagation :•

Le programme JASON, d'expériences de propagation dans des milieux

comportant du B4C et des aciers spéciaux (forte teneur en Ni, Ho, Ti, etc..)

a été poursuivi. L'analyse préliminaire des expériences effectuées jusqu'à

présent, montre des nécessités d'amélioration du formulaire cle protection

actuel.



Iß Validation sur réacteur de puissance :

Le programme de validation des méthodes de calcul de projet sur

réacteur de puissance (en particulier Phénix) a été poursuivi. Il est à

signaler que l'interprétation de la valeur d'activation du sodium secondaire

mesurée dans Phénix, avec les méthodes utilisées pour la définition des

protections de Super Phénix 1, a amené à un accord satisfaisant (écart

calcul/expérience d'environ 50*).

Il en a été de même pour l'interprétation détaillée d'une expérience

d'Introduction d'une barre (de type "arrêt complémentaire") dans la

position de l'assemblage central dans Phénix.

3/ Surveillance et protection du coeur :

Les études faites dans le domaine de la surveillance du coeur

comportent trois aspects : contrôle neutronique, surveillance des anomalies

thermiques et surveillance des ruptures de gaines.

- en neutronique, les études portent en particulier sur la mise au

point d'un comparateur de réactivité destiné a Super Phénix 1. Le suivi

effectué par un tel appareil installé sur Phénix participe à cette qualifi-

cation ainsi qu'à celle des méthodes de calcul des coefficients de

réactivité du coeur. En 1982, une étape importante a été franchie avec

l'obtention d'un bilan de réactivité en ligne, en régime statique, à

mieux que 10 pcm.

- en thermique, les études en cours sur la surveillance du coeur

concernent l'étude des performances du système TRTC de Super Phénix 1.

- pour la surveillance des ruptures de gaines, les études réalisées

en 1982 ont été essentiellement orientées, pour le projet 1500, dans le

sens de la diminution de l'encombrement des matériels DKG et LRG, et de

la réduction des coûts.

TECHNOLOGIE DES ASSEMBLAGES ET DU COEUR

I Les principales études de R et D, en soutien aux réacteurs Phénix et

Super Phénix 1 en 1982, ent été les suivantes :

— Surveillance des assemblages Phénix-

- Obtention de 120 à 130 dpa sur un nombre significatif d'assemblages

combustibles, et spécification de matériaux améliorés permettant de viser

des doses plus élevées.

- Réactualisation du plan de surveillance des assemblages fertiles,

afin de viser sur quelques assemblages, des temps de séjour supérieurs

aux temps de séjour nominaux,

- Réactualisation du plan de surveillance des assemblages acier,

tenant compte du chargement d'une 3ême couronne fertile.

- Soutien au projet Super Phénix 1

- Essai dans Phénix du prototype SAC (Système d'Arrêt Complémentaire)

Super Phénix 1 (3ème phase, avec absorbant réel et mécanisme) .

L'assemblage a accumulé 166 Jepp, et doit être irradié 4cycles supplémen-

taires de 75 Jepp.

- Essai dans Phénix du prototype SCP (Système de Contrôle Principal)

Super Phénix 1.

- Irradiation d'élémants absorbants type Super Phénix 1 dans Phénix.

Excunens en cours, sur les 3 premières expériences PRECURSAB. Une nouvelle

irradiation est en cours de préparation.

Les études de R et D concernant le projet 1500 ont porté en

particulier sur :

- Etude des pieds d'assemblages combustibles (pieds courts) et de

l'hydraulique du sonanier

- Poursuite du développement des codes de thermohydraulique et de mécanique

avec en particulier : validation du code d'équilibre mécanique du coeur

en trois dimensions sur essais en air simulant l'effet plaquettes.

Développement du modèle de calcul des effets de reactivity liés aux

déformations du réseau du coeur. Définition du modèle d'évolu tion de

l'élément absorbant. En thermohydraulique : développement du code



tridimensionnel de calcul des jecs à la sortie du coeur. Poursuite du

développement du modèle d'évaluation de la répartition de l'écoulement

lnter-assemblages. Amélioration du modèle de refroidissement d'un

faisceau en gaz par rayonnement. Validation du code de calcul de projet

da l'assemblage refroidi en convection naturelle ou mixte. Poursuite de

la validation du code de thermohydraulique de faisceau.

COMBUSTIBLE El' MATERIAUX

Dans le domaine de la Recherche et Développement sur l'élément

combustible, une activité prioritaire a consisté à valider sur Phénix

la solution retenue pour le premier coeur de Super Phénix. C'est ainsi

que 7 assemblages d'aiguilles représentatives (gainage en acier 316 Ti)

ont été irradiées à un taux de combustion de 85.000 MWj/t, équivalent à

une dose de 120 dpaP, sans rupture de gaine. Leur examen en laboratoire

chaud a confirmé le bon comportement du combustible, de l'acier des gaines

et de l'ensemble du faisceau. Ces résultats permettent d'être optimistes

sur l'atteinte des performances garanties pour l'élément combustible du

premier coeur de Super Phénix (dose de 127 dpaF).

Dans le cadre du projet 1500 MW (objectif pour l'élément combustible

220 dpaF), l'effort a été poursuivi sur l'étude de matériaux métalliques

nouveaux (alliages réfractaires à base de nickel, type Inconel 706,

aciers ferritiques du genre F 17 et 2M 12..). Des doses significatives

ont déjà été atteintes dans Rapsodie et Phénix sur des échantillons

(150 dpaF pour l'Inconel, 160 dpaF pour les ferritiques) et sur dus .

assemblages complets (90 dpaF pour l'Inconel). Pour ce niveau de perfor-

mances visées, la limitation peut provenir du tube hexagonal et an effort

a été mené ttn parallèle sur les matériaux permettant de reculer ces

limites : aciers ferritiques, alliages à teneur élevée en nickel .

En liaison- étroite avec les projets Super Phénix et 1500 MWe,

des essais en laboratoires chauds sur aiguilles irradiées, ont permis

de qualifier le procédé de stockage en eau des assemblages combustibles

17 â leur sortie du réacteur. Ces essais ont montré l'absence de corrosion

des gaines dans l'eau, aux températures envisagées, et la possibilité de

stocker des assemblages contenant des aiguilles non étanches dans les

mêmes conditions que les assemblages sains.

Dans le domaine des études de base, l'effort a été poursuivi

avec succès dans les voies suivantes :

- compréhension du mécanisme de fin de vie du matériau 316 Tl écroui à

partir notamment des examens détaillés de ruptures de gaines sur

assemblages expérimentaux poussés i leur limite dans Rapsodie et Phénix ,

- étude de l'option stockage interne des assemblages irradiéa retenue au

stade de l'avant-projet 1500 MWe : il faut s'assurer en particulier du

bon comportement des éléments combustibles non étanches,

- connaissance des lois permettant de prédire le gonflement des aciars

de gainage en fonction de la durée d'irradiation, du flux de neutrons

et de la température. Une démarche comparable a été entreprise pour

l'étude des déformations des tubes hexagonaux, visant 3. décrire l'arcage,

l'allongement, l'augmentation d'entreplats en fonction de la dose reçue.

L'influence de l'interaction entre assemblages voisins sur l'arcage des

tubes hexagonaux a été bien mise en évidence.

- études des phénomènes régissant les réactions entre l'oxyde mixte

irradié et la gaine .

- connaissance de la thermique de l'oxyde A des taux de combustion élevés:

on a mis en évidence le rôle des gonflements respectifs de la gaine et

de l'oxyde.

- modélisation des phénomènes régissant le fonctionnement de l'élément

combustible et du faisceau : des codes de calculs performants ont été

développés, prenant en compte les mécanismes d'endommagement connus Л

ce jour : ils sont en bon accord avec les résultats tirés de l'expérience

acquise en réacteur.

MATERIAUX DE STRUCTURES

Les études:'sur les matériaux de structure concernent lf;s matériaux

de cuve, de circuits de générateurs de vapeur et autres composants.



18 Les études sur les matériaux de cuve se développent dans l'approfon-

dissement des lois de comportement du matériau comme par exemple

l'interaction fatigue-fluage, alors que les données standards sont

maintenant tien connues, en particulier pour l'acier 316 développé pour

Super Phénix 1 et qui présente d'excellents résultats. Les études sur

les matériaux de générateur de vapeur concernent essentiellement l'alliage

800 et les aciers ferritiques du type 2 1/4 Cr, 1 Mo et 9 Cr. La tenue

de ces matériaux en fluage, fatigue et éventuellement ténacité, est

évaluée également en prenant en compte l'effet des milieux environnants

(eau, vapeur, sodium purs ou pollués) .

MATERIAUX AiiSORBAHTS

Dans le domaine des aiguilles absorbantes de réacteurs rapides,

on a précisé les lois du comportement sous irradiation des matériaux

actuellement retenus pour la première charge de Super Phénix (absorbant

en carbure de bore enrichi à 90% de bore 1 0 ) . On a, d'autre part,

abordé le développement de solutions * nouvelles permettant

d'augmenter la durée de vie des recharges ultérieures de Super Phénix et

des barres des réacteurs futurs.

CONTROLE HOII DESTRUCTIF

S i g n a l o n s l e déve loppement d 'une machine appelée.MIR (Module

d'Inspection des Réacteurs Rapides) pour le contrôle ultrasonore et

télévisuel des soudures des cuves. Sa raise en oeuvre à Creys Malville

(Super Phénix) est prévue pour la fin de cette année.

On a poursuivi également les dispositifs d'inspection et de

contrôle des générateurs de vapeur.:

- contrôle des tubeb par courant de Foucault (un point zéro a été fait

en usine sur les générateurs de vapeur de Super Phénix)

- micro-caméra de télévision pour examen extérieur des tubes.

- détection de micro-fissures par courants de Foucault multifréquences

- détection acoustique d'une réaction sodium-eau.

S U R E T E

LE PROGRAMME CABRI

Au plan expériment.Tl

Apres la longue indisponibilité de l'installation en 1981, le

fonctionnement de CABRI a été tout à fait satisfaisant au cours de

l'année 1982. C'est ainsi qu'aux trois semaines d'essais de démarrage en

régime transitoire qui ont suivi le remplacement de la boucle expérimentale

en pile se sont ajoutés six essais de la grille du programma, soit un de

plus que ce qu'il était prévu au début de cette année. Leur calendrier

est le suivant : (1)

AI2 : février 1982 ; A4, mars 1982 ; AI3, mai 1982 ; BI2, jui l let 1902 ;

B4, octobre 1982 ; et B5, décembre 1982.

Tous ces essais ont été effectués dans d'excellentes conditions

et ont conduit i des résultats d'un très haut niveau de qualité. On peut

noter :

- l'apport très important des résultats de l'hodoscope dans l'interpré-

tation du scénario de chaque essai : les améliorations dea électroniques '

associées a cet appareil au cours de l'arrêt de 1981 dû à l'incendie,

l'amélioration du rapport signal/bruit dû au changement da la partie

en pile de la boucle expérimentale ainsi que les techniques sophistiquées

de traitement du signal utilisées ont permis de réaliser des progrès

spectaculaires dans la qualité des résultats.

- les gros progrès réalisés dans la rapidité et la qualité du dépouillement

des essais.

Au plan interprétation

Six thèmes principaux ont fait l'objet d'une étude approfondie.

1) On rappelle que les essais A correspondent A un transitoire de puissance slopla (essais TOP
L<3 essais В д un défaut de refroldlsbcaunc avec transitoire de puissance (essais LOF)
L«a essais AI et BI sont effectuas avec des aiguilles irradiées (A et U avec des aiguilles
vlerues).



a - La thermique du combustible

L'interprétation d'essais CABRI avec combustible vierge tels que

Al, AIR et A2, a clairement démontré la capacité du code PHYSUCA a

calculer la thermique transitoire du combustible lorsque la conductibilité

thermique est connue. Pour les essais avec combustible préirradié tels

que BI1, la conductibilité thermique mesurée hors pile semble 20*

supérieure à celle qui serait nécessaire pour rendre compte des résultats

expérimentaux.

b — Rupture de gaine

L'examen et l'interprétation des 4 essais CABRI ayant conduit à la

rupture de la gajne (A3, A4, B2, B3) montrent que le seuil de rupture '

d'une gaine fraîche est sensiblement fonction de sa température. Il ne

semble pas qu'il en soit de тёше pour des aiguilles irradiées (essais

examinés A C , AI3 et BI2) pour lesquelles la rupture mécanique a été

obtenue â une iiiëme valeur de l'enthalpie du combustible alors que la

température de gaine variait de 680°C à 920"C.

с - Ejection de combustible fondu

II a été démontré dans les expériences A3 et A4 que le moteur

initial conduisant à 1'élection du combustible fondu était dû aux gaz de

porosité. Il n'y a pas suffisamment de résultats expérimentaux acquis

pour valider le modèle d'éjection sur aiguilles préirradiées.

d - Interaction combustible sodium

L'interprétation de l'expérience A3 a montré la capacité du code

PEYSURA à calculer le mouvement des interfaces et l'énergie mécanique

consécutifs à l'interaction. Pour les expériences réalisées à l'aide

d'aiguilles préirradiées comme AI3 et DI2, le code a une tendance a

surévaluer le mouvement des interfaces et l'énergie mécanique libérée.

Dans les cas irradiés ou non, on ne retrouve pas l'évolution de la pression.

Les études ье poursuivent.

e - Mouvements de combustible en Canal vidangé

Le modèle est encore très simple. Un effort est nécessaire pour

]g interpréter correctement les résultats acquis et à venir.

D'une façon générale, la compréhension des phénomènes, misa en

évidence par la qualité des calculs prévisionnels, est bonne en ce qui

concerne les combustibles vierges. La prévision est moins bonno en ce

qui concerne les essais sur aiguilles irradiées : cette discordance est

due pour une grande part aux incertitudes sur les propriétés das combus-

tibles irradiés, notamment en ce qui concerne les propriétés thermiques.

La fin des deux premières parties du programme CABRI (essai sur

combustible vierge et faiblement irradié) est prévue au cours du premier

semestre 1984. Les essais sur combust.'ble fortement irradié suivront.

LE PROGRAMME SCARABEE

L'année 1982 a vu se réaliser la fin de la construction de SCARABEE,

les essais de réception sans neutron, la divergence (septembre 1982) et

les essais neutroniques relatifs â la configuration critique. De nombreux

problèmes ont été rencontrés, ce qui a pour effet de décaler 1« planning

prévu. Parmi eux, on peut citer :

- un ralentissement da la vitesse de chute des barres de centrale et de

sécurité au débit nominal j

- une durée de chute des barres plus longue que prévue, qu'il a fallu

corriger en améliorant les guidages mécaniques ;

- le remplacement des espaceurs mécaniques des boîtiers d'assemblage

du coeur nourricier ;

- une déformation des "peignes" maintenant les plaques de combustible

au cours d'essais hydrauliques qui a obligé à relancer une fabrication

et a effectuer deux chargement de coeur ;

- le non fonctionnement de la sonde a niveau continu de la cellule ;

- les difficultés au montage de la partie en pile de la cellule due à

la géométrie très complexe de l'installation.

Si l'on tient compte de l'essai supplémentaire réalisé sur CABRI

au cours de ces différentes difficultés, le retard effectif du démarrage

du programme SCAKABEE est de l'ordre de deux mois, le premier essai étant

actuellement prévu pour avril 1983.



2U Au plan interpretation

Le travail de l'année 1982 a porté à la fois sur le développement

des méthodes de calculs et sur les précalculs ou interprétations de

différentes expériences françaises et étrangères traitant des mêmes

sujets.

L'ensemble de ces activités peut être décomposé en 4 grands

domaines physiques :

- bain de combustible fondu : amélioration du modèle simplifié de

turbulence (ECCO)

- ebullition du sodium : poursuite de la validation du code THEBES en

double phase transitoire, modification du code MULTICAUA, mise au

point du code analytique ANACOIJDA pour le traitement des bouchages

locaux.

- mouvement et gel de combustible : développement du code CIHECO et

écriture du modèle BUCOGEL.

- lit de débrxs : étude d'un modèle pour calculer les flux thermiques

évacués en haut et en bas du lit.

COMPORTEMENT DES PRODUITS DE FISSION GAZEUX ET VOLATIFS LORS D'UN

TRANSITOIRE DE PUISSA11CS

L'année 1982 a été marquée par une perturbation importante du

programme initialement prévu sur SILENE due aux problèmes matériels

posés par le déménagement à Cadarache des installations concernées.

Cinq essais ont été néanmoins réalisés sur du combustible Phénix

irradié à des taux compris entre 5 et 7 atomes pour cent qui ont permi3

de confirmer les points les plus significatifs de la courbe de relâchement

des gaz en fonction de l'énergie déposée.

Côté interprétation, les essais SILENE, CABRI et CAPT, ont permis

de montrer que les phénomènes physiques se produisant avant fusion sont

bien compris et décrits par le code COSAG. Les gaz intergranulaires,

représentant environ 20i des gaz retenus, sont disponibles instantanément

combe .moteur de dispersion du combustible.

Pour la détermination des constantes de temps qui décrivent la

pressurisation du combustible liquide par les gaz intergranulaires, une

nouvelle conception de capsule a été proposée sur la base d'expériences

exploratoires. Cette nouvelle technique sera nise en oeuvre en 1983.

ETUDES HORS PILE

Parmi les études expérimentales hors pile menées, soit en soutien

direct aux programmes CABRI et SCARABEE, soit en soutien des études de

sûreté de Super Phénix ou du Projet 1500, signalons quelques sujets

marquants :

- ebullition du sodium : essais sur une grappe à 19 aiguilles

avec gaines en acier pour définir les valeurs maximales de

puissance évacuables en convection naturelle avant destruction

des gaines ;

- interaction sodium-combustible : l'essai CORECT II n*25 a

montré l'influence de l'étendue de la surface libre du bain

fondu sur le phénomène de l'interaction ;

-' fusion de grosses masses de ccmbustibla : 20 kg d*UO2 ont été

fondus dans le dispositif COCOTTE ;

- coulée de combustible fondu : une expérience de coulée de

combustible fondu dans 4 tubes d'acier en parallèle et â

températures différentes a été réalisée ;

- étude de la convection naturelle sous une plaque inclinée ,

CODES DE CALCUL (SUPER PHENIX et PROJET 1500)

Fonctionnement et transitoires divers

Bonne comparaison des codes de calcul de dynamique (HUBSIM, DYH 1

et SURDÏN) . Pour la convection naturelle, validation du code COSIM sur

divers essais, dont des essais en réacteur (Phénix). Préparation d'un

programme expérimental important dans Rapsodie (transitoires avec ou

sans convection naturelle), avant l'arrêt définitif du réacteur.
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Accident hypothétique de fusion du coeur

a/ Amélioration du calcul de la masse do combustible fondu et de

l'énergie mécanique résultant de l'interaction globale combustible

fondu/sodiun (grâce à une validation des codes SURDÏN, VULCAIN sur

différentes expériences hors pile : ebullition, interaction (CORECT II).

Cette énergie est revue en baisse. En parallèle, développement d'un

code de calcul de fusion, validé en outre sur les expériences CABRI.

b/ Amélioration du calcul de comportement mécanique du confinement

(suite à la détente de la bulle engendrée par l'interaction).

Validations complémentaires du code SIRIUS sur diverses expériences en

simulation (essais MARA). Réalisation d'un essai global de démonstration

(simulation de l'essentiel des diverses structures du bloc réacteur),

démontrant la tenue d'ensemble très satisfaisante.

Accident d'assemblage

Elaboration d'une "démarche" s'inscrivant dans la nouvelle philo-

sophie du "Rapide 1500" distinguant les bouchages "crédibles" du

bouchage instantané, pouvant survenir à un assemblage. Pour les premiers,

détermination des possibilités de bouchage grâce entre autres au programme

hors pile en eau "ABACUS". Pour le second, poursuite des étuJes de

démonstration de non propagation au-delà des assemblages voisins

(thermique et mécanique : pour la propagation mécanique, le code EURDÏH

1 H a été utilisé) .

FEUX DE SODIUM

La première partie du programme d'étude sur les feux mixtes

(12 essais) a été effectuée. Parmi les résultats les plus significatifs,

on peut relever que la température initiale du sodium est un des

paramètres les plus importants. Pour une température et un type de

fuite donnés, la vitesse de montée en pression dans l'enceinte est liée

au débit et a la hauteur de chute, le maximum de pression étant peu

affecté par la durée de l'émission. En outre, l'énergie dégagée par unité

de masse éjectée est plus faible que pour un feu pulvérisé.

En ce qui concerne le comportement physique des aérosols, les

expériences ont été effectuées en 1982 à une température de sodiun

initiale de 2S0°C. L'ensmble des résultats obtenus en 1981 (température

initiale 550"C) et 1982 (température initiale 250°C) est en cours

d'analyse en vue de déterminer une cinétique d'émission des aérosols

en atmosphère confinée.

Un code de diffusion atmosphérique des aérosols de sodium a été

écrit (ICAIRRA). Ce code permet de calculer le comportement physique et

chimique de l'aérosol à l'atmosphère. Pour calculer l'élévation du

panache, le code WAPITI donne de bons résultats comparés à l'expérience

lorsque le vent est nul. Lorsqu'il y a du vent, cette élévation du panache

sera calculée à l'aide du code EDGAR.

L'ensemble des résultats expérimentaux obtenus dans ESMERALDA

serviront à la validation dûs codes.

Esméralda , (Grande installation d'étude des feux de sodium)

Les 9 premiers mois de l'année ont été consacrés à la mise en

place des derniers matériels et aux essais de mise en rouLe.

Le premier feu de sodium a été exécuté le 13 octobre 1982.

L'exploitation débute et s'étalera sur au moins 4 années. Le

financement est réparti comme l'était la réalisation : 52% CEA, 33% ENEA,

10% EDF, et 5% NERSA.

Réaction sodium-eau en milieu non confiné

En 1982, le travail expérimental a été orienté de façon à prendre

en compte :

- la fragmentation du jet de sodium (et de la nappe) pendant la chute

lors de l'impact et sous l'effet de l'onde de choc due à la détonation

hydrogène-oxygène ;

- la détonation hydrogêne-oxygène .
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Deux expériences ont été réalisées avec interface vertical. Les

résultats de ces deux expériences, ainsi que ceux obtenus Iocs d'un

premier essai effectué en 1981, sont en cours d'analyse.

Parallèlement, on a entrepris les expériences EDGAR en vue de

déterminer la vitebse de rétention par une nappe de sodium d'un gaz

(vapeur d'eau et/ou C02) émis par du béton chauffé.

Enfin, le code de calcul SORBET est en cours da validation â partir

des expériences effectuées sur le comportement d'un béton sous l'effet

d'une sollicitation thermique (désorption d'eau et transfert de'chaleur).

COLLABORATION INTERNATIONALE

II n'y a pas eu d'événement majeur dans ce domaine au cours de

l'année écoulée. Mais la collaboration internationale est pour nous un

élément essentiel dans le développement des réacteurs à neutrons rapides.

La réalisation de Super Phénix 1 à Creys Malville est d'ailleurs la

concrétisation d'une grande réalisation multinationale européenne.

Les liens étroits établis entre France, Italie et DeBeNe

(République Fédérale d'Allemagne, Belgique, Рауь-Bas) continuent à donner

lieu à une collaboration intense et à la réalisation de programmes

commun t. et d'actions communes de R et D.

La collaboration avec tous les grands pays engagés dans le

développement des réacteurs â neutrons rapides se poursuit également

ou s'intensifie.

STATUS OF FAST BREEDER REACTOR DEVELOPMENT
IN THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY,
BELGIUM AND NETHERLANDS - FEBRUARY 1983

R. HÜPER
Fast Breeder Project,
Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe GmbH,
Karlsruhe,
Federal Republic of Germany

Translated by R. Friese

Preface '

In 1967 and 1968 the Federal Republic of Germany, the Kingdom of Belgium and
the Kingdom of the Netherlands ("DeBeNe") agreed to develop breeder reactors in
a joint program. The following research organizations have taken part in this
effort:

- Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe (KfK)

- INTERATOM, Bergisch Gladbach

- ALKEM, Wolfgang near Hanau

- SCK/CEN, Hoi

- Belgonucléaire, Brussels

- ECN, Petten

- TNO, Ape 1 doom

- NERATOOM, The Hague.

The three German institutions mentioned above have been connected since 1977 in

the Entwicklunysgemeinschaft (EG) Schneller Brüter. KfK, INTERATOM, and the



French Commissariat à l'Energie Atumique entered into contracts in 1977 about

close cooperation in the fast breeder field, to which the Belgian and Dutch

partners acceded.

The results of activities carried out by the UelieNe partners in 19B2 have been

compiled in this report. The report begins with a survey of the fast reactor

plants and the political background, followed by an ItSU summary. In an

additional chapter, a survey is given of international cooperation in 1У0И.

I. SUMMARY

1. KNK 11 Operating Experience at Karlsruhe

The KHK Compact Sodium Cooled Nuclear Reactor Plant is a 20 MW
e
} experimental

nuclear power plant at the Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe which is owner of

the facility. It was constructed by Interatom, Bergisch Gladbach. A reactor

core for fast neutrons, KNK 11, was subsequently fitted so as to allow the

first fast power reactor in the Federal Republic of Germany to be operated. The

plant is being used for numerous experiments connected with testing measuring

techniques, fuel elements and materials, and for evaluating operating

experience. The plant is operated by the Kernkraftwerk-Uetriebsgesel lschaft

inbll, Karlsruhe.

The sodium systems of KHK were started up more than ten years ago. Especially

the primary system has since been continuously filled with sodium, even during

the KNK 1/KNK II conversion period. The sodium pumps have been in operation

uninterruptedly, accumulating some 85.000 hours of operation. The systems

temperatures and pressures attained their design levels for some 17.500 h. Over

that entire period of time no major malfunctions have occurred. Even a leakage

in a steam generator caused by a defective weld was controlled safely and

without any environmental impacts in 1972.

For dose rate measurement, a dip tube was installed in the primary cell of

KHK II in which a calibrated ionization chamber can be positioned in various

places. The dose rate of Na-24 was found to decay within roughly ten days

following shutdown of the reactor. The remaining radiation field is due to

activated corrosion products and fission products plated out along the walls of

the primary'system.

Continuously working hydrogen probes are used in the two secondary systems of

KHK II for early detection of defects developing in the steam generat'v. The

hydrogen probes have been in operation successfully for the past 28.0CÏ; hours.

2. Construction of the Kalkar Nuclear Power Station (SNR 300)
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The first fast core was commissioned in 1977. It was unloaded in late 19(12

after having reached an in-pile time in August 1982 corresponding to 400

full-load days. A number of rods then showed peak burnups of 100.000 MWd/te,

which is roughly 20% above the target burnup of the SNR 300.

The end of operation of the first core has produced interim and final results

also for a number of experiments conducted within the KHK II test program. For

instance, post-irradiation examinations have shown that rods adjacent to a

defective fuel rod were not influenced by the failure. There was no failure

propagation. This means that continued operation of a sodium cooled reactor is

possible under limited conditions even with a failed fuel element. Detailed

experience has been accumulated with the instruments used for core and systems

monitoring.

The SHR 300 prototype breeder power plant has been under construction at Kalkar

on the lower Rhine River since 1973. The responsible' manufacturer is the Inter-

nationale Natrium-Brutreaktor Bau GmbH (1NB), the owner/operator is the Schnell-

brüter-Kernkraftwerksgesellschaft mbH (SBK). Both companies are joint ventures

of Germany, Belgium, and the Netherlands ("DeBeNe").

The personnel on site at Kalkar has been increased to roughly 1300 persons and

is due to be further increased in 1983. The deadline rixed in the October 1981

tiine-scnedule, i.e. completion of plant construction and sodium filling of the1

main systems by late 1985, has been maintained.

Assembly work in the reactor cell allowed the vessel to be fitted into t!v„- cell

in early July 1982. The tower collecting tank and the shielding tank w.ve put



into the reactor vessel. Ли endurance test of the bearing of the large rotating

shield of the reactor vessel is being prepared.

To date more than 50 % of the fuel rods for the Mark la first core of the

SNR 300 have been fabricated. Blanket rod fabrication has been completed.

Within the qualification of the fuel element fabrication, the first Hark, la

fuel element has been assembled in mid-July 1982. The parts of the duniray ele-

ments have been completed 100 %, those of the control/shim elements and primary

shutdown elements approx. 80 X, and those of the reflector elements approx.

50%.

Assembly of the pipes of the primary and secondary heat transfer systems has

been started. After major difficulties had been overcome, fabrication of the

straight tube steam generator has now advanced so that the "bundle-shell"

completion program for two evaporators has been started. The timetable of the

imminent fabrication of the helical tube steam generators depends on the

delivery of forgings from Japan.

Construction of the cooling tower has been started; the other buildings of the

plant are finished.

Also construction of the steel containment shell has begun.

Assembly activities in the switch gear building have continued speedily.

The North Rhine-Westphalian State Ministry of Labor, Health and Social Affairs

granted several permits in 1982, the most recent and most important being the

permit issued on September 22, 1982, which comprises the reactor vessel with

its internals and the top shield, the main sodium systems with their large

components, the reventing system of the external containment shell, the

emergency power supply, the reactor protection system, the plant control

system, and the accident consequence instrumentation. On the other hand, this

permit does not yet settle any operational matters, such as the loading of the

reactor core, its mode of operation and monitoring instrumentation.

3. Political Discussions on the SHR 300

In the political field, important preliminary decisions have been made in 1902

for the continuation of the Kalkar Nuclear Power Station. In early 1982, the

Federal Government induced the electricity utilities and plant manufacturers to

contribute on a larger scale to financing the project. The new cost assessment

carried out in June 1982 resulted in total project costs (manufacturer's and

operator's costs), including price escalation, of approx. DM 6.050 million and

an additional evaluated cost risk of approx. DM 300 million.

In 1973, the 8th German Federal Parliament (Bundestag) had passed a resolution

that commissioning of the SNR 300 was to be subject to a political decision by

the Bundestag, in addition to the outcome of the licensing procedure. In order

to prepare that decision, a Fact Finding Committee or« "Future Huclear Energy

Policy" was established. In September 1982, the Fact Finding Committee on

"Future Nuclear Energy Policy" of the 9th Bundestag with a clear majority

expressed itself in favor of a recommendation to the Federal Parliament to

endorse commissioning the Kalkar Huclear Power Station after its completion. As

was to be expected, a vote in the Federal Parliament on December 3, 1982

resulted in a lifting of the political reservation against commissioning. This

vote constitutes one precondition of greater financial participation in the

construction of the Kalkar Nuclear Power Plant promised by the electricity

utilities. In December 1982, the German Federal Ministry for Research and

Technology (BMFT) and the utilities agreed on an interim financing scheme of

the SNR 300.

A major basis of thèse preliminary political decisions were two studies

recommended by the Fact Finding Committee in 1980 and then commissioned by

BMFT.

In the first of these studies ("Upper Limit Study"), KfK evaluated all the

existing international specialized literature with respect to the maximum

mechanical energy release in an HCOA of the SNR 300. The result: For the

SNH 300 it can for ail practical purposes be excluded that accidents will occur



whose mechanical energy release will exceed the design limit (of the reactor

vessel) uf 37U MJ. For the energetic boundary cases of primary and secondary

excursions of the SNR 300 loss-of-flow accident, KfK calculations showed the

expansion work of the very hot fuel two-phase mixtures to reach levels all of

which are below 100 MJ.

The second study, a "Risk Oriented Analysis of the SUR 300" compiled under the

leadership of the Gesellschaft für Reaktorsicherheit (GRS) and with the

participation of KfK, was to establish a comparison with the safety of a modern

pressurized water reactor (PUR). Among other findings it is stated in the study

that extremely pessimistic models must be construed if the design limit is to

be exceeded. The corresponding events in turn would be more biprobable by

several orders of magnitude than the initiating event leading to core

disruption. If such a case were postulated nevertheless, the impacts on the

environment of a plant would be less severe than the effects of the worst, also

extremely improbable, case studied for the PWR in the "German Nuclear Power

Plant Risk Study".

A conditional risk assessment made in a joint effort by KfK/Interatom/Science

Applications Inc. about the "contingent" risk of a Bethe-Tait case for the

SttU 300 provides an indication of the conservative approach adopted by GRS.

4. Planning Studies for an SUR 2

The Gennan-French-ltalian utility ESK commissioned Kraftwerk Union (KUU) in

March 1982 to conduct a large breeder study of a pool-type plant. The contract

encompasses the definition of the planning criteria and preplanning work. For

this preplanning on the basis of the French concept, subcontracts of KWU to

lnteratom and of Interatom to the partners participating in the nuclear steam

supply system were negotiated almost completely and harmonized with ESK. Work

on the pool analysis as a basis of preplanning has been continued on the main

topics of the pool roof and its cooling, loop analyses, stability assessment

and vessel thermohydrâulics and has been supplemented by design activities. The

basis of these efforts are the SERENA license and the exchange of information

25 with the French CEA and Hovatome.

Preplanning for the SNR 2 and analyses of the Superphénix have shown that it is

not possible to find unequivocal answers to all safety related technical

problems merely from the experience accumulated in the SUR 300 licensing proce-

dure. Up to the planning stage, various major problems are to be examined by a

consultant body to be set up by the Federal Ministry of the Interior (BMI).

5. Research and Development Work

USD work in the UeBeNe region was concentrated on fuel element and materials

development, safety, physics,- and component development. Increasing attention

is being devoted to the investigation of technological problems of the breeder

fuel cycle. Part III of this report contains the most important R&D results

elaborated in 1982. They can be summarized as follows.

In parallel to the core element fabrication for the first load of SNR 300,

efforts are being made to further optimize core materials for future

application. With a view to achieve even higher burnups., alternative materials

for canning and wrapper tubes are also under study, especially in regard to

better swelling behavior under irradiation. A second objective of core element

R&D concerns possible simplifications of subassembly design, in order to lower

fabrication costs. - For a breeder fuel reprocessing pilot plant, a basic

concept has been elaborated including the head-end.

The physics activities are concentrated on safety studies of large cores, with

an emphasis on reactivity effects of core materials relocation in severe

accidents, void effects, and control rod worths. Heterogeneous cores are being

studied in the BIZET and RACINE projects.

A large part of the safety R&D in 1982 was still devoted to core disruptive

accidents. In this field, close international cooperation proved to be useful

in code development, joint loss-of-flow experiments, transient experiments,

failed fuel studies, diid risk analyses. Aerosol and sodium fire experiments as

well as core melt studies served to assess possible accident consequences. In

addition, a large amount of experience was gathered from testing in-core

protection and plant monitoring instruments in KNK II and other facilities.
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Component testi 114 tor the SfIR 300 was supplemented by development work aiming

at a simplification and improvement of component design, especially to reduce

the space requirements and further increase the life-time of future plants. How

as before, structural materials research for the reactor vessel, pipinij, and

other components is beiny performed, in order to assure basic safety and plant

reliability and to facilitate future licensing procedures.

6. International Cooperation

The breeder RÄD projects carried out by Belgium and the Netherlands are being

conducted in close cooperation with the Federal Republic of Germany within the

framework of the R&D Programs Working Committee. As a consequence of the Nether-

lands government decision to stop financing the sodium technology follow-on

program as of January 1, 1982, TNO and Neratoom are unable to continue the Ш )

work planned within the SNIt follow-on program. The participation of TNO in the

DeBeNe-CEA-PNC, DeBeNe-CEA-üOE and OeßeHe-CEA-UKAEA joint ventures are being

terminated. However, the USD work conducted within the framework of the SNR 3Ü0

will be carried out as agreed upon. The 50 MU test facility for steam-genera-

tors and IHXs at Hengelo has been decommissioned. After a period of transition,

Neratooin will transfer its know-how about breeder components to the De Scheide

Company. The HFR reactor at ECU Petten and the BR 2 in Hoi continue to be

available for joint experiments.

The German-French breeder agreements of 1977 have resulted in close R&D

cooperation with France (and Italy) coordinated by a joint steering committee

and its working groups. This is shown quantitatively, among other features, in

the rising number of common actions started and the gradual emergence of

harmonization in the technical concepts.

The DeBeNe group and France each have trilateral relations with Japan, the

United Kingdom and the USA, which have led to an information exchange, the

execution of joint projects, and the delegation, among others, of German

experts to foreign research teams in a number of areas of breeder research.

Through the International Working Group on Fast Reactors of IAEA there is a

limited exchange of know-how and experience with other countries. International

conferences are organized to support the worldwide breeder development.

II. REACTOR PROJECTS

1. Operation of KHK II

1.1 Operating Experience and Results of the First Core

The core of the 20 MWe KNK II experimental breeder power plant has been

designed as a two-zone core. At the given thermal reactor power of 58 MW it is

possible in this way to create largely fast breeder-like conditions in the test

zone made up of seven fuel elements. This is true 1n particular of the linear

rod power of 450 W/cm and the subassembly geometry. As has also been planned

for the first core of the SNR 300, the first core of KHK II had fuel rods with

6 mm diameter and spark eroded grid type spacers. The test zone is surrounded

by 22 fuel elements of the driver zone and the five units of the primary and

three units cf the secondary shutdown systems. Five blanket elements only serve

experimental purposes.

The first, core of KNK II was decommissioned on August 30, l'J82 after an in-pile

time of 400 equivalent full-load days. The fuel elements of the test zone had

attained peak burnups up to 100.000 MWd/te of heavy metal, which by far exceeds

the design level, being nearly 20% above the target burnup of the first core of

the SNR 300, whose fuel elements are at present being fabricated. The

irradiation performance of the KNK II core allows a comparably good in-pile

behavior to be expected of the SNR 300 elements.

As any other nuclear power plant in Germany, KNK II comes under the provisions

of the Atomic Energy Act. These are binding also upon the use of experimental

facilities, requiring in every case a licensing and approvals procedure, which

occasionally give rise to delays. At present, some sixty individual projects

for the SHR 300 are being prepared or implemented in the plant within the frame-

work of the experimental program.



1.2 Detection ami Localization of Failed Fuel Rods

In KHK II, failed fuel elements are detected by continuous global monitoring of

the reactor cover gas, argon, for gaseous fission products and of the primary

coolant for delayed neutrons. The following installations in the experimental

program are available for gas monitoring: a gas Chromatograph, a xenon

adsorption bed with an activated carbon filter, three different precipitators,

and an on-line gamma spectroscope with a Ge(Li) detector.

In the two fuel element failures of 1979 and 1980 detection was immediate and

reliable. Further work in this line will therefore be geared to obtaining

additional information about the type and size of a defect.

After detection of a failure, the failed element must be localized for

replacement. The following investigations were carried out for pre-local-

Uation:

- Oetection of different count rates of the OND signal in the two circuits,

which allows the failed fuel element to be assigned to the eastern or western

sections of the core;

- comparison of the calculated and the measured Xe-131/Xe-134 ratios, which

allows to distinguish between a test element and a driver element;

- the behavior of DM1) signals during skewed load operation, which allows the

failed fuel element to be assigned to a core quadrant.

Localization proper was then carried out by the dry sipping method in the

refueling machine. :

To calibrate all measuring systems in the plant, several experimental plugs

were used with open fuel areas: different fuel quantities and different sizes

of free surfaces.
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1.3 Disassembly, Post-Irradiation Examination, and Reprocessing of Failed Fuel

Elements

The two failed KtIK II fuel elements with grid type spacers of the type planned

for the SUR 300 were dismantled in a hot cell without any difficulties and in a

reasonably short period of time.

The PIE results of the two rods in conjunction with the high burnup attained by

the whole core indicate that the defects are not due to design errors. Host

probably, the cause of the defects are fabrication techniques, which have

meanwhile been changed. Friction marks, i.e., materials abrasion and transfer,

in some instances found at points of contact between the cladding tube and the

spacer are not in any way connected with the defects.

Disassembly of the second failed fuel element, which had been run with the fuel

rod failure for about four weeks, revealed clear marks on the rods adjacent to

the defective one which seemed to indicate the existence of some interaction.

However, detailed investigations have shown that there had been no failure

propagation. Consequently, fuel elements of fast breeder reactors can continue

to be operated within certain limits also with defective rods.

Some 35 fuel rods of the two failed fuel elements each were reprocessed in the

MILL I facility. The extracted fuel was used for fabrication uf the fuel rods of

the second core. This means that in Germany the breeder fuel cycle has been

closed on a kilogram scale. In dissolving the fuel in 7 M nitric acid, some 10%

remained undissolved and had to be retreated with hydrofluoric acid. The low

solubility of the fuel is due to its method of fabrication; highly soluble fuel

will be used already in the first reload core.

1.4 Reactor Instruments

The performance capability of new reactor instruments and failure detection

methods must be ensured by tests under the operating conditions of nuclear

power plants. Consequently, two experimental plugs were loaded in KNK II.over

periods of 4310 and 6635 hours of full load operation, respectively, which had

been equipped with fuel element measuring probes, temperature measuring probes,

and acoustic transducer double probes (magnetostrictive and piezo-electric

systems). Since the fuel element measuring probes are planned for use in the

safety system of the SNIl 300, their endurance testing was of considerable

importance. The linearity and temperature errors had to be demonstrated to be

below 2£ and drift errors (within four weeks) to be below 2.5i at flow rates of

v ^ 1 ms~l and 2 t at v > 1 ms"l, respectively, the high temperature



on dependence of the measured signals being compensated electronically. The

measurements revealed that the criteria to be net by the fuel element flow-

meters can be satisfied. However, they have also shovm that installation of the

probes in the plugs requires great attention. Inappropriate layout will result

in fluctuations of the sodium flow falsifying the measured result.

From the beginning, the reactivity signal of KNK II showed harmonic

oscillations of 4 с < - 0 . 5 ф . Sensitive methods of correlation between the

reactivity signal and the measured fuel element outlet temperature proved these

oscillations to be due to individual fuel elements. Additional measurements

performed under various operating conditions and theoretical considerations

seem to indicate that the reactivity oscillations are initiated by flow induced

mechanical vibrations. Most probably, these are vibrations of entire fuel

elements generated by vortex shedding or non-steady state fluid jet formation.

1.5 Reactor Chemistry

Radiochemcal measurements of primary sodium show that the bulк дата activity

after 400 full-load days of КИК II operation, which is approx. 1.9 Ci/g of

sodium, is considerably below the primary coolant activity in boiling water and

pressurized water reactors. Also the fission product releases from two failed

fuel elements were relatively slight, for iodine and cesium remain in sodium.

. So, compared with water as a coolant, sodium represents an additional barrier

to fission product releases to the outside.

More precise analyses were conducted on the primary sodium to detect the

activation products Na-24, Na-22, Ag-110 m, and Zn-65, the activated corrosion

products Mn-54, Co-58, Co-60, Fe-59, Cr-51, Ta-182, Sb-124, and the fission

products Cs-137, Cs-134, Sb-125, Ua-140/La-liO, 1-131. Since these

radio-nuclides give rise to radiation exposure of personnel during repair and

maintenance work, it is attempted to remove them from the primary system

(except for Ha-24 and fta-22). In KHK II, work is being concentrated on the

Mn-54, Zn-65, Та-182 isotopes. These nuclides have been shown to precipitate

well on specific metal surfaces. Nickel, e.g., lends itself particularly well

to use with Zn-65, less well to Mn-54. Among other instruments, a radionucliue

trap is used in these investigations, which is applied at the primary sodium

sampling station.

The much smaller temperature gradients between the heating medium and water

vapor in sodium heated steam generators as against fossil heated plants promote

the formation of a stable evaporation zone. There are no pulsating evaporation

processes due to local superheating. Since impurities in the boiler feedwater

can become enriched in this stable evaporation zone and give rise to changes in

the protective coating, an extensive measurement program is being conducted in

the water-steam circuit with respect to determining conductivity, oxygen, iron,

copper, silicic acid, and sodium.

The sole application of directly reading or automated analytical units permits

the required frequency of analyses to be achieved for the statistical

evaluation of constant operating phases while permitting short-time changes in

the operating conditions to be traced.

Measurements conducted in KNK with and without hydrazine, which is normally

added to reduce the oxygen content, have shown that hydrazine has no influence

on a further reduction at oxygen contents < 50 ppm, while there is an increased

oxygen content in steam in the presence of hydrazine. Tlie next operating phase

of KHK therefore 1s to be carried out not with hydrazine added, but in a

combined mode of operation involving an elevated oxygen content and a reduced

pH.

In both secondary systems ot KNK II, continuous hydrogen probes are used for

the early detection of incipient defects in the steam generator. The probes

have been in operation for 28,000 hours.

1.6 Experience with the Heat Transfer Systems

The sodium systems of KNK have been started up more than ten years ago.

Especially the primary system has since been continuously filled with sodium,

even during the KHK I/KNK II conversion phase. The sodiun pumps have been in

operation uninterruptedly and have accumulated some 85,000 hours. Systems



temperatures and pressures reached their design levels for about 17,500 h. Over

that entire period of time there have been no major cases of malfunctioning.

A dip tube has been built to measure the dose rate in the primary cell, which

extends vertical through the primary cell. In this dip tube a calibrated

ionization chamber can be positioned at various points. After shutdown of the

reactor, the dose rate of f(a-24 decays within some ten days. The residual

radiation field is due to activated corrosion products and fission products

plated out on the walls of the primary system. More than ten years of operating

experience have shown that the radiation exposure both of the personnel and of

the environment is less than it is in comparable water cooled reactors. This is

in line with the criterion spelt out in the German Radiation Protection

Ordinance that exposures must be minimized.

Also the KHK steam yenerators have proved to work satisfactorily. One leakage

in a steam generator caused by a weld pore was controlled safely and without

any impacts on the environment in 1972. The steam generators of KNK II consist

of parallel helical double tube systems (the material being 8CrMoNiNb9 10;

1.6770). One of them was removed in early 1981 and replaced by a new one with a

sampling point in the transition region between water and steam. This afforded

an opportunity for metallographic re-examination of the coil dismantled. The

results now available show that the tubes are in good condition throughout. In

! the evaporator region a protective coating roughly 100 /un thick, in the

; superheater region a protective coating roughly 40fim thick has developed. The

protective coatings consists of an inner layer of oxidized metal and an outer

layer of magnetite. The magnetite is generated whenever the solubility of iron

in water is exceeded. Pitting corrosion, with a maximum depth of penetration of

250 juin is due to the quality of water, which is not controlled in outage

periods. The reduction in wall thickness due to pitting corresponds to 8.6% of

the wall thickness, which can be tolerated.

The results available to date on assays of the neutron source strengths of

fresh ami spent fuel elements show excellent agreement between the computed and

" the measured data. This confirms the validity of the computer models used.

For verification of the neutron shielding calculation for the region of the

upper reactor plenum and the rotating shield, activation measurements were

carried out by means of experimental plugs. The recent evaluation of the first

measuring chain, which consisted of capsules with activation foils, showed good

agreement with the computed results for the upper plenum. This also applies to

the fast and epithermal fluxes in the rotating shield. The thermal neutron

flux, however, which contributes practically nothing to the dose rate above the

rotating shield shows major differences between the calculated and the measured

data.

Because of the good heat transfer characteristics of sodium, the coolant

temperature drops quickly following scram of the reactor. This would give rise

to undue stresses in the core and systems components, unless post-scram control

reduced the coolant flow. This post-scram control actuates the nozzle control

valves in accordance with a set value, which is a result of the calculated

amount of heat to be removed. However, this calculated sijt value can be used

for control purposes only for a matter of several minutes after a scram,

because the reactor outlet temperature to be maintained constant has no '

correcting effect on the calculated set value. This finally compels the

operator to assume control. In an experiment, the reactor outlet temperature

was used as the actual value of a temperature control process. The experiment

conducted after a scram showed that the newly installed control system allows

the reduction in reactor enthalpy in the post-scram phase to be achieved

without any manual interference by the operator.

1.7 Continuation of the KNK II Experimental Program

The fuel elements of the first core have meanwhile been moved into the sodium

cooled storage vessel of KNK II, the elements of the second core have been

delivered to the plant site, the core support plate inserts have been

exchanged, and extensive in-service inspections have buen carried out. The

critical experiment with the second core has been planned for the spring of

1983.



30 Ihe layout of the second core corresponds largely to that of the first one: A

test zone made up of seven U-Pu mixed oxide driver elements.

However, for the second core an outer fuel rod diameter of 7.6 mm has been

chosen. This larger dimension is a consequence also of economy considerations.

Also spark eroded spacers with skirts have been newly introduced.

KNK was built as a preliminary technical stage of the SNR 300 prototype plant.

Consequently, no provisions had been made in its planning for its potential use

as a materials irradiation facility. Nevertheless, it has been possible in the

meantime to use the power plant for experiments on a large scale and to develop

facilities for its use as an irradiation reactor. The in-pile facilities either

already available or to be provided for the second core include

- up to four irradiation plugs,

- two materials test elements at the positions of reflector elements

- two annular carrier fuel elements,

- sample tubes assembled into fuel elements instead of fuel rods.

Moreover, structural fuel element parts are used for materials irradiation.

Nuclear fuels and absorber materials are irradiated within integral fuel

elements and absorber elements, respectively.

2. Construction of the Kalkar Nuclear Power Station (SNR 300)

2.1 General Overview

- reactor protection and plant control systems

- reventing system and diesel emergency power plant.

This means that all permits necessary for the construction of the Kalkar

Nuclear Power Station have been issued.

In the light of the existing permits it has been possible to increase to some

1300 persons the man-power on site in Kalkar. Another increase in personnel on

the construction site is due in 1983.

Important steps of assembly were started in 1982 with the delivery and assembly

of the first pump casing of the primary sodium punps and the refueling machine,

the installation of the reactor vessel in the reactor cell, and the beginning

of assembly of the modified steel containment shell.

The deadline set in the working schedule of October 1981, according to which

plant construction and sodium filling of the main systems is to be completed by

late 1985, has been maintained without any delay.

2.2 Present State of Activities on Site

Reactor Building:

Assembly work in the reacf.or cell and the surface abrasive activities on the

reactor vessel (to remove effects of intergranular corrosion) allowed the

The North Rhine-Westphalian State Ministry of Labor, Health and Social Affairs

granted permits in 1982, inter alia for the following plant components:

- the modified steel containment shell

- the cooling system for the ventilation facilities in the containment region

- construction and operation of the cooling tower of the power plant

- ventilation systems including fire protection facilities of the containment

and the annul us of the reactor building

- reactor vessel and rotating shield

- main heat transfer systems (primary and secondary)

External Facilities:

The staircases of the reactor building required as additional escape routes

have been completed as building shells.

Assembly of the pipes run in the ground of the protected secondary cooling

water system on the power plant site and construction work of an additional

cable duct have practically been completed.



2.3 Uorkshop Activities

Core Element Fabrication:

By late 1982, some 16,400 fuel rods had been fabricated for the Mark la first

core. Blanket rod fabrication has been completed. Within the qualification of

fuel element fabrication, the first Mark la fuel element was assembled in

mid-July 1982.

The parts of the duniny elements have been completed 100%, those of the control

shim and primary shutdown elements approx. 8Û.S, and those for the reflector

elements approx. 50%. Preliminary test documents for the dummy and reflector

element fabrications have been completed and work on qualification of the

assembly of these elements has been started.

Reactor Top Shield:

The following steps have been carried out for preassembly of tha three rotating

shields and the bearing endurance test of the large rotating shield at the

manufacturer's works.

In the small rotating shield, the thermocouples and heaters of the shield gap

heating system have been installed and leak tested.

In the assembly scaffolding of the central rotating shield, the dip plate was

joined to the basalt box/support plate lifted into place. Moreover, for the

same shield the heaters and thermocouples were installed and leak tested. Work

on running the pipes of the argon systems was started, and the bottom region of

the instrumentation plate was moved into the assembly scaffolding,

reactor vessel to be put into the cell in July 1982. The so-called trumpets of

the sodium inlet and outlet nozzles of the reactor vessel have been installed,

the lower collecting tank and the shield tank put into the reactor vessel.

Construction of the core-catcher system had well progressed so that the

31 assembly opening of the biological shield was closed earlier than expected.

Assembly work on the primary argon systems has been completed with the pressure

and leak tests in large parts of the systems. Assembly of the piping of the

primary heat transfer system has been started, and so has the construction of

the steel containment shell.

Steam Generator Building:

The leak tests and subsequent assembly of the trace heating system and the

insulation for the secondary sodium ancillary systems have been completed in

the three steam generator buildings.

Switchgear Systems Building:

Assembly activities in the switchgear systems building wore continued speedily,

especially in the following sectors:

- cable laying and cabling work

- work on the low voltage switching systems

- completion of the fire detection system

- equipping the main control console and the supporting control console

- residual assembly work and commissioning activities with respect to the

ventilation systems.

Turbine Hall:

Assembly of the feedwater pipes of the tertiary system has been started.

Reconstruction work on the feedwater tank has been completed with the water

pressure test.

After successful trial operation, the electric auxiliary boilers, the plant

sewage treatment system and the water makeup system were delivered to the

customer.

After installation and testing of the thermocouples and heaters-for the gap

heating system of the large rotating shield, the endurance test of the bearing

is now being prepared. The extensive trial assembly phase is continued on the

model of the large rotating top shield.



32 Steam Generators and UIXs:

Fabrication of the straight tube steam generators has advanced to a level at

which the "bundle-shell" assembly program has been started for two evaporators

after major difficulties had been overcome. The time-table of the planned

fabrication of the helical tube steam generators is governed by the awaited

delivery of forgings.

ItlX bundles and heads were joined. Some IMX shell changes have been carried out

resulting fran an improved IHX support concept.

Detailed design work on the manipulator for the reactor vessel and the sodium

cooled fuel element storage facility has been continued and some major points

have been clarified, such as the temperature stability of the drive motors.

The basic concept of visual inspection of the pipe welds has been developed. It

implies that permanently installed guide rails around the welds are installed

underneath the insulation into which a properly guided endoscope is then slid

for test purposes.

Heat Transfer Systems:

2.4 Work within the Licensing Procedure

Reactor Core:

Engineering work was concentrated, inter alia, on compiling the hot channel and

hot spot analyses for the control, shim and primary shutdown elements and the

B4C dummy elements For the secondary shutdown elements it was shown that,

because of the low coolant temperatures, such detailed proof is not necessary.

The spectrum of load cases to be established as a' criterion in analyzing the

behavior of core elements under accident conditions has been elaborated. Work

on the documentation required in the licensing procedure under the Atomic

Energy Act has been continued especially under the major aspect of "core

hydraulics".

In-service Inspections:

The "in-service inspection" concept of the coolant containments - reactor

vessel, IHXs, pump shells and primary main pipes - by visual inspection of the

surfaces has been continued. It has been found in an interim report that,

besides recognizing minimum sodium leakages by means of optical inspection

facilities, also detection of a fault 10 mm long and 0.1 nun wide is now

feasible.

The reactor vessel and rotating shield regions have been granted final permits.

•It had been demonstrated plausibly before that the earthquake resilience of the

shield internals could be demonstrated within the framework of tha preliminary

test.

After extensive documentation a permit has also been granted for the main heat

transfer system. To confirm a sufficiently conservative IHX design, the stress

loads acting on the whole IHX were listed in a survey diagram.

Within the framework of controlling ruptures of specific sections in the decay

heat removal systems it was shown by means of strain criteria that the systems

remain structurally intact at rupture opening times of about 5-6 ms, which were

called realistic by the expert consultant. Structure dynamics calculations

conducted for the feedwater and saturated steam regions holped to determine a

backup concept which also allows to control pressure waves initiated by pipe

ruptures outside the steam generator buildings. For the main steam system; the

fluid dynamics calculations were carried out as a preparation for structural

dynamics calculations.

2.5 SHR 300 Safety Analyses requested by the Fact Finding Committee

Among other recommendations, the Fact Finding Committee on "Future Nuclear'

Energy Policy" of the 8th German Federal Parliament had asked in 1ÖS0 for- a

literature search about the upper limit of mechanical energ/ release. The study



was devoted to the search for references in the available international

literature possibly indicating that energy releases in excess of 3/0 HUs would

have to be expected in a core disruptive accident in the SHR 300. If there were

such references, they were to be evaluated. On behalf of the German Federal

Ministry for Research and Technology (BMFT), KfK scanned several thousand

references published plus unpublished reports by the nuclear opponent, R. Webb.

Moreover, a document was analysed which had been prepared for the Fact Finding

Committee by the Fast Breeder Working Group of the University of Bremen, since

some members of the Committee had expressly referred to it.

From analyzing and evaluating all references the conclusion was drawn that the

occurrence of major accidents in the SNR 300 whose mechanical energy release

would exceed the level of 370 MUs, can be excluded for all practical purposes.

Л risk oriented study of the SNR 300, which was also initiated by the Fact

Finding Committee, was coordinated by the Gesellschaft für Reaktorsicherheit

(GRS). By comparing with a German pressurized water reactor (PWR), the study

ij arrived at the following important findings:

- Because of the engineered safeguards characteristics of the SNR 300 and the

special safety provisions made, the probability of an accident sequence in

which the reactor core of the SNR 300 would be destroyed is clearly lower

than the probability of the reactor core of a PUR melting.

- Even if the reactor core were to be destroyed, it will be possible with high

probability that the core inventory will be retained in the reactor vessel

and in the containment, respectively.

- A relatively fast failure of the containment, i.e., the reactor vessel, the

inner and the outer containments, could occur only if the design level of 370

MJ of effective mechanical energy would be exceeded in that case.

Before that study, KfK and Interatan (IA) in cooperation with the American

consultant company of Science Applications Inc. (SAl) had studied for the

v\ SNR 300 the risk generated by a LOF accident. The results of that study were

partly incorporated in the study drafted by GRS. The investigations published

in the KfK/lA/SAI study were based on two variants of a loss-of-flow accident:

- loss of external power supply without reactor scram,

- coastdown of primary pumps without reactor scram.

The reaction of the containment systems to these accidents was studied both

deterministically and probabilistically. The results can be briefly interpreted

as follows:

Under the assumption of a Bethe-Tait accident occurring, it holds that

- the primary systaa will remain intact in some 90% of a'l cases; the accident

will have terminated without any environmental impact having been caused;

- there may be activity releases in the region of the reactor top shield in

approx. 5% of all cases; failure of this reactor top shield is associated

with a negligible risk;

- there may be melt-through of the reactor vessel with an impact on the rest of

the containment in some 2% of all cases.

On the basis of this latter case, i.e., under the assumption of a thermal

failure of the reactor vessel, the study shows the following findings.

. In some 95% of all cases the containment system of the SHR 300 behaves up

to design. The radiological consequences arising to the environment are

negligible.

. In 5< of all cases there may be activity releases. No early fatalities and

a maximum of 51 late fatalities are calculated.

.In 0.001% of all cases all containment systems including the containment

closure may fail. In this case there may be a maximum of 417 late deaths.

For Bethe-Tait accidents with mechanical energy releases in the range of 0-370

MWs, accordingly, the maximum number of late deaths will be below 417 for the

SHR 300. Even this will only occur in case of all those systems failing which

are provided to control the consequences of a Bethe-Tait accident.

3. General Safety Issues of the SNR 2

In order to back important safety-related boundary planning conditions, a

consultant body of the Federal Ministry of the Interior is to investigate some
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nidJor problems associated with the SMR 2, such as:

- UCDAs: Complete shifting of the proof of safety to the preventive level.

The DYAMA proyrain was used for a number of parameter calculations for ULOF

and UTOP accidents. Primary pump flywheels and installations limiting

reactivity rises are important conditions for avoiding core disruption.

- Limitation of Leaks: Recognizing the leak-before-rupture criterion is an

important basis, i.e., no double ended breaks are used as a design basis.

From the point of view of fracture mechanics, a size of a reference leak of

10 cii|2 must be regarded as very conservative. Larger leak areas can be

excluded.

- Steam Generator Failure: It is demonstrated that propagations from minor up

to large-scale leakayes are under control. The comprehensive type of failure

covering the situation is the double ended rupture of a steam generator

heater pipe in load category D (faulted conditions). The data so far

available about propagation experiments conducted worldwide have been

evaluated in a comprehensive analysis. The concept of control (early

detection and depressurization) is based on these findings. ROPLAST

calculations were performed to determine the loads acting on various

secondary variants in the double ended rupture of a heater pipe.

- Containment Concept: This concept is to be simple and geared to meeting

design basis accidents. No hypothetical accidents are used as a design basis.

A number of containment variants are being assessed in the light of a

radiological source term table. The results show that a concrete contain-

ment with depressurization and venting system is sufficient, if the boundary

conditions mentioned above are maintained throughout. A double walled

containment, safety vessel (or dome) and a reventing system are not necessary

in this case.

- Division of Redundancy above the Reactor tilock: Major common-mode failures

are excluded. Such important safety related systems as the decay heat

removal, shutdown and reactor protection systems ars concentrated on the roof

of the pool. Layout plans have been drafted to allow a satisfactory level of

division to be assessed. A detailed safety assessment indicated that a dome

as in SPX-1 would increase the packing density and consequently render more

difficult both the division of redundancy and the efforts required for

fighting fires.

- Design Concept: Components are to be classified and assigned to certain rules

of computation in accordance with their safety related significance. Л

classification scheme with the corresponding evaluation criteria has been

developed and applied to the components of the pool type reactor block by way

of example.

In addition, the structural materials concept and in-service inspections are to

be discussed.

III. PROGRESS OF R&D WORK

The following summary lists some of the results achieved in research and

development work by the DeBeNe partners of the Fast Breeder Project in 1982.

1. Core Elements and Fuel Cycle

The first fabrication steps have been completed successfully for the hexagonal

wrapper tubes made of martensitic 12% Cr-steel of the 1.4914 type (an

alternative of 1.4970 cw, the reference material for the Mk.II fuel element

wrapper tubes): extrusion of the seamless balls and welding of the balls from

the sheet metal, respectively. The dimensions of the wrapper tubes are planned

so that irradiation in KNK II, SUR 300 and Phénix will be possible.

Simulation experiments in the Harwell Variable Energy Cyclotron indicated that

a number of alloys under development in the range of 25 to 3S% nickel and-

1.4914 type steel had more advantageous swelling properties than comparable

commercial alloys; thus, swelling in the 25Ni-10Cr variant is a factor of 10

below that in the 1.4970 reference steel.
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Structural parts of the SHU reloading elements can be simplified in the light

of new developments su that costs can be reduced. For instance, simpler

attachment mechanisms of the rods and subassemblies have facilitated

withdrawing the complete rod bundle (for reprocessing) and allowed individual

rods to be exchanged for fuel element repair and replacement of defective rods.

Grid type spacers with soft contact pads allow the disassembly of fuel

elements.

Within the framework of the failed fuel program conducted in the Siloe reactor,

the RS 1 experiment has been evaluated, which involved a pre-irradiated SPX-1

fuel rod with an artificial failure. Rupturiny of the defective spot had

initially given rise to a high DNO signal, which had been caused by longlived

fission product noble gases entraining DN emitters. The signal was high enough

for a reactor to be shut down in practical operation.

In the first experiment of the MOL-18 series, a full scale KHK II/2 fuel rod

was subjected to fast power transients in the Variable Irradiation Conditions

(VIC) sodium loop such that the sodium outlet temperature rose to 700 °C. The

VIC loop is equipped with a variable neutron shield allowing for fast power

transients to be 'achieved by changing the l̂le pressure in an annular space

around the test fuel elements. Cooling conditions can be controlled over a wide

range. The MOL-18 Al test rod remained undamaged; the specified experimental

conditions, i.e., power rise to 160% at 2%/s, and the cooling conditions were

met well.

At ECH, the thermochemistry of the ruthenium, rhodium and palladium fission

products in the fuel is being studied. The technical significance of these

metals for fuel behavior results from the intermetal1ic compounds of the

(и.Ри)Мез type formed, which have been found as inclusions in irradiated mixed

oxide fuel.

The COGEPEL program under way in Belgium for ttie preparation of spherical

(U.Pu)U2 particles and pellets serves for the development of a manufacturing

process based or. co-precipitated (U,Pu)Ü2 particles. The objective of the

effort is the fabrication of dust-free spherules, which can be processed into

homogeneous pellets of high density.

A degasified B^C absorber rod irradiated in Phénix has proved to work

satisfactorily.

Within the framework of three conceptual design studies, the wet, dry and cask

concepts for interim storage after discharge of KHK II fuel elements have been

studied. The objective of these efforts was to apply to the different boundary

conditions of breeder elements the existing know-how about temporary storage

facilities, especially with a view to the initial phase of breeder

commençai ization. The reference concept of the studies were spent KHK II fuel

elements. In getieral, the three types of temporary storage .ire feasible, but

lend themselves to this purpose in different degrees and also entail different

levels of cost. Cask storage is particularly flexible, being suitable for

smaller quantities of fuel elements; this is now going to be studied in greater

depth, especially also in respect of waste shipments and temporary storage of

waste.

Л concept has been elaborated for a HILLI II pilot plant for reprocessing

breeder fuel. The design throughput is 50 kg of heavy metal per day. Hewly

developped chemical process steps allow a considerable reduction of liquid

radioactive waste. The U/Pu separation and the Pu re-extraction make use of the

electrochemical reduction process developped by KfK. Remote handling is an

outstanding characteristic of fuel disassembly and plant maintenance equipment.

Determining the reactivity effects of fuel relocations in the course of major

accidents in the SNEAK 12A uranium platelet assembly at the same time

represented a test of various methods cf reactor calculation. All configu-

rations were computed well by means of two-dimensional transport theory. First-

order transport perturbation theory, however, led to satisfactory results only,

when the compacted fuel quantities were below 10 kg. Diffusion calculations

were found to be ineffective.

In the BIZET project carried out jointly by DeBeNe and UKAEA, which refers to

the investigation of homogeneous BZB/2 cores with various depths of absorber

immersion, the rate traverses were recalculated. Local differences between
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calculations and experiments were found to be on a maximum order of t- 2,2% to

-3.5% in regions important with respect to power, and up to 10X in the top and

bottom 10 cm, respectively, of the fissile material columns.

In connection with sodium void measurements in the homogeneous UZA and BZB

UUET assemblies, neutronic calculations were carried out with bilinear

13-group constants, i.e., those weighted with real and adjoint flux integrals.

Compared with condensation with real flux integrals, which is the method

normally applied, accuracy was found to be vastly improved so as to correspond

to 26-group results.

The evaluation of the heterogeneous BIZET assemblies covered control rod

configurations in the BZD/2 one-ring core. The agreement with two-dimensional

diffusion theories is 0-4% (DIXY) and 4-8% (KASY), respectively, which is at

least as good as in the homogeneous cores: this is an unexpected result. The

reactivity worths of two adjacent rods are some 5% lower than the sum total of

individual reactivities (shading), while they are some 15% higher in two

opposite rods (reinforcement). It is also remarkable to see that the removal

from full shutdown conditions of only three shutdown units out of a total of

twelve reduces the shutdown reactivity to less than half its original value.

Measurements of control rod configurations of the ID and IE heterogeneous

assemblies of the RACINE program are still being evaluated.

Analyses of the transition phase developing after a mild energetic development

of a LOF accident were to clarify whether material relocations could result in

violent re-criticalities in the original core region. Results of the SIMMER II

and SAS3D computer programs show that, e.g., the movements of the hot core

material through the axial blankets, or blanket material falling into the

original core region, would prevent a so-called "bottled-up pool configuration"

with high probability. It was also investigated whether energetic accident

sequences could originate from autocatalytic effects, such as reduction of

neutron losses by streaming. However, the additional reactivity supplied in

this way turned out to be low and is balanced out by material movements.

In order to clarify the issue of the failure time of a fuel rod under typical

LOF conditions, Sandia carried out a number of fuel disruption experiments.

Short fuel rod sections without cooling were subjected to various transients

typical of LOF conditions in the ACRR test reactor and thuir behavior was

observed by means of a system of mirrors, telescope and high speed camera. The

assumption was confirmed that higher heating rates (typical of the homogeneous

core of the SNR 300) lead to a more dispersive fuel behavior than lower rates

do.

Early in 1982, the CABRI reactor resumed operation with an improved circuit

allowing high energetic tests. The evaluation techniques of the hodoscope have

been improved considerably. Seven transient and/or LOF experiments have been

performed ever since, four of them with a pre-irradiated pin each.

In the light of results to date of the CABRI experiments, the computer models

now available are able to treat, in qualitative terms, transient events

occurring in the course of hypothetical accidents. Up to the point of fuel rod

failure also a quantitative description is possible. However, for all events

following fuel rod failure, improvements of the computer models are still

required.

Experiments on integral sodium boiling were carried out in a 37-rod bundle with

a pump coastdown curve typical of the SUR 300. Temperature profile measurements

are available for the single-phase region; in the two-phase region boiling and

dryout processes were traced in detail. The interest is focused on incoherence

phenomena.

With respect to the behavior of core melts, dryout experiments with adiabatic

bottoms show that, unlike a solid packed bed with heated large particles

unmoved by the emerging vapor stream, vapor channels are blown open in the top

region of small particles through which the vapor can escape more easily.

Experiments with cooled bottoms indicate that, with vapor volume fractions

increasing in accordance with the increasing power density in the debris bed,



the percentage of the downward heat flow increases greatly instead of

decreasing, as is the case with relatively large particle diameters. This

effect, which has been predicted by Lipinski, can be explained by "downward

boiling" due to the capillary forces in the particle bed in the presence of

major vapor volume fractions, which enhances heat transfer compared with purely

conductive heat transport.

Sodium spray fire experiments in the FAUNA facility have been successful. They

were designed so that the. spray rate, mass flow and sodium-oxygen ratio

corresponded to Superphënix conditions in a core disruptive accident. The test

series has been completed, for the time being, in an experiment spraying 60 ky

of sodium within 1.5 s. The overpressure generated remained below 3 bar.

4. Measuring Techniques for Plant Monitoring

Fuel element measuring probes for the SNU 300 safety system have been endurance

tested in KNK 11. Measurements indicated that the criteria to be met by fuel

element flowmeters are realistic.

A fission chamber designed to monitor the startup phase of Superphënix has been

successfully tested in KNK 11.

meter developed by KfK, precipitators and a DUD system were employed. In this

case, the simulated rod failures were detected unambiguously. For failure

detection also a gas Chromatograph and xenon adsorption in the activated carbon

filter in KHK II were operated. Mass spectrometric assays of the quantitative

isotopic ratio of Xe-131/Xe-134 furnish information about the type of failed

fuel element.

The permeation probe developed to detect tritium in the cover gas responds

already at temperatures a little above 100 °C; its most advantageous operating

temperature is around 450 °C. In the tertiary system of KNK II the tritium

content (due to diffusion from the primary system) has been traced by sampling

at various operating conditions. At present, these assays are being expanded to

include sodium samples from the secondary system, for which procedure a

technique developed by CEA is to be used.

For fuel element blockage detection by analysis of outlet temperature

fluctuations, experiments in the 28-rod bundle sector at ECH Petten have been

completed; the blockage in this case had been simulated by various types of

heating. Downstream of a flow mixer in the 34% blockage an RMS value was

measured which is four times higher than in the non-blocked fuel element. The

detection of minor blockages depends on the shape of the undisturbed

temperature profile in the bundle.

The reactivity signal of KNK II showed harmonic oscillations from the

beginning. Sensitive correlation techniques between the reactivity signal and

the measured fuel element outlet temperature indicated these oscillations to be

due to single fuel elements. Additional measurements performed under various

operating conditions in connection with theoretical assessments seem to

indicate that the reactivity fluctuations are due to flow-induced mechanical

vibrations produced by vortex separation or non-steady state fluid jet

formation.

For failed fuel element detection purposes, studies were performed in KtlK II,

the Siloe reactor (Grenoble) and the Fission Product Loop. (Toshiba, Japan). In

37 th« "free fuel test areas in KHK II" test series, the on-line gamma spectro-

5. Components and Structural Materials

The operating behavior of a scale model of an SMR 300 ga-, separator has been

tested under various load conditions and degrees of gas exposure. The field of

parameters covered both normal operation (low rate, including pulse type of gas

transport) and accident conditions (gas inrush into a system). According to the

experiments, the removal efficiency is only slightly dependent on the setting

of the gas content. At low main flows up to 150 m-tyh, ruinoval efficiency is

very high. In this case, gravity separation dominates due to the natural

buoyancy of gas bubbles. In the flow range of 270 m-'/h this influence can be

neglected and removal efficiencies are clearly lower.
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would make Tor decisive simplification of plant layouts in future sodium cooled

nuclear power plants. Especially leaving out the expansion loops, which other-

wise would be required, could vastly reduce the space requirement. One NW 600

compensator is at present beiny tested under sodium in the Af.B facility

(Interatom). The compensator contains two commercial bellows made of lnconel

600. Even in case of a complete rupture of a bellows, the system would be safe

against sodium leaking from the secondary system to the outside.

After the development of eiectroiiiaynetic pumps for various purposes in the SNR

300, pumps have been designed which can be run in sodium cooled breeders even

without external cooling. Moreover, a coaxial double acting pump has been

developed and tested. The system would be greatly simplified as a result of the

absence of external cooling and sodium aerosols generated in an accident would

affect the service life of the pump to a much smaller extent. If the pump is

made round subdivision of the windings into an outer and an inner part, each of

which could separately operate as a pump, would permit continued operation of

the pump at a reduced power level even if one part were to fail.

Programs for calculating "water hammer" effects and the propagation of pressure

waves in three-dimensional geometries have been set up at Neratoom and are

being applied in analyzing the consequences of a sodium-water interaction.

Further development will be concentrated on calculating multi-dimensional

velocity, pressure and temperature profiles in heat exchangers (tube bundles

ar.d inlet and outlet chambers) for steady state and non-steady state

(transient) conditions. The programs will be tested and, if necessary,

supplemented in the light of the experimental results of the large components

tested at Hengelo.

The prototype of a mechanical rotating probe of the wall thickness gage,

"Herason 1020", for use in helical tube steam generators has been completed and

tested extensively and successfully on a 1:1 model scale. Testing in the 85 HW

helical tube steam generator is planned for 19U3.

Hold-time experiments of combined creep and fatigue stresses in 1.4948 type

steil produced the (initially) surprising result that the numbers of load

cycles to rupture for a hold-time of 120 minutes are the same at 550 and

650 °C. The reason is the change in the materials structun: under load as a

result of precipitation behavior. This explanation is backed by creep-rupture

experiments in which a reduction in the secondary creep rate as a result of the

precipitation behavior has been observed.

Results on the influence of sodium upon the growth of weld defects under creep

stresses were generated on round tensile specimens with artificial defects in

the CREVONA loop. A sodium effect producing a reduction in the time-to-rupture

and also upon the secondary creep rate was found.

6. Thermohydraulics

Measurements of the velocity distribution conducted in the model of a section

of an SNR 300 Hk II fuel element indicated that spacers with reinforced rims

clearly reduce the velocity of the coolant at the edges. The flow reduction

brought about by the increased blockage of grid type spacers at the edges has

an effect even' far downstream. The shape of spacer, \t\ addition to the flow

skirt, is an effective parameter in influencing the flow distribution in an

Hk II bundle and avoiding subcooling in the edge regions.

In asymmetrical geometries there are highly turbulent velocity components in

the azimuthal direction. These new phenomena are important, for they induce

increased momentum exchange between subchannels, which has a positive impact

especially in reactor cores with narrow geometries.

With respect to the pressure loss in 37-rod bundles there are now measured

results also for very short rod pitches and helical spacers. This factor Is of

importance for blanket elements and absorber elements, respectively.

Some data on the computation of temperature distributions in rod bundles:

Subchannel temperatures are simulated with good accuracy by the programs used,



even at major temperature gradients. The experiments so far conducted do not

indicate any need to improve thermal modeling of the subchannels (subchannel

analysis). Rod temperatures are calculated with satisfactory results,

irrespective of the Nu-relation used. However, differences in rod temperatures

can be calculated only with major deviations until now.

Experiments with a five-stage throttling unit were conducted on a model of the

carrier of a B4C element. Such flow throttles match the coolant flows to the

respective power generation in each core element. The orifice diameters

required for setting the necessary flow through the fuel element were measured.

Cavitation measurements have shown that no cavitation is to be expected at the

flow throttling devices in the SNR 300.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS

1. Agreements with France

Cooperation with France on the basis of the agreements concluded in 1977 has

proved to be successful and has been further intensified, e.g. by various

additional common actions.

Seven other transient experiments have been conducted in the CABKI test reactor

of Cadarache in 1982. Following the change In 1981 of the test loop in the

reactor from steel to zircaloy, it is now possible to apply considerably higher

energy in UO2 test fuel and in highly irradiated mixed oxide fuel. However,

preirradiation of mixed oxide fuel for future CABR1 tests is still being

delayed, in part as a result of the operating problems encountered in the PFR.

The COUCOU 4 in-pi le experiment to be conducted in Phénix has been prepared.

For this experiment, twenty cladding tubes of dispersion hardened ferritic

steel were manufactured in Belgium and subjected to quality controls.

Implementation of the Hildegarde program is to start in 1983. This project will

39 serve to test ferritic steel as a material for fuel element wrapper tubes.

The Charlemagne in-pile project comparing cladding materials used in France and

Germany, respectively, is already underway. The materials involved are AISI

316, Ti-stabilized. for Super Phénix (SPx) and material No. 1.1970 cw for the

SNR 300 Mk II.

The German-French-Belgian ISIS program for the irradiation in the BR 2 of

subsize impact specimens concerns ferritic steels and advanced alloys.

For the detection of disturbances by noise analysis a common action is being

carried out.

A fast reactors startup study concerning Super Phénix is to be carried out in

the framework of the RACINE project.

A French startup fission chamber was tested in KNK II between May and August

1982. The fission chamber was found to function troublefree over that period of

time. It had been designed for the startup of Super Phénix, and the sensitive

monitoring of the reactor power required in this large facility. Originally,

the startup fission chamber was to have been tested in Rapsodie, but because of

the decommissioning of Rapsodie the test could no longer be carried out in that

plant.

The objective of another new common action is the estimation of the behavior of

operating steam generator materials. In this connection, mutual post-irra-

diation examinations of steam generator tubes of KNK II and Phénix were agreed

upon.

Methods of processing experimental data on structural materials for component

and plant design are to be studied.

German-French sodium spray fire experiments designed for the Super Phénix

licensing procedure proceeded successfully. The PULSAR code for computing the

effects of a sodium fire on the dome of the reactor had initially been'tested

in small-scale spray fire experiments at Cadarache. KfK and CEA then jointly

conducted the large experiments necessary for further verification at the
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Karlsruhe FAUNA facility. There is close contact with KfK also in the sodium

fire experiments begun in October 1982 in the ESMEKALDA facility of Cadarache.

To harmonize the fuel rod concept with France, the following problems were

treated by the joint AGT-l Working Group: chemical interaction between the fuel

and the cladding, startup behavior of fuel rods; comparison of rod concepts

with solid and annular pellets.

The irradiations in the Phénix reactor of SMR 300 Hk 11 fuel elements for the

SNR 300 are under preparation. Contracts were concluded in August on the

fabrication of fuel elements of the grid type spacer concept (Hark 11) and the

helical wire concept within the Fast Breeder "Entwicklungsgemeinschaft" (KfK,

INTERATOM and ALKEM) and between it and BelgoNuclêaire. Test irradiation in the

Phénix reactor is scheduled to begin in the autumn of 1983.

The behavior of defective fuel rods under operating conditions has been

investigated in the Siloe reactor (Grenoble) within the framework of a joint

German-French project for several years already, especially with a view to the

development and detectability of cladding tube failures.

A meeting of experts was organized within the framework of a common action on

monitoring defective fuel elements. The meeting was mainly concerned with

making available the appropriate methods of calibration and calibration foils

for the DND method.

Discussions on the subject of "fuel element blockage detection by measuring

temperature fluctuations" were also shared by a representative of UKAEA. KfK.

presented its temperature fluctuation measurements, and CEA for the first time

reported about experiments with an electrically heated 12-rod bundle simulating

an SPx fuel element. CEA initially will carry out a series of tests with grid

type spacers, which is to be followed by another series with wire spacers.

The НАС 1 HE project is being carried out in the French zero power facility,

HASUKCA, of Cddarache as a joint DeBeNe and CEA/CNEN experiment. It was

originally designed to study heterogeneous annular cores, but the results of

the control rod experiments conducted in the period under review are of

interest also for homogeneous cores. Investigations of an assembly containing

one absorber in the center were followed by an assembly containing twelve

absorbers arranged in two rings. The measurements comprise reactivity data of

single rods of natural boron or enriched boron and of various control rod

configurations in order to determine the interaction. Moreover, rod data in the

voided condition and the power distribution are determined. The extensive

program of measurements will be continued until early 1983. In 1982, DeBeNe was

represented in the RACINE project by 3-4 delegates.

The German and French breeder programs are being increasingly harmonized. This

concerns especially the R&D activities, but also pre-planning studies for

future breeder plants. A total of 49 common actions have been agreed upon, 4 of

which have been finished by now. From 1977 until October 1982, 408 RSD working

group meetings had taken place. A total of 1696 CEA documents and 771 DeBeNe

documents had been exchanged. 710 breeder papers had been published by CEA,

1191 papers by the UeBeNe group.

;

2. Agreements with the United States

An exchange of know-how is taking place with the US Nuclear Regulatory

Commission (USHRC) under an agreement about reactor safety research, and with

the US-DOE under an "Umbrella Agreement".

With the participation of KfK delegates, a new series of experiments on fuel

rod failure has been started at the Sandia National Laboratories. These

experiments conducted in the Annular Core Research Reactor of Albuquerque, Hew

Mexico, are to contribute towards clarifying fuel rod behavior under conditions

of a hypothetical LOF without scram.

At the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, KfK participated in fuel aerosol simulant

tests conducted to determine the aerosol source term in major accidents in a

breeder reactor. The capacity discharge experiments were based on the power

burst evaporation of UO^ specimens in water and sodium. In related areas (upper
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structure dynamics) KfK cooperates also with LANL and the Stanford Research

Institute (under the agreement with USMHC).

In a joint effort with Science Application (SAI), Palo Alto, California,

Interatom and KfK determined the conditional risk of a Bethe-Tait accident for

the SNR 300 in a study. The consequences determined in this study are less

severe than is indicated by GRS in their study for comparable cases. This

should be taken as an indication of the conservative approach adopted by GRS.

In 1982, the Fact Findiny Committee on "Future Nuclear Energy Policy" of the

German Federal Parliament inter alia asked a number of well known American

experts their opinions about the safety of the SNR 300 and, among other

facilities, also visited the Los Alamos National Laboratory for discussions

about the risk oriented SUR analyses.

An information exchange about- fuel elements and materials studies among

Germany, the USA (DOE) and France was organized in Bensbery in March 19Ö2.

Representatives of Working Group 4 at this meeting among other subjects talked

about materials for claddings and wrappers carbide fuels, absorber materials,

operating transient and defective rod experiments, and about fuel element

handling.

Operating experience about KHK II, EBR-II and RAPSODIE was exchanged among

representatives of the Federal Republic, USA and France in Idaho Falls in

October 1982.

On November 17, 1982 an ad hoc meeting of the Steering Committee was held in

Washington, D.C., under the 1978 Umbrella Agreement of USDOE, CEA and BMFT.

Among the participants, besides representatives of DOE, CEA and BMFT, were also

members of Interatom, KfK, SBK, and the German-French Steering Committee.

Joint expert meetings are to be prepared on

local blockages

natural circulation (EBR II, perhaps RAPSODIE)

absorbers (in the USA in March 1983)

advanced cladding materials and ferrites.

DOE has provided the German-French side with shielding data and control rod

benchmarks under the reactor core item. Under the heading of materials, there

is a lively trilateral exchange of know-how.

3. Agreements with the United Kingdom

Members of the German-French Steering Committee and coordinators of KfK,

Interatom, CEA and Novatome were among the participants in a Fast Reactor

Review Meeting organized with the United Kingdom in Risley on January 28-29,

1982. The subjects covered the entire field of breeder development, including

operating experience and parts of the fuel cycle. The next general review

meeting- is to be held in France in 1983.

In May 1982, a meeting of specialists about thermal striping was held in

Bensberg; another expert meeting about the inherent safety characteristics of

breeders was organized in Dounreay in June.

Uithin the BIZET program conducted in the ZEBRA zero power facility at Winfrith

jointly with Britain, nuclear measurements of large breeder cores had been

conducted up until 1980. In the meantime, subcritical control rod reactivity

worth measurements of the "heterogeneous" annular BZD/2 assembly of the BIZET

program have been recalculated and furnished better agreement than expected.

Irradiation experiments with German fuel, absorber and materials specimens are

being performed in the PFR and the Variable Energy Cyclotron.

The САРГ agreement signed in 1980 by KfK, CEA and UKAEA covers the exchange of

results of the German-French CABRI safety experiments in exchange for the part

of the safety test results in the American TREAT test reactor accessible to the

UKAEA. This part relates to unirradiated and irradiated test rods prepared by

Britain. Six test runs have been completed since November 1980, four- of.them

with irradiated rods. At a German-British-French expert meeting in London the

CAPT results to date were discussed. On this occasion, magnetic tapes with

measured data were delivered to the OeBeHe site for evaluation. The USA is

prepared to consider the wishes of DeBeNe in defining the parameters of

additional experiments to be conducted in the near future.
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Problems of the licensing procedures of the SNR 300 and the projected Monju 300

HWe prototype were discussed at KfK with a Japanese group of experts in January

1982. Factors of interest to Japan, above all, were the analyses conducted in

the Federal Republic about the sequence of events and the consequences of a

major accident in the SNR 300. The deleyation also visited GRS and Interatom

for discussions, among other topics, about the stresses acting on the reactor

vessel, pipe ruptures, and internal cooling.

Other expert meetings in 1902 related to the following topics:

reprocessing (Japan, April)

sodium-water interactions in steam generators (Cadarache, July)

design problems resulting from earthquakes (Japan, November)

mechanical fuel-cladding interactions and modeling fuel behavior (Japan,

December).

since September 1982 with KfK participation. This time, enriched uranium is the

fission product source. The first experimental phase had taken place in

1972-75.

On July 12-16, 1982, the "Second DeBeNe-CEA-PNC (Japan) Specialist Meeting

about the Radiological Consequences of Postulated Breeder Accidents" was held

at KfK. Six scientists each from Japan and France and twelve scientists from

the Federal Republic participated in the event. The discussions were focused on

problems associated with sodium fires, aerosol behavior in containments, and

the aerosol source term in major reactor accidents. Twenty scientific and

technical papers were read, and much room was left to discussions and exchanges

of experience. The meeting was concluded with joint recommendations for further

research. Besides exchanging, technical and scientific reports and computer

programs, also joint benchmark actions were decided upon.

The 3rd PNC/DeBeNe/CEA Review Meeting under the trilateral agreement of 1978

was held in Tokyo on June 11-18, 1982. It mainly covered cooperation in the RäD

areas of structural materials, safety, reactor operation of Joyo/KNK 11/Uapso-

die, sodium-water interactions in steam generators, fuel rod irradiation.

For the spring of 1983, expert meetings are planned to be held in Japan, the

topics including

tests of structural materials (including welding materials) in air and in

sodium

safety

reactor operating experience.

The next Review Meeting is to be held in Germany in the autumn of 1983.

The second phase of the experiments on fission product behavior in sodium loops

conducted in the Fission Product Loop (FPL-2) of Toshiba has been underway
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ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THIS REVIEW

AEA United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority
AEEW Atomic Energy Establishment. Winlrith
AERE Atomic Energy Research Establishment, Harwell
AGR Advanced Gas Cooled Reactor
ASD Alternative Shutdown Device
AWRE Atomic Weapons Research Establishment, Aldermaston
BCD Burst Can Détection
BNL Berkeley Nuclear Laboratories (CEGB) Gloucester
BSC British Steel Corporation
CDFR Commercial Demonstration Fast Reactor
CEGB Central Electricity Generating Board
CENG Centre d'Etudes Nucléaires, Grenoble
CFR Commercial Fast Reactor (The future series of LMFBR following CDFR)
COVA COde VAIidation Experiments IContainment studies)
CSNI Committee on the Safety of Nuclear Installations
DFR Dounieay Fast Reactor
DNE Dounreay Nuclear Power Development Establishment
OPA Displacements per Atom
EDTA Ethylene Diarnene Tetra Acetate
efpd Effective lull power days
ERA Electrical Research Association
HALIP Helical Annular Linear Induction Electromagnetic Pump
HAZ Heat Affected Zone
HCDA Hypothetical Core Disassembly Accident
HM Heavy Metal
IHX Intermediate Ham Exchanger(s)
IRD International Research and Development Co, Newcastle
ISAT Individual Sub-assembly Temperature Monitor
KfK Kernforschungszentrum, Karlsruhe
KNS Compact Sodium Boiling Loop. KfK
LDE Low Density Explosive
LMBWG Liquid Metal Boiling Working Group
MCTR Mechanical Components Test Rig
MEL Marchwood Engineering Laboratory. CEGB
MFCI Molten Fuel/Coolant Interaction
MFTF Molten Fuel Test Facility. Winlrith

Ml
MIG
MMA
Nil
NNC
PCL
PFR
PIE
RNL
SNL
SRD
TIG
TOP
TREAT
ZEBRA

Mineral Insulated
Manual Inen Gas Weld
Manual Metal Arc (Welding)
Nuclear Installations Inspectorate
National Nuclear Corporation
Pulse-Coded Logic
Prototype Fast Reactor, Dounreay
Post-Irradiation Examination
Risley Nuclear Power Development Laboratories
Springlields Nuclear Power Development Laboratories
Safety and Reliability Directorate. UKAEA
Tungston-Arc Inert Gas (Welding)
Transient Over-power Accident
Transient REActor Test Facility. Idaho
Zero Energy Breeder Reactor Assembly. Winfrith

1. BACKGROUND TO THE 1983 REVIEW

During the last year most attention on nuclear power in the UK has been focussed on the
Public Inquiry into the proposal to build a PWR nuclear power station at Sizewell in Suffolk. The
inquiry, which started to receive evidence on 11 th January 1983, is being conducted by the Inspector'
Sir Frank Laylield U.C. The first months were taken up with the formal reading of Proofs of Evidence
by the CEGB. the Department of Energy and other organisations involved. There were some discus-
sions on points of clarification or procedure, but at the time of writing the objections by the dozen
or so main environmental groups and by the thousand or more small groups or individuals had still
to be put. Several references to the fast reactor have been made and, as expected, some of the
proceedings will be relevant to a future Fast Reactor Inquiry, although no date for this has yet been
fixed.

During the hearings the CEGB stated that a design for the dry storage of irradiated thermal
reactor fuel had been established in principle. If plans for dry-storage were adopted, the time for
reprocessing fuel to serve the first series of commercial-sized LMFBR would be adjusted, as necessary,
to meet the requirements of the programme.

At the present rate of progress the inquiry is likely to continue at least until late 1983. If
approval is given, construction of the station could start in 1985.

During the inquiry there will be discussion of the future energy requirements for the UK and
these discussions will be of particular interest to the fast reactor programme. The present situation
is that energy consumption in Britain fell in 1982 for the third consecutive year. Provisional Depart-
ment of Energy figures show that Britain used 2 per cent less energy in 1982 than in 1981. A signifi-
cant part of the decline resulted from energy economies, but mostly it was a result of the economic
recession. The year's total energy consumption was equivalent to 310-9 m tonnes of coal, 6 - 2 m
tonnes less than 1981. However. British oil production rose by 15-7 per cent in 1982 and provi-
sional figures show an output of 103-4 m tonnes (165 m tonnes coal equivalent).

Although it has received less public attention, good progress has been made with the AGR
programme. On-load refuelling has been demonstrated at Hunterston В and Hinkley Point B.
Dungeness В started power operation in December 19B2.



™ The fast reactor programme has continued at the level envisaged last year: i.e. at an expen-
diture of about £110M per year, and with a deployment of about 900 professional staff. At the
end of November a policy statement was made by Mr Nigel Lawson. Secretary of State tor Energy,
and this was followed by a debate in the House of Lords. Part of the statement reads:

"Through the successful programme of research and development undertaken by the
Atomic Energy Authority, which centres on tha operation of the prototype fast reactor
and associated fuel cycle at Dounreay. we have demonstrated the feasibility and poten-
tial of this technology. We have also collaborated with other major countries who have
programmes in this field.

We are in an excellent position to carry the programme forward and to prepare for the
introduction of commercial fast reactors when these are needed to augment our ther-
mal reactor programme.

The Government have therefore decided to continue with a substantial development
programme for the fast reactor based on Oounreay, and I have asked the chairman
of the Atomic Energy Authority, Sir Peter Hirsch, in consultation with the generating
boards, British Nuclear Fuels Ltd and the National Nuclear Corporation, to draw up a
future development programme which makes the best use of our resources and
experience.

In common with most other leading fast reactor nations, we now believe that the series
ordering phase will begin in the earlier part of the next century and, thus, on a longer
timescale than we have previously envisaged. We shall therefore have more time in
which to develop further the technology and before undertaking the construction of
a first full scale reactor in the UK; and the development programme will be geared to
this timescale.

The Government and the Atomic Energy Authority have been having exploratory discus-
sions with other countries to establish whether a satisfactory basis for international
co-operation can be worked out. The Government wish to see these discussions con-
tinue, and have asked the Atomic Energy Authority, in preparing advice above the future
programma, to take account of the potential for collaborating with other countries as
a means of securing the maximum benefits from this vital development programme."

The new development programme referred to is now being drawn up and will involve some
changes in emphasis from the present programme. Further changes can be expected if the discus-
sions on overseas collaboration referred to are successfully completed. It is hoped that it will be
possible at the 1984 IWGFR meeting to describe, in detail, the naw revised development programme.

Although operation of the PFR has continued to suffer from leaks in the tubu-to-tubeplate
welds of the evaporator, good progress has been made with sleeving the evaporators lo protect
the weld area. The sleeves bridge the tube-to-tubeplate joint: a 60 cm long close-fitting tube is brazed
into the existing tube and explosively welded to the tubeplate. Many hundreds of sleeves have been
successfully fitted. One of the evaporators, which already has a number of sleeves fitted, has been
used for one circuit operation of PFR and has provided useful tests of the sleeves under operating
conditions. As a result of these modifications, it is planned to regain full power operation during
the next twelve months.

Ultrasonic measurements were successfully completed of the positions and heights of the
tops of core components of the PFR (Sections 2.4 and 6.7). The new technique which Has been
demonstrated should have very useful safety and operational applications in the future.

Fuel performance continues to be good with no failutes among the 40,000 oins, of standard

design, which have been through the core or are in the core at present. Despite the restrictions
to one-circuit operation some fuel pins have reached a burn-up of nearly 10%. Thirteen more sub-
assemblies have been reprocassed, some less than five months after shutdown of the reactor. One
sub-assembly in the present core contains plutonium being irradiated for the second time.

Design studies have continued within the National Nuclear Corporation (NNC) on the Com-
mercial Demonstration Fast Reactor (COFR). consolidating the 1981 Reforence Design described
in the last two annual reports to the IWGFR (see Section 4). The Preliminary Safety Report IPSRI
is being written, to be completed during 1983.

2. PROTOTYPE FAST REACTOR

2.1 Highlights of operation in 1982

At the beginning of the year the Station operated on a single circuit at a power level of
200 MWt until early March, apart from two brief outages when large quantities of seaweed block-
ed the seawater cooling intakes following stormy weather. The reactor was shutdown in early March,
a few days before a planned shutdown for refuelling and statutory inspection of pressure vessels,
because of a leak in tha operating evaporator.

The shutdown continued until August while inspection and repairs were carried out on the
evaporator. Power generation was resumed with one secondary circuit in service and continued
for two months until another leak occurred.

Reactor availability throughout the year has again been very high but Station operation has
suffered from outages of the steam plant due to further leaks in the evaporator tube-to-tubeplate
welds. Application of a sleeving process to bypass the defective welds has been successfully ap-
plied on a small scale to operating units and significant progress has been made on the complete
sleeving of one evaporator (see below).

During the year reactor operation advanced by 33-3 equivalent full power days (efpd) to a
lifetime total of 376 ufpd. The gross total of electricity generated increased to 1268 x 10' kWh.
The load factor for the year was low at 7% owing to the planned shutdown and as a result of
evaporator leaks.

There have been no fuel pin failures in standard driver sub-assemblies. Burn-up advanced
beyond the design figure of 7-5% to 8-5% and further in expeiimental fuel to 9-7%.

Included in the sub-assemblies loaded into the core during the year was one containing
plutonium which had been reprocessed in the Dounreay plant, thus closing the fuel cycle.

An under-sodium viewer was installed in the reactor primary circuit for the first time during
the refuelling shutdown. The images obtained were of excellent quality and resolution. Individual
components could be easily recognised.

2.2 Reactor and secondary circuits

Reactor operation has proceeded uneventfully. Primary and secondary sodium pumps have
operated throughout without any attention other than planned routine maintenance during the
shutdown.

The new failed pin location loop has been commissioned successfully after maintenance to
deal with problems that were identified following installation in 1981. The loop has been calibrated
using a foil loaded into the axial blanket region of a sub-assembly.
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The primary circuit cold trap loop used for removing impurities in the sodium has not been
working normally for some time and a basket change was made during the shutdown. Attention
was also given to the sodium level cuntrol system with which operational difficulties have arisen
due to blocked gas lines. The secondary cold trap loop basket was also changed following sodium
circuit clean up alter evaporator leaks.

Despite increased active handling work, the exposure of staff to radiation in all areas remains
low. The average dose per person in 1982 was 2 mSv. The total actual recorded dosa above film
threshold was 0-17 man-Sv.

2.3 Stearn generator units

The shot-peening of evaporator tube-to-tubeplate welds on the water side, carried out in
1980/81, has proved to be effective in dealing with leaks due to stress corrosion cracking from
that side of the weld. Leaks have however continued to occur from defects in welds, with failure
initiated from the sodium side. Research and development work on this failure mechanism is conti-
nuing with the objective of establishing the cause and reproducing it. In addition to laboratory work,
further weld samples have been removed from the evaporators and extensive application has been
made of ultrasonic techniques to examine welds for any signs of cracking.

Attention has been concentrated in the past year on moving from the successful laboratory
scale introduction of sleeves for by-passing defective welds to application on a production basis.
At the end of the year a total of 200 sleeves were installed in one unit. There are 500 tubes in
each evaporator unit and, apart from some already removed from service by plugging, all tubes are
to be sleeved. A second evaporator unit will also be fully sleeved beginning in early 1983. Both
units should be available for service by the end of 1983. In parallel, the evaporator in circuit 1 is
to be operated to provide experience with the sleeves now installed. In the longer term, the welds
in this unit will also be removed from service by sleeving, or possibly by retubing using an explosive
weld at the tube-to-tubeplate joint. Action is proceeding to provide two sets of spare tubing in parallel
with related design and development work on this alternative method of tube bundle refurbishment.

In recent years Station availability has been completely dominated by the evaporator leaks.
The tube bundle refurbishment programmes now in progress should bring the required improvement
with two evaporator units available in 1983 and the third in the following year. It is to be noted
that the operation of the superheater and reheater units has continued without any leaks since the
start-up phase in 1974/75.

2 .4 Fuel and active handling

A total of 15 sub-assemblies were cleaned and prepared for the third campaign in which sub-
assemblies with fuel of up to 7 ' 9 % burn-up was successfully reprocessed. Thé cooling time was
less than 5 months for some of this fuel.

The charge machine handled over 117 core components successfully during the 1982 reload
and was used in a substantial programme of height measurements on component length increases
resulting from neutron-induced-voidage swelling.

An under-sodium viewer, specially developed by the Ristey Nuclear Laboratories for use in
the PFR, was installed in the reactor for the first time. Pulses of high frequency sound are transmit-
ted from the devices through sodium, and echoes received back from the top of the core are col-
lected and stoied in a computer. The information gathered by the computer is displayed as an im-
age of the top of the core on a colour television screen. For the first lime, detail has been seen of
the top of sub-assemblies beneath a 5 metre pool of sodium at a temperature of 25O°C. An annular

zone of the outer region of the core was scanned first. The images obtained had excellent resolu-
tion, and the orientation bars and code rings on individual sub-assemblies could easily be seen. Follow-
ing these encouraging results, the instrument was moved to two other radial positions on the rotating
shield so that a total viewing area of some 60% of the core top could Ьи covered. Measured loca-
tions and heights of components within this area were compared with expected positions and heights
as measured with the charge machine. Excellent agreement was achieved between the different
height measurements. However, the under-sodium viewer gave a much improved presentation of
measured horizontal displacements (see also Section 6.71.

3. REPROCESSING

3 . 1 PFR fuul reprocessing operations

The reprocessing of PFR fuel was continued successfully during 1082. The plutonium return-
ed to Sellafield in 1981 was refabricated into new PFR sub-assemblies, one being reloaded in the
reactor in May 1982, thus completing the PFR fuel cycle.

The reprocessing plant has successfully operated at full design flow without major problems.
Advantage has been taken of the operations to

(1) increase the understanding of the chemistry of the process

( 2 )

(3)

compare the results of the plant-scale operations with predictions from laboratory-scale
experiments.

carry out development work in support of reprocessing PFR fuel and a CDFR fuel
reprocessing concept, and

(4) obtain radioactive materials from the plant far laboratory evaluation.

Tha operation proceeded without significant radiological incident, the average exposure for
the year being less than 7 mSv/man. Atmospheric activity and surface contamination levels were
maintained below 5% of permitted working levels.

Plant operation was subject to Euratom and IAEA Safeguards inspection throughout the
campaigns.

3 . 2 CDFR fuel reprocessing

The objective of developing fast reactor fuel cycle reprocessing is to provide information on
flowsheets and equipment relevant to the design of large plants required to support a future pro-
gramme of commercial fast reactors. A significant feature during the year has been the completion
of a conceptual-plant design-study for a 50 Te HM/Year reprocessing plant to provide (1) a basic
cost estimate (21 guidance on development requirements, and I3) comparison with alternative plant
layouts, equipment and flowsheets.

The use of the PFR fuel reprocessing plant as an experimental facility and data from its opera-
tion are important to the CDFR fuel reprocessing development programme, giving scope for plant-
scale trials under fully radioactive conditions and providing typical radioactive materials for evaluation.
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Design work on flasks lor the transport of 3 or 7 complete sub-assemblies in sodium has
confirmed the feasibility of this transport method; some further confirmation of canister thermal
performance is needed and experiments are in hand. A flask design to carry pin bundles from dis-
mantled sub-assemblies is currently being produced to allow cost comparisons of the different
transport options to be made.

A theoretical assessment of the transport of a Itopped and tailed) sub-assembly in a gas-
filled canister has shown that with careful design it should be possible to transport sub-assemblies
in nitrogen with an upper limit for decay heat of about 2-5 kW.

A review of the experience gained to date in cleaning PFR sub-assemblies concluded that
the cleaning process involving nitrogen/steam and water washing should form the design basis for
cleaning CDFR sub-assemblies. Equipment development will be required to meet the higher through-
put requirements of a larger plant.

The possibility of transporting and storing irradiated sub-assemblies free from sodium in water
is an option which might have significant benefits on plant design and fuel cycle economics. However,
clad corrosion could negate this option and a practical experiment which will examine behaviour
under realistic heat generation, mutal/metal contacts and radiolytic conditions has been mounted.
Two sub-assemblies irradiated to about 8-0% burn-up have been loaded in vented canisters into
a waterfilled spent-fuel store. It is intended that these sub-assemblies be left until cladd'.fxj fêlure
is observed as evidenced by detection of released fission products. This experiment is supported
by studies on the corrosion of coupons of irradiated PFR fuel cladding.

3.4 Fuel sub-assembly dismantling

Following discussions between the reprocassors, fuel element designers and fabricators, a
design of sub-assembly incorporating features which ease active dismantling without prejudicing
reactor performance has been agreed, designated the DRDR or "Development Reference Design
for Reprocessing". The essential features of DRDR will be incorporated in the CDFR reference design.

Using a model, comprising end-held pins and grids approximately to the CDFR pitch, it lias
been successfully demonstrated that the pins can be removed from the wrapper by "ramming".
With this technique, the grids at the plenum end break away from the grid legs which are retained
in the wrapper, and collected, butted together, on the plenum end of the pins. The pin/grid bundle
thus removed from the wrapper can be cut by laser to yield:

la) the plenum ends of the pins retained in the honeycomb grids, a section of the sub-
assembly which can be discarded.

Ib) fuel pins, which can be fed directly through a pin cropping device to provide the feed
material for the dissolvers.

To evaluate the possible need to limit sub-assembly decay heat ratings or clad temperature
to avoid clad creep rupture during dismantling, centre pin temperatures have been measured on
irradiated PFR sub-assemblies with decay heat ratings between 0-36 and 1 -3 kW; and these are
being compared with calculated predictions. Up to 0 • 36 kW decay heat 126O°C clad temperatures),
the predicted and experimental values are in good agreement. Indications at higher heat ratings are
that the computed codes predict slightly higher temperatures than measured.

An experiment to examine the effects of an inadvertent impingement of a laser beam onto
an irradiated fuel pin was mounted. A 40 cm long pin was deliberately damaged by laser resulting
in some volatilisation of cladding with cladding and fuel melting, leaving largely metallic globules.

An important result was that the dissolution of the damaged fuel pin in nitric acid showed no signifi-
cant differences in Pu/U ratio or in the amount of undissolved tuel when compared with undamaged
fuel.

Two alternative fuel pin croppers are being developed. Both have been shown to be capable
of very high speeds and throughputs adequate to meet large fuel reprocessing plants requirements.
Both machines produce excellent results: e.g. open ends at high throughput, good control and relia-
bility, low fines production, and each has the capability of cropping radial blanket sub-assemblies.

3.5 Fuel dissolution

Detailed analysis of the large scale dissolution of the irradiated fast reactor fuel, which has
been processed to date in the PFR reprocessing plant, has indicated a very high level of fuel solu-
bility, with low insoluble fuel content remaining in the wrappers.

A number of alternative designs of large scale dissolver have been examined; criteria have
included

(i) criticality control

lii) foaming

liii) liquor mixing

(iv) solids movement

(v) ability to inspect and clear the dissolver sump, and

(vi) the use of corrosion resistant material concommitant with ease of fabrication. Corro-
sion studies and fabrication capability have led to a preference for the use of 310L material
for the dissolver and the condenser.

The recommended use of a centrifuge as a means of clarifying the dissolver liquor for the
CDFR plant takes into account the successful operation of the centrifuge and of the solvent extrac-
tion equipment in PFB fuel reprocessing operations. A design study for a larger scale centrifuge has
been completed based on the PFR unit, but scaled up to meet the requirements of CFR fuel reprocess-
ing using the same bowl length-to-diameter ratio.

Experimental work on the use of magnetic enhancement of a metal matrix filter established
its feasibility using inactive simulates. A laboratory scale experiment was conducted on liquor and
insolubles produced from fuel irradiated to about 8% burn-up. An assessment of the two clarifica-
tion systems led to a decision, taken in view of the further development required for the magnetic
system and (he successful operation of the PFR fuel centrifuge, to defer the magnetic separation
work and concentrate on the development of the larger capacity centrifuge.

3.6 Separations chemistry and equipment

The choice of contactor for solvent extraction in the longer term has still to be decided but,
based on available information and known operating experience, present design and development
work is aimed at the use of a pulsed column. However, the available data on the stage height for
plutonium extraction are inadequate to determine the height of the column from first principles,
without introducing large uncertainty factors. To obtain such data, a design has been prepared for
an alpha-active solvent extraction test facility. The main aims of this facility are to produce data
on extraction stage heights of plutonium in mixed plutonium-uranium systums and the development
of control instrumentation and techniques.



3.7 Waste management

An assessment of the irradiated PFR fuel reprocessing campaigns, together with data from
laboratory experiments, has shown that to avoid plutonium losses solvent washing is required in
cycles 1 and 2 and possibly in cycle 3. The wash solutions (Na, CO,/Na OH) and concentrations
used in PFR reprocessing appear about optimum and are proposed for the CDFR fuel reprocessing
plant.

Advantage was taken of an opportunity to measure iodine 129 and 131 releases from irradiated
PFR fuel reprocessing cropping and dissolution during a campaign which included reprocessing fuel
cooled for about 132 days and therefore containing measurable quantities of iodine 131. The iodine
released was mostly in inorganic or elemental form.

Studies have continued on the removal of alpha activity from the surface of waste sub-
assembly wrappers. Previous experiments, which used arisings from laboratory dissolutions of fuel
irradiated in the DFFt. have been extended to samples of wrappers from PFR reprocessing campaigns.
Decontamination by refluxing with nitric acid significantly reduced the alpha activity and removed
virtually all the fission product contaminants.

4. COMMERCIAL DESIGN STUDIES

4.1 Design status
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The overall design concept of the Commercial Demonstration Fast Reactor (CDFR) has not
changed in any substantial way from that described in the IWGFR répons for the previous two years.
Present work is confirming that safety and operational characteristics will be satisfactory and that
the economic predictions for the design are substantiated. However, this design was prepared assum-
ing a start of construction in about 19B6 and it was only late in 1982 that UK Government policy
introduced a delay to the programme. An important activity resulting from this delay will be to re-
examine the design for improved economy without detriment to safety and reliability. Before this,
a complete safety report of the current design is being prepared, to be completed during 1983, and
will form a basis for appraisal of safety of any revised features. Major changes to the reactor primary
circuit and steam generator are not anticipated and the major scope for further economies will arise
from design and layout of peripheral and auxiliary equipment.

Work during the current year has been devoted to a critical analysis and consolidation of the
design concept and has confirmed the primary vessel diameter of 19-2 metres as a satisfactory
engineering design. Some changes to engineering detail have been made to improve both reliability,
integrity and economics and substantial progress has been mad» in the supporting development
programme which has been initialed to prove the fundamental design features.

4.2 Core design

Continuing studies of overall economics have emphasised the importance of reducing the fuel
cycle component of total generation cost. Various means of reducing costs both in fuel design and
fabrication and reprocessing methods have shown that the most substantial benefit is to be obtain-
ed by increasing burn-up. A target burn-up of 15% is now proposed, and fuel designs with the poten-
tial for achieving this target have been prepared and will be irradiated in the PFR.

The expeiiinental facility, CRUPER (Fig. 4), for studying the interactions between sub-
assemblies in the restrained core is now operational and is beginning to yield valuable data. The

experimental work to study performance of the alternative shutdown system, in which the absorber
is held up by hydraulic pressure, is now complete and the required drop lime of 1 second has been
confirmed. This experimental facility is now being used to determine the characteristics of the system
under simulated seismic loading.

4.3 Primary circuit

A major change to the design of primary circuit reactor structures, which has been made dur-
ing this year, is the adoption of a core support structure carried from the bottom of the vessel, in
place of the tension rib design which was described in the 1981 report. This is a ring box structure
formed by a central cylinder and top and bottom plates supported by radial webs. The diagrid is
supported directly from the central cylinder. This change has been made to improve the overall in-
tegrity of the core support structure and has also simplified fabrication iind reduced weight. A fur-
ther important change is in the method of supporting the leak jacket and primary vessel, which has
the objective of removing a transition weld between the stainless steel vessel and carbon steal roof
from the core support path. This also reduces the diameter of the roof structure which, in turn,
has led to an improvement in overall plant layout within the containment building.

Experimental work on the integrity of the core support structure has continued. There is con-
fidence that it is not necessary to add residual weld stresses to applied stress for assessment of
fracture behaviour. The tolerance of welded stainless steel structures to defects is being
demonstrated. This work is continuing with the objective of demonstrating a leak-before-break
criterion for the primary vessel and will also include studies of major junctions in the core support
system which are subjected to out-of-plane as well as in-plane loadings.

The whole plant is being designed to withstand UK earthquake criteria, which influence 'he
vessel thickness. An experimental and analytical programme of work on shear buckling of cylinders
representing the primary vessel has been completed. The results indicate that the cylindrical por-
tion of the vessel must be thickened to withstand the safe shutdown earthquake. Further work is
in hand on dynamic shear buckling in the plastic regime to determine what margins to buckling are
necessary and hence what thickness of vessel will be required.

A significant experimental programme has also started to yield data during this year on creep
fatigue life of high temperature structures under multi-axial stressing systems such as occur in the
plant. The experimental facility uses heat treatment salts to thermally cycle representative specimens.
So far (see Section 6.8) cracks have been produced in test specimens at the expected number of
cycles at high strain ranges and work is now proceeding on lower strain ranges more representative
of those expected in the reactor, for which, up to now, there have buen few experimental data.

Experimental work on the thermal hydraulics of the high and low temperature pools, and in-
termediate plenum, has continued to make progress (Section 6.9). The high temperature pool work
has concentrated on obtaining a satisfactory free surface to ensure freudom from gas entrainment,
as a result of which some minor changes to internal structures have beün made and data have been
obtained on both steady state and transient flow and temperature distributions from full and part-
load conditions. An important feature of the design is the intermediate plenum which is a volume
of stagnant sodium between the high and low temperature pools. A wide range of 2 and 3-dimensional
experiments using water and low melting point alloy as simulant fluids has demonstrated the ac-
ceptable behaviour of this plenum under steady state conditions. Work on a water model, for tran-
sient conditions, has also started, in which features to interconnect the intermediate plenum with
the high temperature pool have bean incorporated. This has the objective of allowing some mixing
between the two volumes to occur during reactor transients, while still maintaining virtually stag-
nant conditions under steady state operation. Initial results are encouraging and this work will be



continued on larger scale models, culminating finally in a sodium experiment which is now under
construction.

4.4 Intermediate heat exchanger

The selection of the straight tube design referred to in the last report has been confirmed
and is now Deing evaluated in detail with a supporting experimental programme. The main emphasis
in this work is on the thermal hydraulic performance of the unit, under both steady state and tran-
sient conditions, and also on the ability of straight tubes to accommodate compressive loading aris-
ing from differential thermal expansion. Seismic analysis has shown the necessity to provide a lateral
restraint at the lower end of the intermediate heat exchanger.

4.5 Steam generator

Design evaluation of the 'J ' tube steam generator, which has been adopted for CDFR. has
resulted in confirmation of the overall design features and is now being supported by an experimen-
tal programme. Assessment of the response to reactor transients has led to the adoption of 9 Cr 1 Mo
steel for tubeplates and steam headers and this material will be used throughout the shell as well
as for the tubes (see Section 7.2.2). The tubeplate geometry has also been optimised with respect
to both steady state and transient stresses and a supponing materials and tabrication development
programme on heavy section 9 Cr 1 Mo steel has been initialed (see Section 7.11.

The main features of the experimental programme relate to the fabrication and environmen-
tal testing of the tube-to-tubeplate attachment, the thermal hydraulics of both waier/steam and
sodium sides and also the dynamic behaviour of the unit.

4.6 Primary pumps

To minimise pump diameter and meet the pressure drop characteristics of the core and primär/
circuit, a two stage pump has been adopted which is designed to be free from cavitstion noise.
The impeller has now been tested at % scale in water which has demonstrated the required cavita-
tion characteristics at the operating speed of 450 RPM. Tests have also been completed on the
steady state characteristics of the pump hydrostatic bearing and work is now in hand to assess
the characteristics of this bearing under seismic loading.

4.7 In-service inspection and monitoring

Work has continued on design and development of in-service inspection and monitoring techni-
ques for key areas of the reactor, with special reference to vessels, roof and internal structures,
to meet the requirements recommended in Draft 13 of ASME Code Section XI Division 3.

In-service inspection of structures within the cold pool utilises a tracked chain system and
within the hot pool an articulated arm from the rotating shield. More recently, a study has com-
menced into the feasibility of using a combined hot and cold retractable arm based on the links-type
manipulator which is used in the AGR. The under-sodium viewer, which has been used successfully
in PFR, is being applied to inspection of CDFR under-sodium structures. The roof inspection com-
prises a mono-rail transport system carrying viewing devices. In the interspace between the primary
and core vessels, in-service inspection is based on deployment of a free ranging robotic device. The
critical matters of insulation and cooling to operate in a restricted space at temperatures up to 25O"C
are being studied experimentally.

4.8 Operational characteristics

An overall plant performance model developed by NNC, known as BESBET. has been used
for evaluating plant response following main electrical supply failure. This has confirmed that operation
with only one pump driven by its pony motor is completely satisfactory in keeping all key structures
well below critical temperatures. The calculations have also indicated that the immediate operation
of all decay heat removal loops with no pony motors is capable of keeping the reactor temperatures
at levels little more than normal operating values by natural circulation alone. Decay heat rejection
through the steam plant, which is designed for high reliability as part of the decay heat removal
system, results in even lower temperatures.

The overall plant duty cycle has been defined in which primary flow is constant at 60% full
flow over the power range 20-60%, and then between 60-100% is directly proportional to power.
Steam pressure is maintained constant down to 50% load, reducing to 100 bar at 20% load. Steam
temperature is then maintained at 485°C down to 50% load dropping to 420°C at 20% load.

Steady state parameters for the plant have now been evaluated for all conditions in which
steam is being raised and plant items are in-service within the operational limits. These studies have
also included simulation of rapid increase in power of 75-100%, which have shown outstanding
potential for load pick-up acceptability. Overall plant transients have also been evaluated for all
operating conditions including part-load.

Additionally, substantial progress has been made in design of reactor services and ancilliary
plant and in the detail of overall station layout.

5. DESIGN CODES

5.1 Shakedown

Two or three years ago it might have appeared that when the creep-modified shakedown
theory had been cast as working Design Rules, the shakedown area would be reasonably understood.,
A number of developments have shown that this is not the case. The ASME formalism is heavily
predicated on the Oree analysis of the thin tube with an internal heater. It is now recognised thai
this cannot be used as a representation of all combined stress states, and that the concepts of 'limited
strain' or 'collapse' beyond the shakedown boundary need to be considered. It has been strongly
argued that satisfying the Code limits will not necessarily ensure that shakedown in fact occurs.
This will only be positively demonstrated by identifying a residual stress state which, together with
the service loading, keeps the structure within the yield boundary. With regard to 316 steel, materials
studies have shown that work hardening must positively be shown to be retained Iby appropriate
tests) il a 3 sigma limit of 2-7 о is to be used, as the Code can nominally permit.

The general points which seem to be indicated by experience in this area include

(i) Code Formalism should very desirably be endorsed under stress-temperature-time-
environment regimes applying to the actual components.

lii) Testing should as far as possible be undertaken on characteristic features of the com-
ponent in question.

In an attempt to clarify both 'material' and 'structural' aspects of shakedown, cyclic load
or straining tests have been carried out at room temperature and at 400 and 600°C on 316 steel.



In conditions under which material shakedown occurred at 400°C, it did not occur at the other two
temperatures. Ai room temperature, the phenomenon of load relaxation at constant total strain (called
cold creep) was observed and resulted in the onset of ratchetting occurring in hold time tests some
20% lower in load than with continuous cycling.

5.2 Welds

Code Case N-47, T-1700 directs that parent material properties are used for weld analysis,
with the strain lii lits reduced so as not to exceed one half the values permitted for parent material.
There is considerable doubl in that this recipe predicts structural failures occurring elsewhere than
in the welds. In the ASME system, proposals are extant for introducing factors based on weldment
rupture properties. 'Features' programmes have been initiated in RNL with the intent of finding out
how and why weldrnents fail compared with parent material.

RNL have issued a report on a substantial programme ot strain-controlled fatigue tests of 316
steel at around 55O°C. This has included studies of welds, some of which were aged tor 20,000 h
at 600uC. The endurance of the aged weld material was notably low compared with wrought, or
wrought aged material.

5.3 Design methodology

Three classes of design methodology exist in the UK. Firstly, there is the use of general Code
Formalism which will be subject to revision or sub-division as knowledge improves and which will
always remain as a most important design aid. Secondly, there are cases where it seems appropriate
to obtain what are essentially phenomenological data on part-components or 'features' which will
automatically account for interactions: specific weld geometries are an important example. Finally,
then, is work based on Component Tests, where the present capability in analysis and constitutive
equations leaves very considerable doubt as to the validity of design deductions. Experience with
CDFR design support has shown that there is a place for all three approaches and each is being
followed as appropriate to thé case under consideration.

5.4 Creep-fatigue damage assessment

The elastic route formalism of N-47 directs that the effect of creep on fatigue endurance is
allowed for by using the T-l 430 (hold time) fatigue curves. In addition, a creep damage evaluation,
based on stress-rupture life, is made using T-1433. Discussion is proceeding on the applicability
of this formalism particularly to 9 Cr 1 Mo steel which is said not to show a creep-fatigue interac-
tion or creep cavitation.

The formalism is concerned to cover situations where elastic follow-up may occur. The Code
route sometimes results in calculated strains which appear to include 'double-accounting' of creep
effects. In principle, it is recognised that this pan of the Code could usefully be further sub-divided
to cover well defined cases in which the double accounting is avoided. However, aiming at this
target leads to the logical dilemma that the possibility of elastic follow-up may only be determinate
by undertaking an inelastic analysis.

It has been postulated that the 'hold time' creep-fatigue curves are an amalgam of fatigue
failures under low cycle, high strain range conditions: genuine creep-faugue interaction at smaller
strain ranges; and creep failure at higher cycles. The proviso is made that high cycle fatigue failure
could result from the growth of defects Ipossibly induced by a few high strain range cyclesl.

A number of reports have been made of relevant experimental and theoretical studies. Tests at
600°C, 0-5% strain range of 316 steel showed fatigue failure mechanisms to occur in short term
tests and creep failure in long hold tests. Tests on specimens irradiated to a total dose of 3 x 10"
n/cm1 under the same conditions (with 1S or 30 minute tensile hold periods) showed the creep fatigue
endurance to be reduced by a factor of 3 and 10 respectively compared with unirradiated solution
annealed material.

5.5 Defects

It is recognised that an ability to analyse the effect of defects on a structure is necessary

(i) To enable Quality Assurance levels to be fixed with the confident expectation that for-
malism intended for materials without gross defects will ha valid.

(ii) To predict the behaviour of the structure in the light of manufacturing defects or defects
which appear during service.

The ASME Code formalism is issued on the first basis. Within the areas of work noted in this
review two topics should be noted.

In the study of creep-fatigue interaction, defects which may be classed as negligible at the
low cycle end could become controlling at the high cycle end: and therefore the sequence of a spec-
trum of cycles could determine life to failure since a few high strain cycles could introduce defocts"
into the structure. In the Structural Integrity studies, the Wide Plate tests at SNL have focussed
attention on the distortions accompanying crack propagation. These distortions are geometrically
possible in a plate with free edges, but would not be possible in a tank structure.

This, in turn, points to the merit of examining crack propagation with displacement boundary
conditions prescribed (or derived from an appropriate stress-strain analysis). Test equipment capable
of imposing such controlled bi-axial loading conditions on plates is under consideration.

5.6 Transition weld, vessel to roof

As a matter of policy, it was agreed earlier that it was not realistic to attempt to set up a
general Code formalism to apply to the design of transition welds and then apply such a formalism
to the specific CDFR cases. Instead, it was proposed, if necessary, to undertake specific endorse-
ment experiments in support of the CDFR designs. In fact, the detail now under consideration for
CDFR is such that the important reactor vessel-to-roof transition weld is in compression, with the
316 steel vessel itself hung from a 316 steel conical skirt which is supported from the top of the
vault. The elimination of a transition weld in tension will make a significant contribution to the in-
tegrity of the core support system.

5.7 Boiler tubeplates

NNC have considered the design of tubeplates for large 410 MW once-through boilers for
CDFH. The materials considered were 9 Cr 1 Mo in the normalised and tempered condition, for which
allowable stresses have been recommended, and annealed 2% Cr 1 Mo, a coded ASME material.
The 9 Cr steel has significant advantages in allowable stress over the 2У» Cr steel and permits the
use of thinner sections. However, it is in the creep-fatigue properties that the 9 Cr has a notable
lead. A creep-fatigue interaction is not assigned to the 9 Cr steel, whereas a substantial effect is
asserted to apply to 2'Л Cr.
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50 5.8 PFR pipework distortions

Measurements have been made of thermally induced deformations of PFR secondary pipework
and of the ovality in the most highly stressed bend. Only incipient creep appears to have occurred
in temperatures which extend up to 495°C. The pipework was designed on the provision of ANSI
B31.1 which formed the basis of the ASWE Class 1 pipework rules, and the PFR experience is
encouraging.

6. ENGINEERING COMPONENT DEVELOPMENT

6.1 Primary pumps

A two stage centrifugal pump style has been chosen for the CDFR. as this gives the necessary
high pressure performance with a relatively small overall diameter. A design objective has been to
evolve a pump which will operate without cavitation both to permit a boiling noise detection system
and to avoid cavitation erosion.

A three-dimensional finite-element flow net of a 450 r/min impeller design has been se: up
and evaluated and the maximum pressure drops in three representative areas of the blade inlets
have been calculated. These calculations confirm that the blade inlet geometry of the design mat-
ches the inlet hub/shroud flow distribution very well with similar cavitation curves right across the
blade inlet. The margin between the 18 m net positive suction head (NPSH) available and the
theoretically required NPSH at 450 r/min is about 67% at duty flow. Real fluid flow effects, impeller
geometrical imperfections and scaling errors between calculated model and full-scale performances
will reduce this margin, but it gives confidence in the prospects of getting a satisfactory perfor-
mance at 450 r/min at both 4/4 and 3/4 pump operation.

A comparison made between the theoretical and experimentally measured inlet flow distribu-
tions on the % scale model showed good agreement.

The 'Л scale pump has now been rebuilt with the lirst stage impeller only fitted. This was
assembled in the rig with the inlet modified to improve the inlet flow distribution. Thread indicators
fitted just upstream of the impeller inlet showed that the inlet flow was excellent, being steady and
radially inwards at all stations around the inlet annulus. Hot wire measurements of the inlet flow
confirmed the steadiness of flow.

Visualisation tests showed that the cavitation inception curves of each blade are now much
better defined, but the overall performance of this impeller design has not changed. Noise
measurements confirm the visual onset of cavitation at 750 r/min, but at 1500 r/min theie is another
source of noise which masks the onset of blade cavitation. This may be a leakage path that only
opens up at higher pressure differences but it has not yet been located.

The rig to test the full size primp bearing in water has now been commissioned. Load capaci-
ty was measured at zero and at 450 r/min, for loads applied in the vertical direction, up and down.
After correction for shaft weight, the non-dimensional load capacity at an eccentricity ratio of
Yc = 0-5 was found to be 0 • 223 for zero shaft speed, and 0 - 265 at 450 r/min. The supply pressure
was kept at 9- 1 bar tor both tests.

Pressure profiles have been recorded for a concentric bearing at various shaft speeds bet-
ween zero and 500 r/min.

Dynamic tests have been performed for a shaft speed of N = 100 r/min with a supply pressure.
Ps, of 0-5 bar, and again at N - 200 with Ps = 1 -8 bar (Yc = 0-4). For these tests the shaft
was supported on a single loading spring assembly to take the shaft weight. The others were discon-
nected, and the out-of-balance mechanism was taken through a range of speeds which took the
shaft through, and well above, resonance. As the out-of-balance mass WHS aluminium, the dynamic
force levels were not sufficient to give repeatable orbit measurements brjlow shah resonance but.
at a resonance and above, repeatable measurements of amplitude (orbit radius! and phase angle
were taken.

By considering the shaft/bearing as a single degree of freedom system with viscous damp-
ing, and by plotting the amplitude and phase angle against out-of-balance rotational speed, the amount
of damping is demonstrated, in terms of damping ratio, by the shape of the curve. With a supply
pressure of 0 • 5 bar the damping ratio was around 0 • 8 and this increased to 1 • 0 for a supply pressure
of 1 • 8 bar. With this amount of damping there is no resonance peak and the actual resonance fre-
quency can only be determined by phase angle measurements.

A heavier out-of-balance mass will be fitted for the dynamic tests at higher bearing pressures.

6.2 HALIP pumps

Work has continued on the development of the Helical Annular Linear Induction, EM Pump
(HALIP). This type of pump comprises a 6-start helical coil of mineral insulated cable wound on a
ferritic former having salient poles, and inserted into a ferritic tube which forms a sodium annulus
with longitudinal baffles to encourage axial flow of the sodium. The pump can be used fully immersed
in the primary sodium circuit at temperatures up to 600°C and has the advantage that the windings
can be withdrawn and replaced without disturbing the pump duct and connecting pipework.

The first series of sodium tests on pumps with 89 mm and 133 mm core diameters are now
complete, and the extensive data obtained are being analysed. The aspects of performance in-
vestigated include:

(i) Pressure v flow at drive currents up to 600 A
(ii) Pressure v flow at supply frequencies between 20 and 200 Hz
(iii) Pressure v flow at temperatures between 200 and 500°C

The 89 mm core diameter pump has been removed from the test section for modifications aimed
at improving its performance. The existing membrane-type vanes are now being replaced with 3 mm
diameter tubes: the ends of the windings are being caulked to reduce flow leakage, and the winding
slots of the core are being fitted with shim covers to reduce flow friction head losses. This pump
will then be reinserted into its former flow shell for a second series of tests, to allow the effects
of these modifications to be observed.

Tests on the magnetic flux produced by a model of this pump core profile indicate a strong
5th harmonic component travelling in the reverse direction to the main magnetic field. Tests are
to be continued on other core configurations.

Fitting of the various components of a larger pump having a 200 rnm core diameter has been
completed and the core assembly has been installed in the winding machine ready for winding the
total of 12 Ml cables, each of 9 mm diameter into helical slots in the 1500 mm long core.
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6.3 Alternative shutdown system

CDFR will be provided with an additional core shutdown system entirely separate from the
primary systems of control rods and shutdown rods, and of a completely different design. In the
alternative system. 6 absorber rods are held out above the core by sodium pressure provided by
HALIP pumps, and are released by interrupting the electric power. upply to the HALIP pumps. The
rods are initially cocked using a tool suspended from the rotï:.-.i^ shield which is then withdrawn
so that there is no direct connection between the rods and the roof. This ensures that the function-
ing of these rods is independent of relative motion between the core and the Above Core Structure,
such as might occur in a seismic event.

This system is being tested in water using a jet pump to simulate the HALIP pump. After
various alterations and improvements, both to the system and to the test rig, drop times have been
achieved which are acceptably close to the target of 1 s. An extensive series of drop tests is cur-
rently under way to observe any deterioration in performance which may result from impacting of
the rod on the outer shell at the end of the free fall.

The detail design of a seismic test channel has been completed, and orders have been placed
for the manufacture and/or procurement of all detail components. The major items have been delivered
and assembly is proceeding. Testing is due to commence shortly.

6.4 Tube bundle vibration

In order to carry out studies on the vibration of tube bundles in steam generators and IHXs.
a full scale 120° sector model of a PFR Replacement Superheater Bundle has been constructed.
It is supplied on the shell side with water at (or above) full design flow, and measurements of the
tube vibration are taken by inserting accelerometers down the tube bores.

In order to simulate variations in individual tube supports, the model grids contain a range
of grid/tube clearances. Additionally the grids are adjustable radially so that a range of tube/grid
side loadings can be applied. Finally, the axial position of the grids is adjustable so that the effect
of variations in grid spacing can be examined.

This rig has now been commissioned and experiments have begun. All the U-tubes have been
monitored for vibration at full flow, both on inlet and outlet straight legs, using acceleromelers. The
maximum recorded vibration amplitude is = 130 ym at a frequency of 30 Hz on a maximum-grid-
clearance inlet-side tube which is receiving poor support from two pairs of adjacent grids near the
flow inlet. There has been no indication of eddy resonance or fluid elastic instability.

In general, tubes respond at 60-100 Hz when there is good support by all grids, and 10-60 Hz
in areas of incomplete support because of tube-grid clearances and the absence of side loads. Work
is continuing on the analysis of the results but there appears to be a strong relation between vibra-
tion amplitude and tube-grid clearance. The average vibration amplitude for inlet side lubes with
the maximum clearance of 0- 5 mm is approximately an order of magnitude greater than for those
tubes with the minimum clearance of 0- 1 mm.

Acceleromelers have also been attached to individual bends which have shown signs of hav-
ing greater than average amplitudes, as judged from data taken as the start of the tube curvature.
Measurement of vibration of these selected U-tube bends has shown that maximum amplitudes of
= 130 pin are very similar to those recorded on the inlet legs.

The sodium inlet sides of all tubes have been pushed down by about 10 mm to simulate the

relative differential expansion at U-bends. Whilst some tubes showed increased tevels of vibration,
others vibrated less. However, there was no change in the overall maximum amplitudes and there
were no signs of tube resonance, all response being narrow-band random with a Gaussian amplitude
probability distribution as before.

6.5 Under-sodium insulation

A one-metre high portion of under sodium insulation is under test in the Risley Nuclear
Laboratories. It consists of a pack of vertical stainless steel sheets with sodium between them, and
the object of the experiment is to measure the effect of sodium leakages past the edges of tho plates.

The first series of experiments has now been completed at constant heat fluxes varying from
3 • 5 to 17 • 6 kW/rn1. overall temperature differences in the range 10 to 50° C, and average cell Nusselt
numbers increasing with heat flux from 1 -024 to 1 -288. The results are in good agreement with
theoretical predictions. Further tests at higher heat fluxes have now baen completed and are being
analysed.

6.6 Failed fuel detection

The performance of the PFR Failed Fuel Detection System is being investigated using a %
scale water model of the above-core region. Both the transit time from an individual sub-assembly
to the IHX take-off and the anenuation of the signal are measured by supplying the sub-assembly
with water containing a known concentration of dye, and measuring the resulting dye concentra-
tions at ten sampling positions in each heat exchanger. The dye concentration measurements are
made by a specially developed multi-channel fibre optic installation,

6.7 Under-sodium vieWer

The Under-sodium Viewer was successfully loaded into PFR at Reload 6. It comprises an ar-
ray of 12 ultrasonic transducers mounted on the end of a 10 mm long vertical tube which is fined
into a penetration in the PFR rotating shield. The array is traversed over the core by rotating both
the rotating shield and the viewer tube itself. It monitors the relative positions of the tops of the
individual sub-assemblies and the relative heights of the individual wrappers to an accuracy of
= 'A mm.

The equipment performed extremely well, and much useful data were obtained for off-line
analysis. One of the greatest complications in analysing the data has been the establishment of
the absolute location of measured points, there being no suitable reference targets in the core
assembly. However, a comparison of available engineering data and ultrasonic ranging measurements
in the horizontal plane (where guide tubes are the principal points of reference) has given confidence
in a calibration precision of about 1 mm for the fuel sub-assemblies.

Comparison of the viewer data with other sources has also been made. In general, the
ultrasonic measurements agree with those taken by charge machimj manipulation, but they have
greater precision and. of course, are greater in number. Agreement is best for height measurements,
as might be expected Irom the difficulties encountered with bow measurements.

Development of the analytical procedures continues, with thu aim of speeding up the data
processing in future. The viewer is now stored in the mortuary at PFR, and will be available for use
during future shutdown periods.



52 6.8 Thermal fatiyue

A large test facility has been built at the National Nuclear Corporation's Laboratories at Risley
to subject typical structural components to representative thermal cycles so as to determine the
life to failure of these components. There are three large salt baths, one maintained at about 225°C.
and the other two at 6OO°C. One of the high temperature baths is used in conjunction with the
low temperature bath for rapid thermal cycling (thermal shocks), the other is used for longer term
soaking of specimens to investigate hold time effects.

The facility comprises a control room, comprehensive instrumentation including a
microprocessor, a transier mechanism for automatic handling, and equipment for preheating, cool-
ing, washing and inspection of test specimens.

An initial batch of eight 75 mm diameter cylindrical Stainless Steel Specimens has been tested.
They were subjected to thermal shocks between 600°C and 250°C, giving a strain range of about
1%. Cracks appeared in five of the specimens after 800 cycles.

6.9 Primary circuit flows

The primary circuit of CDFR comprises a hot pool with a free surface and a cold pool below
the diagrid. these two being separated by a stagnant intermediate plenum.

Flow patterns in the hot pool are being investigated in 1/15 scale water models, using brine
• to simulate cold sodium during transients resulting from reactor trips. Similarly, flow patterns in
I the cold pool are being investigated in a 1/12 scale water model using methanol to simulate hot
! sodium resulting from secondary circuit trips.

i The intermediate plenum provides a thermal barrier between the hot and cold pools maintain-
, ing the temperature of the hydraulic boundary between the pools at the cold pool temperature and
,• providing extended venical temperature gradients in the inner tank, component standpipes and com-
; ponents passing from the hot to the cold pool.

The design objective is to establish a stable, stratified sodium-filled plenum about 3 m deep,
> above the horizontal pool boundary. Under steady-state reactor operation this intermediate plenum
] will have a hot roof and cold base. This stable condition can be disturbed by possible heat sources
'• and sinks on the vertical boundaries, which will give rise to natural convection flow within the plenum,

and by any leakage flow from the hot pool.

During reactor trip transients, the hot pool temperature will fall to approximately the core
inlet temperature with the primary pumps continuing to run. except for the loss of a.c. supplies when
the pumps will also be tripped.and run down to the pony motor flows. This replaces the essentially
stable steady-state condition with the unstable condition of cold sodium above hot sodium.

The objectives of the validation programme are to evaluate:

lil the enhancement of heat flow passing through the plenum due to heat flows through
the vertical boundary,

liil the transient behaviour where the roof of the plenum and possibly the vertical walls are
suddenly cooled, and

(iii) possible leakage effects from the hot pool.

The tools needed to aid design and give predictions of performance are:

(il Water rigs

lii) Liquid metal rigs
(iii) Computational methods

and all three are being pursued.

6.10 Thermal striping

As mentioned in previous reviews, flow and power variations between individual sub-
assemblies, particularly at the core/blanket boundary, lead to significant temperature differences
between the streams of sodium emerging from adjacent sub-assemblies. These streams of sodium
at differing temperatures rutain their thermal identity for a substantial distance downstream and,
since the flow is unsteady, any structure immersed in this flow is subjected to fluctuating sodium
temperatures. This phenomenon, known as thermal striping, causes the surface temperature of the
structure to fluctuate, leading in turn to cyclic thermal straining and possible surface crack forma-
tion and propagation.

The new '4 scale air model has been commissioned and is working well. In it. a core flow
pattern may be simulated by controlling the flow to about ± 1 % with pre-set gaps and prescribed
temperatures set with individually controlled heaters in each core and blanket model sub-assembly.
Models of the blanket, blanket reflector and some outer core sub-assemblies have temperature sen-
sors both within the sub-assembly and at the reactor thermocouple position. The temperatures may
therefore be set either to that recorded in the reactor or that predicted by reactor physics calculations.

Using this rig the thermal striping amplitudes in the PFR above-core region, corresponding
to any core loading, can be predicted with considerable accuracy. These are then compared with
allowable values determined using a design fatigue curve and a Miners'law type summation. Results
of this work have been published in a paper entitled "Thermal Striping in Liquid Metal Cooled Fast
Breeder Reactors" presented by C. Betts et al to the 2nd International Meeting on 'Thermal Hydraulics
in Reactor Systems' held at Santa Barbara. California, USA in January 1983.

6.11 Turbulent diffusion of heat

The Jet-in-Pool Experiment at the CEGB Berkeley Nuclear Laboratories is designed to provide
quantitative data on the turbulent diffusion of heat in recirculating sodium and water flows. These
data are required to assess the uncertainties in the use of water models for predicting thermal tran-
sients in the primary circuit of the reactor. The experimental phase of the work is complete and
the data have been analysed with the finite-element code. FEATT-1. The results of this study have
been used to devise a correlation between the behaviour in liquid mutai and water flows. By use
of this correlation and a suitable computer code, observations made in a water model can be cor-
rected to those appropriate for the reactor. Work is continuing to establish the range of validity of
this correlation.

7. MATERIALS DEVELOPMENT

7.1 Fabrication and inspection

In the uiodified J-tube style of steam generator, which has been selected for CDFR, the
9 Cr 1 Mo tubes can be attached to the 9 Cr 1 Mo tubeplate at the hot end of the unit, anywhere
along the bore of the tubeplate holes, but because of assembly difficulties th'.- corresponding con-
nection at the cold end must be near the lower surface of the tubeplate. Both fusion welding and



explosive welding are being developed as a means of tube-to-tubeplate attachment. The fusion
welding approach is being undertaken by Babcock Power Ltd who have developed an orbital welding
head which can be accommodated within the 17 mm clearance between the steam tubes and which
is capable of adding filler wire. Trials are in progress but no difficulty is foreseen in establishing an
acceptable parametric tolerance range; the main problem will be in achieving satisfactory reliability
from such a miniaturised welding head. IRQ are investigating the explosive welding, route, using
the impaclor method, and have already shown it to be feasible for single hole specimens. These
will be followed by multi-tube trials. As the method is relatively novel compared with fusion welding,
the programme will include a wide range of supporting mechanical property and corrosion tests.

Ir. the CDFR intermediate heat exchanger, it is envisaged that relatively thin tubes will be
used and therefore explosive welding is expected to be the preferred method for attaching the tubes
to the lubeplates. A procedure has been developed using the impactor method, and parameters have
been selected for tubes of various diameters to provide design flexibility. A considerable programme
of supporting tests is planned to substantiate the chosen method.

Two specimen narrow-gap welds have been prepared in a horizontal Type 316H pipe with
a diameter of 350 mm and with a wall thickness of 65 mm. One of these contains deliberately induced
cracks; the other is believed to be free of defects and will be used for mechanical property studies.
Both welds are awaiting detailed ultrasonic inspection and radiography.

In the programme to evaluate the properties of the 17/8/2 type of weld metal, all the MMA
joints in 20 and 50 mm thick plates have been welded and radiographed; some are being machined
into test specimens while the remainder will be examined ultrasonically to give further information
about the effect of weld structure on defect detectability. The programme is being expanded to
include MIG, TIG and submerged arc welds because of the possibility that these processes will be
required by the fabricators: specimen welds are being manufactured.

Deposits of Deloro 3040 produced by the TIG and plasma transferred arc processes are both
prone to cracking and. becausa of this, attention has turned to the possibility of using chrome car-
bide, where a cobalt-free alternative to Stellite is needed for high temperature applications. Surface
coatings of chrome carbide have usually bean applied by the D-gun process developed by Union
Carbide. A comparison of specimen samples prepared in :he US and the UK was undertaken, but
has bean delayed when the latter were found to be outside specification. Because of the relatively
high cost of the D-gun process, a small programme of work has begun to investigate possible alter-
native methods. Specimens have been prepared by the plasma transferred arc technique and aie
awaiting uibological testing. Other possible coating processes include high energy plasma spray,
either with shrouding or in a controlled atmosphere, and laser glazing. There is also interest in the
application of hard facings to the bores of various tubular members such as diagrid bushes and fuel
support tubes. Stellite 12 is being investigated for this purpose and its deposition by the plasma
transferred arc method and the insertion of liners of this material by brazing are being examined.

Facilities for the optical inspection of tube boies have been expanded by the purchase of a
closed circuit TV camera with a fibre optic attachment. A contract has been placed with Bdbcock
Power Ltd to study the effect of magnetite layers on the performance of the Circograph rotating
probe system for the detection of defects by their effect on eddy current icsponse. Basic studies
of the applicability of pulsed eddy current techniques for the inspection of austenitic tubing have
been the subject of a separate contract at London University. Partially automated ultrasonic equip-
ment for the measurement of tube wall thickness was purchased from Neratoom anu commissioned.

A number of deliberately defective austenitic welds, produced ai RNL by the manual metal
arc method, were given a detailed examination by the AERE Time of Fliyht (Diffraction) technique,
after which the defects so determined were compared with the actual delects revealed by destruc-
tive metallography of the welds. The general conclusion appears to be that the method is capable
of sizing defects in this kind of weld, although a variety of probes anti probe separations are re-
quired, depending on the weld structure. The signal-to-noise ratio is not good enough to rely on
this method for defect detection, although there is a reasonable chance that a pair of probes could
be used to detect delects by pulse echo arid then to size them by ths diffraction technique.

Following the completion of the experimental programme to assess the effect of various
parameters on the transmission/reflection of ultrasound by a narrow srnooth-sided crack, the sub-
contractor submitted a summary report from which it was clear that the experimental results did
not agree with the theoretical predictions of ultrasound behaviour using the model developed by
AERE. Work has begun under a further contract to investigate the sources of the discrepancy.

7,2 Mechanical and physical properties

7.2.1 Ausienitic steels (Type 316)

The agreed development specification for Type 316 stainless steel, based on CEGB data
analyses, has been used for a trial melt by BSC. This material is presently being fed into our internal
and collaborative programmes. Analyses of data on 316 weld metals are similarly leading to tighter
specifications.

Creep/fatigue tests have begun at lower strain ranges which anj more appropriate to typical
design situations than the ones used in earlier tests. The initial experiments involve a strain range
of 0 • 6%. Considerable cast-to-cast variation has been observed, which can be correlated with stress
rupture ductility. Because of the long test times required under these conditions, progress is slower
than with higher strain ranges.

Four creep/fatigue tests under conditions of constant stress rather than constant strain have
been completed. In all cases the cumulative creep strains exceeded 100%, and were somewhat
higher than those usually observed in the more convention?! constant strain creep/fatigue tests.

A programme of complex cyclic stress strain tests has been completed, whose purpose was
to evaluate the amount of deformation or ratchetting which can be expected in. components over
the temperature range 0 to 400°C. The results indicate that the degree of ratchetting is likely to
be gruatar at room temperature than at 400°C.

Various tests have been performed at room temperature and at 400°C to explore what strains
might arise in components operating with the maximum stress levels allowed by the current design
codes. The results confirm earlier views that strain levels can exceed 1% in such circumstances.

Earlier deformation tests at room temperature and at 400°C showed that a surprisingly large
amount of plastic straining can sometimes occur, and to see whether this affected fracture toughness
behaviour, resistance to growth (R) curves were plotted under conditions of very slow loading, with
a dwell of 100 h at each value of load. Although a marked time-dejiendent effect was observed
with high loadings at room temperature, the effect was only significant for crack growth beyond
1 mm, the consequence being a reduction in the slope of the crack growth resistance curve. Similar
tests are planned tor 400°C. This behaviour is not considered to present a serious problem as it
only manifests itself when the loading limit is approached.
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54 To acquire a broader data base for the fracture toughness properties of austenitic weld metal,
specimens from four different welds haue been tested at 3 7 0 " and 55O°C. corresponding to the
diagrid and above-core structure respectively. The results confirm earlier conclusions, based on very
limited data, that the initiation fracture toughness for weld metal in the as-weldud condition is about
half the lower bound value for wrought material. The investigation has been extended by the inclu-
sion ot material aged for 30.000 h at 625°C. This treatment produced a drastic (eduction in the
fracture toughness of the wrought material, with the result that there was then little difference bet-
ween its fracture toughness and that at the weld metal.

Material adjacent to welds generally has a high hardness resulting from plastic deformation
during thermal shrinkage, and may therefore have properties different to those possessed by the
material in the standard solution treated condition. It is proposed to investigate this by including
cold worked material in the test programme, although it is considered that the best guide to proper-
ties in the weld region is provided by a suitably designed featues test.

The generic in-air test programme on the mechanical properties of Type 316 steel and its
weld metals is continuing. This is investigating the relationships between microstructure, composition
and mechanical properties during long-term exposures to service conditions, including likely fault
situations. Increased emphasis is being placed on the behaviour of weidments and the influence
of post-weld heat treatments.

Mechanical property investigations conducted through international collaboration have
demonstrated that irradiation wi th associated helium production, equivalent to one year's opera-
tion of critical CDFR structures, significantly reduces the creep rupture and creep/fatigue properties
of 316 steel.

The effect of irradiation on crack extension under cyclic stressing was examined by measur-
ing the propagation rate at 550°C in specimens which had been subjected to prior irradiation at
the same temperature, corresponding to the lifetime dose I0 • 5 dpa) experienced by the above-core
structure. Under the rapid cycling conditions employed, the behaviour was virtually indistinguishable
from that of the unirradiaied control specimens. This is consistent with the expectation that severe
irradiation effects will only manifest themselves under very slow straining rates, which will be the
subject of further tests in 198Э.

Small scale sodium tests have been used to investigate accelerated failure of steels in con-
taminated sodium. Type 316 steels, in various metallurgical states, have been exposed to several
sodium-sodium hydroxide mixtures under low stress creep conditions. Tests are in progress on 9 Cr
and 2-25 Cr steels in simulated HAZ conditions.

The programme of creep testing in high flow rate sodium in the CEGB MEL facilities has pro-
gressed to a series of priority tests to identify specimen microstruciures or conditions which are
sensitive to the test environment. Routine measurements of the sodium chemistry have confirmed
that the test conditions are representative of the low impurity levels expected in normal reactor
operation.

7.2.2 Ferritic steals (2'A Cr and 9 Cr}

Economic considerations have caused NNC designers to adopt a unit size for the CDFR steam
generator considerably greater than previous designs. The large diameter requires a very thick
tubeplate at the high temperature end. Because of the growing interest in the potentialities of
9 Cr 1 Mo steel tor this purpose, an exploratory study was carried out to investigate the likely pro-
perties of material produced in section thicknesses uo to ~ 600 mm. In these experiments. 9 Cr 1 Mo
bar was heat treated in a manner reasonably representative of the conditions calculated to exist

in the centre of a large forging during cooling. After re-tempering, the material was subjected to
tensile testing, when the strength values obtained were only slightly below the average for nor-
malised and tempered bar and tube material. In addition some preliminary strain controlled tow cycle
fatigue tests gave endurances very similar to those obtained previously with normalised and tempered
bar. So, although it remains to be proved that the strength and the creop/fatigue properties of thick
section material will be similar to those obtained with standard thin section material, the general
insensitivity of properties to the method of heat treatment suggests that this is likely to be the case.
In this circumstances. 9 Cr 1 Mo steel would have considerable advantages over 2'/« Cr steel, par-
ticularly in respect of its creep/fatigue properties, and it has now been adopted as the preferred
material for this application. A draft development programme has been prepared and discussed in
considerable detail. One of its main objectives is to determine the actual properties of the material
in thick section by diiect measurement, particularly as regards the creep/fatigue behaviour. It is also
essential to establish the degree of cleanliness of a forging produced by currently available steelmaking
routes. At present the designers wish to preserve the option of making the tube-to-tubeplato at-
tachment by either fusion welding to pintles machined on the bottom of the tubeplate or by explo-
sive welding. The former method is only practicable if the forging is extremely clean and free from
voids and/or inclusions, so it is proposed to explore more than one steelmaking process.

Work has continued in the CEGB on an investigation of the mechanical properties of 9 Cr
steels in various metallurgical states. These are designed to cover extreme examples of microstruc-
tures likely to be induced by cold work or welding during fabrication. The work includes the influence
of slow cooling typical ol that experienced in thick sections. This programme is largely complete
for 9 Cr 1 Mo steel and is now concentrating on the stronger, modified 9 Cr steels developed in
the USA, Japan and France.

Studies are in progress on a strengthened ferritic steel recently developed in the USA. Test
sections of this steel have been installed in the superheater of a CEGB power station which has
operated successfully since August.

7.3 Waterside corrosion

After an extended stiut down, during which the main circulation pump was repaired, the ex-
perimental programme on the RNL Model Boiler Test Rig has restartad. The next experiment will
be to study salt hideout effects in the presence of sulphate contamination, using a heat flux at the
inlet of the 2'A Cr test section somewhat in excess of that used in PFR.

Further detailed metallography has led to a re-interpretation of corrosion behaviour in an earlier
experiment on the AERE Mild Steel Loop when a 9 Cr 1 Mo test section with spark eroded defects
was subjected to water containing 2 ppm sodium bisulphate for 4100 h at a heat flux of 685 kW/m1.
It was reponed earlier that enhanced corrosion anack occurred in defects due to concentration of
sodium bisulphate by boiling. The extent of attack increased with distance into a defect, reached
a maximum (at around 500 jim] and then declined. It was postulated that the solubility limit of sodium
bisulphate had been reached at around 500 //m and the decrease in corrosion beyond that point
was due to local dryout and precipitation of sodium bisulphate. Further examination of the defects
has now shown the morphology of the oxids layer at the base of defects to be typical of that form-
ed under liquid phase conditions. Furthermore, there is no evidence for precipitation of sodium
bisulphate. It is concluded that a film of sodium bisulphate solution (concentration increasing with
di'nth) is present on defect surfaces. The observed peak in corrosion rate (at around 500 ym) is
assumed to be a characteristic of sodium bisulphate solutions (which is similar to sulphuric acid
solutions), whereby corrosion at first increases with concentration, reaches a peak, and then declines
as the concentration is raised further. After a delay, during which a number of engineering modifica-



tions have been effected, the next test will involve a 9 Cr 1 Mo test section containing spark erod-
ed defects exposed to conditions modelling acid sulphate/chloride fault water chemistry.

Following the proposal to achieve pan load operation of the CDFR boiler by the adoption of
a sliding pressure method, a series of experiments have been performed to assess possible salt deposi-
tion. Solutions of Na,SO,. NaHSO, and NaCI. labelled with "Na ware injected into the loop at five
different concentrations and the deposition behaviour at the dry-out zone was then compared for
pressures of 180. 140 and 124 bar. corresponding to 100%. 50% and 30% of full power opera-
tion. The deposition rates were found to increase as the pressure was reduced, particularly in the
case of NaCI, and it is believed that this reflects the sharp pressure dependence of the solubilities
of the salts in steam. More detail analysis of the results is now in progress.

7.4 Absorber materials

7.4. I Laboratory test programme

Cracking of boron carbide pellets has been observed, both in erosion/corrosion tests in the
MCTR sodium loop at Risley and in parts of PFR control rod pins not subjected to high levels of
irradiation, and has been shown to be caused by thermal shock. There is no evidence of any tendency
tu disintegrate into fine particles which might interfere with the integrity of the pellet/clad gap.

. 7.4.2 PIE of pins from a PFR boron carbide control rod

Three boron carbide pins in a PFR control rod. which was irradiated for 183 efpd. have been
subjected to detailed PIE in the Mayfair facility at Culcheth, including measurements of pin bow
and of pin diameter changes.

The maximum bow is in the direction away from the core centre, and a simple explanation
of this behaviour has been proposed which is that the flux gradient caused pellet bow rather than
clad bow. This will be tested when the results of burn-up measurements on materials from these
pins are available from AERE.

; The strain pattern along the pins is roughly in accoid with expectations from computer model-
ling, but an accurate comparison between the actual behaviour and that predicted using the BORCON
model must await the results of the burn-up measurements.

Interaction between the pellet and clad began before 180 efpd. in accordance with the original
prediction of 120 = 50 efpd but it appears that if the reactor operating schedule is not made more
demanding, exposure of the tods for 180 efpd is permissible.

Visual examination of the bores of three pins showed that the diffusion barrier seems to be
intact and metallographic sections at four positions in one pin confirm this.

7.4.3 PIE of irradiation experiments

Capsules from an experimental pin containing boron carbide pellets have also been sent to
Culcheth (or examination after an irradiation of 136 efpd. These are the first samples from the PFR
in which the diffusion barrier was omitted.

A tantalum mini-rod experiment was also removed after 136 efpd. An initial inspection of
the surface of the discs showed that the protective molybdenum coating was still in good condition

55 in a" except thiee cases. The lack of any significant weight changes showed that the loss of tan-

talum was negligible, even in discs whose coating had been damaged.

7.5 Tribology

The tribological behaviour of contacting surfaces in sodium environments depends on whether
lubricating surface oxides can be formed under these conditions and also on the ability of any oxide
films, resulting from prior exposure, to withstand the wear caused by subsequent rubbing and fret-
ting movement. Earlier work concentrated on the conditions required for chromite film formation;
recent studies have given increased prominence to the kinetics of its formation and dissolution at
surfaces of materials such as 316 steel and to the durability of the oxide when subjected to stan-
dardised rubbing conditions.

Improvements in the method of estimating "spot" friction values by the use of a suitable
desk top calculator have been reported previously. Further experience has confirmed the value of
this approach, which has now been adopted as standard, and modifications to the method of locating
the specimens enable the technique to be used to monitor friction coefficients during sustained rub-
bing under load.

These studies of oxide formation under fast reactor conditions have pointed to a degree of
chromite durability which could be significant for many reactor situations. At low oxygen levels and
at the highest reactor temperatues, surfaces should be assumed to be bare; at slightly lower
temperatures and at moderate oxygen levels, such an assumption may well be unduly pessimistic.

8. CHEMICAL ENGINEERING/SODIUM TECHNOLOGY

8.1 Corrosion, mass and activity transfer and deposition

8.1. 1 Corrosion and mass transfer in sodium

Studies of the interaction of fast reactor materials w'th liquid sodium and cover gas environ-
ments have continued ai RNL. Corrosion losses of the PFR replacement tube-bundle grid assembjy
material (aluminised Inconel 718) are acceptably low; perturbations in the corrosion rate reported
previously are now known to have coincided with the introduction into the loop of oxide contaminated
specimens received from the USA. Adsorption of nitrogen by steals in the cover gas (sodium
vapour/argon/about 2000 vpm nitrogen) has been shown to reduce ductility significantly. However,
the reductions were associated with the post-necking part of the stress-strain curve rather than
with premature failure of the surface layers of the steels.

8.1.2 Activity transfer and deposition

During the year, major improvements have been made to the RNL Small Active Loop and the
Harwell Active Mass Transfer Loop. Currently, the RNL loop is being used to determine whether
1-"Яе and "Mn are transported in sodium in solution or in paniculate form. The Harwell loop is being
used to establish deposition patterns of active species. Preliminary results from the latest series
of tests are in agreement with earlier conclusions that deposition of ! lCo and "Co is controlled by
diffusion through the boundary layer.

Improved techniques are being developed at Harwell to determine equilibrium solubility data
in sodium for elements present in structural materials or formed as activation products. To date.



3b insufficient data are available to indicate whether previously published solubility data IMn. Co. Ni)
require modification.

8. 1.3 Gamma scans of PFR vault and IHXs

Gamma scans have detected predominantly "Co and "'Cs at the bottom of the vault. Acti-
vity levels were higher than expected on the basis of primary sodium analyses, possibly due to
association of active species with an adhering or precipitated carbon layer.

Thermoluminescence dosimeiry has been used to measure the total internal gamma activity
of the IHXs. Paak dose rates were about 2-5 mSv/h, implying about 1 mSv/h on the outside of
the units. The activity profile accorded with lJ'Cs being primarily responsible lor the gamma emission.

8.2 Sodium impurity monitoring instrumentation

8.2.1 Oxygen meters

Harwell Mk IIA oxygen meters are now being produced on a routine basis and are performing
well on test rigs and on the PFR. Performance ot current sensors has improved significantly com-
pared with early prototypes: reproducibility at 10 ppm oxygen in sodium is typically :t 0-4 ppm.
with a noise level of = 0-02 ppm. Several meters have operated for periods of 2 years.

Mk III oxygen meters (short ceramic tube bonded to metal) are being produced in batches.
The use of brazed tapered conical joints between the metal and ceramic appears to have partly solved
some of the problems encountered with the early units. Preliminary operating experience on Harwell
test loops is very encouraging: four units have operated for periods ranging from 58 to 121 days,
and a number is being prepared for more rigorous tt'sting on the recently recommissioned Oxygen
Meter Rig. Calibration of oxygen meters (Mk III and II) is now a routine service at Harwell.

The Mk II oxygen meter installed in the Secondary Circuit Cold Trap Loop (SCTL) has proved
a valuable addition to the available instrumentation Iplugging and hydrogen meters). Oxygen levels
recorded by this meter have been in good agreement with those predicted trom cold trap
temperatures, with the SCTL on recirculation and, in general, with unplugging temperatures as record-
ed during circuit operation.

8.2.2 Carbon meters

Development of the automatic version of the Harwell carbon meter has been slower than
expected owing to programme modifications, but two units are expected to be available (one for
RNE. the other for the PFR secondary circuit) early in 1983. The original (manual) meter installed
on the SCTL at the PFR is still operating; typical carbon activities are in the range 2 to 5 x 10 ' .

8.3 Sodium removal and decontamination

Laboratory experiments at RNL have shown that sodium can be distilled from crevices, annuli
and trapped volumes in simulatea IHX test pieces under the conditions predicted by Langmuir evapora-
tion theory. However, for vary narrow annuli, typically 0-025 mm wide, distillation times appear

to be considerably longer than those predicted theoretically. Initial attempts to remove oxide con-
taminated sodium from crevices, etc. indicate that oxide layers do not significantly aflect distilla-
tion limes.

Assessments of the performance of decontamination fluids has continued at Harwell. A glycolic
acid/citric acid solution has been shown to be promising, removing mutai uniformly from stainless
steels at a rate depending on the sensitisation of the steel, the steel type and the oxygen content
of the solution; the maximum amount of metal removed in any of the tests was low, i.e. about 2 • 5 (im
after 7 days' immersion at 70°C. This solution has been found to be about 5 times as aggressive
as SDG3 solution, which is frequently used to decontaminate mildly active components at the PFR.

8.4 Sodium chemistry and technology

8.4. 1 Impurity control

In the CEGB (MEU/GEC collaborative studies into the kinetics of sodium hydride and sodium
oxide precipitation from liquid sodium, it has been found that the true difference in rates fcr these
species is larger than indicated previously owing to co-precipitation effects. Implications for cold
trap design and performance are being assessed.

Preliminary results from studies to compare cold xrap regeneration methods have shown that
with the trap drained of sodium the vacuum method resulted in rapid decomposition of sodium hydride
and good hydrogen recovery; with an undrained trap, the method was again rapid but hydrogen
recovery was incomplete. The argon purge method was slower and less complete.

Computer modelling of cold trap performance has reached the stage where verification of
predictions is necessary. Theoretical work is directed towards thermohydraulic behaviour in the trap
where convection has been shown to be important.

8.4.2 PFR cold trap loops

Early in 1982. the primary cold trap was removed because of flow problems. Some distortion
of internal components was found resulting in false sodium level readings and temperature instabilities
during operation as the impurity loading increased. Analysis of deposits from the vessel revealed
that the trap had been efficient in removing antimony, caesium, cobalt, manganese, tritium and zinc
from the coolant.

The secondary circuit cold trap basket was changed during the year. In an attempt to model
deposition behaviour and trap performance, examinations are now made of deposits and their loca-
tions. The new basket was carefully surveyed (video recording) before insertion so that assessments
may be made of deposit build-up during the trap's life.

8.4.3 DFR decommissioning

During the year, the NaK(OH) direct conversion plant has been modified (principally erection
of shielding) for processing primary NaK (57 t, about 20.000 Ci). Other important points in the decom-
missioning programme are:

- All twelve copper-bonded secondary heat exchangers have now been stripped and
despatched for disposal. Blockages were encountered in most units Isome extending
over 30 m of pipe), which had to be cut out and cleaned before disposai.

- Of the five 10 t above-ground dump tanks, which at soma stage had contained primary
NaK. four have been despatched for disposal as low active waste.
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- Six consignments of the DFR's experimental fuel have been despatched from the storage
pond to the examination caves, and a similar number have been received for storage.

8.4.4 Carbon in sodium, carburisation and carbon chemistry

Investigations have continued at CEGB BNL into the time dependence of carbon diffusion
into PFR sub-assembly wrapper steel (Type En58B stainless steel) during exposure to high carbon
sodium. Estimates of the time to establish equilibrium at the surface of the steel are considerably
in excess of those predicted by RNL, and experiments are in hand to resolve the differences. Diffu-
sion coefficients have been obtained for the transport of carbon within this particular steel.

A relatively large leakage ot oil occurred into the RNL High Temperature Sodium Loop. The
oil pyrolysed and caused blockages (containing up to 14 wi% carboni in the loop cold trap pump
and flow meter ducts. Carburisation of the stainless steel pipework where the blockage was located
was severe; carbon levels of 5-5 wt% were found to a depth of 250 fjm in the steel (Type 316)
in the flow meter duct, but it should be noted that this particular region was heated to about 700°C
for a short time in an attempt to melt-out the blockage. Otherwise, carburisation was limited, and

: little general damage was sustained by the loop.

Studies are under way at RNL to establish the levels of carbon in sodium that are required
to promote a continuous response on a Harwell Carbon Meter IHCMI. Preliminary results indicate
that at relatively high carbon in sodium levels (metal/metal carbide source), the output from the
HCM is closer to theoretical expectations than was previously believed on the basis of nickel tab
calculations.

8.5 Sodium leaks, fires and aerosols

8.5. 1 Effects of sodium leakage onto concrete

A further test in the series designed to simulate conditions after a large sodium leak onto
the floor of a PFR secondary circuit cell has been carried out at ONE. A 'deep' (31 cml pool of sodium
was maintained at 420°C for 2 h in contact with a concrete block of similar construction to that
used for the cell floor, covered with a passive fire suppression tray of the Karlsruhe type. No loss
of integrity of the concrete block was found but some minor dehydration of the block occurred.

8.5.2 Extinguishants for fires

Laboratory tests at CEGB BNL have demonstrated the potential of Graphex CK23 as a sodium
fire extinguishant. To assist in its assessment as a standard extinguishant. tests have been carried
out recently with a large (25 rn2l, high temperature deep pool fire at DNE. Preliminary results in-
dicate that Graphex, in either powder or pellet form, was very effective in combatting the fire.

8.5.3 Sodium firs aerosols

Aerosol studies at AEEW have been concerned with calibration of aerosol analysis and sampling
equipment (particle size distribution, particle number concentration, and mass concentration) in the
context of LMFBR safety evaluation. Aerosol production techniques have been assessed, and it is
now possible to produce sufficiently well defined aerosols for calibration purposes. AEEW took part
in the CEC sponsored Sodium Fire Aerosol Intercomparison Experiment at the FAUNA facility in the
Kernforschungszentrum, Karlsruhe in October 1982.

8.5.4 PFR aerosol filter

Modifications have been made to the PFR aerosol filter housing to separate the sodium drain-
ing outlet (from the second bank of filters) from the gas outlet that passes on to the absolute filter.
In subsequent operation, flow through the filter has been high, with no evidence of blockage during
reactor trips or any changes in pressure drop across the filter.

8.6 Sodium vapour, heat and mass transfer

Studies have continued at AERE into heat and mass transfer in a fast reactor cover gas space,
with particular reference to adaptor tubes, semi-enclosed annuli and plate insulation, using air/water
analogue systems. Predictive models have been developed for adaptor tubes, and it is intended
ultimately to produce a universal model covering free convection in gaps and tubes in the above
sodium environment.

Work has progressed on the construction and commissioning of rigs which will permit
measurements of heat and mass transfer in a convecting sodium-argon system, and separation of
the components of heat transfer into ccnvective and radiative parts. It forms a vital part of the whole
above-sodium environment programme at AERE in that it will provide the link between theory and
data for air/water systems, and the corresponding sodium/argon systems.

Construction of equipment at Manchester University to determine the emissivity of sodium
has been completed and commissioning is under way. Measurement of emirtance from the (total)
radiation transmitted through a germanium window has been demonstrated with a mock-up test '
section.

8.7 Water circuits

At the PFR, two additional traps have been added to the pre-treatment plant to enhance organic
removal, enabling provision of two streams in parallel with two traps per stream IIRA 958 resin
in the first trap. Dowex 11 in the second). During the 1982 period of high organics, both streams
performed well, removing 80-85% of the organic material.

Studies to optimise the technique for magnetite removal (chemical cleaning) from PFR
evaporator tubes have been undertaken by DNE and RNL. It was found that small additions of EDTA
improved the efficiency of the previously used inhibited citric acid solution. Some metal underlying
the magnetite is dissolved in the cleaning process, but the amount is acceptable (about 10 |im of
metal for 60 (im thick magnetite scale).

9. FUELS DEVELOPMENT

9.1 PFR experience

The reactor is IMarch 1983) pan-way through Run 7. Recent runs have changed from the
initial design length of 42 equivalent full power days (efpd) to a length of over 90 efpd. The currently
planned Run 7 will terminate with 455 efpd aggregated since reactor start-up. The reactor will have
achieved 10% burn-up in standard fuel and over 12-5% burn-up in experimental clusters at the
planned end of the run. The number of pins irradiated in sub-assemblies and experimental clusters
is around 40.000. So far, the only failures detected in fuel have been in higher-rated experimental
vibrocompacted fuel. There are 6 standard-rated full sub-assemblies of vibrocompacted oxide fuel.



58 5 of which were loaded when the reactor started up. Three are still in the reactor and a peak of

over 8 - 0 % burn-up has been achieved without pin failures (i.e. at normal ratings).

9.2 PFR post-irradiation data

The post-irradiation studies carried out on PFR fuel have been strongly focussed on giving
support to operational decisions. Attention has therefore been concentrated on non-destructive
measurements of wrapper length, bow and departure from a right hexagon (dilation), and pin length
changes.

PFR fuel pins have been subject to destructive examination covering the inner and outer zones,
medium and high burn-up, vibro and pellet fuel, and experimental high-rated vibro Mk 1a design
in which two failures occurred. No unexpected results have been observed for standard pins.

9.3 CFR development

Three questions of specific relevance are being addressed, namely.

(i) How will materials able to withstand extended burn-up (say 15%) be selected?

(ii) How will pin designs be evolved capable of achieving high burn-up?

(iii) How will confidence in the CFR core design be established?

9.3.1 Materials

Experience to date in large prototype fast reactors has focussed attention more on structural
distortion of sub-assemblies rather than on pins, which have behaved very successfully. Based on
substantial data obtained from the DFR. Nimonic PE16 was selected as the wrapper material for
PFR (successively displacing solution-annealed 321 steel and then cold-worked 321) and cold-worked
316 steel was chosen for cladding. The wrapper material choice was strongly influenced by void
swelling. The main considerations for cladding were thermal creep strength and fabricability, with
void swelling, ductility and irradiation creep increasingly taken into account.

Wrapper extension measurements in the two wrapper materials used in the PFR (that is,
Nimonic PE16 and cold-worked 321 steel) have been obtained from a considerable number of wrap-
pers. Up to over 60 dpa, the length changes do not exceed 6 mm. See Figures 1 and 2 for sum-
maries of the data.

Some data have been obtained on fracture toughness, with initial data available on solution-
treated 321 and solution-treated and aged PE16. The 321 was taken from an experimental wrap-
per, since the specified condition for 321 wrappers is cold-worked (CW). The data show that at
52 dpa, PE16 is considerably embrittled, as shown by a low fracture toughness value of around
20 MPa m'A.

It will be appreciated that the aim is a wrapper of reasonably low and consistent swelling,
commensurate with other desirable properties, up to doses of at least 160 dpa. Main items in pro-
grammes directed to this goal are

(i) Comparison of PE16 wrapper and pin cladding irradiated in the PFR.

(ii) Procurement and irradiation of other austenitic steel wrappers and ferritic steel wrap-

pers in the PFR.

(iii) Fracxure toughness determinations on wrapper specimens and materials specimens.

(iv) Mechanical tests on cross sections taken from irradiated PFR wrappers to determine
their tolerance to displacement loading.

It has been noted that CW 316 cladding has not shown failures in the PFR up to substantial
burn-ups. Cladding development considerations are therefore focussed on the generic topics of void
swelling, creep strength (thermal and irradiation), mechanical properties relevant to understanding
aspects of pin failure, as well as when these failures occur and the achievement of high burn-up.
It is a fact that the highest successful pin burn-up achieved in the DFR, 21 • 5%, was in a pin clad
in PE16. This material has the significant advantage of high thermal creep strength which makes
it notably well suited to sustained released fission gas pressure relevant to high burn-up targets.

Pin irradiations planned in the PFR include cladding made from silicon- and titanium-adjusted
316; a low carbon and niobium version of FV548 proposed by Harwell and designated HL 548, of
higher creep strength and higher recystallisation temperature: Nimonic PE16; 20/25 austenitic steel
dispersion hardened with titanium nitride; and ferritic steels.

It should be noted that other fast reactor developers have expressed substantial interest in
ferritic pin cladding but the fall off in thermal creep strength at high températures is a major con-
sideration for fuel designers.

9.3.2 High burn-up pins

The considerations which dominate the design of pins for high burn-up in the present state
of knowledge are the sizing of the plenum (to withstand the pressure of released fission gas in a
thermal creep mode) and the dimensional changes which occur due to void swelling. In due course,
considerations of fuel/clad mechanical interaction and the mechanical properties of materials (other

than thermal creep properties) will no doubt enter more centrally into the design process. This will
occur when pin failuie statistics reveal mechanisms which can profitably be pursued.

The UK strategy in seeking to achieve high burn-up in pins is essentially a three-part process
as follows:

(i) Determining the performance limits of current designs.

(ii) Loading non-standard designs into the PFR which should achieve higher burn-up from
theoretical performance considerations.

(iii) Irradiating an advanced concept.

In the first category, the Reference Driver fuel design with 325 pins is under irradiation in
the temperature range up to 700°C. Successful pin irradiations to date in full sub-assemblies and
burn-up at the next major shutdown are as follows

Clad

316 cold worked
FV54B cold worked
Nimonic PE16

Achieved

8 - 5
7 - 1
6 - 4

Next shutdown

9-9-
7 - 3
7 - 8

{* Experimental (standard-rated) cluster pins will reach 11 -0%
at this time.)



In the second category, four austenitic claddings CW 316. CW 316 with titanium and silicon
adjustment. HL 548 and CW FV548 are included in PFR pins in which there is also the maximum
plenum length. The ability of thesa designs to reach 15% burn-up is as yet unclear.

In the third category, a speculative design with 265 pins with a higher linear rating of 491
W/cm (appropriate to CFR) and clad in Nimonic PE16 is on order. The wrappers specified are of
a ferritic steel.

9.3.3 Restrained com

There is no alternative for the foreseeable future to designers having to design on the basis
that substantial wrapper and pin distortions will occur from void swelling and irradiation creep. In
the case of the PFR. with a nominally free-standing core (but with limited interference loading oc-
curring), this requires comprehensive surveys of the core to be made by calculation and observation.

For CFR. a restrained core style has been selected with 2 above-core restraint planes. At pre-
sent the void swelling data (and design rules derived from thernl place the designers in the position
where the extremes of materials behaviour could raise problems. It is not a matter of great concern
that this will transpire to be a real situation, but it is one which must be positively dealt with in
development and endorsement programmes.

The two facets of the CFR core design, which must be endorsed, are

(i) the single sub-assembly support stools,
lii) the details of '.he 2-plane support.

The programme of testing to endorse the details of the CFR restrained core involve

(i) Sub-assembly and absorber rod/discharge trials in an SNL rig which is now in operation
(see Fig. 3 for a general view).

(ii) Substantiation of the general validity of the CRAMP code calculating interference bet-
ween core components through comparison with PFR core measurements of loads and
distortions.

(iii) Specific endorsement of the CRAMP code for the CFR lower restraint plane mechanics
through operation of the NNC CRUPER rig, now commissioned (see Fig. 41.

(iv| Irradiation of the PFR Restrained Bow Experiment which will endorse the combined effects
of swelling and creep in a single sub-assembly.

(vl Adhesion and loading trials in sodium rigs on wrapper lengths to endorse support pad
details.

(vi) Restrained sub-assembly water loop endurance tests.

10. SAFETY

10.1 General survey
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The international conference which was held at Lyon in France in 1982 was one of a continu-
ing series of large conferences on safety. The UK presented over 30 papers and sent 45 delegates.
The 1982 conference gave a good review of the status of safety in all major fast reactor countries
in the world. A noticeable tendency was that of considering hypothetical whole core disassembly

(HCDA) accidents to ba demonstably of such low probability that they need not be considered in
a safety case. If this view is accepted by licensing authorities it will greatly simplify the safety case
for future commercial fast reactors.

The calculated yields from HCDAs have progressively reduced so that for at least some types
of accident the mechanical energy yield is near zero. Unfortunately this may not obviate the need
to study HCDAs, since with zero yield The core will not be dispersed and will continue to generate
heat until some other mechanism causes dispersion; this leads to a requirement for more complicated
studies of the "transition phase".

Early in 1982 approval was given for the construction of the low flow boiling rig called SOBOB.
This will yield much information on sodium boiling in sub-assemblies and should be paaicularly useful
for showing that natural conveciive cooling of a shutdown core can always be achieved (see Sec-
tion 10.3.21.

The fuel failure experimental programmes in CABRI and TREAT have progressed well (Sec-
tion 10.2), and have undoubtedly resulted in a much faster development of cades to calculate fuel
failure than would otherwise have been possible.

The computer-based sub-assembly fault detection system has performed well in trials at CEGB
BNL and will soon be installed in the PFR.

Recent fuel-coolant interaction studies at Winfrith have been slanted more towards PWR pro-
blems but nevertheless continue to yield fundamental information on the nature cf the phenomena
involved which is also applicable to fast reactors.

Fast reactor safety assessment work in HM Nuclear Installations Inspectorate (Nil) has con- .
linued at a low level because of the higher priority which has to bo given to other systems, par-
ticularly the PWR. Tha Nil has retained a small research programme on fast reactor topics. Experimen-
tal work on film boiling in liquid sodium is being extended to temperatures above 600°C. Studies
of transient boiling at high heat fluxes, involving heating a thin wire in water at rates above
10' deg K/sec. have produced interesting results. The effect of carburisation in creep-fatigue situa-
tions is being studied. The experimental work on the chemistry of sodium-concrete reactions is be-
ing extended to reactions between sodium and ceramics.

10.2 Fuel failure

The CABRI programme (in which the UKAEA is a junior partner) is now approximately half
completed, with 15 tests conducted out of a planned total of 30. During the period of this report,
seven tests have been performed in CABRI. Four of these were on irradiated pins of which two |A12.
A13) were transient overpower (TOP) tests, one was a pure loss of How (B1 1) and the other (B121
was a transient overpower imposed during a loss of flow situation. The other three tests (A4. 84,
B5) were on fresh fuel and were aimed primarily at the study of fuel dispersal in differing environ-
ments. Results from the TRAFIC code were in good agreement with measurements. Generally the
PlNEX-AR code has also been shown to predict well both the time and position of failure.

Eight tests have been completed in the PFR-TREAT programme and a further five are scheduled
before the TREAT reactor is shut down for modifications to upgrade its performance in 1984. The
first sub-assembly containing US fuel pins is scheduled to be withdrawn from PFR in the middle
of 1983 and selected pins will be cleaned and examined before shipment to the USA.

The TRAFIC code has been used to analyse each of the eight experiments performed to date.
In the seven pin series of experiments in flowing sodium, the TOP tests LOI, LO2. LO3 have been
performed. TRAFIC analyses of fuel pin failure are in close agreement with the experimental results.
Three single-pin fast-TOP tests have been run in capsule geometry with static NaK content. These



tests, designated C01. C02. and CO3, used respectively fresh fuel. 4% burn-up fuel and 9% burn-
up fuel. Preliminary results and remarks were published in two papers at the Lyon Conference.

The tests CO4 and CO5 have also recently been performed using irradiated fuel pins from
the PFR. The experiments were essentially identical slow power ramp tests, corresponding to ac-
cidental control rod withdrawal, using single pins in flowing sodium coolant. Results are as expected
from TRAFIC code calculations and give confidence in the use of the code in analyzing and predic-
ting slow ramp situations.

10.3 Sodium boiling

10.3.1 Boiling codes and analysis

The close collaboration between Winfrith and the KfK heat transfer laboratories has continued.
KfK have built and operated a special rig to investigate blockage experiment anomalies shown up
by UKAEA SABRE calculations for KNS I and II experiments. This experiment became part of the
evidence to support UKAEA predictions for the multipin bundle experiments in the LMBWG bench-
mark exercise presentation in October 1982.

The capability of the SABRE code to represent the natural circulation aspects of fast reactor
core sub-assemblies has been demonstrated and a paper was presented to the LMBWG.

Development of SABRE has continued. This has included consolidation of the turbulence
transport model into the standard version of the code and development of the boiling model, par-

i ticularly in the field of slip and two-phase friction factor modelling.

Considerable effort has been expended on performing both steady-state and transient bailing
calculations, both for code verification and for improving the robustness of the code. These calcula-
tions have included the single-pin benchmark cases for the LMBWG. where consistency with NASLIP
and fair agreement with experiment was obtained, and calculations of boiling in a simplified 60°
sector model of the 37 pin bundle of KNS3. Improvement of these boiling calculations is the major

• objective of the present programme.

10.3.2 Low power sodium boiling experiment
i
; The SOBOB experiment, to investigate dryout and the stability of boiling at decay heat power
! levels, was sanctioned early in 1982. In detailing the experiment, the radial geometry of the 19
| pins has been finalised together with much of the axial geometry. The bundle consists of 19 elec-
: trically heated pins on a triangular pitch. The pins will represent the lower axial blanket and core
' region of a sub-assembly. The upper axial blanket will be represented by 19 stainless steel pins in-
i serted above, and in line with, the heater pins. Heat to the upper axial blanket will be provided by
; a radiant heater surrounding, but not attached to, the wrapper. The pins will be contained in a wrapper
, of circular cross-section with edge filler wires to prevent excess over-cooling of the edge sub-
channels. The pins, which will be supported by grids spaced at approximately 100 mm intervals,
will be 5•84 mm diameter with a rating of 48 kW and a chopped cosine axial heat flux distribution.
They will be sealed into the test-piece by freezing the sodium at the heater tails. Plenum chambers
at either end of the bundle will be provided to smooth the flow at the inlet and to mix the flows
at the outlet. Possible thermosyphon effects at the outlet of the bundle are a concern, but it should
be possible to decouple thermally the bundle from the outlet plenum. The specification of the pressure
drop measurements has been up-dated to include five instead of two pressure tappings. Heater pin
development work is now in progress at SNL Springfields.

During the year useful discussions have taken place with the experimental teams at KfK and
CENG, where experiments related to the SOBOB objectives are in progress.

10.3.3 Natural circulation modelling

The natural circulation thermosyphon which would be set up above a blockage within the
fuel pin bundle of a sub-assembly has been modelled at Dounreay using a computer analysis. This
analysis predicts that a substantial amount of heat could be transferred to the upper sodium plenum
by this mechanism, helping to cool the bundle in cases where a blockage occurs below the fuelled
length.

10.4 Fault detection

70.4. 7 Temperature noise

A developing blockage in a sub-assembly will affect the characteristics of the temperature
fluctuations (noise) measured at the outlet. By monitoring these fluctuations an early indication of
the presence of a blockage could be obtained.

Computer codes developed at RNL and CEGB BNL calculate the fluctuating temperature signal
expected from a given spatial temperature profile at the pin bundle exit using random flight Monte
Carlo techniques. Mean and fluctuating velocity and temperature data are needed to check and im-
prove these codes. These data are being obtained from the RNL temperature noise rig. Velocity pro-
files for the mean and axial turbulent component have been measured. Some difficulty has been
encountered in obtaining the radial and circumferential turbulent components. Successful
measurements of temperature profiles (mean and fluctuating) with hot water injection have been
made. A programme of tests on the Safety Studies Section of the Berkeley No. 4 sodium loop to
study temperature noise decay at high Reynolds number has now.been completed.

In collaboration between CEGB BNL and RNL, an assessment of temperature noise and its
possible application in CDFR has been undertaken. Mean temperatures behind blockages derived
from SABRE, together with estimates of attenuation in the pin bundle, and Monte Carlo calcula-
tions downstream were combined to give estimates of the noise from various sized blockages. Ac-
count was taken of the background noise generated from power tilts and cool edge channels. Even
in the most severe case, the results indicated that a significant alteration in temperature noise oc-
curred for a blockage as low as 6% of the pin bundle cross-section. The assessment also showed
that the current CDFR individual sub-assembly monitoring system (ISAT) met most of the require-
ments for useful temperature noise monitoring: it combines high reliability, fast response ther-
mocouples with a rapid sampling data acquision system.

10.4.2 Acoustic detection of boiling

The main source of information of the acoustic spectrum from boiling has continued to be
the collaborative experiments with KfK on the KNS loop. The KNS3 experiment has proceeded well
during the year and the programme is nearing completion. The programme has covered loss-of-flow
simulating the SNR pump rundown for fuel elements in several positions in the SNR core. Natural
convection experiments have also been carried out. In all cases where boiling occurred a strong
acoustic signal was observed. Analysis of these data is proceeding using a new signal analysis system
commissioned during the year.



The computer controlled data acauisiiion system to monitor the background noise from PFR
has been installed during the year. There have been some commissioning and servicing problems
but it is now functioning and ready to start data collection.

10.4.3 Failed fuel detection

The sensitivity of failed fuel detection methods is judged by their ability to discriminate a serious
fault from an innocuous defect such as that arising from an endurance failure. The available evidence
throughout the world has been surveyed and, as tar as possible, brought to a common basis. This
has enabled a correlation to be established between the signals arising from defects typical of en-
durance failures and the pin rating.

The concept of a muiti-ducc HAUP sodium pump, together with a selector mechanism avoiding
rubbing surfaces for BCD sample handling and selection, has been proposed to and accepted by
NNC. It is expected that a design of rnulti-duct pump and a test facility will commence in 1983.

10.4.4 Computer based sub-assembly protection system

The 128 channel demonstration sub-assembly protection system successfully completed its
test on the experimental sodium loop at Berkeley Nuclear Laboratories and was returned to Wintrith
at the end of March 19B2. It is now planned to operate the system on the PFR for evaluation in
a more realistic environment. The system is currently under laboratory test and will soon be available
for installation at Oounreay.

10.4.5 Pulse-coded-logic (PCL) trials

The long term passive trials of PCL at the CEGB stations Oldbury and Bradwell have now
been running tor four and six years respectively. No dangerous failures have occurred on either system
during that time, but some safe failures, particularly ot optical couplers have occurred. The proba-
bility of dangerous failure, which can be claimed for a PCL system as a result of these trials, is so
low that it is approaching the limit imposed by common-mode-failure probability. Further passive
testing is therefore of limited value. Instead, the larger of the two systems will be moved from Oldbury
Power Station to Harwell, where it will function in an active role on the DIDO reactor, i.e. it will
be capable of tripping the reactor in parallel with the installed relay system. This will provide a more
realistic demonstration of the system.

10.4.6 Alternative shutdown system (ASD) rod position indicator

An ultrasonic system to give a continuous indication of the position of the CDFR alternative
shutdown rods is being considered. In this system, a high temperature immersed transducer operating
at 600°C, located at the bottom of the ASD re-setting tool, is to be used both to generate thu
ultrasonic signals and to receive the echo reflected by a shaped target machined onto the top of
the ASD rod.

Tests of the ultrasonic system in a full scale water rig at IRD, Newcastle, were successful
with flow in the ASD channel only. Tests with flow in the surrounding channels could not be com-
plewd because of gas entrainmeni. NNC have been concentrating on improvements to the ASD
design and the IRD rig has been used in the past year mainly for evaluating these design changes.

10.5 Energetic molten fuel-coolant interaction (MFCI)

TO.5. J Studies using thermite-generated molten UO2

Experiments in Thermite Rig A at AEE. VVinfrith. fell into two broad areas, namely work with
alternative thermites, in particular corium. and continuation of the previous work with U/Mo thermite.

Comparisons of the U/Mo thermite used in previous Winfrith «xperiments with a thermite pro-
ducing corium A + R were made in Rig A in order to investigate the importance of differences in
composition and initial temperature. Results obtained for these two types of thermits showed closely
similar yields and efficiencies. This is of interest when relating results of experiments at Winfrith
using U/Mo thermite to data from Sandia for experiments using other thermites including corium A + R.

The Rig A experiments with U/Mo thermite were aimed in particular at extending previous
data on the relations between yield and rig pressure, and yield and the time delay between charge
release and the interaction. The pressure data have been taken to the maximum permissible initial
conditions for the rig I0-93 MPa. 176°C1 and no evidence of reaction cut-off was found.

Data for Rig В experiments obtained up to early 1982 have been fully analysed and reported
and published at the Lyon Conference. The results have followed a broadly similar pattern to those
in Rig A, with yields an order of magnitude lower. However, thero are two significant differences,
namely the formation immediately on charge release of a pressure peak generated by relatively slow
(5 msec) sodium vaporisation and the generation of delayed spontaneous interactions (these were
prompt in the UO,/water system). Though slow, the initial peak contributed significantly to the yield.
Rig В work is continuing along similar lines in order to improve thu data correlating yield to various
rig parameters.

The work in the Thermite Firing Rig (TFR) with sodium capsules in 5 kg charges has been
analysed and reported at the Lyon Conference. The rig itself has been modified to load the large
(25 kg) charges for the new Molten Fuel Test Facility (MFTFI and two of these have been successfully
assembled and fired.

Constructional work on the MFTF is expected to be completed early in 19B3. Commissioning
will follow and the experimental programme (release of 25 kg charges into water) is expected to
stan in May 1983.

10.5.2 Laboratory scald experiments

A series of laboratory scale experiments using an ultra high speed labout 10' fps) IMACON
camera to study fragmentation of droplets initiated by vapour film collapse continued. Progress has
been limited by the difficulty of triggering film collapse for tin droplets in water, though success
was obtained for lead drops. The work confirmed that fragmentation times were of the order of
100 Ц5СС, but the situation was fairly complex and requires more study. In view of this, the pro-
gramme is being reconstructed and a study of vapour film stability in well controlled conditions is
being initiated. Solid heated surfaces will be used initially to simplify the system before returning
to the hot liquid surface case.
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62 70.5.3 Studies at ŒGB, BNL

The investigation of MFCI temperature thresholds, using co-current flows of fruon-22 and
water, has been completed, and showed that the propagation phase of an MFCI can occur at
temperatures below previously proposed thresholds based on the spontaneous nucleation
temperature. This work was presented at the Lyon Conference.

Apparatus to study the film boiling behaviour of molten UO, in sodium is being commissioned,
and experiments on the variation of film boiling characteristics with sodium sub-cooling are planned.

10.6 Sub-assembly faults

10.6.1 Vapour explosions as initiators of HCDAs

Recent work in CTS Risley has been applied to defining a likely source term for the MFCI
which might be a consequence of a sub-assembly fault. An attempt has been made to find reasonable
bounds for this source term by calculation, bearing in mind sensible boundary conditions and limits
for the physical parameters involved.

The commonly accepted and most likely reason for an energetic MFCI is from sodium re-entry
into a blocked sub-assembly containing substantial amounts of molten fuel and this analysis assumed
appropriate masses of fuel and coolant and inertia! masses and flow resistances appropriate to sub-
assembly geometry. The calculations made used the Cho-Wright MFCI model suitably modified to
accommodate the UO, particle vapour blanketing effect.

The somewhat limited range of parameter variations used in the calculations serve to show
some important characteristics. The peak two-phase pressure obtained ranged from 8 to 30 MPa
and the energy release from 100 to 300 k j . The pressure/volume characteristic produced could
serve as a suitable source term for loading surrounding sub-assemblies.

10.6.2 Mechanical damage experiments

The deformation of large clusters of full size simulated sub-assemblies was studied at AWRE.
Foulness, for both PFR- and SNR-type geometries some time ago. Both tests used only fully ductile
wrapper material with simulant internals and resulted in limited crushing of only the first and second
rows next to the incident wrapper. Subsequently, proposals for more experimental work were made
which took note of the need for information related to irradiated material properties. These proposals
suggested that the range of ductilities of interest was 2-10% and that this could be produced by
heat-treating mild steel. Unfortunately no reliable method was identified, although some short lengths
I0-5 m) of wrapper at various ductilities in the range 1-10% were obtained. A mixed test with 6
wrappers of this material was arranged, using three levels of embrittlement.

A necessary preliminary to this was a test with 6 fully ductile wrappers. This was made in
April 1982. Each wrapper crushed in the test to give a residual cross-flats deflection of 45 mm at
the lower end graduating to 25 mm at the upper end. All the instrumentation worked well. Sinca
the observed behaviour was considered difficult to analyse, a revised test specification was evolv-
ed. This involves the use of non-deformable support in addition to load cells outside the 6 test
wrappers and measurements using accelerorneters in addition to pressure transducers and strain
gauges.

This revised test with ductile wrappers was fired in December 1982 and was followed in
February 1983 by the mixed embrittled test: results are now being analysed.

10.6.3 Wrapper strength

A review has been made of the susceptibility to fracture of a sub-assembly wrapper in the
event of a local fault producing molten fuel and a sudden internal pressure increase following an
MFCI. The review considered the application of currently-available fracture toughness results on
solution-treated Type 321 steel irradiated to 20 dpa to analysis of CDFR wrappers. Using these data
and an estimate of the pressure loads produced by an MFCI event insid« the wrapper, it is faasible
to determine the smallest size of crack defect that would cause failure as a result of MFCI loading
on a wrapper at normal temperalU'e.

For a suggested peak MFCI pressure of 10 MPa, 20 dpa Type 321 steel is not expected to
fail under the wrapper mean hoop stresses unless there are cracks exceeding a length of about 6 cm.
Such a crack should be readily detected and rejected in manufacture and in this sense the prognosis
for MFCI load tolerance is good. But in the corners of the wrappers there are bending stresses up
to 1 5 times greater than simple hoop stress, so in the corners the crack tolerance would perhaps
be very small: the stresses there at a pressure of 10 MPa are at the yield limit.

10.7 Whole core accident analysis

The studies with the FRAX code have indicated the important conclusion that application
of Beths-Tait typa disassembly methods is not justifiable. The power pulse is of finite size determin-
ed by the total voiding reactivity, and when this is exhausted the reactor may not have been decisively
shutdown by fuel vapour-driven dispersion, but may be left in a melbdown situation with some
remaining power. Further complex methods development is needed to cope with this situation.

10.8 Containment loading and response

10.8.1 Experiments

A series of WINC0N model containment experiments carried out at Winfrith has confirmed
the predictions of earlier analytic studies which suggested that roof movement during fluid impact
can significantly alter the impact loadings following an HCDA. New coding in SEURBNUK to model
the impact of fluid on a moving and deformable roof has been refined and largely validated against
data from the WINCON experiments. This work has been reported to the Lyon Conference.

A programme of simple dynamic-loading experiments is under way at Winfrith to provide data
for the validation of structural response codes used in HCDA analyses. In these experiments a drop
weight applies a load through a hydraulic fluid. Results from a large number of experiments on
aluminium discs and annuli, clamped and simply supported, show good agreement with cURDYN-01
calculations. The current programme considers steel samples including cylinders and hemispheres;
future plans include more complex structures and a new rig is being manufactured to produce тоги
impulsive loadings.

10.8.2 Code development and applications at Winfrith

Collaboration continues with JRC Ispra on SEURBNUK development and the code has been
released to ElR Wurenlingen who are also contributing to the development programme. Recent im-
provements including the new fluid impact treatment, modelling of perforated thin shells and stan-
dardisation of the FORTRAN have been incorporated into a new edition of the code (SEURBNUK-2E5)
which has been released recently. Use of SEURBNUK in association with the finite element code
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EURDYN has been facilitated by establishing an automatic element gunerator. Apart from applica-
tions of SEURBNUK in the analysis of the containment experiments, the code has also been used
to study the degree of conservatism in simplified assessments of roof loading and response le.g.
in assuming a one-dimensional fluid impactl. In addition, it has been demonstrated that roof hold-
down can be effectively modelled with the code. The linked code SEURBNUK-EURDYN plays a cen-
tral role in the future programme together with an ongoing programme of WINCON rnodul experiments
to study specific features of the CDFR design and continuing experimental validation of structural
response codes.

10.9 Debris studies and post accident heat removal

70.9.1 Studies at AEE Winfrith

Experiments have been carried out on coolant and core debris ejection following an HCDA.
using a water-filled model of the primary containment with a hole in the roof and an explosive ball
with a coating of sand to simulate a dispersing core. The sand blown through the hole in the roof
acts as a maiker and iirst indication of the possible ejection of core material in the event of partial
roof or penetration failure. Analysis using the SEUR8NUK and SIMMER codes has been made for
comparison of experiment and theory.

Both calculation and experimental results indicated that about 2 to 3% of the sand had been
ejected. However, there are several points to be settled before placing much reliance on the results.
It would be necessary to determine whether sand was a good simulant for the core debris and. if
so, what the particle size should be. Another problem lies in the size of the breach in the contain-
ment, and having decided that, on how to scale it to COVA vessel size. To add realism to the reac-
tor simulation, it might be necessary to add internals and to use a shock-free charge rather than LDE.

The dielectric heating generator for panicle bed studies has been installed and commission-
ed. This rig will provide dryout data for beds consisting of particles with a spectrum of sizes. The
panicles may also be made irregular in shape. Other out-of-pile heating methods do not give uniform
heat generation for such beds. Also approval has been given for a rig to work with resistive heating
at pressures up to 7 bar. Working at different pressures provides more data for the verification of
dryout models.

10.9.2 Studies а г Spring fields

The new calculation model for sintering of paniculate in debris beds has been coded and the
results so far indicate that sintering is unlikely either for steel or fuel paniculate below the boiling
point of sodium tcenainly not for panicle sizes which may form a coolable debris bed, e.g. 200
|im steel particulatel. Once dryout has occurred higher temperatures could lead to significant sinter-
ing and it is unlikely that the bed would have the same properties on cooling as it had initially. Such
considerations are important in the evaluation of post-dryout debris bed response, and in devising
experimental procedures for in-pile debris bed experiments.

10.10 Structural response and missile impact studies

10. 10. 1 Structural response

An important aspect of the fast reactor safety programme is the determination of the damage
to structures of the primary containment under HCOA loading conditions. Calculations! models are
being used to facilitate this study and a programme of experiments is being performed at Winfrith
to provide simple data for the validation of the calculations! models.

The programme has continued using a drop test technique, in which a hammer drives a piston
into a hydraulic fluid providing a loading function on the sample. A small prototype apparatus has
been used to develop a suitable assembly for the accommodation of clamped and simply supponed
circular and annular plates. Difficulties in achieving appropriate boundary conditions have been over-
come and a series of about 40 tests has been completed; controlled experiments have generally
been repeated 5 to 7 times with good reproducability. Measured results for thrue types of deform-
ing specimen have been made available for code validation purposes, namely:

a clamped circular plate, a simply supponed circular plate and «in annular plate, simply
supported at the outer edge but unsupponed at the inner edge.

Loadings with peak pressures ranging from 4 to 10 MPa and durations down to 5 ms were
achieved. Work with the small prototype apparatus is now compleled and emphasis has moved
to the use of a larger drop test apparatus, capable of accommodating specimens of 25 cm in diameter.
A preliminary ranging experiment has been performed successfully with this apparatus using a simply
supported circular plate. A programme of tests on specimens with geometries similar to those
accommodated In the prototype apparatus will now proceed, leading on to the study of cylindrical
and hemispherical specimens.

10.10.2 Missile studies

Structures comprising monolithic reinforced concrete or concrete blocks faced with steel plates
are used extensively in nuclear installations. The impact resistance of such structures whether con-
structed specifically as missile barriers (e.g. turbine cells) or as leak tight systems le.g. reactor con-
tainments with steel linersl is of considerable interest.

A series of experiments has been compleled at Winfrith involving the impact of rigid steel
missiles with reinforced concrete targets to investigate the applicability of replica scaling to this
form of impact event. Three sizes of target and missile were used аз shown in the following table:

Tarcj ut

Diameter

6 m
2-3 m
0-767 m

Thickness

640 mm
246 mm

о 2 mm

Missile

Diameter

312 mm
120 mm

40 mm

Mass

479 k'j
27 k<j

1 k-j

scale
factor

7-8
3
1

Results on all 3 target sizes show good general agreement and confirm the validity of scaling
over the range examined. The smallest size of target used is considered to be close to the minimum
size which can conveniently, consistently and reliably be manufactured; but it would consequently
be entirely practical to manufacture a model of a complete reactor containment at a scale of bet-
ween 1/15 and 1 /25 of full size for impact testing, and to have confidence in the validity of the results.

Experiments using rigid steel missiles to impact reinforced concrete targets faced with steel
plates have been completed, and an empirical relationship between purf ormation resistance and steel
plate thickness has been developed. This relationship has been found to follow the same general
form as the derived correlation between perforation resistance and the quantity of bending rein-
focement. Experiments with steel plate faced and unplated targets constructed of concrete blocks
laid in monar Ito represent typical demountable barriers) and hard missiles have been completed
and a comparison made with similar structures using monolithic concrete.



Ь4 Ths first phase of an experimental programme at Winfrith to study the behaviour of steel
pipes impacted by rigid.steel missiles and missiles made from lengths of steel pips has also been
completed. The impacted pipes have been either empty or water-filled at various pressures up to
13 MPa.

1 1 . REACTOR PERFORMANCE STUDIES

11.1 Neutronics design data

11.1.1 Nuclear physics data

Good progress has been made with commissioning the ihrea nuclear physics targets on the
136 MeV Electron Linear Accelerator at Harwell. Experimental running has begun on the Fast Neutron
and Low Energy cells; technical problems with the Neutron Booster target have delayed its availability
until mid-1983.

Measurements made on Zebra of the effective neutron source strengths in corus built from
oxide and metal fuel agree well with prediction, and with recently reported Harwell work on small
sample spontaneous fission and (a, n) yields.

An analysis has been made of decay heat output from '"U and "'Pu samples irradiated in
Zebra during the BIZET programme, over a cooling time range between 15 minutes and 100 days.
Using the latest UK fission product yield and decay data, good calculation of beta-decay results
proved possible. Both total gamma energy and individual nuclide gamma releases were

' underestimated by about 10%. It is important to make accurate decay data predictions in this cool-
! ing time range to allow good design of commercial fuel handling equipment.

The consistency and completeness of the sequences of resonance parameter assignments
[ for iron isotopes have been studied, and complete and consistent sets derived.

In Order to generate tabulations oi cross-sections at point energies from resonance parameters,
improvements have been made to the code SIGAR, which has an automatic energy-mush genera-
tion procedure. Methods for allowing for the energy shift of resonances (from the eigenvalue) and
distant level effects have been included, and a mesh has been introduced which will allow the ac-
curate Ooppler broadening of very narrow resonances to be calculated.

A collaborative programme to measure the cross-section of excitation of the "Nb metastable
state has been set up between Harwell. Winfrith and the University of Birmingham. This reaction
is important in the monitoring of neutron damage to structural materials.

11.1.2 Chemical nuclear data and integral data studies

A joint AEE Winfrith/AERE Harwell paper on neutron capture measurements in '"Am and "'Am
was presented to the Nuclear Data Conference in Antwerp late last year. The measurements covered
a wide range of fast reactor spectra. The curium produced was chemically separated and measured
by alpha-counting and alpha-spectrometry techniques at AERE to determine the integral production
rate for each sample. The measurement of the 1JIPu fission rates at or near the sample positions
provided the data for the fluence received during irradiation. The measured production cross-sections
were compared with values calculated using 37-group fluxes obtained using standard Zebra methods
and 37-group americium capture cross-sections deduced from the recent Harwell evaluations. These
are in much bener agreement with the measured values than calculations using the earlier FD5 data.

The mean C/E values are 0 • 85 for '"Cm production and 0 • 95 for '"Cm production, where the uncer-
tainties are — 5% and г 8% respectively. These data give valuable support to the evaluations which,
because of the shortage of suitable target material for differential cross-section measurements, were
almost entirely based on theoretical models.

Equipment has been devised and tested to separate tritium from irradiated solutions. This
will shortly be used at Harwell to compare the yield of tritium in ternary fission from '"U and "'Pu
samples irradiated in Zebra; this process is the main'source of tritium in CDFR.

11.2 Experimental reactor physics

11.2.1 Investigation of pin/plate reactivity discrepancies

The CADENZA programme, designed to investigate the over-prediction of the reactivity of
pin-geometry relative to plate-geometry assemblies, revealed by the BIZET programme, has been
completed. Two pairs of assemblies have been studied, with and without sodium, and analysed
using XYZ diffusion theory models with FGL5 data and the standard MURAL method to allow for
pin/plate heterogeneity and neutron streaming.

The results confirm those of the earlier BIZET programme, identical discrepancies being ob-
tained both with sodium present and with all the core sodium voided, indicating that the problem
arises primarily from the fine structure treatment of heterogeneity rather than from the treatment
of neutron streaming.

Small scale sodium-void studies show no significant discrepancy in the sodium-void predic-
tions for the two geometries. A full evaluation of these and the large scale sodium-void results re-
quires a 3-D transport-theory perturbation theory edit, which is being written.

New options in the MURAL code enabling plate and pin cells to be modelled more exactly
have been completed. Calculations carried out for the CADENZA assemblies show that the use of
the new options will reduce the pin/plate reactivity discrepancy of 0-95% by 0-4% <Jk/k.

11.2.2 Experimen tat programme

A short programme of PFR-related experiments, to validate the methods used to predict heater-
pin powers in experimental sub-assemblies, completes the present operational phase of Zebra. The
reactor has now been shut down, but a comprehensive maintenance schedule is being followed
on the plant to facilitate a quick return to fast reactor work as and when required: the CADENZA
elements will be retained in a made-up state for any PFR problems which may arise.

11.2.3 Further analysis of the BIZET experiments

Much of tlie analysis in the NNC heterogeneous core design, BZC, has now been completed
and the work has been extended to cover reactivities, power distributions and sodium-void coeffi-
cients in the more extreme geometry of the single annulus design, EiZD. The conclusions on both
designs are broadly similar, indicating that transport theory corrections to the diffusion theory calcula-
tions are consistently larger than in conventional assemblies.
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11.2.4 Internationa/ collaboration

A description ot the CADENZA assemblies has been issued through the NEA Committee on
Reactor Physics to enable those using plate-geometry cells in their experiments to test their methods
for allowing for reactor heterogeneity. A review of the results is scheduled for June. 1983.

The results show significant variations for the ratio of capture in '"U relative to fission in
'"Pu and a comprehensive analysis is being carried out ot identify the source of this disagreement.

Good progress is being made in the analysis of the gamma-ray energy deposition measurements
undertaken in MASURCA with the RACINE partners.

11.3 Methods development

11.3. 1 COSMOS modular code scheme

The COSMOS calculational scheme incorporates a Fast Reactor Databank, containing codes
and data. A system for providing an automatic archiving and back-up ot data and codes called COOIP
has been developed and is now being commissioned.

1 1.3.2 Irradiation-induced distortion of sub-assemblies

Following the development of a COSMOS version of the core restraint code CRAMP (which
incorporates enhanced features and additional graphical display including profiles of sub-assemblies),
new calculation routes for PFR core following (BOWHIST) and reload planning IBOWLOAD) have
been developed. BOWHIST is now being used by the FFR operators, and testing of BOWLOAD is
well under way.

1 1.3.3 Improved diffusion theory solution methods

A nodal diffusion theory code has been developed to treat three-dimensional hexagonal-z
geometry. It produces a solution which is more accurate than the conventional finite difference
method (which uses 6 triangles per sub-assembly hexagon and about 2 • 5 times as many axial mesh
points) and is over 10 times faster. The code at present will only treat a 30° sector of a reactor;
it requires development to treat full-plan models and to link it into the PFR/CFR calculational schemes.

11.4 Neutronic calculations for COFR

11.4.1 Subcritical monitoring for PFR

Calculations have been carried out to predict the neutron fluxes at the low powsr instrument
positions around the shut down core of the PFR. which are from neutrons produced in the core
materials from spontaneous fission and from (a. n) reactions in oxygen, multiplied by fission. It is
intended to predict count-rates at the instruments in order to detect possible sub-assembly misloads.
A simplified calculation method is working and appears to show promise.

11.4.2 Decay heat distribution

Studies have been performed on the distribution of decay heat from sub-assemblies discharged
from the CDFR. The purpose of the work was to establish whether the spread could be used to

advantage in assessments of the out-of-reactor fuel cycle. The RSPIU code was used to calculate
decay heat as a function of cooling time for the various combinations of sub-assembly power (in
the reactor) and discharge irradiation. For the decay heat to drop to 2 • 5 kW per sub-assembly, core
sub-assemblies require cooling limes in the range 180-330 days, allowing a useful degree of flex-
ibility in the time at which particular sub-assembles are transported.

11.5 Energy deposition and shielding

11.5.1 Improvements in shield penetration codes

The finite-element FENDER code, which uses diffusion theory corrected at large penetrations
by adjusting diffusion coefficients, has been improved by allowing the adjustment to be energy-
dependent: the running cost penalty is not large, and the method is still faster than the conventional
removal-diffusion treatment.

The FENDER code is also employed to generate importance maps on irregular meshes for use
in the definitive Monte Carlo shielding code McBEND. The method utilises the continuity of finite-
element fluxes and splitting takes place at intervals along the track separated by a specified number
of mean free paths. Since the splitting process is based on optical paths rather than geometric boun-
daries, it is consistent throughout the energy range. A sequence of test problems has been executed
with very encouraging results. This procedure will be readily adapted to three-dimensional impor-
tance maps when the FENDER code has been modified to solve the adjoint diffusion equation in
three-dimensional irregular geometries.

11.5.2 Transport flask shielding

The FENDER code has been used at Risley in an assessment of a CDFR transport flask design
holding seven spent sub-assemblies. The results of the calculations show that the dose-rate at

the surface of the llask is well below the ICRP limit. Even if the W£P (water-extended polyester)
neutron shielding is lost from the flask in an accident, ths dose-rate is still within the limit. The results
are in agreement with eailier work using the SCORE code, thus providing some additional validation
of the FENOER code.

11.6 Engineering analysis

11.6.1 Thermohydraulics of heat exchangers

Analysis of the CDFR intermediate heat exchanger has continued using the ANTHEA code
to investigate the effects of overall performance of different grids (i.e. on resistance, seal leakage
and buoyancy). The sensitivity of the results to mesh dependence has been studied using 130 x
50 and 200 x 75 meshes. These are extremely fine meshes compared with those normally employed.

Validation against data from the PFR has continued and an inter-code comparison between
ANTHEA and the US COMMIX code for the CFR-IHX has been instigated by NNC. The steady-state
comparison is almost complete.

Detailed ANTHEA models of the PFR evaporator inlet region have shown good agreement
with ttie flow patterns observed in RNL rigs and with thermocouple measurements on the plant.



11.6.2 Thermohydraulics of distorted sub-assemblies

The DISCO code is now complete and is being implemented on a CRAY machine. Verification
checks against analytical solutions of ideal problems and other computer codes (inclui! ng a
dimensionally-adapted CRAMPI have been satisfactorily made, though some improvements to flow
modelling are being incorporated.

Experimental obseivations on the swelling of austeniiic grids within a nimonic wrapper have
been analysed with the TAU code; the results increase our confidence that sub-assemblies will sur-
vive high burn-up.

J 1.6.3 Primary circuit hydraulic modelling

Experimental work at Berkeley Nuclear Laboratories on the turbulent diffusion of heat in recir-
culating sodium and water flows has been completed, and analysis of the results with the FEATT-1
code is well advanced, using a correlation based on turbulent Prandtl number and momentum dit-
fusivity whose validity range is being established. The second phase of these experiments provides
data on bulk fluid temperature fluctuations which will be supplemented by results from the propos-
ed impinging jet sodium experiment, aimed at providing data on the transmission of fluid temperature
fluctuations to structural components.

11.6.4 Spent fuel transfers

Two computer codes. ALOOP and AROUND, have been developed to study temperature tran-
sients in the sodium-filled bucket which transfers spent fuel sub-assemblies from the reactor vessel
to the core components store. Investigations on various assumptions have suggested design modifica-
tions which improve performance under accident conditions.

Analysis of the CDFR transport flask with the TAU code has shown that conduction alone
within the sodium cannot maintain the fuel at a sufficiently low temperature. In the absence of any
published correlation of the full-scale flask experiments overseas, a test programme of small-scale
experiments using water has been started to verify that convection will provide adequate cooling.
These will be supplemented by a half-scale experiment using Cerrobase (a proprietary lead-bismuth
eutectic) as a coolant.

A programme of impact-limiter development for fast reactor flasks has been started at Win-
frith. Static crushing tests have been completed and are being analysed to facilitate theoretical modell-
ing of the 50 km/hr drop tests forming the next part of the programme.

11.7 Economic and strategic assessment of generating systems

1 1.7.1 Effect of increased fuel bum-up

Increased bum-up of fast reactor fuel with consequential reduction of fuel throughput and
hence fabrication and reprocessing requirements might offer a way of reducing generating costs.
This could be particularly important in theintroductory phase of a fast reactor programme. A series

of calculations using the FROVE performance code was undertaken covering a range of potential
burn-ups and several projected methods for achieving the necessary fuel endurance at the increas-
ed burn-up, including increase of can thickness, increase of fission gas plenum length, reduction
in can temperature and relaxation of previously assumed constraints on sub-assembly pressure drop
and mixed mean coolant outlet temperature for sub-assemblies with newly loaded fuel. Results in-
dicated that 15% burn-up may bs attainable with minimal change in breading performance by using
the longer fission gas plenums together with relatively small changes in operating conditions and
batch refuelling on the basis that the time between refuelling shutdov/ns is not increased. Savings
in generating costs at 15% burn-up ranged from 3% to about 6% depending on the fabrication and
reprocessing assumptions used. Savings in total generating cost at 20% burn-up range between
5% and 9% depending on fabrication and reprocessing assumptions.

11.7.2 Reduction in radial blanket thickness

Following suggestions from France and elsewhere, the potential cost savings from reducing
radial blanket thickness in the early stages of a fast reactor programme have been examined.
Preliminary investigations showed that reduction to a single row of blanket sub-assemblies might
reduce the discounted lifetime fuel costs by 9 to 12% as core fuel burn-up varied from 10 to 15%.
The consequential reduction in breeding would be unacceptable once plutonium was in short supp-
ly (about 10 years after the start of series ordering), and the eHect was therefore calculated of restor-
ing the radial blanket after 10 years operation. The lifetime generatinr/ cost savings of a single sta-
tion vary with reprocessing assumptions, but do not exceed 2%.

11.8 Control and dynamics

Previous investigations of both helical and straight-tube boilers showed the need for orificing
at every tube inlet to avoid parallel-tube instability. The current design of J-tube boiler is being ex-
amined at Winfrith to evaluate the flow restriction needed to ensure stable operation over the entire
range of conditions expected.

11.9 Neutron flux instrumentation

Further examination of the neutron detectors developed for the concluding experiments on
the Windscale AGR has confirmed a marked tolerance of deterioration of the insulation resistance
of chambers and cables when operated in the Campbell mode. Recent experience of a fission chamber
under development for the new AGR wide range puise/Campbell channels has indicated the need
to extend earlier work on possible rare gas filling mixtures for fast reactor chambers. Development
of radiation-hardened plastic cables for use with high sensitivity neutron detectors has reached the
stage at which the manufacture of two trial lengths of superscreened cable by a contractor is almost
complete, each cable using a different dielectric material.
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REVIEW OF FAST REACTOR ACTIVITIES IN INDIA
(1982-83)

S.R. PARANJl'li
Reactor Researcii Centre,
Kalpakkain, India

1.0 In t г ofluc 11 on t

Survey of historic growth of demand for commercial forme of energy

and projcctionn of the demand during the next two decodes Indicates

, that i t may reach a figura of 0.5 b i l l i o n tonnae of coal equivalent

by the year 2000. This u l l l mean that unleaa some alternative

I energy source lo eatubllshert prooven reserves of CC*J1 u l l l ijirt

txluuuted before the year 2100 even i f the energy consumption l e

held constant at thla leuel (uhich upproxlmj tely correspondu to an

lnotal led capacity аГ 0.1 Kilo Uatt per head). Such un u|tcrn<tlvt

ahuuld LE Established before consuming 20 to 2S% of the total ttetruon

of coal so ao to leave the valuable rueervca of foaall fuelu for

extended use I n the centuries to follow. Faut Breeder Reactors using

udvanced fuf la (capable of obtaining roaaonabl« leu specific Inventory

of 3 Kga. per I4J e l e c t r i c and breeding rat io оГ 1.3) appear to be In«

only viable alternate aource. Thanko to the HEavy (dater Reactor

Programme, Plutonium production rute la expected to rFach о levFl of

3000 Kg/year by 2000 ft . 0 . Uith thl в Plutonium input In и vlguroua

programme of deployment of Tout üreeders on a commercial scale j i t u i l l

bu possible to replace coal as a major aourcE of energy production

during о tronaltion period of about 50 yeiira (Ггога 2QG0 A.D to 2050 A.D).

Ourlng thla period I t w i l l be possible to maintain e growth rate оГ

about 1.S;t per annum In the supply of energy uhlla depletion of coal

can lie l imited to 20-75^ of the total reusrvea. Thla le thtrufare both

• chulltng« and opportunity Tor the Indian Nuclear EhErgy Progrunmt baaed

on tho comblriAtion of HUH о and FBfla.

1.1 In thla context we are now proposing to dtfsign, develop and construct о

500 ru Proto-type Faat Reactor which can be crnncctcd to the grid In the

l a t e nlnet lea. The Reactor la expectrd to be the "Head of th» aerlea" to

be b u i l t from 2000 to 2005 for commercial deployment. Uc are hopeful of

obtaining the requisite support for this ambitious step. But ao

fast Breeder fit-actors constitute the oecend stage of the Nuclear

Programme, auccesa of the First Stage 1'ЫПя la HUely to Influence

the overall reuponae of the Government and the public. Capital

costs of IIUHa "re nou in the rangs of Пз.10,000 psr Kilo Uatt

lnat i i l led. Capital coats of Ccal Fired Power Stations l i e in the

range оГ Пз.6,000-8,000. Unit energy coats far НЫПа 1а expected

to be louer than the unit energycost of Coal Fired Poutr Stations

located not too fur away from the Coal Щпоз. Hence there le a

cuutioua optimism on the Nuclear Front In gencrol and Fast Reactors

in p a r t i c u l a r , fluch u l l l therefore depend on the success of

Uater Planta und FQTfl uhlch la now nearlni) complEtion.

2.Ц Financial

Flnunclul outla/ for the year ending 31.3.1983 пвэ been 140.9 x 106

Rupees uhlls the name figure for the previous year has been 119.4 x

10 Rupees. Manpower deployed has also remained'at around the last

year'o l e v e l . In e f f e c t , the level of a c t i v i t y has been maintained

at the previous yeac'a. These efforts are aupplemented by contribution

from Dhabha fttomlc Reaearch Centre and other Unit» of Department of

Atomic Energy like Nuclear Fuel Complex and Electronics Corporation of

India Limited *l Hyderabad.

3.0 fast llrt'edtr Test Reactjr(FBTR)

The Пейс lor u la neu in * very advanced stagr оГ construction. Reactor

Ucaael, llotutlng Plugs (uhlch provide the top closure ond accesa for

ruel handling) and Control Plug (uhlch houses the control rod drive

ncchanlam) h.ive a l l been delivered to the Site. The Installation is'

In pragreua. Thu veusel haa been lnotal led, the grid plate haa been

lowered in И в position and mounting of neutronlc ohlelds InsldE u l l l

be taken up aoon. float aub-assumbllea to be loadad In the Reactor



/и Vcnael except the f i s s i l e sub-äuuemblles hiu< been fabricated and uti

In the process of delivery to S i t e . Ueldlng of Inlet and outlet pipe о

la In ргодсеаз. Interi.icdlatt Hi;ot exchangers and primary sodium pumps

haue been Instal led und primary piping uork la In ful l suing«

3.1 Testing of both primary and secondary aonLum pumps has hetn completed

in uetir testu. Control rod drive mechanisms haue been assembled

ond ace being tested In hot Argon. All Equipments except the uteilm

generators иге alreedy at Site and ateam generntors uould be arriving

at the Site In the next months. Commlosloning of the ayetern'j haa beun

Ini t iated. Some aystEma like alr-condl tlonlng, venti lation, procesa

uater, normal and emergency pouer supplies haue been In operation during

the year. Sodium required for the Reactor -has been produced end a email

purif ication rig haa been bui l t to upgrade the quality from "commercial"

to "Hcactor" grade.

Tua Computern constituting the system if on-line plant supervision have

been insta l led In their permanent location In FBTH. These иге olno

used for reactor protection. Out of the tuo Computers, on« иorк о on

l ine uhiliythe other one le a stand-by ready to take over from the f l rat

computer. The tuo coenputcra haue в common memory and v i tal systems of

the reactor can be monitored by the stand-by computer. Uhllt i t ntunds

by. It can be used for s c i e n t i f i c appl icat ions.

On the l icensing aid*, one revleu by the Ularking Croup constituted by

the Safety Heyleu Committee of Department of Atomic Energy (D^C-SHC) has

beun completed. Plodiflcotlons/addltlona proposed by the Croup have ЬЕОП

dlscuoaGd and aro being Incorporated in the design. No d i f f i cu l t ies

nre therefore foreseen to arise In obtaining formal authorisation to

«tart the reactor.

Barring unforaeen clrcumotances, c r l t l c a l l t y Is expected ulthln tuo

years from neu.

4.Q Dealqn Studies for 50П ГЦе Prnto-type Tagt Breeder Roaçtor

As FBTI1 le nearing completion, design étudies Гог a SOU ГЫе proto-typ«

have been taken up. This UÜB reported In the last yeur. This phase or

prlliminary design la coming to en end ond ue u l l l be submitting a

Project Report to the Government in the next feu months, flaln features

of tht design can be given asi

1) Thermal output

2) E lec tr ica l output

3) fuel Inventory

Inplle

Out of pile

Total

4) Breeding Ratloi

Oxide

Curbid« . . .

Doubling Time Years (Linear)

Oxide

Carbide . . ,

FUEL

No. of fuel .lubua.iemblled

No. of blanket aubaesemblies

Fuel pin ell a

Fuel smear density

Doric! muter la 1

Cladding

Clad thickness

F.G.plenum.location

Ho. of plna/subussemhly

1250 (Ta/(t)

500 CUf gross

1500 Kg

GOO Kg

2100 Kg

Advanced

1.351

1.425

I (baued on 7% lose in reprocessing

and refabrication. Out uf pi le

time = 365 days)

Normal Advanced

"17.5 19.19

19.6 16.41 ' .

I • 100

I 20S

I 6.5 mm (Oxide) 0.0 mra (Carbide)

I uOJi: of oxide I 1Ь% оГ carbide

I Helium gas

1 cold uorked AI5I 316 with or without
Ti modifiestlon

I 0.45 (oxide) & 0.56 mm (carbldt) for
normal design

I Bottom

1 217 (oxide)

169 (carbide)



RCfUCLLIHG

"üfuelllng interval in

Пих. fuel burn-un

Average fuel burn-un

Internal storage dayo

No. of positions

ncficrnn HLWNKCT

A x i a l ! I n t e g r a l

flat t r i a l fotm

Pin (Diameter

Top length

Bottom length

RADIAL (JL'INKET

No. of tiubaanembllEs

f l a t e r l d l form

Pin die

Aasemhly length

1

1

:

i

i

7Л0

13ВОПО

QllOOn

?*n

30

ГШ/ta

PUd/te

ulth fuel pin

plnn

fi.G (Oxlf'e); B.8 (Carbide)

3 0 0 ir.-n

300 mm

205

Pino

1-).65 mm

1685 m — a c t i v e

5000 ram - t o t a l

No. of pins per ouhnseembly I 61

Pinter la 1

No. of auboesrnibl lcei

B4C enriched t o 50 I n В

1 2 - 9 l'or 1з1 syottrn

— 3 for 2nd pyatem

No. of plna/зиЬааэегаЫу 11

1 0

71

Pin clodding

ПСЛСТОП 1/C55EL

Height

DlametEr

PiriWîJY

Type

No. of loops

AISI 316

14.7 PI

15.0 П

Pool

й

Pump type C e n t r i f u g a l - mechanical

Pump p o s i t i o n Cold lfcg

T o t a l f l o u 0000 Kg/зес

I n l e t Reactor Ti-mperuture 370°C

O u t l e t Reactor
Twmperature 53T°C

No. of loops

Pump typt

Pump p o s i t i o n

T o t a l Clou

INTEnriLDI" 1С ИСДТ CXCHONCCn

l - centrifugal

Cold leg

BOOO Kq/aec

Numbcr

Primary side

No. of tubes

a

Shell

1549

Tube dla x u a l l thickness ?A x 1 mm

STEai*. CCHCfl/iTOnS

Numbero p t r loop 3

Type

Superheater.

Rt—superheater heated by
Sodium

V e r t i c a l s t r a i g h t tube u l t h un expansion
bend

Y e e - steam temp. 4B0aC

YFS - Bteiim temp. 40Q°C

N o .

I n l e t pressure PiPs

I n l e t tempar-»ture

CCCAY НЕЯ Г nrnOUAL

N o .

Type

Capacity

1

16.5

•SGO°C

4

НЭ t o

F PTJ

Нэ to Air heat exchanger

F f\l per unit (Natural convection)

7.5 ru c^r unit (forced convection)



72 5«0 Reactor Phyalca Studlgsi

j j Nuclear fiata Fyaluatlen. Proctsalnn and ТеэИпщ

Nucle-ir data prnceuolng code RAPIOHA developed In the centre und

succeaufully commissioned and tested ulth СМОГ/В!« data libmry

has been used to générait- multi group cross sectiona for BIVUCHI

materials of lnterent for the analysis of fast cr i t ica l expérimenta

and for tha neutronics studies of PFOH. Analysis of 2РРП-6-7

c r i t i c a l asiembly using the nsuly generated сгозз section cet hü«

been caxDleted. Analysis of a number of selected fast cr i t ical

asseinbllen haa been taken up for comparing the mirions predicted

parameters ulth Tea sut to.en t^.

ft corie systtm tu carry out the atnsitlulty analysis of the effect

of uncer tJ lni tiea In our nucluar data l ibraries nn tha core physlca

parameters predicted by us la unritr dfivs lcp.r.cnt.

An JAC1 code ufr l f lcatlon project suggested by the Nuclear Па lu

Section of IAEA aa an international e f f o r t in cercpurinq ihe

accuracy of processing codes used by different grajpu hag hc-'n token

up recently.

5.2 Faat Re.ictnr Ouslnn and ftnalysiai

Preliminary Physics design of 5Q0 Hil(e) Proto-type Fast Qreddur

Reactor (PFBR) has been completed.

Relative morlts of oxide and carbide fuela were studied and a l l tho

nputronic oarametero for a carblda ruellert core UECE eualuBted.

Assassinent оГ the error bors in the predicted neutronlce uarameUru

оГ РГВЯ is being carried out ualng sensitiuity analysis methods.

,- -FU4t n ^ a c t i t Safgtv Am» l y s i s :

The European ICFA B6nchtMrk problem tvis Ьзеп studied ulth our computer

code system DflEOIS-VCNUS ann our results .зге in good agreement with

those of other countries.

Considerable progress hag been made In the development of computer

codes for the predlsaasembly ond disassembly phases of accident

yula uulng deterministic modela. Тпезе codes haue been used

t« determine the accident potential of cores fuelled with mixed

oxide and mixed carbide Гие1в. Но significant différences have

been observed during the analysis оГ LOFA and TOPA accidenta. These

have been presented and discussed uith OAE-SRC.

Improvements In the r*6 termlnlatic models used in the accident analysis

ulth respect to aodlum boiling, clao\ reloca tion etc. are being

incorporated In the code eyatems.

Development of suitable computational models for Estimating the

mechanical damage to the reactor structures follouing energy release In

HUA la being taken up.

Improved •;nd more real ist ic modele were developed for the study of

molten fuel coolant Interaction (FiFCI). Further the improvements I n

the ITCI calculational models uhich result in bqttEr agreement ulth

Expérimenta are being studied.

A national uorkshop on Reactor Noise Лпа1уз1з u>ia conducted at the Centre

for tu о days in uhlch topics Ilk? development оГ suitable,•зепаогз and

lnatrumentiTtion, ur/vanced techniques of signal unulyaio, mathematical

modelling of noise source and measurements of noise in reactors end

laboratories uere presented and diocuased. Thia served to define in mare

clear terms the R r.D programme required to be peraued to evolva a

meaningful reactor surveillance system.

5.4 Radiation Transport and Shield tiealnni

Preliminary shield design calculations for the radial and axial internal

shields of РГОП have been completed using I-D modela to arrive at suitabla

shield configuratlona in both directions.

Oe t a i l e d two-dimensional and Monte Carlo calculations are being carried

out for the f i n a l shield configuration of PFBR.

Development of coupled transport theory methods and Donte Carlo methods

for studying the detailed neutron and gamma transport and streaming in

practical shield configurations has been taken up.



6 . 0 tal lurnlcal Г)с ye I onmen t (in support of the Taat Hreedfr

6.1 I" ths continuing programme for the generation of base Une di ta on

the mechanical and corrosion properties and on the micros true turu 1

characteristics of the materials изе-i In ГВ1П, considerable data liuue

been obtained durln the year on the tensile and сгбЕр properties of

316 St-ilnleau Steel cleddlng tubes in solution annealed and cold uirked

conditions at teat temperatures ranging up to 750°C. Detailed analyses

or the large vulum» of data already generated on the Tour heata of 316

Stainless Steel plates h*ve given valuable insight into the mechanistic

aspects thtlr deformation bthavlour, bun ids о providing the correlations

governing their creep and tensile strengths and variations in properties

from heat to heat.

6.2 High strain (lew cycle) fatigue 11ГЕ being an important design parumeUr

of fa3t reactor meterlala studies on the effect of utrain rate and grain

size on tht luu cycle fatigue behaviour of type 304 Stalnleus Stuel usre

carried out at températures up to 75Q°C. It uaa observed that in general

fine grained materlalo «re superior in fatigue endurance at a l l otroin

rntîs nnd temperaturee investigated. Studies on сгиер-fatlgue interactions

ut 650°C have alao confirmed the superiority of fine grained muterialo.

6.3 The rapidly developing HOT technique of accouatlc emleolon monitoring uao

used for studying the Influence of mlcrootructuce (viz. carburlaatlon and

c.irblde precipitation) on the tensile deformation and fracture behaviour

оГ type 316 Stainless Stsel. In addition to through their erfecta on

impeding dislocation motion, carbide precipltoteo were fourni to influence,

accoustlc emlsolon through grain boundary cracking also. Ualng techniques

stundJrdiaed and reported laot year, eddycurrent test method has been used

a complementary technique to ultrosonlc method, for ev«luatlng

F8TR fuel cladding tubes (20£ cold uorked 316 Stainless Steel) |

tube lengths sufficient for more than tuo nactor cores have be«n

• evaluated and cutting plans evolved to obtain tube lungtha free

from unacceptable fluua.

6.4 In mast of the surfaca hardening application», lonnitrldiny la

Expected to ultimately replace the conventional gas nltrlding.

Investigations were carried out on the ion-nitrldlng behaviour of

type 316 Stainless St«el by the glow dliicharge method. An uniform

nltrlded layer of about AVm thickness, ulth a maximum surface

hardness of 1000 VHN, uQa achieved by currying out cyclic diffusion

unneallng«

In the technology of metal forming, uorm working i s known to offer

good scope for energy saving in addition to resulting in improvements

in room temperature mechanical properties. An investigation on the

uarm rolling of type 316 Stainless Steel uaa carried out in the

temperature runge of 550 to B50°C. Tuo neu experimental techniques

determination of the rolling temperature using continuous cooling

curves and determination of the mean strain ratq during rolling unlng

longitudal strain, have been developed and uaed in thia uork. Dy

uarm rolling i t uaa possible to Increase significantly the room

temperature tensile strength ulth very l i t t l e loss of ductility.

• Typically, the yield strength at room temperature чае raised to 410 PlPo

from a valus of 2S0. riPs corresponding to the solution anneoled material

uith on attendant drop of only 10# in this totol enonqatlon from,—' 55 to

45*.

6.5 Stress corrosion otudleo on the morphology of the fractured surfaces of

colt) uorked stalnleaa iteela of types ЗОЛ und 316 revealed that a

transition in crack propagation mode occurred Ггот transgranular to

lntergranular in type 316 Stainless Sttol Гог al l degrees оГ cold

uork uhlle such u transition took place in type 304 5tainle3s Steel

only above 2b'f- cold uork. The texure dépendance of crcvide carrnolon

behaviour in type 31Й Stainless Steel reported earlier uaa further

Investigated in typea 304 and 310 Stalnleaa Cteels. Л direct correlation

of ï.he crevice corrosion potential uith the stacking fnult energy of the

alloys uas observed. Thus rolled plates of alloy 310, having the hlghsst

stacking fuult energy and maximum anlsotrapy, uhoued marked variations

in crevice corrosion resistance in the three perpendicular cross sections.

The variation In crevice resistance uao less marked In type 316 Stainless

Steel, und the l»Jst in type 204 Stalnlesu 5te»l. Invustlgotiona en the

kinetics of the pastbreakauay oxidation behuvluur of tuo ferritlc alloys,



74 v l z . | 2 } Сг-Шо and 9Cr-1Nu s t e e l s , shoued that the breakauuy oxidation

ot the t rans i t iona l stage occurs by the rupture of the protective

chromium-rich mixed oxide scale result ing In the formation оГ u duplex

layer cons is t ing of Iron oxide at the outer layer iind a spinal of oxides

of chromium and iron at the inner layer.

6.6 NaCrD, 1э an Important corrosion product in the Sta in less Steul l iquid

sodium systuin. lhrsshold oxygen concentration In l iquid aoe'lum for

corroding Л0'1 S t a i n l e s s Steel uas predicted by the thernod/namlc

; assessment of the ERF data obtained from the NaCrO2-Ci^)3~Na3CrO'l 3 У з 1 : в т

along ui th the free energy из ta on NaCrO2 available In tho l l t era turo .

7.0 Radio Chemlgtry Act iv i t ies In Support of Fant Breeder Rgactor

7.1 Rarllochemlcal and Chemo-tc-chnlca 1 Studies

The Radiochemlstry Leborutory la pursuing RAO uork In sodium chemljtry

ond fuel chemistry. In sodium chemistry, ue haue completed the

chemical quality ctntrol of the commercial aodium procured for FBTR.

The various techniques developed for thin purposd are adequate for the

determination nf trace level impurities in reactor grade aodtum.

Estimation of Chloride In Sodium

riatrix interference uaa observed in the estimation of uery lou levels

(less than 5 ppm) of chjorliie In aodiun» both by эреctrophotometrie

au uell aa by Ion selective electrode methods. Vacuum dist i l lat ion

of «odium uas tried to remove the matrix. Sodium chloride standards

uere ndderi to sodium before d ist i l lat ion in order to eotablioh that '

no loss nf chloride occurs during d i s t i l l a t ion . Recovery of

standards added (5.10 ug) uaa 95 to 100'^ .

Analysis by Atomic Absorption

The direct method of determination of trace metHla In sodium using

graphite furnace AAfj la being ut i l ised for estimation of lithium

' and potassium In sodium. Standardisation uork la in progress for th»

вате.

la 6f Stesla hy X-ray Fluorescenca

Defects in the vacuum system of the instrument uece rectif ied and

the Instrument uaa mada uorklng In the manual mode. Analysis Qf

Stainless Steel for different ccoatltuente uas ttiken up. Calibration

for nlcUtl hes been crmpleted and calibration for other el«mcnt3 ore

In procréas.

7-2 Ileanuhllu, a programme to measure solubi l i t ies of metals in liquid

sodium has been taken. The solubility of manganese In sodium has

already been reoorted. Such data u l l l be useful In modelling activity

transport in the primary sodium loons of fast breeder reactors.

7.3 (Different typss of electrochemical meters ore under development for the

on-line monitoring of oxygenf carbon und hydrogen in aodium.

riectrochtmlca 1 Oxynen deter

A feu ex-iF.rlments ысге carried out to study ths feasibi l i ty of using YOT

shield electrolyte for oxygen measurement In sodium in the diffusion

controlled mode. The measured currents uere lower than expected. Plore

Experiments uith Increased electrolyte surface and a neu barrier Гог

oxygen diffusion Ггст bulk sodium to tho electrolyte surface are pliinned.

electrochemical HyHrooen fletgr

Thz meter re-asoembled uith purified f.lectrolyt? shouetj near

theoretical behaviour uhen tested In a sodium capsula»

Г. Icctrochtmlçnl Çurbon flettr

The electrochomlcal carbon meter

Sn, Sn / CSZ / CO2 , CD /
(SrCO3) N1

(Ha)

uas tested In a capsule uith SrQ^ in the CO, CO; compurtment

repluclng СнСО-t. Hydrogen In sodium uns found to lnter fcn

uith the CO, CO2 equilibrium.

The electrochemical carbon meter

С / fJ32C03 , U2CO3 / с (Na)
N1 Ге '
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uaa testud utth the ntu S.S. cupaule In plate оГ the nlckal

capsule. S.S. f o l i a onneuled ut 1050°C ucre Introduced In the

aodlum to détermina the carbon act iv i ty In aodlum by the f o i l

equi l ibrat ion method. ^ ^ ^ f a l U d a r t e r g ^ s of o p e i r i l t i D n

due t« corrosion from sodium side.

vleu to testing a number of these ireters In floulnq sodium, о

sodium loop la being oet up. thlo loop u l l l alao be USE il for

a c t i v i t y transport studies.

7.4 Vnrloua experimental techniques necessary for thermodynumlc

etudleo on fuel materlala haut been aet up and standardized.

These Include Knurben c e l l mas apectrometry, high tomperatun

X-ray d l f r r i i c t l o n , high temperature mlcrccalorlmetry and

thermal an=.lyal.i. A thern.nl conductivity measuring .ippnmtus,

uhich mjkeii use of •> lauer flash technique, baa bean dublgned

and 'oorlcated. To erspare and characterize f'-el materlula for

thEse studies, a preparation laboratory has a b o been aet up.

Uork ulth radioactive materials has only Just commenced in thia

laboratory. I t has now becoraa possible to take up process chemintry

uork related to the reprocessing of ГОТЯ f u e l .

g.O Summary of uork In llenr ос;зч!по Pronrainme

Development оГ ргосезз equipment/systems euch oa single pin chopper,

solvent contactors, feed c l a r i r i e r , di3solver etc. la in the udvanced

st?ge. An one cycle operation, integration equipment develcpsd to

Evaluate r e l i a b i l i t y in to commence shortly. Computer studies on

solvent extraction f lou aheetu are continued. Experiments u i t h direct

dissolution of Uranium carbide indicate favourable results for

e l e c t r o l y t i c oxidation organic acids produced. Alpha laboratory ready

for process chemiotry and f lou sheet evaluation utuditg. Flou sheet

studies on I), Th oysteros were carrlEd out. Le--U shielded f a c i l i t y for

reprocessing studies rn 1OOgm scale of fuel Is getting ready. Uork

in progress for a preliminary design of л p i l o t plant for reproceoolng

' frist Reactor fuel on 15-20 Kg/day.

9.0 Summary of Stu'Uon cnrrlsd out in the SHfpty Research Laboratory

In expel lmenls conducted to simulate the ГС1 phenomEncn, attention пае

been given to the size distribution of the riebria p a r t i c l e s charactçrlalnq

thE livent.'1. the out -of -p l l f (Experiments involve melting of n UO2 pel let

( 2 g; or 30 g ) by direct raalstlve heating and contoctlng оГ the molten

mass u l t h l iquid r.oriium or unter аз the coolant. Contact uith l iquid

sodium Is establlshsd by dropping the molten mase u h l U I n the C.IOE uf

u a t e t , the UO2 p e l l e t (either bare' or cncluotd in an alumina alcevs) In

kept submerged in tha l i q u i d . The debris particle:! arising due to

i n t e r a c t l c n of the fuel u i t h l i q u i d sodium, on separation froii bulk socltum,

shouiud a rangt of гоаээ median dlnmetera of Л00 to 0ЛО n. A seporale

ccntrol experiment Indicated thnt additional fragmentation ia Introduced

by the separation process it.nclf. The ^(aubt'ierçsri) - uater éventa led

to larger aized ddbrl.-i part iclea u l th (".IID'fl in the range of 4-7 mm.

Attempts are being mJda in experiments m the IJQ2 — Uater system to

determinfc the location оГ the zone cf interaction by aimultançoue

recording of pressure signals from multiple piezoelectric presouri

transducers.

expérimenta u l th the molten UC-Sodlum are under uay.

9.1 BIIHRUIO'JH 0Г SODlUn OXIDE ACROSOLS

In thia area, txuerlmental studied are i n i t i a t e d to cover the

behaviour of iodine and cesium In П С Е З involving contaminated

»odium. U h l l t ГЕlease behaviour of the Elements le being examined

fnr the large scatter in the reported results, the alzc behaviour

of the aerosols la being studied ulth respect to the radioactive

contaminant os a function of both time and relative humidity. The

JIJSB median diameter asnoclated ulth tha 1 content of the

oxide ncromiiu, col lected immsdi&tely aTter th«lr generation

(t=5 to 10 min.) from sodium f l r e a , 1з obaerucd in these experiments,

to coincide u l t h the ПП0 Tor the oxide content. These expérimenta

are carr ied out In з chamber of 5.â m cupacit/ by burning sodium

containing curr ier ftee I
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Дан обзор состошшя работ но быстрый реакторам в СССР
на апрель 1963 г . , включающий положение с реконструкцией реак-
тора БР-10, результаты работи роакторон БОР-60, БН-350 и B1I-600.
состояние дел с разработкой реакторов BII-G0O и БН-1600, со-
поставление технико-акономнческих характеристик бистрих и
тепловых реакторои, а такл:е расчетло-эксперш/.ентальние н прик-
ладные исследовании в области бистрих реакторои.

За истекший период продолжались pacioTU по реконструкции реак-
тора БР-10, продолжалась эксплуатация действующих быстрых реакторои
БОР-60, БН-300 и CH-GOQ и накопление опита, необходимого для проек-
тирования реакторои большой ноирюсти, велись вариантные проработки
нопых конструкции энергоблоков с реакторами на быстрых нейтронах
мощностью 000 и 1600 МВт.

БР-10

В 1932 г. на реакторе БР-10 были завершены работи по сборке
элементов нового корпуса реактора, модернизации и усовершенствование
отдельных систем и элементов установки.

В корпус реактора установлена корзинка активной зоны с имитато-
рами TBC, выполнены работы по сочленении элементов большой и малой
поворотных пробок системы перегрузки топлива, проведена проверка
точности нпиедешш каналов перегрузки на головки имитаторов Т13С и

опробованы операции но извлечению и обратной поста'нонко имитаторов
TBC из отдельных ячеек активной зоии штатный контейнером системы
перегрузки. На верхней плите реактора проведен монтаж электропри-

водов исполнительных органов регулирования и аварийно!' защиты, с.он-
тга ионизационных кокер, выполнена прокладка и подключение кабелей
связи.

Смонтирован иентролышй пульт управления с приборами контроля,
завершен ионтак электрической и логической частей СУП реактора,
приборов технологического контроля, схем управления улектроприво-
дш.1н оборудования основных и вспомогательных систем теплоотвода.
Завершены работи по усовершенствованию системы надежного внутрен-
него электроснабжения установки. На первом натриевом контуре
реактора проведены работы по замене лирообразных коипеисаторои тем-
пературного удлинения трубопроводов на волнистые компенсаторы с при-
менением в качестве основного звена компенсаторов многослойных силь-
фонои. Перед сборкой образец основного сильфона бил подвергнут ис-
пытаниям и среде натрия на специально сооруженном стенде на цикли
растяжение - сжатие с одновременным угловым перемещением при тем-
пературе натрия 500°С. Замена лирообразных компенсаторов на вол-
нистые позволила заключить все основные трубопроооди петель пер-
вого контура в страховочные кожуха с целью обеспечения безопасной
эксплуатации реактора.

В 1У квартале I9Û2 г. на всех систеиах реактора начаты пуско-
налидочние работы. В I квартале 1983 г. намечается провести запол-
нение контуров системы теплоотвода натрием, выполнить программу
обкатки систем на теплоносителе и в начале П квартала приступить
к физическому пуску реактора - набору критической мисси и иссле-
довании физических характеристик реактора с последупщим энергети-
ческим пуском установки.

В 1902 г. были, изготовлены и доставлены на площадку реактора
штатные TBC.

БОР-60

Основной технологический режим работы реактора в 1982 г. —
режим АХ при работе первой петлей П контура на парогенератор об-
ратного типа (011Г - в трубках натрий, в межтрубиом пространстве -
вода, пар) конструкции ЧССР, второй петлей - на парогенератор ПГ-2
(модель парогенератора ЛХ ЕН-600) и воздушный теплообменник.
Коэффициент использовали« реактора в 1902 г. - 5ОД.

Основной особенностью эксплуатации реактора в I9Ü2 г. являют-
ся испытания твэлов из ииброуплотнениоро смешанного топлива для:



- выяснении условий получения требуемой плотности смешанного

топлива и равномерности распределении ОПИСИ плутонии и сноси

окислои;

- изучении динамики структурных изменений в засшшоы и внбро-

унлотнеинои столпе топлииа и процессе подъема иощности реактора;

- научения перераспределения TOIUIUDIIIIX компонент по высоте и

радиусу тшлои и прописей их ресурсных испытании;

- изучении температурного режима тьэлои;

- изучении распухания твэлои;

- изучения газоииделешш.

Исследования на БОР-6О но металлическому топливу направлены

на uiJiiciiciiiio перспективы поиышения иоспроизиодстиа а Ш-реакторах.

ОНИ имеют целью разрешение диух изиестпых проблей, синзанних с

распуханием металлического топлииа и взаимодействием его с оболоч-

кой.

По итогам годовой эксплуатации радиашюнная обстановка

на АЭС БОР-60 остается удовлетворительной.

В 19Û2 г. успешно продолжались ресурсные испытания ОПТ
конструкции ЧССР. Мощность парогенератора 30 МВт. Основной

режим испытаний: сепараторный. На I.0I.83 г. время работы ОИГ -

5200 час.

Продолжались теплогпдравлические исследования и ресурсные

испытания ПГ-2.

Продолжаются работы по совершенствованию комплекса измери-

тельных приборов и индикаторов контроля течи парогенераторов.

Проводились эксперименты по изучению процессов вывода из конту-

ра основных радиоактивных продуктов - цезия и марганца. Изуча-

лись закономерности выхода продуктов деления из твэлов при их

разгерметизации.
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СИ-350

В 1982 году реактор продолжал эксплуатироваться на мощности
700 МВт(т). Основные характеристики установки при работе установ-
ки на этом уровне мощности приведены в таблице I .

Таблица I . Основные параметры установки Ы1-3'оО при работе
на мощности 700 ЫВт(т)

Электрическая мощность до 125 МВт
Производительность по дистилляту до 980 кг/с
Температура натрия на входе в реактор 203°С
Температура натрия на выходе из реактора 425°С
Давление перегретого пара 4,5 МПа
Расход перегретого пара . 277 кг/с

Работа основного реакторного оборудования а рассматриваемый
период характеризовалась высокой надежностью и стабильностью. Коэф-
фициент использования реактора по рабочему времени составляет О,ВЭ.
В 1932 г. реактор триады останавливался но. плановую перегрузку ак-
тишюй зоны и текущий ремонт оборудования.

Исполнительниц, механизмы СУЗ и оборудование, обеспечивающее
выгрузку отработамшего и загрузку свеяего топлива (поворотные
пробки, механизмы перегрузки, элеваторы и др . ) , работали без суще-
ственных замечания. Измеряемые усилия извлечения и постановки TBC
в гнезда напорного коллектора не превышали расчетных величин.
В 1982 г. была реконструирована гильза элеватора ьигрузки для рас-
ширения воэмо;а:ости работы с экспериментальными TBC.

Исследовшшн формоизменения отработавших TBC показали, что
вследствие радиационного распухания и радиационной ползучести раз- .
нер шестигранного чехла в среднем увеличивается с 96 им до 97,2 ни,
при стреле прогиба TBC I5i-I7 мм при выгораниях 5,8Х.т.ат.'

На основании цикла экспериментальных работ по уточнению пара-
метров воспроизводства (конверсии) установлено экспериментальное
значение коэффициента конверсии 1,05_1_0,05, что согласуется с пред-
сказанным расчетным значением 1,03.

В реактор П1-350 загружены 10 TBC со сиешгишш.1 окисным топли-
вом. Дня проверки их влияния на физику реактора проводились измере-
ния полей тепловыделения и пространственно-энергетических распреде-
лений нейтронов. Исследования проводились с помощью детекторов, раз-
мещаемых в штатных TBC. Получено удовлетворительное согласие рас-
четных данных с данными, полученншш экспериментально.

Производилось плановое попакетное измерение расходов теплоноси-
теля через активную зону. Произведена очередная (третья по счету)
замена гильз СУЗ, которые к моменту замены имели флюенс
2,24x10^' н-м~"\ Гильзы свободно, с расчетными усилиями были извле-
чены из напорного коллектора и запенены на носке.

За все время работы реактора не было случаев нарушения молкон-
турной плотности и протечек натрия из I контура. Замена трубных
пучков теплообменников не производилась.

Десятилетний опыт работы подтьердил высокие эксплуатационные
характеристики главных циркуляционных насосов натриевых контуров.



78 Не было ни одного случая выхода насосов из строя. Для прогнозироьа-

ния дальнейшей эксплуатации иисосов I и П контуров и плановом поряд-

ке проводились ревизии HLiewiux частеП после наработки 20000 часов,

350004UCOU и 50000 часов. Состояние рабочих колес и подшипниковых

узлов било хорошим,чч'О позволило повысить мекремонтний ресурс с20000<

до 50000часов для насосов I контура и 75000 часоо для насосов
П контура. |

В 1932 г. парогенераторы реактора БН-350 работали стабильно,
без аварии. После проведенных капитальных ремонтов в начале эксплуа--
тации испарителей парогенераторы наработали (и часах):

ПГ-I ПГ-2 ПГ-3 ПГ-4 до вивода падем- Иоде«- ПГ-6
из работи ность-2 ность-1

58300 5I9Û0 55200 560С0 3900 19700 61000

30 нюня 1982 г. вместо проработавшего за вреьи эксплуатации
без единой течи парогенератора ПГ-4 к реактору подключен парогене-
ратор "1!адеяшость-2" чехословацкого производства. Исследования

; тешюпередающих трубок парогенератора ПГ-4 показали вполне удов-
летворительное состояние их поверхностей.

Основная активность теплоносителя I контура при работающей
реакторе определяется натрием-24 и составляет 3,54-Ю^Бк/кг нат-
рия. После остановки реактора остаточная активность теплоносителя
при наличии дефектных по газу ТБОЛОП определяется натрием-22, ие-
зием-137 и цезием-134.

После дренирования натрия из трубопроводов активность отлоие-
ниР. на внутренних поверхностях трубопроводов определяется продук-
тами коррозии (иарганен-54, кобальт-С0, шшк-65 и т .д.) и продук-
тами осколочного происхокдения (иезий-137, иезиП-134, бари.1-140,
иериЛ-144, ннобиП-95 и т . д . ) . Причем, основной вклад вносят изото-
|ш иезнл. Проведенние измерения показали, что активность иезия-137
составляет Згб Бк/кг.

Максимальная активность газовой подушки реактора к копну мик-
рокампанин не превышает 3,7-10 Бк/)4а.

При работе реактора на мощности уровни радиации в обслуливае-
чих помещениях значительно меньше допустимых и приближаются к
естественнопу фону 0,72-10 Кл/кг.с, уровни радиации в noi/еще-
ниях строгого ре.кииа менее 0 , 2 3 - к г 6 Кл/кг-с; уровни радиации

•внутри ЗШЦИТН11Х боксов достигают на поверхности трубопроводов
5,15-10 lüi/кг.с при работе реактора на мощности, а после оста-
нова реактора и распада натрия-24 около 5,16'Ю Кл/кг-е.

Активация натрия II контура практически отсутствует.
Выбросы радиоактивных веществ в вентиляционную трубу опреде-

ляются аргонои-41 и не превышают 7,4*10 Бк/суткя (20 Ки/сутки),
а активность сбрасываемых в специальную вентиляцию аэрозолей при-
мерю в 10 раз меньше активности аргоиа-41.

Облучение персонала связано, о основном, с проведением плано-
во-иредуппедителышх ремонтов на реакторе. При этом суммарная доза,
получаемая персоналом при проведении работи, не превышает
0,02 Зи за один рзмонт.

ЕН-600

В течение I9G2 г. реактор Eil—600 в основном работал на уровне
мощности 571 ЫВт(эл). График выработки электрической мощности .
третьии о'локои ПЛЭС (ЕН-600) в 1982 р. приведен на piic.I.
Укрупнешшй график нагрузок блока № 3 за 1980 и 1931 гг. приводил-
ся в докладе 1АЕА-Ш-42/413,. представленном на Венской конференции
по опыту эксплуатации АЭС в сентябре 1902 г.

Основные "rexHHKO-jKoiiouiuiecKiie показатели блока № 3 БЛЭС за
1932 г. и за весь пьриод с начала его эксплуатации приведены в
таблице 2.

Таблица 2. Основные технико-экономические показатели
установки ЕН-600

п и
Наименование

показателя
Единица за 1932 г. С начала
измере-

ния
э пеплу атишш
(на 1.01.СЗг.)

702219
1. Общая выработка тепловой

энергии Мвт сут. 307450
2. Количество эффективных

суток работи на полной
мощности зф.суток 209,15

3. Выработанная электро-
энергии млрд.кВт 2,97

час
4. Максимальная глубина вы- МВт сут ле. *

горашш топлива - 3Î.10 кг '
59,7

56,51'

горашш
ЗБО

5. К: iiI«{imuienT нагрузки
6. Коэффициент использования

установки ( т раб-100 )
г кал

477

6,66

46,

59,
46,

,5

,7
,37

% 63,42 67,42

Во время Ш1Р в I9Ü2 г. на установке БН-600 били выполнены
следующие основные работы:



1. Дие плановые перегрузки реактора (июнь-июль и октябрь-ноябрь).
2. Капитальный ремонт третьего турбогенератора с демонтаиом

нижней половины 1шлиндра иысокого давления (ЦВД).
3. Реконструкция спектрометрических участков системы КТО

(контроль герметичности оболочек) и СОГ (система очистки
г а з а ) .

4. Гамма-сканирование ТЕС.
5. Измерение расходов череа TBC.
6. Инспекция насосов 1 и Г1 контуров, осмотр подшипников и
уплотнений.
7. Монти« мембранных уплотнений на основных перегревателях.
8. Отработка технологии химиромиики парогенераторов одной из

петель.
9. Монтаж одного модуля осношюго перегревателя.

10. DcKpuTim модулей одной из секиий ПР для контроля отложений
но III контуру и контроля металла секции.

. I I . Инспекция поворотных пробок и механизмов перегрузки.
12. Капитальный и текущий роионт арматуры.

На I апреля 1903 г . парогеиератори и турбогенераторы отрабо-
: тали от 15500 до 17000 часов, а насоси первого и второго контура

около 22000 часов.
Радиационная обстановка в помещениях постоянного пребывании

персонала и периодически обслуниваемых помещениях установки-
БН-600 соответствует проектным значениям. При 95'Jo мощности реак-
тора мощность дози гамма-излучения в обслуживаемых помещениях
находится !•:.•. уровне естественного ({юна, в полуобслумиваемых поме-
щениях не превышает 0,2 икР/с, в необслуживаемых помещениях с
натриевым оборудованием I контура составляет от 0,6 до
2,4-Ю 6 икР/с.

Результаты измерений радиационной обстановки и активности
технологических сред при работе реактора Б11-600 на мощности 95%
от номинальной показывают, что их величины не превышают проект-
ных значении.
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КН-ДОО и EH-I600

1С настоящему времени разработаны технические проекты
реакторов БН-СОО и QI-I600. Основные проектные параметры этих
реакторов, за исключением мощности и расходов теплоносителя но
петлям аналогичны и приведены в таолиие 3.

Таблица 3. Основные проектные параметры установок БН-800 и БН-1600

Наименование БН-вОО БН-1С00

Тепловая мощность, МВт
Электрическая мощность, МВт
Количество петель теплосъема, шт
Параметры теплоносителя I контура:
- расход , т/ч/
- температура на входе в теплооб-
менник,

0
!;

- температура на входе в активную
зону,

и
С

Параметры теплоносителя П контура:

- расход череа один парогенератор,

т/ч
- температура на входе в парогене-
ратор, °с

- температура на выходе из
парогенератора, С

Температура питательной воды на
входе в парогенератор, С

Температура пара на выходе из
парогенератора, "С

Давление пара на выходе из
парогенератора, ЫПа-

Количество турбогенераторов, шт

Монрюсть турбогенератора, МВт

Время работы реактора шязду
перегрузками, суток

Максимальное шн'орание топлива в
TBC активной зоны, % т.а.

Время остановки реактора для
перегрузки топлива, суток

Количество перегрузок реактора
за компании

2100
G00

3

31000

"' 547

354

I0C00

505

309

210

490

13,7

• I
800

120

10

6

4

4200
1600

4

62000

547

354

15000

SC5.

309

210

490

13,7

H
' 600

150

10

0

3

Кок уде отмечалось на предыдущих совещаниях МРГБР, конструк-

тивно-компоновочный решения по реактору БН-800 п большей своей

части аналогичны решениям по реактору ЕН-бОО. Об основных конст-

руктивных отличинх реактора БН-800 по сравнению с реактором

БН-600 докладывалось на Венской конференции по опыту эксплуата-

ции Л Х в 1902 г.



В 01-000 предполагается использоианме большей части оборудо-
ишшя, разработанного для установки БН-600 и прошедшаго э к с п е р и -
ментальную проверку.

Схешю-коыпоиовочные решении по устоноике БИ-IGOO ио многом
схожи с решениями по установкам БН-600 и БН-СОО. Конструктии|ше
изиенешш в реактора EH-I600 по сравнении с реактором B1-Ü00
связаны, в основном, с повышением мощности и соответствующим
увеличением размеров TBC.

В качестве основного варианта конструкции парогенератора
для Ш-800 и SI-1600 выбрана модульная конструкция прямоточного
прнмотрубного парогенератора.

В реакторы E1I-800 и EH-I600 вводятся дополнительные у с о в е р -
шенствования для повышения их безопасности и надежности. Об
этих усовершенствованиях подробно сообщалось н а Венской конфе-
ренции I9Q2 Р . В целях повышения работоспособности установок
Ш-800 и БН-1600 активно анализируется опит БН-600 и С е г о учетом
вводятся необходимые усовершенствования.

БЕЗОПАСНОСТЬ БН

В СССР проводится большая работа по изучению вопросов б е з о -
пасной эксплуатации быстрых реакторов. Она в первую очередь б а з и -
руется на опыте работы советских исследовательских и опытно-про- •
ыышлешшх реакторов, включает разработку необходимых расчетных
методов и проведение экспериментов, учитывает зарубежный опыт.
На основе исследований нестационарных и аварийных режимов работы
быстрых реакторов разрабатываются защитные системы. Причем р а з -
деление аварий на реальные и гипотетические в большинстве.слу-
чаев происходит пока не на основе вероятностных р а с ч е т о в , а на
основе качественного анализа и инженерного опыта, т . е . носит д е -
терминированный х а р а к т е р . Советские специалисты исходят из к о н -
цепции, что обеспечение безопасности прекде всего достигается
системой надежных инженерных мероприятии, направленных на предотвра-
щение повреждении оборудования АЭС при всех иоэмонних а в а р и я х .

В отоП связи целесообразно указать н а обзорную работу Б а г д а с а -
рова Ю.Е. и Кузнецова H.A., опубликованную в журнале "Атомная о п е р -
ш и , 1932, том 5 2 , в ы п . 1 , с . З под названием "Расчетные исследования
нестационарных и аварийных решшов работы быстрых реакторов и их
роль в обеспечении б е з о п а с н о с т и " .

Первая часть статьи посшщена обзору методов расчета н е с т а ц и о -
нарных проиессов в элементах ядерно-онергетичеснон установки, а
именно:

- температурного поля иктивноП зоны реактора;
- нестационарных проиессов в теплообпенных аппаратах;
- переходных процессов в трубопроводах;
- процессов и смесительных канерах;
- гидравлических нестационарных проиессов.в контурах я д е р н о -

энергетических у с т а н о в о к , а танке - комплексным математическим
».•.оделяй и программам расчета переходных проиессов в быстрых р е а к т о -
р а х .

Вторая ч а с т ь с т а т ь и посвящена обзору практического приложения
расчетного а н а л и з а переходных и аварийных режимов работы быстрых
р е а к т о р о в :

- общему подходу к оценке допустимости ОТКЛОНЕНИЯ параметров
реактора;

- оценке эффективности и выбору параметров аварийной защиты
для разных канилов;

- оценкой тепловых ударов в элементах конструкции ядерного
реактора;

- ренину отвода остаточного энергооыделения;
- обоснованию эксплуатационных ограничений в нормальных п е р е -

ходных рекииах;
- рекииаы саморегулирования и устойчивости реактора.
Такой диапазон исследований, о которых говорится в упомянутой

р а б о т е .

САНИТАРНЫЕ ПРАВИЛА ' •

В нашей с т р а н е вступили в силу "Санитарные праиила проектирова-
ния и эксплуатации атомных электростанций СП АЭС-79". Правила с о -
держат основные требования к выбору площадок и генеральному плану,
защите персонала,населения и окруиающей среды, радиационному д о з и -
метрическому контролю, удалению радиоактивных отходов, вентиляции,
водоснабжению, отделке производственных помещений и др.требования--

Размеры санитарно-защнтноЯ зоны для каждой АХ устанавливают-
ся индивидуально по согласованию с органами Государственного с а н и -
тарного надзора с учетом географических, метеорологических, сейсми-
ческих и гидрогеологических условия, социальных характеристик
района и утверждаются местными советскими органами власти.

Для гарантированного обеспечения безопасности населения в с л у -
чае аварии предусматривается размещение АХ мощностью 440 !.Шт(эл)
и более - не блике 25 км от городов с населением евшие 300000 ч е л .
И 40 км - более I м л н . ч е л .



Защита персонала АЭС обеспечивается выполнением требовании
общесоюзных норм радиационной безопасности (НРБ-76).

Осуществлению проекта какдоП АЭС предшествует экспертиза Го-
сударственного санитарного надзора СССР и Государственного комите-
та СССР по гидрометеорологии и контроля природной среди.

СОИОСТАИШИЕ ТЮШМК0-ЭКСН0МИЧЕШ1Х ХЛРАКГЕРИСТИК

ш с т ш х и ТЕПЛОВЫХ РШАСТОРОВ

В оиуолинованних работах встречаются разные данные по поводу
того, насколько быстрин реактор дориме теплового. Одна из причин
такого различия - сравнение реакторов с неодинаковой мощностью и
построенных в разное время. В этой связи целесообразно указать на
работу РинеГ.ского A.A., опубликованную и куриале "Атомная энергия",
1902, т.53, вин.6, с.360 под названием "Сопоставление технико-эко-
номических характеристик АЭС с современники тепловыми и быстрыми
реакторами", lliue приводятся некоторые данные, взятие из указанной
работы.

В 1230 г. было закончено сооружение и введены и эксплуатация .
АЭС с Б11-600 и ВВЭР-ЮСО. Степень отработки и решение вопросов
безопасности этих реакторов не могут считаться одинаковыми, т . к .
реактор БН-600 представляет собой первый полупромышленный1 быстрый
интегральный реактор, а ВВЭР-IOOO представляет третье поколение
водо-водяиых реакторов. Тем не менее, ввиду отсутствия более сопо-
ставимых аналогов на их примере было проведено сравнение удельных
натуральных и стоимостных показателей тепловых и быстрых реакто-
ров.

Удельные затраты на строительную часть этих АЭС оказались прак-
тически равными. А разница удельных суммарных напиталовложений при
экстраполяции к сопоставимым условиям (одинаковая электрическая
мощность, район и сроки строительства) составила СО-50«, что
объясняется большей номенклатурой и повышенной металлоемкостью
оборудования быстрого реактора.

Удельные показатели материалоемкости и стоимости оборудования
и систем АЭС с БН-600 и ВВЭР-IOOO приведены в таблице 4 .

Таблица 4 . Удельние показатели материалоемкости и стоимости
оборудования и систем АХ с ЕН-бОО и ВВЭР-ЮОО

Наименование Удельная металло- Процент oCu\efi стои-
енкость т/йЗт ности оборудования
БН-600 ВВЭР-ЮОС БП-600 БВЭР-1000

Т, Реактор
Корпус с внутрпкорпусными
устройствами : ПЩ-1,
промтеплообмешшкн, трубо-
провода первого контура
(дли Б11-600), вспомогатель-
ные системы реактора

2. Технологическое оборудо-
вание

Парогенераторы,ПЩ (вто-
рой контур БЛ-600).трубо-
провода от реактора до ПГ,
вспомогательные системы

3. Оборудование машзала
Турбина с основным и вспо-
могательным оборудованием,
трубопроводы с арматурой

7,7 1,8

6,2 5,7

29,5

26,1

II,I

31,7

и другое ооорудование

Электротехническое обору-
дование

Автоматика,КИП,дозовий
контроль

Оборудование вспомогатель-
ных зданий н сооруиеннЯ

Оборудование системы пере-
грузки топлива

Защитные плиты: верхняя не-
подвижная защита (cJl-COO),
двери,крышки люков,облицовка
помещений,поддоны на полу
помещений (ЫГ-600)

Суммарные показатели

16

-

7,5

1,3

19,3

58

14,5

-

-

5,0

2,2

8,8

33

5,8

10,3

7,1

10,0

5,8

5,4

100

21,5

7,5

12,7

10,8

3,1

1,6

100

В составе Ш-600 наиболее материалоекким и дорогостоящим яв-
ляется собственно интегральный реактор, его удельная материало-
емкость и 4 раза больше,чем реактора ВВЭР-IOOO. Далее для БН-600
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82 '. по стоимости компоненты располагаются о'таком порядке: оборудова-
ние второго контура (парогенератор,натриевые насоси и трубопрово-
ды, вспомогательные CHCÏÛMU), электротехническое оборудование,
оборудование испоиогатспьних здании и сооружений, 1ШГ1 и автоматн-
ita, оборудование н системы перегрузки. В составе АЭС ЬВЭР-ЮОО
наиболее матерналоемкнм и дорогостоящим является тепломеханическое
оборудование (парогенераторы, система циркуляции теплоносителя).
Необходимо отметить,что удельная стоимость обирудосанни машинного
эача Ы1-6С0 сумеетиэнно ииае соответствующей стоимости для
ВВЭР-IOÜO, нес1'.отрн на применение на Ш-600 турбин кеныией
(и 2,5 раза) единичной иоиуюсти. Последнее объясняется применени-
ем на HI-5C0 трах сериПних турбин K-2CC-I30 мощностью 200 МВт
каядая, в то время как для ВБЭР-ЮСО разрабатывались две спеииаль-
ние тихоходные турбины мощностью по 500 НВт. Несколько дороже
для быстрых реакторов электротехническое оборудование, что объяс-
няется наличием СИСТЙЫ электрообогрева трубопроводов и натрие-
вого оборудования. Характерно для БН-600 применение значительного
количества так называемого "защитного" металла, обусловленное
необходимостью радиационной защити (верхляп неподвизная защита
реактора, двери боксов, крышки люков) и от горения натрия
(поддоны на полу помещении, облицовки и д р . ) .

Наиболее металлоемкими элементами реактора Ш-600 являются
знутрикорпусная тепловая и нейтронная защита (стальные обечаШш,
с т е р ш и , трубы с графитом) - 35% общей металлоемкости и 20%
стоимости реактора.

Некоторому удорожанию ЕН-600, кроме большой металлоемкости,
способствовал значительный объем механосборочных работ на
строительной площадке. По сравнению с заводской поставкой стои-
мость корпуса реактора ( с тепловыми экранами и страховочным ко-•
кухом) и внутриоаковой нейтронной защиты з а счет механосборочных
операция на строительной площадке увеличилась приблизительно в
2 р а з а . Последнее указывает на необходимость совершенствования
технологии и механизации этих работ на строительной площадке.
Однако было бы неправильным считать, что быстрые реакторы доли-
ны быть дорозе тепловых потому, что многие их элементы собирают-
ся и свариваются на строительной площадке. Анализ показал, что
удельная стоимость реактора ВВЭР-IOOO (полная стойкость реактора,
деленная на его массу) выше (Iti pyö/кг по сравнению с 13,Вруб/кг
для БН-600), хотя ВБЭР-ЮОО почти полностью изготовлен в завод-
ских условиях. Последнее, по-видимому, означает, что тонкостен-
ные корпусные конструкции быстрого реактора (толщина корпуса,
например, 30-50 мм) менее трудоемки при сварке и других механи-

ческих работах по сравнению с корпусом и другими элементами
ВВЭР с толщиной стенки 200 »IM. Для снижения стоимости и ускоре-
ния строительства быстрых реакторов конструкторские и технологи-
ческие разработки долмш выполняться с учетом использования с б о -
рочных узлов корпуса и других элементов реактора с максимальной
степенью заводской готовности.

Настоятельной задачей разработчиков быстрых реакторов я в л я е т -
ся такие снижение затрат на металл з а счет сокращения его массы
г. использования низкосортных сталей или их заменителей,а также -
в результате удачных компоновочных решений.

ЛАБОРАТОРНЫЕ ИССЛЕДОВАНИЯ

Работа на критических сборках и исследования по (Ьизике пепк-
Xüßoji..Ha стенде EtëC-П продолжались исследования модели гетероген-
ной активной зоны энергетического реактора - сборки Б2С-46.

Эта модель содержит две внутренние зоны воспроизводства (цент-
ральную и кольцевую). Топливные зоны содержат материалы,модели-
рующие Р" ?i - сп'* - загрузку. Для достижения критичности
имеется зона с высокообогащеишлм ураном. Радиус центральной зоны
воспроизводства состалляет 17,5 си,толщина первой кольцевой
"плутониевой" зоны - 23,2 си, толщина кольцевой зоны воспроиз-
водства - 11,7 см, толщина второй кольцевой "плутониевой" зоны -
17,8 см, толщина урановой зоны - 46,4 см. " а первомзгале иссле^
ДОЕШШ», закончившемся в 1982 г . , были измерены критические п а -
рш.:етр1!, эффективность органов регулирования, натриевый пустотный
эффект реактивности. Оказалось,что погрешность при расчете К ^
имеет ту не величину, что и при описании традишюшшх активщпс
зон с плутониевый топливо». Натриевый пустотный эффект реактив-
ности сильно кзняется по зонам. Расчет дает более положительный
натриевый пустотный эффект реактивности.

На втором этапе исс'пдоланий будет.смоделировано накопление
плутония в металлических зонах воспроизводства и изучено его
влияние на основные не.Чтронмо-физические характеристики гетеро-
генной активной зоны. При этом наибольший интерес будут представ-
лять измерения энерговыделения во внутренних зонах воспроизвод-
ства, связанные с накоплением плутония и изменения эффективности
стерг'.ней регулирования и их интерференции.

На стенде LKC-I продолжалось изучение критической сборки,
моделирующей зону малого обогащения реактора Ш-600, в центре к о -
тороП были располоксны реальные TBC Ш-600. В этих условиях были
измерены распределении скоростей 1>еакшт в TBC, отношения сечений
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и коэффициенты реактивности. Сравнение полученных рзэультатои с
расчетными и с ранее измеренными в условиях гетерогенных ячеек,
позиолили сделать виаод, что имеющиеся в настоящее время расчет-
ные программы позволяют уверенно оценивать гетерогенние эффекты,
евпзшшие с конструктивными особенностями быстрых критических
стендов.

И 1931-82 гг. были подиедени итоги по многолетним программам
изучении спектров нейтронов и коэффициентов конверсии. Било от-
печено, что различие ме:*ду экспериментальными и расчетшиш спект-
pai'.it и оо'ласти энергий 10 кэЗг1 Цэв для всех сборок находится в
пределах двойной погрешности эксперимента. В оо'ласти энергия ниже
10 кэВ и выше I UÜB для некоторых композиций различие превышает в
три-четыре раза погрешность эксперимента. Оцененная по наблюдае-
мым различили спектральная компонента погрешности в коэффициенте
воспроизводства энергетического реактора составила 0,06. Это epau-
HHiio с опенками полной погрешности ндернцх данных в КВ.

Неопределенность в числе смещений на атом в конструкционных
материалах за счет погрешностей в "месткоп" части спектра состав-
ляет +30«.

Исследоьашше величины коэффициентов конверсии и коэффициентов
воспроизводства на критических сборках показали, что в пределах

. погрешности эксперимента (ЗИ%) имеется согласие с расчетами, выпол-
ненной по константа)! БНАБ-70. Дальнейшее уточнение параметров кон-
версии и воспроизводства на критических сборках представляется сом-
нительны!-', поскольку для этого поч'ребуются существенные затраты на
модернизацию конструкции критсборок и разработку новых прецизионных
методов'измерений. Необходимую) точность параметров конверсии и вос-
производства могпю получить при анализе отработавшего топлива энер-
гетических реакторов. Как показывает опыт аналогичных исследований
на энергетических реакторах с урановой аитиЕио.". зоной, отношение
накопления плутония к накоплению осколков деления можно определить
с погрешностью +1,Ь%.

Проседепы расчетные исследовац-.н, и которых рассмотрена область
применимости группового приближения для оценки экспериментов, выпол-
ненных на быстрых критических сборках. Был получен вывод, что пог-
решность обусловлена методической стороной подготовки сечении упру-
гого замедления. Из-за этой неопределенности погрешность в КЭ(, но-
нет бить 0,5*-1,О# н 1% в КВ.

Проводятся рзботы по освоению двумерной и трехмерной tiporpaintvi
для проведении инженерных расчетов. Одна из таких програш -АМБА)? -
двумерная, быстродействующая, малогруппован (до б групп) в диффу-
зионной приближении. В этой программе используется гексагональная
геометрия.

В пробную эксплуатацию введена трехмерная, малогруплооая прог-
рамма Tß. mt/ . Эта программа выполнена тоже в диффузионном
приближении.

Проведони тестовый расчет выгорания БН-реиктора и первая фаза
тестового расчета гетерогенности в стерквцьноной и пластинчатой
геометрии по моделям, подготовленным Комитетом по физике реакторов
Агентства по ядерной энергии.

БольшоЛ интерес представляет применение импульсного неПтроннога
метода к быстрый подкритическии размножающим системам. Известно, I
что воспроизводящий отрэяатель кокет существенно смягчать спектр
нейтронов и уменьшать плато при регистрации декремента затухания
нейтронного потока (доя кривой зависимости логарифмической ско-
рости счета от прекенн).

Било проведено расчетно-эксперименталыюе исследование усло-
вий возникновения медленной группы нейтроном и ее влияния на per
эультати измерения подкрятичности быстрой сборки с типичным Со-
ковый отражателен из окиси урана.

Cneicç нейтронов в сборке имел два максимума: первый - при
0,4 ЫэВ, определялся делением и не менял своего места па энерге-
тической шкале со временем; второй - образовывался замедляющимися
нейтронами источника и постоянно смещался в сторону низких энер-
гий. При ÜTOU происходило перераспределение роли процессов утеч-
ки и поглощения: по мере замедления роль первого процесса быстро
уменьшалась и фактически единственны.! процессом, определяющим ско-
рость уменьшения плотности нейтронов в сборке, становилось погло-
щение нейтронов.

Исследования показали, что воспроизводящий отражатель из оки-
си природного урина является накопителем нейтронов молах, энергий,
действующи« в нестационарном процессе источником этих нейтронов,
подпитывающим систему с характерным временем релаксации. Эффектив-
ность этого источника (относительная интенсивность) уменьшается
для реакторов с большей активной зоной (при неизменной толщине
отражателя).

Теория малых возмущения наша широкое применение во многих
задачах расчета критичности, но оказалась недостаточно эффективной

по отношения к задачам защиты от иониэиру-щих излучений, в которых
значительный интерес представляют больоиз возмущения. Предлокен
метод расчета функционалов в задачах змциты в рамках теории возму-
щений , испольэукщий симметричность рассмотрения прямого и сопря-
женного источников и позволяющий спять ограничение по малпети соя-
мущения. Этот расчетной прием назван методом сопрпменшлс иоэмуще-
Н И Й .



Развивается идея равноценности источника и области возмуще-
ний,что приводит к дкуу негарисшлии неЕОзиущениц:.! зчдачсн.в одной
из которых иск/:".зчок11 области ког~ущем;'.я,а и другой - область и.с-
точника. Далео строится соотгетстпуачни математический (ро
и оценивается ногргшюсть расчета по 1.:етоду сопрякеннкх

'Лзиереко среднее число мгновенных не:":тронои i^ при делении
ядер // -236 иейтронш'.и в энергетическе« диапазоне 0,3-6 МэЗ.
Дпя практического использования при Е„ -~ 2,35 МэВ рекомендовала
следующая энергатнческая зависимость:

^ = (2,346 + 0,012) + (0,1072 + 0,0071) Е„

Аналогич)юо соотношен::а получс:;э для энергии нейтронов от 2,35 до
5,9 ЫэВ.

Разработан пгразрушакхциП метод определения отношения 'и/и
а тюлпх быстрого реактора, основании^ на спектрометрии рентге-
новского излучения. Метод отличается v.a.noü трудоемкостью .обеспе-
чивает приемлемую точность в течение небольшого преиени измере-
нии, что позволяет надеяться на его применение ь анализе состава
отработавшего топлива непосродстзеяно на АЗС с бистрьшм реакто-
рами. В суммарнок спектре излучения тюлои в диапазоне 90-140 кэЗ
иоано ьыделить линии характеристического рентгеновского излуче-
ния урана (Е = 90,43 кэВ) и плутония (Е ь 103,7 кэВ), источником
возбукдешщ которых являются гшша-кианти продуктов деления.
Опиты проводились с отработавшими тиэлшш быстрого реактора с
ониснии уршюв'Л! топливом в оболочке из нержавеющей стали толщи-
ной 0,15 1Ш.

Анализ иозмо'.лшх ошибок измерения привел к выводу, что при
вигорании топлива около 4% точность измерении составляет 3% за
5-10 ч. Воэиокно значительное сокращение времени измерений - за
счет применения более дорогой, усовершенстиовщшоК, аппаратуры.

Теилогипривлические исслелоаания иучкои тм-тов и ТПС

Проведен анализ разультатов эксиерикентальних и расчетних
исследований нолеП скорости и теипер&тури ь сборках твэлов реакто-
ров с частич;ш!< перекритнен проходного сечения. Проанализирована
структура полей скорости, и ты.-.иератури при блокировке, вшшлен
диапазон значеннЛ длины реииркулдипонной зоны за блокадой, полу-
чены соотношения ДЛЯ опенок ре.оу.ода теплоносич'елл и кассете в за-

висимости от доли блокированного сечения кассеты, для перегрева
теплоносителя за блокадой в зависимости от peammiiac параметров и
доли блокированного сечения.

С использованием ранее изученных вопросов неу.каналыюго переме-
шивания для сборок твэлоа быстрых реакторов проведено исследова-
ние полей температуры в модальных сборках твэлов с ггротивонапрсв-
ленншш прополочными наинвкоми на ниптаторах тволов при перемен-
ном по сечению сборок энергопыделенни. Исследованы варианты дис-
тшншонировшшя твэлов с чередованием гладких и орзбрешшх твэлов
с иротивонаправленш.'мн навивками, а такпе с протявонаправленнкли
iiasnBitaini по рядам твэлов. Получены большие эффекты по шравнивг-
нию неравнокерностеЯ в подогревах теплоносителя по сечению сборок
и по уненьсению нераинсме":!остей температуры по перш:етру тпзлео,
что иог,;ет иметь больаое практическое прилоаекие для стшения i:u-
рйБнонерг.остеЯ температур при градиентной энергоБыделении по се-
чении сборок твэлоп, пои систематических и статистических неодно-
родностнх по топ-.ииу, дефораиии ресеткн вследстьне допускоь, рас-
пугап-.я тшлов при. выгорании, смещения и прогибов твэлов и других

' причин.

Разработан метод расчета-температурного поля TBC быстрых реак-
торов при случайном размещении топливных элементов в пучке. Ва-
рианты распределения проходных сечений каналов, образованное
твэлаии, реализуются с использованием метода Монте-Карло по за-
данной функции, плотности керонтлостц сечении каналов. В резуль-
тате теилогидравдическлх расчетов ыногочмелетпле вариантов пучка
тюлои получены статистические распределения подогревов в каналах
без учета и с учетом меикснального тепломассообмена, показано влия-
ние моиканального обмена на сшшение максимальной нерасноиерност»
подогрева теплоносителя, вызванного д'леперсией проходных сечений
каналов.

'ГомиапатуонцЗ контроль TSC

. Ранее наки сообзрлось об использования корреляционного ана»н-
за для совершенствования методов контроля, используюцих нейтронные
и акустические датчики.

Аналогичная работа выполнена с целью повышения чувствительнос-
ти интегральных методов температурного контроля ТЕС в быстро»
реакторе, использующих небольшое число датчиков. Показано, как из-
мерение отклонения температуря на выходе TBC с одновременным изме-
нением уровня флуктуации тэилератури приводит к повышению досто-
верности и надекноста обнаружения текпвратурноЯ {ш



Определяющий, с точки зрения обнаружении ailoi/алии, фактом явллет-
ся соотношение наеду отклонением контролпруен'.лс валтг.ш при ано-
малии и аналогичными флактуаиияии при нормальной эксплуатации
(другими слооа>ш - фшюылш шумами). Работа.- основана на экспе-
риментальных данных, получепн-ас D реакторе БОР-60.
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Теплоги.пппвлииа парогенераторов. На основе исследований на
однотрубных моделях парогенераторов, обогреваемых натрием, уста-
новлена расчетная эаиисгл.юсть для определения Хг (граничного па-,
ро соде ржания) и диапазоне иассовьэс скоростей j*& =100-1000 кг/м2с,
и давлениях 8rI6 t.iTIa. Сопоставление с данными измерении на штат-
ном иодуле испарители устаноики БН-оОО показано ьесьма. хорошее
согласие с предложенной расчетной зааисииостью.

Используя закон локально-турбулентной диффузии Колмогорова-
Обухова выведена формула для расчета критического теплового пото-
ка при кипении иедогретой жидкости D большой объеме и в трубах с
весоЕымн скоростями />-'- 500 KP/I;2-C И у-"*-» 2000 кг/л2-с.

Закончены исследования по проверке влияния растворенного в
воде газа на кризис теплоотдачи. Установлено, что при значении
паросодерхашш на выходе из обогреваемого участка X >0 в диапа-
зоне давлений IOHS MJIa, у.*-' = 100-3700 кг/||2.с,гйэосодер.-.:и!ие
азота до 4-IGJ и-сиэ/кг не сказывается на величине </,гг

Подседеш; итоги исследования на образцах диухстенних труб,
которые включали измерение контактного термического сопротивлении
при наличии в заэорз гелия, аргона, парой води, вакуума, поведение
течей при наличии нскусстаенних г.алих отверстий на. обеих стенках
одновременно, исследование на однотрубной подели нарогенерчтора с
обогреваемо:! длиной ^ 3 и. Результаты исследования на модели подт-
вердили полученные на образцах иеличшш термического сопротивления
контакта. Раэгитие течи не наблюдалось, еслихзтя 5и одно из откер-
стмЛ Вггходнло D область плотного контакта nor.epxnoc'L'öil.

За'щ-.та папогенерзтопоа и исследопелия »iaiii.ix тече!!. Проводилась
работа no ycoBepuisiiCTaouaiiiuo авариГ:но.1 защити парогенераторов нат-
ри П-вода но сигналам машитни расходокеоои. Анализировались харак-
теристики шумов магнитных расходомеров и сигналов, воэнг.ка̂ лцих при
течи. Показано, что применение оптлмальньгх фильтров, использующих
разнниу в характерпих вреиенах полезного сигнала (от течи) и iuyi:a
nouumae'i' э^ективность (чувстаигелыюсть ч надекность) CIICTOIIU
аваримноЛ защити без существенной за,цер:аки eu срабатииытя.

В частности, использование фильтрации сигналов магнитных расходо-
меров обещает надежное обнаружение в модулях парогенераторов с
расходом натрия до 100 ы3/ч течей величиной I г/с и вше при их
бистром развитии.

На модели обратного парогенератора исследовались малые течи
водяного пара в натрий через дефекты в трубках из сталей I0X2U
и I2XIÜMI0T.

Получены данные о скоростях саморазвития течей пара и корро-
зионном их воздействии на противоположную стенку трубки в зависи-
мости от места и величины течи. Проведено сравнению с результа-
тами ранее проведенных исследований малых течей води в натрий о
условиях прямого парогенератора. Установлено, что в прямом и
обратной парогенераторах процессы саморазвития течей до момента
их резкого роста существенно не отличаются при одинаковых массо-
вых расходах вода (пара).

Натриевая технология. Получены результаты но поведению карбо-
ната натрия в натрии при температурах 500т600°С в статистических
условиях.

Проведена серия экспериментов по измерения концентрации кисло-
рода и термодинамической активности углерода в натрии с помощью
равновесных образцов - стандартов. Метод проверен в условиях îaip-
куляшюнного контура на образцах из проволоки и [{Ольги, оценено
влияние длительности выдержки, расхода, точности поддержания
температуры выдержки и точности химического анализа образцов на
представительность анализов.

С иельв разработки акустической системы* обнаружения течи воды
в парогенератор на экспериментальном стенде проводилось исследо-
вание шумов взаимодействия натрия с водой. Проведенные исследова-
ния позволяют заключить, что определяющее влияние на изменение
скорости распространения акустических колебаний в натрии оказы-
вает изменение сжимаемости.среди, обусловленное образованием
парообразного водорода. Существенное влияние газообразный водо-
род оказывает на затухание звуковой энергии в условиях течи
воды в натрий.

На эксперннентапынлс натриевых стендах.проведены исследования и
получены основные метрологические характеристики четырех окисньпе
ячеек с тиердим электролитом из Тп О. Yt О\ . Значения кониентра-



низших коэффициентов составляли 70=£0/â от расчетных при темпера-
турах натрии 360-:-100°С и области конпентрапиГ: кислорода в натрии
от I до 100 или" . ДреОД напряжений1 находился в пределах
0^1 г.Б/сут. Быстродействие ячеек составляло 205-30 с . Полученные
характеристики ячеек оставались стабильными в течение всего пе-
риода испитаимП (2300:4600 час), кроме температурных коэффиииен-
тов, которые изменялись со временем.

Проводилось изучение зависимости водородопроничаеиости окис-
шлх пленок на различных нер.касеющих сталях при температура
(685j_5)°C. Получены соответствующие экспериментальные зависимости,
имеющие линеГ.ним характер в координатах: водородопрошшаецость
(в сиэ-ч .си ) - корень квадратны" от давления водорода (в Па )
Отмечено, что водорэдопрошшаеиость образцов при окислении поверх-
ности, уменышшсь, достигает равновесного состояния, несмотря на
продолжающееся окисление нарукноЛ поверхности образна. Это.по-ви-
димому, свидетельствует о тоц, что определяющее влияние оказывает
сравнительно тонн::Г; слой пленки, непосредственно прилегающий к
неталлу,а внешние слои не обладают высокими защитники скотствами
из-за развивающееся в них значительной пористости.

КОРРОЗИЯ И нассопереиос в натопи. Сбобцепи литературные дан-
ные по коррозии конструкционных материалов в яидкоиеталлических
теплоносителях. На основании e-чализа атих данных рассматривается
влияние основных физико-химических параметров мидкометаллическоП
системы (температура, скорость потока, неметаллические примеси и
теплоносителе и др.) на коррозионные процессы в иидком натрии.
Получены уравнения скорости коррозии хромо-никелгпых сталей аусте-
ннтного класса в натриевом теплоносителе.

Проведен анализ отечестиенних и эарубейпн« исследований влия-
ния щелочи на коррозионное растрескивание низколегированных нер-
мавеющих сталей и сплаиов с повышенным содержанием никеля при тем-
пературе до 37I°C, a танке получыш данные о влиянии среды натрии,
содеркащего гидроокись, на характеристики жаропрочности и пластич-
ности сталей I0X2M и 0X16:19 при ûOG°C.

Методом вращаыщагосн диска получены зависимости потери массы
келеза-армко от врзиинн п расплавах гидроокисей лития,натрия, ка-
лия в интервала температуры <18О-свО°С. В зависимости от условий
испытания потеря массы железа а расплавах щелочей лииеЛпо зависит
от времени или пропорциональна корню квадратиоиу из времени. По-
ток железа при 580°С пропорционален скорости вращения образца в

степени 1/2 и расплавах гидроокисей лития и натрия, что определя-
ет диффузию вещества в жидкоЛ фазе как лимитирующую стадия процес-
са. Коррозия нелеэа и ненапряженном состоянии носит равномерный
фронтальный характер в интервале температуры 480-600°С при време-
ни испытаний 20 ч.

Исследован метод анализа npiü/.eceü углерода в сталях, осноиги-"
иыЯ на спектрометрии протонов из ндерноП реакции С(</ . Р о ) - ' ;!е-
тод в сочетании с техникой срезов применен для изучения распреде-
ления углерода по глубине ( x ^ I ни) а стенках тр"бок парогенерато-
ров быстрых реакторов. Измерено сечение реакции С('^,Р О ) в облас-
ти энергии деЯтонов 0,6f2,0 МзВ для угла S = 1С5°. Расс-.:отрани
сносоСи учета возможностей 1штерфзреншш углерода с азотом и кис-
лородом.

Методом нейтронной активации измерено содчрцщше кобальта в
сплавах в большом диапазоне по содерханиго никеля от 0,1 до 40^.

В результате изнерениП получено приближенное соотношение иевду
концентрацией кобальта и никеля в сталях советского произоодстаа:

= (I,6iO,6) х К Г 2 Cj°j'24

где С-̂  и С,. - соответственно содер.;анне кобальта и никеля в стали,
нас %.

Продолжались исследования переноса Мп-54 и Со-60' в неизотермн-
ческом потоке натрия. Изучено влияние подлояки на селичину отлояе-
1шя Мп-54 в натриевом теплоносителе.

Проведены аксперииенти с применение« радиоактивных ИЗОТОПОВ
ПО определению корреляции параметров примесей диффузии в чистых
металлах с локальной температурой плавления, по влиянию легирова-
ния на дифзузию углерода а многокомпонентных сплавах на основа

У -аелеза. Исследована диффузия железа в сплавах систеш /V»
lli—Л/с' ^ ' в области ci -твердого раствора, и также влияние

хроиа, молиодена и кремния на самодиффузию железа в многокомпонент-
ных сплавах на оснопе келеза в ооласти"с< -твердого раствора.

Радиационное материалоевдение. В 1982 году продолжались
исследования радиационных эффектов в конструкционных материалах,
как используемых в качестве оболочек твэлов и чехлоа TBG, так и
некоторых модельных и перспектив!»« сталей и сплавов. В частности,
исследовалось шшнние холодной деформации на распухание н ползу-
честь аустеннтных сталей с полью выявления пороговых значений тем-
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ператур и флвонсов неГ.тронов. Исследовалось ыпитпв на степень
снижения радиационной поерэвдаемости легирования, как и пределах
одного класса сталей, так и сталей и сплавов разных классои. Про-
водилось исследование отработаших ресурс твэлов реакторов БР-10,
БОР-60 и Б11-ЗЬ0.

В результате исследования получены данные по формоизменению
твэлов и чехлов TSC первой загрузки реактора Ш-350. Путем изг.аро-
нин плотности, лшюг.ш х̂ размеров и электрониомкроскопических
исследований структуры проведено разделение вклада ваканснонного
распухания и радиационной ползучести в формоизменение таэлои. Ус-
тановлено влияний рскииа эксплуатации реактора ЕН-ЗЬО на степень
формоизменения ткэлов и изменение величины вклада явлений радиа-
ционной ползучести и Баканеионного распухания в общее формоизмене-
ние твмлов в зависикостн от мощности работы реакторв ВП-350.

D результате исследований твэлов БН-350 подтверждено сущест-
вование ранее обнаруженного эффекта влиишш предварительного низ-
котемпературного облучения (радиационного паклена) на величину
распухания стали при последующем облучении при более высокой тем-
пература (более высокой мощности реактора). Эти результаты хорошо
согласуются с расчетным поделированием предварительного низкотем-
пературного облучения стали на основе теоретической модели шшетики
образования пор в стали, описывающей сдвиг температурной присой в

! сторону поаишешшх температур "высеиванием" пор при предваритель-
ной облучении до небольшого флвзнса при низкой температуре. Об этой
подели паки сообщалось в I9DI году. 'Гак после предварительного об-
лучении оустенктноЛ нержавеющей стали при температуре 4С0 С до
5 с,и.а (смещении на атом) и последующего ее облучения до 70 с .н.а .
па кривой распухания возникает ниниг.ум в области 550°С. Таким об-
.разом, наряду с вариациями состава, териомехапическоП обработкой,
зависимости распухания от плотности потока нейтронов, наблвдае.-шЛ
большой разброс данных о распухении аустеиитних нержавеющих ста-
лей иоиет бить связен такие с различной историей облучения образцов
в бистром реакторе.

Продолжены исследования по изучению механизмов вакаисионного
распухания и радиационной ползучести в зависимости от свойств
материалов и условий облучения. В частности, выявлено влияние
типа решетки,стабильности твердого раствора,характера выделений и
других факторов на кинетику и величину распухания. Проводился ана-
лиз теоретических моделей радиационных повреждений материалов
различного типа с целью установлении корреляции с экспериментом
И. обоснования соответствующих прогнозных рекомендаций ; '. ;••

Па примере аустеиитиой нержавеющей стали типа XIBH9 было ис-
следовано влияние углерода на физико-механические свойства образ-
нов, облученных в быстром реакторе. Облучение проводилось до
флюенса 2-10 нейтр/cu при температуре 500°С. Затем били изме-
рены плотность,структура и механические свойства стали.

Установлено,что с увеличением концентрации углерода в указан-
ных пределах относительное распухание снижается от 1,4 до 0,2%.
В диапазоне от 0,04 до 0,03 мас.% уменьшение распухания пропорцио-
нально содержанию углерода в металле. При более высокой концентра-
ции эффективность влияния углерода уменьшается.

Количественные показатели прочностных характеристик тоже опре-
деленным образом зависят от концентрации углерода в стали.

Электронно-микроскопические исследования указали на ряд принци-
пиальных особенностей структуры облученной стали в зависимости от
различной концентрации углерода.

До сих пор экспериментально определенное содержание гелия в
конструкционных материалах,как правило,заметно превышает расчет-
ное содержании. Причина кроется,по-видимому,в отсутствии точных
сведений о параметрах пороговых (о,et) - реакций .Чтобы обойти эту
трудность, по экспериментальным данным о накоплении гелия в ряде

конструкционных материалов (железо,никель,три типа сталей).облу-
ченных в реакторах БОР-60 и ИРТ-2000,били рассчитаны эффективные
макроскопические сечения (",•*) - реакций с учетом особенностей
спектров нейтронов этих реакторов. Отмечается,что для реактора
E0P-6Q рассчитанные из этих макросечений сечения пороговых (",»< ) -
реакций совпадает с их экспериментальными значениями (что не имеет
места для реактора на тепловых нейтронах ИРТ-2000).Видимо.накопле-
ние гелия при облучении в реакторе ВОР-бО.н спектре которого прак-
тически отсутствуют тепловые нейтроны,осуществляется по линейному
закону только за счет пороговых (л,<М-реакцин на соответствующих
изотопах никеля. В тепловых реакторах,кроме того,образование гелия
происходит также в результате двухступенчатой реакции ''/A-(".i)'S/[/:'
(i\it-)* Fi и может быть,на каких-то других реакциях.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Two important bills have been approved in Italy during the

last year, as a part of the National Energy Plan (PEN) published

at the end of 1981.

The first one makes available more than 1S0O billion Lire

as incentives for the application of energy conservation -methods

and a greater use of renewable energy sources. About one third of

these appropriations is provided for energy conservation measures

in residential buildings, industry and agriculture; about one

quarter is devoted to promote the installation of systems for the

combined production of heat and electricity.

Following the enactment of this bill the production of

electricity by renewable energy sources and by combined systems

up to a power of 3 MWe has alao been liberalized.

The second bill, approved in January, 1983 deals with the

location of the large nuclear and coal power stations. The govern

ment selects the regions in which the power' stations must be lo-

cated.



If the regional authorities do not indicate at least two

possible bites within 150 days, the decision is made by the go-

vernment itself.

Moreover this bill allocates fundb to the local administra

tions (regions and municipalities) where the power stations will

be installed and operated. For nuclear power stations the sum is

12.000 Lire for each installed kWe and 0.5 Lire tor each produced

kWh to be paid by ENEL to the municipalities concerned. An addi-

tional contribution of 0.5 Lire/kWh is paid to the region in which

the stations are operated.
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For nuclear plants not producing electricity, like PEC

reactor, the bill establishes a contribution to the municipal-

ities of 0.5% of the total construction cost of the plant.

The work on aite and the construction for the 2000 HWe Mon-

tai to twin BWR power station are proceeding well. The government

has recently established the sites of 3 further nuclear power sta-

tions: they will be installed in the regions Piemonte, Lombardia

and Puglia.

Another important decision has been made about the size and

type of these new nuclear power stations. They will all be of the

same type and size: twin PUR units, Westmghoube type, 950 MWe ejeh,

with 3 cooling loops.

The 850 MWe Caorso BWR power station has operated success-

fully from December 1981 until January 1983, when it was shut-down

for its first refuelling: during this period the production of

electricity has been 6.2 billion kWh wish a load factor of about

75%.

The government has recently issued a position statement on

the PEC project, in which its role and validity have been reconfirmed.

Sunultanously it is stated that the construction of the plant must

be finished by 1987 and that the additional cost, starting from the

beginning of 1983 must be limited to 910 billion Lire 1983.

The government has also recommended a deuper involvment of

France in the framework of CEA-EMEA Agreement and a wider interna

tional participation.

The 1982 financial commitment, which is Limited to PEC and

R4D activities on fast reactors and does not include the expenses

for ENEA's staff was about 200 billion Lire, of which about 165

billion were assigned to the PEC reactor.

2. PEC REACTOR

The ENEA "Customer Group" is now organized in three branches:

the first one is charged with checking all the design work and the

respect of time schedule and costs; the second one supervises all

the work done on site and in the workshops; the third one analyses

all the problems connected with the future operation of the plant.

The main contractor is NIRA which takes care of the design

and construction work of all the plant except core and fuel, for

which the ENEA Faut Reactor Department ю directly responsible.

This Department is also responsible for a part cf the

experimental activity carried out in support of the PEC design

and construction.



Another detail of organization has been the formation, In-

side the ENEA Regulating Committee, of a special group charged with

the licensing procedure of the PEC reactor. This has made it possi-

ble to get the Detailed Projects approved more quickly; at present

eleven of a total of 20 of these projects have already been approved.

The engagement of personnel on the PEC project has been

considerable during 1902; about 130 people in the ENEA "Customer

Group", 200 at the ENEA Fast Reactor Department, 230 at NIRA and

about 900 sub-contractor personnel have been working for PEC at

the Brasimone site and in the workshops.

The state of progress in terms of work already completed

can be summarized as follows:

- Design work on reactor components and related systems 80%

- Civil work 45%

- Component construction 18%

2.1. Core Design

A considerable effort has been devoted to the preparation

of the "Detailed Project" N. 5 regarding the core design to be

submitted for approval to the Regulating Committee.

The preparation of this report provided a good opportunity'

to the core design staff to check some important design and safety

calculations.

Particular attention has been paid to the seismic analysis

of the core: the t'lr&t results of a series of calculations and of

some preliminary experimental tests have demonstrated the necessity

to introduce some design modifications: to strengthen the fuel

element foot rigidity in order to guarantee its integrity during

an earthquake; to provide a second pad series in the upper part

of the fuel element and finally to provide the whole core with a

restraint system.

2.2. '.Cork on site and construction of components

Civil work has proceeded at a considerable rate: during

1982 the total amount of concrete used has been 10.800 m .

Civil work inside the reactor building has reached the

level * 6 m; fuel handling building has reached the level (• 10,6 m,

the sodium building the level + 6,5 m.

in October 1982 the reactor vessel has been put in place

inside the reactor building and mounting operation:» are now under

way.

The construction of the neutron shield has been initiated

in 1982 and its completion is expected in a few months.

The construction of the component tank, of it3 plug and

of the reactor plug is almost completed.

The design of the fuel handling machine has been modified

according to the results obtained on the tested prototype.

2.3. Experimental activity

Experimental tests on PEC components have proceeded during

1982 at Brasunone and Casaccia Laboratories.



The inobt relevant results have been obtained on sodium

loops and rigs uhich have been operating regularly.

The ESPRESSO sodium loop at the Brasimone site has operated

continuously for about 6 months: two dummy core elements have been

subjected to endurance (3000 hours at 550°C) and thermal shock tests.

The CED! sodium loop has been re-commissioned by running

it for about one month at different operating conditions.

Experimental activities have also proceeded at the Casaccia

Center. The first set of thernal shock tests in sodium on critical

parts of the PEC test channel has been completed. The sodium testing

programme on the IPM plant has also been proceeding: the first stage

of the test on the control rod drive mechanism has been completed

after two months of continuous operation. This test has allowed the

behaviour of the mechanism and of the rod itself to be checked both

during operation and after having removed and cleaned components.

All the preliminary operations necessary to perform the next

testing programme on the hold-down system mechanism have also heen

completed.

3. CREYS-HALVriXE (SUPERPHENIX-1) POWER STATION

All the components completely or partially built In Italy

were already installed in the plant by the end of 1ЭВ2. Among them

one can mention the dome, the core cover plug, the Stcondary pumps,

the intermediate heat exchanger and the transfer machines.

NIHA. acting as the main contractor for the parts built in

Italy has been supervising the Installation.

The share of the Italian participation in the SPX-l Nuclear

Steam Supply System has bean more than 35% with a maximum of 42Ä if

dealing only with the reactor internals.

4. RESEARCH. DEVELOPMENT AND INDUSTRIAL PROMOTION

These activities are carried out mainly in the framework of

two Association Contracts which ENEA has drawn up with NIRA and

with AGIP NUCLEARE. The first contract includes all the activities

related to NSSS; the second is expressly devoted to the core ele-

ments.

A considerable part of the R4D programme is carried out in

the framework of the CEA-EHEA Agreement.

The R&D activities carried out during 1982 reflect the

effects of the trend to concentrate effort on the PEC reactor.

4.1. Reactor System and sodium components

The activities carried out in this field have included the

following items:

- participation in design studies on the SPX-2 project;

- improvement of the know-how acquired in the RID work on the

steam generator;

- design studies and RAD work on some important sodium components

such as intermediate heat exchanger, sodium-air heat exchanger,

secondary pumps and some reactor components;

- development and application of calculation codes and validation

experiments to be used for the core design;

- safety studies and experiments on sodium components.



92 Tim following description will be limited to the most

significant results achieved during the last year.

The ESMERALDA plant, expressly designed to study large sodium

fires and their consequences, was terminated at CADARACHE. The Italian

participation has consisted in the supply of about one third of the

components and a direct involvement in the exploitation of the experi-

mental programme.

In October 19B2 the first test has been performed: a mass of

more than 1000 kg of sodium at 52S°C has been put in contact with

air in a confined room of 3700 m .

During this experiment the effects of the sodium-air reaction

have been studied by measuring temperature and stress distributions

and the quantity of the reaction products.

As far as the sodium components are concerned the dismantling

operations on the straight-tube steam generator prototype PGV-1

previously tested on the test station at Les Renardières have been

started in September 19Q2. Inspection of the diiYerent parts of this

component are now under way.

i Some important experimental results have been obtained on two

plants at the Brasimone site. They are directly connected with SPX-1

and concern the analysis of the behaviour of the rotating parts of

the primary pump and the study of the sodium-water reaction in the

steam generator.

The series of tests on the primary pump were performed on

the CPV-1 plant by subjecting a test section reproducing in full

scale all the rotating parts to various conditions such as normal

operation, start-up and shut-down ami simulated seismic conditions.

This experimental programme has been concluded by the end of 1962:

it has permitted the characterization of the hydrostatic bearing

and the rotating seals and has demonstrated the good behaviour of

all the rotating parts under the various investigated conditions. '

Two tests on the sodium-water reaction have been performed

on the ISA-1 plant.

They have consisted in generating sodium-water reactions in

test sections simulating a part of the tube bundle of the SPX-1

steam generator by injecting into sodium water at a flow rate .of

50 g/s in one case and 200 g/s in the other case for a period of

about one minute. The experimental results and the occurred damage

are now under examination.

4.2. Core Elements

These activities are carried out mostly in the framework

of an ENEA-AGIP Nucleare Association Contract signed in 1982. This

contract, initially conceived to provide Italian industry with

experience in the design and construction of core elements of SPX

type reactors, has recently been re-finalized to specific PEC

requirements.

One of the main activities carried out in the framework of

this contract is the construction of two fabrication lines for PEC

non-fissile core elements. The first one is expressly designed to

fabricate reflecting, shielding and dummy core elements; it has a

capacity of four elements per day and will be installed by "Fabbri-

cazioni Nucleari" at Bosco Marengo (Alessandria). The second line

is for control rods, has a capacity of about one rod per week and

will be installed by AG[P Hucleare at its Medicin.i (Bologna) Labora

tories.



All the design work for these two lines has been complétée!

and the construction has already begun.

Other activities concern tests and experiments in support

of the design and construction of core elements, development of

industrial processes for the fabrication and control of structural

components and finally the characterization of structural materials.

The most significant results obtained in 1982 on these

activities are summarized as follows.

A series of dynamic mechanical tests have bean performed

in order to verity the behaviour of the core elements under typical

seismic conditions. Static mechanical and creep tests have been made

on the fuel cladding in temperature and stress conditions simulating

those of the reactur.

Finally it is worthwhile mentioning an experimental programme

carried out jointly with CEA (France) and GFK (FRG) to study the

behaviour of defected pins under irradiation. These experiments

consist in prelrradiating a fuel pin in the PHEtllX reactor, pro-

ducing in it a defect and thereafter irradiating it again in the

thermal SILOE reactor. During this second irradiation the evolu-

tion of the crack is followed by measuring signals due to released

fission gases and to delayed neutron.emitters.

Particularly significant for this programme is the Italian

contribution in the area of thermal and acoustic noise analysis.

In the field of fabrication process an automatic method of

welding the fuel element foot to the wrapper can has been developed

and successfully applied.

RiD activities carried out in the framework of the CEA-EMEA

Agreement have also proceeded.
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Tlie most important results achieved concern the development

of two calculation codes: the first one allows the irradiation damage

on the fuel pin to be evaluated; with the second one it is possible

to estimate the fuel p;n bundle distortions and its mechanical, inter-

action with the wrapper can. Both codes have been validated with

irradiation experiments performed in the PHENEX reactor.
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1. Introduction

The fast breeder reactor development project in Japan has
been in progress in the past twelve months and will be continued
in the next fiscal year, from April 1983 through March 1984, at
a similar scale of effort both in budget and personnel to those
of the fiscal year of 1982. Concerning the experimental fast
reactor, JOYO, all the scheduced testings and operations were
completed by the end of 1981 and from the beginning of 1982 the
change-out work from Mark.-! core to Mark-XI core has been
continued for 11 months. The initial criticality on the Mark-II
core was achieved on 22, Nov. 1982 and after 3 months low power
physics tests the reactor power was raised up to 100'* (100 MWt)
in the middle of March 1983.

With respect to the prototype reactor MONJU, progress
toward construction has been made and the licensing of the
second step will be completed in the first half of 1983.

Preliminary design studies of large LME'BR are being made
by PNC and also by utilities. A design study being conducted
by PNC is on a 1000 MWe plant of loop type by extraporating the
technology to be developed by the time of commissioning of
MONJU. A group of utilities is conducting a similar study, but
covering somewhat wider range of parameters and options of
design. Close contact between the group and PNC has been kept.
In the future, those design efforts will be combined as a
single design effort, when a major effort for developing a
large demonstration reactor will be initiated at around the
commencement of construction of the prototype reactor MONJU.

2. Experimental Fast Reactor "JOYO"

2.1 General Status

All the experimental programmes on the Mark-I core
were completed by the end of 1981 and the change-out work
from Mark-I to Mark-II core was carried out during 1982.
The initial criticality of the Mark-II core was achieved
on 22, Nov. 19Ü2. The Mark-II core has radial and axial

stainless steel reflectors in order to increase the neutron
flux level, while the Mark-I core was surounded by the
blanket. The main purpose of ths Mark-II is to serve as an
irradiation bed for LMFBR fuels and materials.

Main items of the Mark-II core are shown in Tab. 2-1

2.2 Operation and Testing Experiences

1) In December 1981 natural circulation test was success-
fully performed from 75 MWt, the full power of the
Mark-I core. The result of the test is shown in
Tab. 2-2. As shown in the table tho decay heat was
successfully removed only by the natural circulation
both in primary and secondary circuits. The results
of Test E is shown in Fig. 2-1. Calculation of the
peak temperature and the time when the temperature
reaches the peak value reproduces the measurement
quite satisfactorily.

2) From the beginning to the end of November 1902 the
change-out work from Mark-I core to Mark-II core and
the third annual inspection were paralelly caried out.
In this period more than 600 core assemblies were
handled. Detailed information is tabulated in Tab.
2-3, Fig.. 2-2 and Fig. 2-3.

3) As an item of the annual inspection items one of the
primary main sodium circulating pumps was inspected
after 3G,000 hour continuous operation. Paralell to
the normal inspection gas convection barrier was
installed between outer and inner casing of the pump.
This gas convection barrier decreased the peripheral
temperature fluctuation from 20~30°C to 2-3°C.

4) In Fig. 2-4 the operation history on Mark-I core is
summarized and in Fig. 2-5 the operation schedule on
Mark-II core is presented.

2.3 Future Programme

For future programme of operation of JOYO four items
are considered:

1) Operation as an irradiation facility for LMFBR fuel
and materials. Irradiation schedule is presented in
Fig. 2-6

2) Acquisition of operation and maintenance data for
careful feeding-back to the design of the prototype as
well as demonstration fast breeder reactors.

3) Development of preventive maintenance technique, apply-
ing plant anomaly detection techniques.



4) Cost optimization study being able to bo done only
through the operation experience and maintenance
experience.

In addition to these programmes mentioned above plant
operator training using JOYO simulator and the JOYO plant
itself is being planned and the testings of components of
the prototype reactor or demonstration reactor by install-
ing in JOYO are also in consideration.

Tab. 2-1 Main Core Parameters o£ Tab. 2-2 JOYO Natural Circulation Test Results
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Reactor Output MWt

Primary Coolant Flow liate t / h

Reactor i n l e t Temperature °C

Reactor Out le t Temperature °C

Core Stack Length cm

Core Volume (max.) I

Linear Heat Rate (max.) W/cm

Fuel Pin Diameter nun

PuO2/(L>uO2 + UO-,) W/0

U2 3 5 Enrichment • W/0

Neutron Flux (max.) n/cm2sec

Neutron Flux (Core av . ) - n/cm ]sec

Max. Excess Reac t iv i ty % JK/K

Control Rod Worth \ JK/K

Max. Burn Up(pin av . ) MWD/t

Operation Cycle

MK-I

Firs t

50

2,200

3 7 0

4 3 5

60

294

210

6 . 3

i a

2 3

2.1xl015

1.2xlOl5

- 4.5

Safety Rod
- 5.6

Regulating
Rod - 2 . 8
25,000

4 5 days
Ooeration
15 days
Outaye

Second

75

2,200

370

4 70

60

304

320

6 . 3

18

23

3 . 0x10^-5

1. 9x10 !••>

- 4 .5

Sa fe ty Rod
- 5.6

Regulatiny
Rod- 2.8
42,000

MK-II

100

2,200

370

500

55

250

400

5.5

30

12

5.1x10*5

2.6xl01 5

- 5.5

- 9

50,000

TEST

TEST-A

TEST-B

TEST-C

TEST-D

TEST-E

TEST CONDITIONS

POWER

0.5 MW

1 MW

30 MW

J

SCRAM

75 MW

I
SCRAM

MAIN
PRI.

18% FLOW

STOP

100% FLOW

I
I

STOP

PUMPS
SEC.

40% FLOW

40% FLOW

I
STOP

100% FLOW

STOP

TEST
CENTRAL

SUBASS. OUTLET
TEMP.

"C

i258i

: 305-С

0 900 SEC

•c

I267I

<

•c

'273l

С

•с
(429I

340-С

) 900 SEC

l 345* С

\/

) 900 SEC

450- С

0 900 SEC

iSlb

с

490-С

900 SEC

RESULTS
LOOP

PRI.

- 1 %

—1.2%

-1.2%

. - 2 %

FLOWS
SEC.

—

—

- 1 %

- 4 %

•

—4.5%

•



Table 2-3 Change-out Work from MK-I to МК-Ц Core

DrLver Fuel

Blanket Fuel

Control Rod

Reflector

Nuetron Source

Test Assembly

Total

MK-I Core Unloaded

79,

179

6

48

1 '

0

313

MK-11 Core Loaded

64

-

6

216 + 23 (MK-I Reflector)

11

3

313

MEASURED

CALCULATED

300 450 600

TIME (SEC)

Fig. 2-1 Comparision of Result of Natural Circulation Test-E with Prediction
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Fig. 2-2 Operation History of Fuel Handling System during Change-out Wo^k from MK-I to МК-Ж Core



Incident percentage üf each system

K/P

IHCO

EX'IRA

T/tt

c/c
H/F

S/F
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Ex-Vessel Transfer Machine

Transfer Rotor
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УУЯ mechanical Incident

v//| electrical instrument incident

'•Xv| human error

other

Fig. 2-3 Incidents of Fuel Handling System during Change-out Work from MK-1 to ПК-И Core



YEAR

REACTOR

POWER

PROGRAM

1977

0—100KW

1978

50MW(l) (2)

LOW POWER TEST

50MW POWER UP

1979

75MW

1980

(1)

75MW POWER UP

CYCLE OPERATION CYCLE OPERATION CYCLE OPERATION

ANNUAL INSPEC IÏON ANNUAL INSPECTION

1981

(4) (5) (6)

YEAR

REACTOR

POWER

PROGRAM

1982 1983

100MWl1)(2)

CORE CONVERSION

POWJEFUJP TEST

Coke CHARACTERIZATION T:

1984 1985

(7X8)(9)(10)

;ST

1986

(11) (14)

MK-Ii OPERATION AT 100 MWt

53 ANNUAL INSPECTION #4 A / I
-MA/ I ) •#4A/1 S5A/I РЬА/Ir r r

Fig. 2-4 Operation History of JOYO MK-I Core Fig. 2-5 Experimental Fast Reactor "JOYO" MK-II Operation Schedule
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Fig. 2-6 Irradiation Test Programs in Joyo MK-II (Phase 1)
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3. Prototype Fast Breeder Reactor "MONJU"

3.1 Summary
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A site located in the Tsuruya Peninsula in Fukui
Prefecture, approximately 400 km west of Tokyo, where
several LWRs are in operation, has been decided for
constructing "MONJU". Based on survey works in various
aspects auch as geological, marine, and meteorological
aspects, suitability for "MONJU" site have been studied.
And the application for licensing was filed to the
regulatory body on December 10, 1У80, then MONJU was
subjected to the safety evaluation work by the Science
and Technology Agency of Japanese government until
December 1981.

The safety evaluation work for "MONJU" by the Nuclear
Safety Commission of Japan is now being conducted.
Besides this, the contract work of the plant between PNC
and iiianufacturers is being considered.

As a co-ordinator in softwares of "MONJU" construction
work among manufactures, Fast Breeder Reactor Engineering
Co., Ltd. (FBEC) was established in April, 1980.

And, a special department has been set up in the Japan
Atomic Power Company (JAPC) to co-operate with the PNC for
MONJU construction works at the same time. JAPC will act
on behalf of the nine Japanese electric utilities and the
Electric Power Development Corporation (EPDC).

3.2 Overall Design

In the design of this plant particular attention has
been given to safety and to achieving reliable operation.
Principal design and performance data are shown in Table
3-1 and the plant la'yout is shown in Fig. 3-1.

MONJU is an about 280 MWe, loop type power reactor,
fueled with mixed oxides of plutonium and uranium.
The reactor inlet and outlet coolant temperatures are
approximately 397°C, and 529°C, respectively. The expected
average fuel burn-up and the breeding ratio are 80,000 MWd/t
and 1.2, respectively.

The heat transport system is shown schematically in
Fig. 3-2.

Components in the primary coolant system are enclosed
with guard vessels and connected with elevated pipes to
prevent lowering the level of sodium in the* system below
the minimum required sa£e level.

Decay heat removal is normally accomplished by means
of three parallel auxiliary cooling systems (ACS), which
have air coolers. Small pony motors on the main circulating
pumps can provide continued coolant circulation using
emergency power in the event of loss of the main power
supply. A key feature, is the natural circulation capa-
bility to remove decay heat without any reliance on
emergency power.

The reactor uses a simple, top-supported reactor
vessel, about 7 meters in diameter and 17.3 meters in
height. The reactor vessel is a cylindrical shell with a
hemispherical bottom head. The vessel is surrounded by a
guard vessel and these are housed in reactor cavity which
is inside the concrete biological shield structure.

The reactor vessel internals are supported at the
lower part of the vessel and the core is concentric with
the vessel. Each fuel subassembly in the core has 169
fuel pins being hexagonally bundled and 61 fuel pins in
the radial blanket fuel subassembly. The flow distribution
in the core is controlled by fixed orifices at the bottom
of the fuel assembly. The fuel assemblies are hydrauli-
cally helddown to the support plate. Cladding material



102 of fuel pins is SUS316. The length of the sub-assembly is
4,200 mm including shielding portions. The refueling
interval is fixed at about six months and the core will be
fueled by five-batch scatter loading scheme.

The reactor is equipped with 19 control rods (13
regulating and safety rods and 6 back-up safety rods) and
D,jC is used as the absorbing material. provision is made
for instrumentation on the complete core and a portion of
the radial blanket. The design provides two thermocouples
for each core sub-assembly and two thermocouples for each
selected innermost radial blanket sub-assembly. Flow
meters are provided to some of the sub-assemblies.

Reactor fuel handling accomplished by use of the
single rotating plug and one in-vessel fuel handling
machine which consists of a fixed arm and a pantograph type
handling machine.

3.3 Core
The core consists of 198 core fuel subassemblies. It is

surrounded by axial and radial blankets. The radial blanket
consists of 172 blanket fuel sub-assemblies and its equi-
valent thickness is 30.6 cm.
The upper and lower axial blanket are 30 cm and 35 cm long,
respectively. The core contains 19 control rod guide tubes
through which 13 regulatirm and safety rods and 6 back-up
safety rods are inserted for reactor power control and
shutdown. Regulating rods are grouped into 3 fine rods and
10 shi.n and safety rods. Boron carbide is used as absorber.

The assemblies are supported by a grid structure
consisting of two core support plates mounted on a rigid
core support structure fixed to the reactor vessel. Figure
3-3 shows the core configuration.

The core has two radial zones of different plutonium
enrichments to flatten a power distribution and the number
of fuel subassemblies in the inner and the outer zone are
108 and 90, respectively. For the equilibrium cycle,
plutonium enrichments of feed fuel are 16% and 21'4 Pu-
fissile / (Pu + U) for the inner and outer zone, respectively.

Each fuel subassembly has 169 fuel pins with wire-wrap
spacers. The fuel pin is a long stainless steel tube with
a central region containing plutonium-uranium oxide fuel
pellets bordered above and below by a region of uranium
oxide axial blanket pellets with 0.3 w/o U-235. The region
above the upper blanket contains a fission gas plenum and a
fuel column hold-down device. The whole length of the fuel
pin is about 2,800 mm and the outer diameter and the thick

ness of the fuel pin cladding are 6.5 mm and 0.47 nun, res-
pectively. The fuel pins are arranged in a triangular array
separated from each other with about 7.9 nun spacing pitch.

The duct channel assembly consists of a hexagonal duct
with 11.06 cm face-to-face outer distance, handling head,
upper and lower pads, support nosepiece, orificu, shielding
and fuel rod support hardware. The upper portion of the
subassembly incorporates the handling head that mates with
the fuel grapple during refueling. The lower portion
includes the nosepiece that along with the basit: support of
the subassembly, provides flow orificing. Each subassembly
is supported to the support plates by hydraulic holddown
force.

The diameter and the theoretical density of the mixed
oxide core fuel pellet are 5.4 mm and 85% TD, respectively.
The maximum linear heat rating of the fuel pellut is 466
w/cm at 116% overpower condition (including hot spot factor)
and the maximum temperature of the fuel with that condition
is 2600°C.

Fuel inventory of Pu and U in the core is 5.9 x 10^ kg.
Refueling interval is about 6 months. Five batch refueling
schemes in the core and radial blanket arc planned. Power
fraction of the core at the beginning of the initial cycle
is 93% and that of the radial and axial blanket is the rest.

Coolant flow rate through the reactor is 15.36 x
kg/hr. The flow distribution in the core is controlled by
fixed orifices at the bottom of the fuel subassembly. The
flow fraction is 79.7%, 10.3%, 10.0% to the core, radial
blanket and bypass, respectively.

3.4 Reactor System

As shown in Figure 3-4, the major components of the
reactor system are the reactor vessel, the closure head,
the guard vessel, and the reactor internal structures.
The reactor vessel is supported at its upper end on the
concrete ledge which surrounds the vessel, and Lts thermal
expansion is free downward. It is about 17,800 mm high and
constructed of 304 stainless steel. It has inside diameters
of about 7,800 mm at the upper part (which surrounds the
shielding part of the closure head) and about 7,100 mm at
the lower part, with a wall thickness of about 50 mm.
The vessel flange, has an outside diameter of about Ü,800 mm.

Primary sodium coolant enters the reactor vessel
through three 24-inch nozzles located 120° apart in the
lower plenum of the reactor vessel, and is discharged from



the vessel through three 32-inch nozzles which are also
located 120° apart in the upper plenum. The reactor vessel
has also an outlet nozzle of the overflow system at its
upper part.

The horizontal movement of the reactor vessel in the
event of earthquake is prevented by the structure provided
on the bottom of the reactor vessel pit and it works
through the guard vessel.

The reactor vessel pit is usually airtight, and filled
with nitrogen gas.

The closure head has a thickness of about 3,700 nun and
is placed on the sole plate of the reactor vessel. It
consists of the stationary plug and the rotating plug.
The rotating plug is located 1,080 mm eccentric to the
center of the stationary plug. The rotating plug as well
as the fuel handling machine (FIIM) mounted on it can rotate
during fuel handling.

The reactor internal structures consist of the upper
internal structure and the lower internal structures. The
upper internal structure (LUS) is a cylindrical plug with
an outer diameter of about 1,000 mm at its lower part and
with a total height of about 13,400 mm, and its lower end
is 50 nun above the top of fuel subassemblies. UIS comprises
19-CRDM, 19-CRDM guide pipes, thermocouples and flow-meters
for measuring temperature and flow rate at the outlet of
each fuel subassembly.

The lower internal structure consist of the core barrel,
the core support plates, the flow distribution structures,
storage pots for core assemblies, the fuel transfer relay-
ing rack, 316 neutron shielding assemblies which are made
of stainless steel and arranged in four layers.
The core support structure transmits the whole dead weight
of the reactor internal structure and the core to the core
support flange of the reactor vessel. Above the core support
structure, upper and lower core support plates are provided.

As for fuel subassemblies, coolant from the reactor
inlet nozzles enters the high pressure plenum through
holes between upper core support plate and lower core
support plate, and is distributed to each fuel subassembly
after orificing by means of orifices of each fuel assembly
entrance nozzle and slits of each Connecting rod which is
attached to the core support plates and supports the sub-
assembly .

The sodium level in the reactor vessel during normal
reactor operation is about 6,000 mm above the top of the
fuel subassemblies (in another words, about 500 mm below
the lower surface of the closure head) and the all lower
internal structures are submerged in sodium.
The free surface of sodium is covered by argon gas and the
level is kept constant by the over-flow system.

3.5 Fuel Handling System

Fuel handling system consists of fuel, handling
facilities in the reactor vessel, the charge-discharge
machine, and the auxiliary installation (In the reactor
building). ' • •

Spent fuels can be withdrawn directly out of the
reactor vessel after two weeks from reactor- shut down.

The spent fuels are placed in the sodium filled pot
at the transfer position within the reactor vessel' by
the pantograph mechanism of fuel handling machine. Then
through the charge-discharge machine, the spent fuels
being kept in the sodium filled pot are carried to the
exvessel fuel storage tank. After that, nonfailed fuels
are cleaned, inspected, canned, and stored in the spent
fuel storage pool in the reactor building and then they
are transferred to the reprocessing-plants. On the
other hand failed or failure suspected fuels will be
transferred to the fuel monitoring facilities.

3.6 Heat Transport System

The heat transport system consists of main coolant
system, auxiliary core cooling system, sodium service
system and cover gas system.

3.6.1 Main Cooling System

The main cooling system removes heat from the
reactor and transports it through intermediate heat
exchangers (IHX) and steam generators (SG) to turbine
generator. The main cooling systenv consists of three
loops. ' .

One main pump, which is of free surface centrifugal
type, is located in the cold leg of each primary and
intermediate loop, respectively and a chock valve is
set at the outlet of a primary main pump to minimize
reverse flow from the operating loops for the case of
one loop shutdown.
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104 Sodium level in the reactor vessel is controlled
at constant with overflow and makeup system. The sodium
overflowed through the hydrostatic bearing in the pump
casing is guided into pump overflow column, in which
entrained gas is separated, and flows back to pump
suction.

The relative elevation of reactor core, II1X, air
cooler, and steam generator are arranged to assure
natural circulation of sodium in the primary and
intermediate loops to remove the decay heat from the
reactor after scram as a back up method.

3.6.2 Auxiliary Core Cooling System

The three independent auxiliary core cooling systems
provide decay heat removal capability for maintenance
and refueling condition as emergency conditions of such
cases as loss of power and component or piping failure
or main coolant system.

The primary piping of the auxiliary core cooling
system is common with the main coolant piping and decay
heat is transferred to II1X. The heated secondary sodium
of the auxiliary core cooling system is pumped to air-
cooler where heat is transferred into atmosphere.

3.6.3 Sodium Service System

The sodium service system covers ai. _ ?, the
auxiliary service system for primary cooling „ystem,
intermediate cooling system and auxiliary core cooling
system.

3.6.4 Cover Gas System

The cover gas system consists of primary (radio-
active) argon gas system of closed cycle and secondary
argon gas system of open cycle. The function of the
primary argon yas system is to charge and discharge
argon gas to cover sodium surface with i . rt <,••-.,, to
seal pump shafts and to transport sodium by ,.-.. pressure.

Secondary argon gas system is pcrv.Jij to .-aintain
cover gas pressure at 10,000 mmAq on the sodium surface
of evaporators, pumps and sodium dump tanks.

A rare gas removal system is provided for the
primary argon gas system to remove radioactive nuclides
such as Xe and Kr from cover gas.

The removal efficiency of rare gas is estimated
to be more than 09.99'è and the decontamination factor
will be more than 10''.

3.6.5 Layout and Arrangement

The following is a list of design considerations
incorporated in the layout and arrangement of components
and pipings related with the heat transport system.

1) The primary main sodium piping is located above tho
minimum safe level as a rule and guard vessels are
provided arround the pipings where they are below •
the elevation of the safe level.

2) The high point elevation of the piping and components
are restricted to be within 11 m above the emergency
level to prevent Toricelli's vacuum in any emergency
cases.

3) Reactor vessel cover gas pressure is maintained at
about 5,500 mmAq to prevent any high points from
being negative pressure.

4) The relative elevations of the reactor core, II1X,
are cooler and steam generator are arranged to
assure natural circulation in the primary and
intermediate loops.

5) The elevation of the hydrostatic bearing of the main
pump is determined to be submerged in sodium even
if the sodium level in reactor vessel is below the
emergency level. •

6) The intermediate sodium pressure 'within IHX is main-,
tained above the primary sodium at any conditions '
of operation and shutdown.

7) Considerations are given for the maintenance of
components and instrumentations of the primary •
cooling system.

3.7 Steam Generator System

The steam generator system consists of an evaporator
and a superheater per loop, all of which have helically
coiled heat transfer tubes.
As shown in Pig. 3-2, an evaporator and a superheater are
both operated in series.

The tube sheets of water inlet and steam outlet are
provided in the cover gas region. For sodium level control,
the evaporator utilizes an overflow control system and the
superheater utiLizes a gas control system.

A safety system for sodium-water-reaction is provided
for each component to release the pressure and products



which are produced during the reaction. This relief system
is designed on the basis of double ended fractures of four
tubes. Л rupture disk is installed in the cover gas rerj ion
of иасh component and if the pressure built up is high
enough to rupture, the reaction products flow through the
rupture disk to a reaction product tank.

This exhaust system is maintained with inert (nitrogen)
gas atmosphere and is separated from the steam generator
System by the rupture disk. Hydrogen in sodium is detected
by an ion pump current indication device which detects
hydrogen diffused through a thin nickel uiemberane quickly
to detect a small water or steam leakage into sodium.
Hydrogen in cover gas is also monitored by a diffusion type
detector.

3.B Instrumentation and Control System

Instrumentation and control systems are composed of
plant protection system, neutron detection system, in-vessel
detection system, failed fuel' detection system, radiation
monitoring system, sodium leak detection system, plant
control system, and process instrumentations.

The plant protection system instrumentation, shown
in fig. 3-5, consists of three independent instrument
channels with sensors and two logic trains to open reactor
trip breakers automatically. "MONJU" has two shutdown
systems, main and backup, each of them lias the own ability
to independently shut down the reactor.

The design effort for the in-vessel instrumentation
, is devoted to avoid the excessive core fuel temperature by
i detecting the fuel anomaly at early stages. Reliable

detectors, which can be utilized under severe conditions
in vessel, are required and now being developed.
By the neutron detection system, neutron flux from the fuel
loading stage to 120% of rated power output is monitored.
The output signal is sent to the. plant control system and
to the reactor protection system.

Л failed fuel detection system is based on two diffe-
rent principles. One is FFD which detects failed fuels and
their degree of magnitude, and the other is FFDL which
locates failed fuel subassemblies. The delayed neturon and
cover gas method are employed for FFD and the tagging gas
method is adopted for FFDL. in "MONJU".

The instrumentation and control system is designed so
that the heat transport system should be centrally controlled
from the main control room during various stages of the plant

105 opeiation in view of operational safety and simplicity.

The control system is designed to accommodate the
uniform ramp change of i5'4/min and step change of ilOl
without scram and activating the steam dump system. The
maximum driving speed o£ fine regulating rods is 300 mm/min.
Primary and secondary sodium flow are variable between lOO'l
and 40% of rated flow. Feedwater flow can be changed by
the feedwater control valve which is located at the evapo-
rator inlet in each loop and by the speed control of main
feedwater pumps.

The plant has the set-back system, which decreases
reactor power at a rate of 51/min on anomalous phenomena
of unknown origin until the set-back condition becomes
cleared. If set-back conditions are not cleared before
the reactor power reaches 30'i of the rated power, the
reactor will bo scramed.

Figure 3-6 shows the plant control system of "MONJU".
The plant control system includes the following systems.

a. power demand master

b.' reactor power control system

c. Primary sodium flow control system

d. secondary sodium flow cotnrol system

e. feedwater flow control system

f. steam pressure control system

g. steam temperature control system

Power demand master gives each subsystem demand signal
corresponding to plant load demand. It sets the rate of
load change, range of step load change and setback load
demand. Reactor power control system uses reactor outlet
temperature as a main control signal and neutron flux
signal as a supplementary signal. Reactor outlet tempera-
ture is programmed as a function of power level. Primary
and secondary sodium flow control systems are composed of
similar scheme. The main control signal in these systems
is sodium flow and the supplementary signal is the pump
speed. The evaporator outlet steam temperature is control-
led by feedwater flow which is regulated by the feedwater
flow control valve. The feedwater control system regulates
the feedwater pump speed to keep the differential pressure
of feedwater control valve at a fixed value. The super-
heated steam pressure will be kept at a constant value by
the turbine inlet control valve.

Outlet steam temperature of the superheater is kept
at the fixed value for all of the power level by controll-
ing the temperature of the reactor outlet sodium.
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 3.9 Radioactive Waste Processing System

The design objective of the radioactive waste process-
ing system are to minimize the levels of radioactive
materials in the plant effluents to the environment and/or
to product packages of the radioactive wastes to store
appropriately in the plant.

3.9.1 Gaseous Waste Processing System (GWPS)

GWPS is designed to process gaseous wastes generated
in Primary Argon Gas System (PAGS), Fuel Handling System
and other systems in the plant, which consist of radio-
active rare gas isotopes and fission products. These
gases are collected and processed through activated
charcoal beds in GWPS before release to environment.

Since gaseous fission products contained in the
primary cover gas are removed by rare gas removal system
and processed gas are reused as primary cover gas in
PAGS, the primary cover gas is not discharged under
normal operation. Practically, some in-leak gases
and blow-down gases must, be taken into account. To
control the cover gas inventory, excessive gases are
discharged from PAGS to GWPS.

3.9.2 Liquid Waste Processing System (LWPS)

Liquid wastes are classified into following five
i groups in accordance with their sources and properties.
1
 a. irradiated fuel assembly washing effluent

• b. sodium component washing effluent

с reactor building drains

d. radioactive waste processing system drain

e. laundry drain

Evaporator concentrates and spent resins are
treated by bitumen solidification unit to produce
immobilized waste packages. Spent air cleaning
filters are packaged at the generated place. Conta-
minated cloths and papers are transfered and stored
in the storage.

3.10 Reactor Containment and Building

3.10.1 Reactor Containment

The reactor containment consists of the primary
containment cells and the containment vessel to isolate
radioactivities released in case of accidents.

An annular space is formed by providing a cylindrical
shielding of reinforced concrete surrounding the
containment vessel.

1) The primary containment cells are composed of a
combination of reinforced concrete and steel lining.
Atmosphere of the primary containment cells which
are designed to be protected against a sodium fire
is nitrogen.

2) The containment vessel made of steel, 49.5 m in
diameter and about 79.4 m in height consists of a
vertical cylindrical shell with a hemispherical
head and a ellipsoidal bottom shell. it has an
equipment hatch, an personnel air lock and an
emergency air lock. A rotary crane to move primary
components is installed at the wall of the contain-
ment vessel.

3.10.2 Building Arrangement

Л sectional and a horizontal cross section of the
reactor building are shown in Fig. 3-7 and Fig. 3-8,
respectively.

Table 3-1 Principal Design and performance; Data of "MONJU"

Reactor Type

Thermal Power

Electrical Power

Fuel Material

Core Fuel Equivalent
diameter

Height

Volume

Sodium cooling loop type

714 MW •

about 200 MW

Pu0
2
-UO

2

1,790 mm

930 mm

2.335 lit.

Pu Enrichment
(Pu fissile Ъ)

Inner core/Outer core

Initial core 15.0/21.1

Equilibrium 14.9/20.5
core



Fuel Inventory Core (U + PU me teil)

Blankot
(U metal)

Average Burn up oE Discharged
Fuel

Cladding Material

Cladding Outside Diameter/
Thickness

Permissible Cladding Temperature
(middle of thickness)

Power Density

Blanket Thickness
(axial/radial)

Breeding Ratio (initial/
equilibrium)

Reactor in/out Sodium
Temperature

Secondary Sodium Temperature
(I1IX outlet/IIIX inlet)

Reactor Vessel (height/diameter)

Number of Loops

Pump Position (Primary and
secondary loop)

Type of SLeam Generator

Steam Pressure (turbine inlet)

Steam Temperature
(turbine inlet)

Refueling System

Refueling Interval

5.9 x 10J kg

1.71 x 104 kg

80,000 MWD/T

SUS316

6. 5 /0.4 7 nun

675 °C"

283 kW/lit.

Upper 300 mm
Lower 350 nun/306 mm

1.20/1.21

397/529 °C

505/325 UC

17,300/7,100 mm

3

Cold leg

Helical coil, once-through
unit type

127

'18 3 °C

Single rotating plug with
fixed arm FIIM

6 months

••¥. -М- 'Л .- —-'/;• .•>Ш^-У^т^тшж

S = 1:2,000

Fig. 3-1 "MONJU" Pilot Plant
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Fig. 3-2 Heat Transport System of MON3U
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114 4 . Demonstration KBR Plant

One demonstration plant will be constructed on the way from
JOYO and MONJU to commercial fast breeder reactor plants. A
development schedule of FBR in Japan is shown in Figure 4-1.

Design studies of the demonstration plant which is 1,000
MWe loop type plant aiming its commencing of construction in
the beginning of 1990s, have been and are being conducted in
these years.

Japan is now in just transition stage from a studiny period
to a focussing period in which two mattrers will be required,
that is (1) preparation of a unified specification for the
fundamental design, and (2) starting up of the research and
development activities for the demonstration plant.

The primary conceptual design directing the extrapolation
of the prototype FBR "MONJU", was performed from 1979 to 1981.
It will be utilized as a candidate design of the demonstration
FBR plant.

The secondary conceptual design aiming mainly at reduction
of construction cost has been started in 1982. National econo-
mical condition requires the construction cost be less than the
twice of LWR from the view point of future commercialization of
FBR. Some design features to be investigated in the study are
as follows;

(1) Introduction of bellows joint for main heat-transport-
system piping

(2) Reduction of the number of control rods and rows of radial
blanket assembly

(3) Elimination of handling of the outer row of shielding
assembly by fuel handling machine

(4) Reduction of the diameter of reactor biological-shielding
concrete relating to above improvement

(5) Size reduction in whole system and components of the plant

(6) Making simpler and smaller fuel handling system

(7) Making the plant system parameter survey for optimization

(8) Reviewing the design criteria, codes, standards relating
to cost reduction.

The above descriptions are based on the design 3tudy
sponsored by PNC. Also the utility group is conducting design
study of a demonstration plant separately. In 1981, the DFBR
Coordinating Committee (DCC) was established by PNC and the
Federation of Electric Power Companies to coordinate the design
and R S D activities for the DFBR and to promote the preparat-
ory activities for starting its construction. The effort
acting in the DCC will be one of key activities for early
realization of the demonstration plant in Japan.

Experimental
Reactor JOYO
(100 MWth)

Prototype
Пеасшг MONJU
(280 MWe)

Demonstration

Heiictor (1000
MWe class)

1980 85
i i

\'''//Уу'У/У///,

90 95
i i

/////Л >
V

\У/У/У/////У///У/

2000

V/A -,

Remarks

commercial
operation
after
about 2010

Fig. 4.1 Development Schedule of FBR in Japan



5. Physics

5.1 Design Studies for Large LMFBR Cores

Coie optimization studies have been performed for larg«
LMFBR cores, focussing on high breeding and safety perfor-
mance. Core performance characteristics have been studied
for homogeneous core and radially or axially heterogeneous
equivalent core, and results were compared. Major findings
or general trends obtained through these studies are sununa-
ried as follows:

(1) While the doubling time of a homogeneous core depends
very much on the fuel pin size, the doubling time of
a radially heterogeneous core is relatively independent
on the fuel pin size.

(2) The inventory doubling time is not sensitive to Ihe
împosed maximum linear heat rate, and is greatly
improved by increasing the effective fuel volume frac-
tion.

(3) The optimum quantity o£ internal blanket assemblies of
a radially heterogeneous core is about one fourth of
the total assemblies, determined by minimizing the

I inventory doubling time.

(4) The sodium void reactivity worth in the driver fuel
region of a radially heterogeneous core is abouc 40%
lower than that of a homogeneous core.

(5) The absolute value of fuel Doppler reactivity worth
o£ a radially heterogeneous core is about 40% lower
than that of a homogeneous core, due to the higher fuel
enrichment "in the heterogeneous core.

(6) In case of a radially heterogeneous core, power distri-
bution change due to fuel burn-up and control rod
insertion is usually larger than in a homogeneous core.
In case of an axially heterogeneous core, however, it
is nearly the same as in a homogeneous core.

5.2 Safety Analysis of Large Heterogeneous LMFDRs

The potential safety advangage of large heterogeneous
LMFBRs in hypothetical core disruptive accidents has been
studied in contrast with that of the conventional homo-
geneous LMFBRs. The main objective of this study is to
investigate the inherent safety features during accident
sequences through comparison between the Lwo types of cores.
Neutronically optimized 1000 MWe heterogeneous and homo-
geneous cores have been designed on the same technological
basis. The heterogeneous core designed here is characteri-

]ic zed by the adoption of 6 mm pellet diameter, 80 cm core

height and island-type configuration resulting in a very
low sodium void reactivity. Safety analyses for loss-of-
flow and transient over-power accidents were made using the
SAS3D and VENUS codes. As a result of this study, it was
found that the heterogeneous core studied here has smaller
possibility of reaching prompt critical and that even if it
should reach prompt critical by the adoption of very conser-
vative assumptions, the resulting work energy may be about
a halt" that of the homogeneous core. It is concluded that
the heterogeneous core with a lower void reactivity has a
significant advantage for accoinmoditing the energetics
issues over the homogeneous core, when rather conservative
assumptions are employed for the analysis.

The SAS3D code is transmitted from USDOE and ANL/RAS
to PNC under Special Memorandum of Agreement on LMFBR Safety.

5.3 Extrapolation Errors of Design Parameters of Large LMFBRs

An evaluation of prediction accuracy was performed for
the neutron Les parameters of large LMFBRs. With this end
in view, the origins of the prediction uncertainty were
categorized and the uncertainty was estimated for each
category to grasp the total uncertainty as a statistical
sura of each item.

Among the origins of the uncertainties, the extrapo-
lation error caused by nuclear data uncertainty was studied
in detail by extending a method proposed in the previous
phase of the present series of study. Other origins of the
prediction uncertainty were examined by a full use of the
information obtained in the JUPITER experiments and their
analyses. The prediction accuracy was evaluated as follows.

Effective multiplication factor 1.2 %
Control rod reactivity worth 8 %
Power distribution : "in core 3 4

in blanket 4 %

Л large portion of the keff error (1.2 %) comes from a
mismatch in the P'u isotopic retios between the mockup and
the design target. This error will be reduced down to 0.6%
provided that the reactivity affect of higher Pu isotopes
(especially 241 p

u
) i

s
 predicted in an accurate way.

5.4 Benchmark Tests of JENDL-2

Benchmark tests have been made on JENDL-2 for fast
reactor application.

(1) Benchmark calculations using JENDL-2B-70

JENDL-2B-70 is a 70 group cross-section set; generated



lib from preliminarily provided JENDL-2B. Using this
cross-section set, various characteristics in core
centre have been calculated for total of 27 assemblies.

Satisfactory results have been obtained as a
whole. The positive sodium void reactivity worth is
significantly overestimated. The sensitivity analysis
with the generalized perturbation method suggests that

this overestimation could be dominantly caused by the
underestimate of P-239 fission cross-section below the
sodium resonance.

(2) Benchmark tests using JFS-3-J2

JFS-3-J2 is generated from JENDL-2B and was provided by
weighting a collision density spectrum for core com-
position of a typical fast reactor. This can avoid the
overestimate of elastic removal cross-sections caused
by using l/E-neutron spectrum as adopted in JEMDL-2B-7Û.

Similar benchmark calculations have been made using
JFS-3-J2. The differences between the two cross-section
sets give no significant effects on most of physics
quantities. However, Doppler worth obtained by JFS-3-
J2 is 10 - 17% lower than that by JENDL-2B-70. And JFS-
3-J2 also improves the agreement between calculation
and measurement of sample worth.

5.5 Development of Homogenization Method for Heterogeneous
Control Rod Channel

A homogenization method have been developed for a
heterogeneous control rod channel. Effective cross sections
which preserve the integrated reaction rates in each energy
group are obtained by using a super-cell ceomposed of a
control rod channel and a surrounding fuel region. The
method has been applied to the calculation of the pin rod
worths in ZPPR-10A assembly, and the applicability has been
checked.

5.6 Analysis of JUPITER Experiments

The ZPPR-9, '10 experiments were analyzed with JENDL-2H,
and the following results were obtained for physics parameters

(1) Keff values were underpredicted by about 0.8%.

(2) Radial dependences were observed in reaction rate C/E
distributions, which had peak values near the inner
core-outer core boundary. 238u(n,f) was overpredicted
by more than 101 at the innermost blanket region.

(3) Material reactivity worths of heavy nuclidea were over-
predicted by 5 to 13%, and worths of nuclides of
structural materials were overpredicted by about 20%,
UO 2 Doppler reactivity worths were underpredicted by
about 12%.

(4) Sodium void reactivities were overpredicted by about
30%.

(5) The average C/E value for control rod worthy was 1.02+
0.04 .

The DOE/PNC Joint Physics Large Heterogeneous Core
Critical Experiments Program, called JUPITER Phase II
Program, would involve 1 уелг and 8 months of measure-
ments. The experiments started as ZPPR-13 program on
May, 1982, using the ZPPR facility of Argonne National
Laboratory.

5.7 Mock-up Experiments for JOYO MK-II Core at FCA

Mock-up experiments have been done at FCA to support •
the JOYO MK-II Program. The main purposes are to verify
the reliability of the supervisory core performance code and
to support the irradiation and refueling plants of MK-II
cores. Experiments were started on March, 1982 and are done
in the FCA X assembly series, i.e., FCA X-l, X-2 and X-3.
FCA X-l is a clean benchmark with radial blanket, and X-2
and X-3 are physics and engineering mock-ups with radial
reflector. Reaction rate distributions and other physics
parameters will be measured in detail in the mock-up systems
with reflectors.

5.8 Actinide Integral Experiments at FCA

A series of actinide integral experiments have been
made on FCA IX assemblies for evaluating cross-section data
oE Np-237, Pu-238, Pu-240, Am-241, Am-243 and Cm-244. These
actinide nuclides are important from the actinide transmu-
tation view point. The FCA IX consists of seven different
version of cores to cover a wide range of neutron spectra.
The sample worth was measured at the centre of the cores by
the criticality method with the accuracy of less than
i5 x 10-7 J K / K . The preliminary analysis indicated that
there was relatively large discrepancy between the measured
and calculated worths of almost all the samples except
Np-237. Detailed analysis is under way. The measurements
of fission rate ratio of actinides to U-235 have been made
at the centre of the cores by the fission chamber technique.
The measured fission rate ratio? are compared with the
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calculated ones by ENDF/B-V and transport theory with S4P1
approximation. The results show that the calculations
overestimate the measurements by 4 - 17% in most cases.
However, the calculation for Pu-238 underestimates the
measured one by about 25ï.

5.9 Research on Shielding

(1) Analyses of JOYO Shielding Measurements

In 1979, shielding characteristics of JOYO were
evaluated by the two-dimensional discrete ordinate
method (Program DOT-3.5), and the calculated results
were compared with the shielding measurements at JOYO.
The supplementary analyses have been performed this
year.

Flux distributions near the control rods and the effects
of the detector guide tube on the measured data in the
graphite and in the concrete regions have been analyzed:
C/E values of these data were not good in the previous
two-dimensional Sn analyses.

Newly measured data such as the flux distributions
through the main coolant pipe penetration, flux
distributions in the II1X room, and the activation level
of the sodium coolant were analyzed by the two-dimen-
sional Sn and albedo Monte Carlo codes. Neutron flux
distributions in the complex geometry were also analyzed
by the three-dimensional Sn code.

(2) Preparations of Group Cross-Section Sets from JENDL File

For analyses and design calculations of FBH shielding,
we have mainly used the cross-section sets which were
prepared from ENDF/B-IV file by the RADII EAT system of
JAERI. We are going to revise these multi-group, cross-
section sets by using JENDL file. SUPERTOG code in
RADHEAT system was checked for JENDL file and infinite
dilution cross sections of several elements were calcu-
lated. Checking the data by the benchmark problems
(such as MEA shielding benchmark), we wiL! revise all
cross-sections and self-shielding factors foc FBR
shielding calculations.

(3) Development of Albedo-Sn Transport Code DOT-ALH

The albedo-Sn transport code DOT-ALU has been developed
from the DOT-3.5 code. The code can take the albedo
bundary condition with energy-angle dependent differen-
tial albedo at the upper/ the lower and the right bounda-
ries. On the albedo Sn option, the asymmetric angular
quadrature sets are adoptable.

The neutron skyshine experiments conducted at the
reactor facility YAYOI, University of Tokyo was analyzed
with P3-S48 approximation as a benchmark test of the
code. The DOT-ALB code described well the neutron
spectra and the dose rates at the distance up to 1 Km
from the source within a factor of 0.5 - 1.9. It was
confirmed that the albedo scattering at the ground
affected strongly the neutron spectrum obtained near
the ground.

For the application, a problem was chosen on neutron
streaming through a sodium pipe chase-way surrounded
by a concrete shield of a typical prototype FBR. The
albedo-Sn calculation using the boots-strap technique
without any overlapping area turned out to save
computer time by 56% compared with that of the reference
calculation for whole geometry. The results of the
former agreed with those of the latter.

6. Research and Development of Reactor Components

6.1 Reactor Vessel and Internal Structure

6.1.1 Hydraulic Tests of Flow Distribution

To investigate the flow dynamics of coolant in the

reactor vessel of prototype FBR'MONJU, simulation tests

have been performed at llydrodynamic Tost Facility, 0-arai

Engineering Center, PNC with a half-size flow model of the

vessel using water as model fluid. Among these tests, ex-

periments on pressure distribution in plenums, pressure

loss between plenums, and flow rate distribution through

the core and blanket regions have been conducted.

Currently the next experiments are being scheduled to

obtain experimental data on flow rate dividing into

various flow paths in the MONJU core region.

6.2 Shield Plug

A temperature distribution test was carried out on a

simulated reactor upper shield plug which has a scale.o£

approximately 1/3 in diameter and l/l in height. It was

operated under elevated temperature using sodium. Test



Ни result showed existence of natural convection of argon

cover gas in the annular cjap around the plug.

In order to suppress this effect convection restraining

plates were employed. л performance test will shortly

start on the above-mentioned model with the convection

restraining plates. In connection with this test, thermal

emmisivities of liquid sodium surfaces, natural convection

and sodium deposition within the annular gap have been ex-

plored using small scale models. Following these tests,

the final performance test on preventive mechanism of

sodium deposition in the annular gap will be performed to

ensure the MONJU design.

6.3 Primary L'ump

After good hydraulic performance of prototype

primary pump of MONJU was verified in water, a series of

in-sodium tests have been carried out on the same prototype.

Rated flow operation with the main motor, low flow operat-

ion with the pony motor and coast down test were completed.

Start up test after long hot stand-by, low speed operation

test with low sodium level in pump casing and none seal

gas operation test have also been conducted to demonstrate

the various pump operation modes of MONJU.

6.4 Intermediate Heat Exchanger

Flow test of 1/6 sector model of the MONJU inter-

mediate heat exchanger has been completed.

Also 1/2 scale model of the II1X was fabricated both to make

sure the established flow distribution in primary side and

to optimize the flow control device in the secondary side.

The test is being performed also using water.

Further sodium flow test under transient condition is

planned to investigate the stratification characteristics

in the rising flow region after inlet nozzle which might

affect thermal shock rate to the upper tube shoet section.

On the other hand; in sodium life test was carried out on

the trially fabricated bellows to be used at the top of the

down-cominer pipe.

Further, on the tube-to-tube sheet welding, trial fabrica-

tions have been made to select the most suitable method

considering the reliability by and economy.

6.5 Control Rod Drive Mechanisms

Three kinds of control rod drive mechanisms has been

tested with full scale mock-up under simulated sodium

conditions. These have fine control, coarse control and

back-up functions respectively. These thrse test articles

are designed and fabricated by three separate manufacturers.

Bellows for shaft seals has been tested to establish the

design basis. As dynamic behavior affects on the life of

bellows, movement of bellows in case o£ scram has been

studied in detail in both experimental and analytical method.

Besides, fatigue life data have been stored through in-sodium

and in-argon gas test on bellows.

6.6 Refueling and Fuel Storage System

Refueling system of MONJU consists of in-vessel fuel

handling machine (FJ1M), and ex-vessel transfer machine (EVTM).

Testing of prototype FIIM in sodium and characteristic test

of the shaft seal were completed. Testing of ptototype. EVTM

in sodium has been performed since 1981.

The ex-vessel fuel storage tank (EVST) is designed to

hold the fuel assemblies by a rotating rack in sodium.

Testing of the bearing and the shaft seal in air and in sodium

were completed in 1982.



6.7 In-Service Inspection Equipments

An efforts is being made to develop In-Service Inspection

Equipment for reactor vessel and its inlet nozzles. Basic

examination technique is Visual.

Ueinote inspection technique with ITV camera which is to be

carried through narrow annulus between teactor vessel and

guard vessel, and cooling system for ITV camera which is to

operate at high temperature are being developed.

The remotely controlled ISI equipment for inlet nozzle is

under testing with a mock-up at about 200 degree C.

Another effort is being directed to develop the ultrasonic

method at high temperature for weldings of austenitic stain-

less steel as one of volumetric examination technique.

Demonstration of maintenance and repair techniques for
SG was carried out in 1981 using the evaporator.

Water and hydrogen are injected into the evaporator
or the sodium inlet piping and. hydrogen behavior in the loop
is being studied.

Acoustic leak detection system is aluo being studied
at the 50 MW SG teat facility.
Monju auxiliary cooling system (ACS) test equipment was
installed on secondary sodium loop of 50 MW SG Test Facility,
simulating Monju system and, operation and testing of this
system was started from July 1982.
Flow diagram and test items of ACS is shov/n in Fig. 7-2
and Fig. 7-3, respectively.
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7. Steam Generator System

7.1 50 MW SG Test Facility

After the 3,400 hour operation with steaming condition
the testing of No.l 50 MW SG were completed in April 1975.
It was disassembled for inspection and the feasility of the
"MONJU" SG design concept was fonfirmed.

Then No. 5 50 MW SG was contructed and the performance-
test began in January 1976.
Test items and schedule of SG reserch and development- in
Japan is shown in Fig. 7-1.
The accumulated operating time of No.2 50 MW SG is 11,500
hours with steaming condition for the evaporator and 3,950
hours for the superheater.
Total operating time for secondary sodium loop with sodium
is 27,-100 hours as of the end of 1982.
Keserch and development on the steam generator character-
istics, plant controlability and thermal transient test
were almost completed.

The spacial characteristics of the evaporator were
evaluated taking into account of the plugged tube effect.
Evaluation of the effect of the water side fauling is under
way. No performance change has been observed after 12,000
hours operation.
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Fig. 7.3 ACS Test Items

В. Sodium Technology

8.1 Material Tests in Sodium

Creep-rupture tests under internal pressure are
carried out for modified SUS316 fuel cladding tubes.

Mechanical tensile tests after exposure to high
temperature sodium, as well as corrosion test in sodium are
continued for modified SUS316 and advanced alloy for future
fuel cladding tube.

Caustic corrosion tests of SUS3O4 and SUS316 wore
carried out in the primary environment of nitrogen includ-
ing oxygen of 0 - 24 and II

2
0 of 0 - 14,800 ppm. Also,

caustic corrosion tests of SUS304 are continued in the
secondary environment of air at the temperatures of 325°C
and 505-C.

Stress corrosion cracking tests of SUS304, SUS316 and
SUS321 are continued in the wetted steam including oxygen
and chlorine.

Self-welding, friction and corrosion tests are continued
on Inconel 710, tribaloy 700, Colmonoy No.5 and Chronium
carbide LC-11I. The tests are carried out under the variable
condition as the parameter test.

8.2 Flow and Heat Transfer

A study on heat transfer from the liquid sodium surface
to the reactor shield plug through cover gas space was com-
pleted progress.• • •

The performance tests on some models of the convection
barriers are now in.progress. The barriers are designed
to prevent sodium vapor deposition on the annular gaps
between the reactor vessel and the shield plug.

Water cavitation tests were completed on the entrance
nozzle of fuel subassemblies and the flow controlling core
internals of MONJU. Tests are to be carried out on the
cavitation for the whole subassembly with improved entrance
nozzle in near future.

As the preliminary step of sodium cavitation test,
development of an acoustic detection technique for the
inception of cavitation in sodium started in tlovember 1977.
The feasibility of this technique has been confirmed.

As the next step, cavitation tests in sodium are being
made in order to verify the interrelation with the water
test.



8.3 DelwvLOr of Radlonuclides in Sodium

The objective of this area is to study the mass
transfer of radioactive corrosion products in sodium tor
the purpose o£ the evaluating the radiation dose of the
primary coolant system and the development of the control
method. ;,

The forth radioactive mass transfer exposure test has
been compled in the Activated Material Test ьоор-II. Major
Test conditions of this test were as follows:

8.4

cold trap temperature

test duration

sodium temperature

140 °C

4,000 Urs

650 "С (hot ley)

400 °C (cold leg)

Л coiuputor code for corrosion product behaviour in
sodium is being developed.

The basic studies for inhibition of corrosion product
were started in 1979. A model test for inhibition of 5lî Mn
lias been progressed. Trapping of corrosion products using
metals like Nickel is also investigated.

Sodium Chemistry and Sodium Purification

Performance test of an experimental model of on-line
gas chromotocirdph for JOYO cover gas monitor was done in
order to determine the measuring condition and to confirm
the durability.

A prototype on-line gas Chromatograph was fabricated
in 1979 and performance test was made in 1981.

Development of the other on-line impurity indicators
such as plugging indicator, hydrogen, carbon, and oxygen
meter, continue at 0-arai Engineering Center.

A typical full size cold trap for FBR primary cooling
system has been tested on an improved model based on data
obtained from past experiences. The test includes quick-
ened life test and regeneration test as well as ordinary
characteristics test.

Cold traps of the secondary cooling system are estima-
ted to be exchanged every several years because the traps
will be plugged with the hydrogen diffused through the heat
transfer tubes of the steam generator. A preliminary study

on regeneration of the plugged cold trap was conducted by
evacuating gas phase over the sodium surface after dissolv-
ing the trapped hydrogen into sodium by raising the tempera-
ture.

The results show that MONJU secondary cold trap is
required to be heated to about 360°C in order to regenerate
it within a month. A large scale test on the regeneration
system of the secondary cold trap is planned to be per-
formed m 1984 through 1987.

A feasibility study on regeneration of MONJU primary
cold trap was completed.

8.5 Sodium Removal and Decontamination

Since 1971, sodium removal tests have been carried out
for the various sodium components at the O-arai Engineering
Center. Sodium removal experiences were obtainted in the
past two or three years about the following components.

a. Monju fuel handling machine (mockup)

b. Monju intermediate heat exchanger (mockup)

c. Monju primary coolant circulating pump (mockup)

d. Joyo primary coolant circulating pump

e. Joyo various fuel subassembliea

f. Grapples of Joyo Fuel Handling Machine

The mock-up of JOYO reactor vessel with its internals
rotating plug will be dismantled within next two years and
new experiences will be obtained.

A feasibility study is being made on removing sodium
from crevices.

Since 1976," study of radioactivity decontamination of
primary system components are being made in laboratories of
manufactures.

The program consists of the following from parts;

a. Researches in the chemical decontamination method

b. Researches in the physical decontamination method

Studies on treatment techniques of the decontami-
nation waste water

e. Miscellaneous studies.

123



124 8.6 Miscellaneous

Full size cold trap of MONJU primary cooling system
has been tested on an improved model based on data obtained
from past experiences. The test includes forced life test
and regeneration test as well as ordinary characteristics
test.

9. Development of FDR Instrumentation

9.1 Nuclear Instrumentation

9.1.1 In-Core Fission Chamber
Development of micro fission chamber to provide

for the instrumented subassemblies of JOYO has been
nearly completed.

At the final stage of this development, sodium
flowing tests for the simulated instrumented subassemb-
lies of JOYO MK-1I core are now being carried out.
The instrumented subassemblies will be loaded in JOYO
MK-II core at the end of 1984.

9.1.2 Ex-vessel fission Chamber (FC) and compensated Ionization
chamber (CIC)

High performance FC and CIC for Nuclear Instrumen-
tation of MONJU have been developed.

9.1.3 Ex-vessel DF3 Proportional Counter

Ex-vessel BF3 proportional counter was tested
under the temperature up to 250 °C. Neutron sensitivity
was about 4.5 cps/nv and it was kept constant even when
the counter was exposed to gamma flux of 200 R/h.

An improved BF3 proportional counter will be
installed in Japan Research Reactor -4 for examination
of the reliability.

9.2 Failed Fuel Detection and Location

9.2.1 FFD

For cover gas monitoring system, a moving-wire-type
and a fixed-wire-type precipitators have been developed,
and the resuLts of the performance tests were excellent.

9.2.2 Fï'DL

The tag system has been developed for locating
the failed fuel subassembly. The adoption of the
cryogenic adsorption system was made for Monju.

A simulation test of the cryogenic adsorption
system for Monju is to be investigated within next year.

The neutron irradiation test of tagging gas is to
be carried out in the test subassemblies of Joyo MK-II
core

9.3 Early Warning System for Fuel Failure

9.3.1 Temperature Measurement

The performance and reliability of C.A. (Chromel-
Alumel) thermocouples under irradiation condition by
JMTR were investigated and failed thermocouples were
inspected in a hot-laboratory. Thermocouple failures
occurred frequently in the initial operation stage,
but the numbers were fairly decreased later.

9.3.2 Flow Measurement

New type eddy-current flow/temperature sensors
were developed and tested in a sodium loop.
Durability tests in high temperature atmosphere and
irradiation tests of the sensors are being carried out.

Flow blockage test and gas bubble detection tests
are being performed using the flow sensors and seven
mock-up subassemblies of MONJU fuel.

9.3.3 Other Systems

An acoustic detection system is being developed for
purpose of detecting some anomalous sound, in particular
the onset of local boiling in the core. Experiments and
analysis are being performed on the acoustic propagation
in subassemblies and through core structure.

The reactivity balance method and reactor noise
analysis are being studied on the TCA (Thermal Neutron
Critical Assembly) in JAERI since 1979. A correlation
method using.the reactivity and nise signals are being
investigated.

9.4 Process Instrumentation

9.4.1 Sodium Flow Meters for Large Piping

Since the permanent magnet type flowmeter was
adopted for the flow measurement of the primary and
secondary system of MONJU, flowmeter response and
calibration method became a major concern. Some tests
related to these items are in progress at the O-arai
Engineering Center.



The durability test for a 12-inch uLtrasonic flow-
nieter was carried out. A 24-inch ultrasonic flowmeter
is being tested, for the application to the calibration
of the electro-magnetic flowineter in MONJU.

Л testing of on-site calibration technique using
cross-correlation technique of EM Flowmeter noise
signals was carried out in JOYO cooling system.

9.5 Surveillance

9.5.1 Under Sodium Viewer

Under Sodium Viewer (USV) is being developed in
two types designed for different purposes. Under-
water Imaging test of the horizontal type USV system,
which functions as a acoustic sweeper, has been
carried out using a 1/1 scale water pool of MONJU with
acoustic reflector assemblies.

Under-Sodium Imaging test of the vertical type USV
system, which visualizes the upper surface of the core
barrel, has been carried out using a 3/10 scale model
of MONJU reactor vessel.

9.5.2 Sodium Leak Detection System

A sodium ionization detector and aerosol trapping
filter were tested at the leak rate of the order of
100 g/h in the simulated environment of a primary cell
of MONJU.

Testing in the simulated environment of secondary
system of MONJU is being planned. In relation to this
system, aerosol generation and diffusion are also
investigated.

10. Fuel and Materials

nology development. The "MOHJU" fuel fabrication plant
utilizing as much remote technologies a:» possible is
being designed in detail, and some of remote handling
components are being developed.

10.2 Fuel Pins

Inpile fuel instrumentation technique are being
developed. Inpile measurements for fuel center tempera-
ture and fission gas pressure have been done.

Metalic coated cladding tubes, being developed to
reduce the fuel cladding chemical interaction have been
irradiated, examined and analyzed. Further irradiation
is planned in "JOYO" reactor.

Out of pile tests to clarify the basic mechanism of
CCCT (Clad Component Chemical Transport) and FCCT are
being continued.

10.3 Cladding Tubes

The "JOYO" MK-I fuel was composed of some 10% cold
worked 316 stainless steel tubes, however, 20'4 cold worked
316 stainless steel tubes will be used for "JOYO" MK-II and
"MONJU" fuels.

Optimized type 316 stainless steel, controlled the
concentration of C, Si, P, Ni, Cr, N, U, Ti, Nb and solution
temperature in order to get better creep strength and swel-
ling resistance, has been developed for "MONJU" and "JOYO"
MK-II fuel cladding tubes. These tubes are being irradiated
in Phénix, FFTF and "JOYO" MK-II.

For back up materials to type 316 stainless steel,
6 modified austenitic stainless steels were chosen, and
their screening tests are being conducted. Furthermore,
development of precipitation-strengthened high Nialloys
and fersitic steels has been initiated.
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10.1 Fuel Fabrication

The fabrication of "JOYO" MK-II fuel is now being
carried out at the modified PNC Plutonium Fuel Fabrication
Facility.

The detailed design of the "MONJU" fuel assembly is
almost fixed, and the construction of the PNC Plutonium
Fuel Production Facility for "MONJU" fuel started. Pu
handling technology gained through the fabrication of
"JOYO" core fuel are now being applied to the new tech-

10.4 Subassembly

Final test fabrication of mock-up fuel subassembly
for "MONJU" was carried out and the fabricated subassembly
was subjected to a sodium endurance test.

Wrapper tube with integrated spacer-pad has been
developed for "MONU" subassembly.

Experiments and analysis of edge flow effect in wire-
spaced pin bundles, (bundle-duct interaction) tests of



126 partial mock-up fuel subassemblies, and seismic tusLs of
mock-up fuel subassemblies were completed.

10.5 Fuel irradiations

MK-I irradiations ended. Several subassemblies were
modified and irradiated to verify the design criteria
acjainst the wear marks on fuel claddings.
Irradiations of fuel pins and subassemblies are being per-
formed in some foreign reactors, such as, phénix, FBR-II
and FFTF in order to assure the performance of "MONJU"
fuels. Safety irradiation experiments in Siroe reactor,
using the pre-irradiated fuel pins in Rapsodie, started
and will be completed in 1983.

11. Structural Design and Materials

11.1 Development of High Temperature Structural Design Method

11.1.1 Inelastic Structural Analysis Programme

a. General purpose inelastic structural analysis
programme

The general purpose inelastic structural
abalysis programme FINAS has been developed
since 1976 and partly been used since 1978
for the design analysis and the development
of simplified methods of inelastic analysis.

b. Inelastic analysis programme for straight pipes

The special purpose programme TEPC which
was developed for creep-ratcheting analysis of
straight pipes has been utilized to make
several design charts.

11.1.2 Development of Simplified Methods of Inelastic Analysis
and Supplementary Design Rules

Although detailed analysis method are powerful tools
to evaluate stresses and strains, it is also important
to develop a wide variety of simplified methods for
parametric design evaluations.

On the other hand, for qualification of the results
by detailed or simplified method of inelastic analysis,
it is necessary to specify the analysis procedure and
the material data in detail.

The following research and development were carried
out.

a. Simplified creep damage evaluation methods for
structural discontinuities.

b. Application of reference stress method for
evaluation of elastic follow-up strain.

c. Simplified inelastic analysis methods of
perforated plates.

d. Development of simplified evaluation method
of local stresses at piping support.

e. Development of simplified analysis method for
class 2 components.

f. Establishment of design application procedure
of inelastic analysis method.

g. Development of consitutive equations for
structural materials

h. Analysis of inelastic piping benchmark problems

i. Analysis of inelastic nozzle-to-sphere bench-
mark problem

j. Development of postprocessors based on high
temperature design code for class 1 Vessels
and piping of MONJU.

11.2 Structural Material Test

Fig. 11-1 shows the revision of elevated temperature
design standards for structure and the program of structural
material test. From this figure, it can be seen that these
tests were under way in parallel with the construction of
FBR in every country. In Japan, structural material test
program phase II for "MOMJU" has been conducted under co-
ordination of PNC. Research and development on structual
materials have been reflected on the design for "MONJU" as
shown in Fig. 11-2.

11.2.1 In-air Structural Material Test

Table 11-2 shows the summary of the in-air struc-
tural material test program. As the result of Step I
and Step II, many basic data on mechanical properties
were obtained that were available to the structural
design for "MONJU" components.



Now, the first stage of step III plan has been
completed in Mar., 1983. The first purpose oE Step III
plan is placed on the confirmation and verification
of the Design-Guide and the Material Strength Standard
for MON.JU.

The second purpose of Step III plan is to broaden
the scope of research works to the demonstration plant.

According to increasing needs for structural
materials data on "MONJU" components, the installation
of fatigue and creep testing machines has progressed
since 1977 in b'BR component fabricaters. And new test
laboratory for structural material strengths, which was
facilitated ten high temperature low cycle fatigue
testing machines and eighty creep testing machines, was
constructed in O-arai Engineering Center in Aug., 1980.

11.2.2 Structural Material Tests in Sodium

The following research works are in progress:

a. Corosion and mass transfer

Mass transfer tests on SUS304, SUS316, SUS321
and 2 l/4Cr-lMo steel

b. Carbon transfer

Carbon transfer test on bimetallic systems
simulating the MONJU secondary systems

c. Mechanical strength tests in sodium

Determine the effect of the sodium environment
on the mechanical properties of structural
materials, such as tensile strength, creep,
low-cycle fatigue, stress relaxation and ,
creep-fatigue.

The new facility was constructed in O-arai Engineer-
ing Center in 1979.

11.2.3 Irradiation - Effect Test on Structural Material

The tests on domestic 304 stainless steel have been
conducted to ensure the safety of reactor vessel and
internal components under the irradiated condition.
The materials mainly irradiated at JMTR of JAERI and
are tested in O-arai Engineering Center.

Irradiation tests using "JOYO" are in progress.

11.2.4 Data Banking and Retrieval System

Material tests are conducted following the standard
manual "FOR Metallic Materials Test Manual" including
various data sheets and standard graphs. Л data banking
and receival system which handles the resulted data are
under development.

11.3 Test of Structural Elements and Components

In order to evaluate the adequacy of high temperature
design rules and analysis methods and also to confirm the
integrity of the actual components, the following structural
element and component test have been or are being performed.

a. Creep buckling test of elbow

* Clarification of elastic-plastic-creep
deformation behavior of an elbow component

* Determination of the condition under which
creep buckling occurs on this component

(including the development of the simplified
design rules for buckling of elbow)

* Verification of the applicability of the
inelastic analysis method

b. Creep fatigue test of elbow

* Investigation of creep-fati'jue damage evaluation
in a practical component

с Thermal transient test of elbow (at ETEC)

d. Creep ratcheting test of straight pipes
and elbows

* Verification of inelastic analysis method

* Confirmation of Bree's diagram

e'. Creep fatigue tests of elbow in sodium

f. Thermal fatigue test of circumferencial butt- •
weld joints and dissimilar metal joints, and
nozzle structures
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128 g. Dasic structural, element behavior testa

» Beam under cyclic bendincj and under combined
loading of sustained axial force and cyclic
bendincj

* Rod with stepped cross section in cyclic
tension and compression

* Notched plate in cyclic tension and
compression

* Curved beam in tension and bending

* Tli in tube under combined loading of
internal pressure and axial force.

Table 11-1 Outline and Characteristics of In-air Test Program for FDR Structural Materials

Year

Step I
(1977,
1970)

Step II

[ 1У / У
1 ПО] 1л. J О i )

Step III

(1982 - )

Outline and characteristics

1. Acquirement of basic strength
data Eor base materials.

2. Acquirement of basic strength
data for weld deposited metals.

3. Other tests
• Pre-strain effect test.on
SUS304 materials

• High-speed tensile test on
SUS316 aged materials

• Strength test on inconel 718
base materials

1. Acquirement of basic strength'data
for base materials.
(Supplement of Step I)

2. Examination of material strength
test procedures for welded joints.

3. Acquirement of badic strength data
of welded joints.

4. Other tests

• Creep constitutive equation
confirmation and preparation tests.

• Plastic and elastic behavior
tests, etc.

1. Supplemental test to Steps 1 and II.

3. Tests in improved base material and
welded material.

Reactor

•

Prototype
reactor

Demonstra-

tion
reactor

Material

SUS3O4

SUS316
Ы \J W M* J» w

SUS321

2 1/4 Cr-lMo

(Inconel 718)

and their de-
posited metal,
welded joint

Production
Form

Plate

Forged

Tube

Material
test item

Tensile test

High-speed
tensile test

Creep test

Fatigue test

Creep fatigue

test

Relaxation

test

Materials
behavior test,
etc.



Table H-2 Summary of the In-air Material Test

Step

Step I

(1977,
1978)

Step II

(1979,
. 1980)

Purpose

1. To obtain busic data of base
me tal

2. To obtain basic data of weld
metal

3. Others

• Test on pre-strained material

• High speed tensile test on
aged mateLlal

• Material test on tnconal 718

1. To obtain basic data or base
me ta 1

2, To investigate the test proce-
dure on welded ;jomt

3. To obtain basic data of welded
joint

•1. Others
• High cycle fatigue test

• Development of creep equation

• Test on inelastic behavior

Material

SUS304

SUS316

SUS321

and

their weld

metal,

welded

joint

Product Form

Plate

Forged

tube

Test

• Tensile test

• High speed
tensile test

* deep test

• Fatigue test

• Creep-fatigue
test

• Relaxation test
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Fig. 11-1 Revision of elevated Temperature Structural

Design Standards and Program of Structural

Material Test

After the new design standard was established in 1971, every

country was obliged to change and expand largely the structural

material test program in order to obtain ЬасИ-up data.

These tests are under way in parallel with the construction oE

F.DR in every country.
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(Research &
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Design of 1'rototype
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Reactor

Fig. 11-2 Research and Development of Structural
Materials and Their Reflection on the
Desiyn of: Fast Breeder Reactor

12.

12.1 Core Safety

12.1.1 Sodium Boiling

Two series of boiling experiments have been per-
formed using 37-pm bundles by the end of 1980.

A new 37-pin bundle named 3711 is being manufactured
at prosent. It has the full length of MONJU fuel sub-
assembly with a chopped-cosine heating profile. The
designing work for a new decay heat boiling experiment
facility will be soon begun.

Water experiments were completed to investigate the
behavoir of large bubble which might be formed during
WCA. The bubble shape and condensing process were
measured.

12.1.2 Fuel failure Propagation

The local blockage experiments using a 91-piti bundle
which was blocked a half on whole flow area by a stain-
less steel plate were conducted till the end of 1982.

The temperature rise in the flow region behind
the blockage was measured. The additional temperature
rise due to inert gas release to simulate FP gas from
fuel pins was also obserbed. These runs supplied useful
information to study the dryout criteria of local boiling.
The temperature rise behind the blockage was estimated
as shown in Fig. 12-1 which indicated that boiling may
occure at the limited location of the wake in a case of
edge blockage.

Also, acoustic noise and in-core-flowmeter signals
were measured for anomaly detection.

12.1.3 Molten Cora Material Interactions

1) Fuel coolant interaction tests

Ten out-of-pile tests were performed with
single pin and 7-pin bundle geometries to investi-
gate the FCI phenomena during the TOP accidents
in an LMt'UR since December 1979.

Experimental conditions simulating the thermo-
hydraulic conditions in an LMFBR are i«hown in
Table 12-1. The power of electrically heated fuel



pins was control Led at steady state of 90 to 160
W/cin and thon a power transient was supplied to
each pin with a single linear power ramp or with
a slow power ramp of pro-transient followed by a
rapid power ramp.

The experimental results are shown in Table
12-2. The amplitude of maximum pressure pulses
was measured in the range of 0.5 to 1.3 Ml'a with
full-width at half maximum or 0.3 to 0.6 msec in
the 7-pin tests and in the range of 0.69 to 4.61
t-iPa with 0.2 to 1.45 msec in the single pin tests.
X-ray photographs and the post disassembly exa-
minations of the test sections show some amount
of the ejected fuel adhered to the cladding and
wrapper tube around the zone of failure.

More six tests will be performed with the
7-pin bundle geometry to study the behavior of
fuel fragments in sodium as a function of sodium
velocity ar.d the effects of pin diameter and
bundle size.

12.1.4 Transient Overpower Tests(CABRI)

PNC has participated in the joint CABRI project
as junior partner since 1975, stationing delegates at
Cadarache, France.

Useful information has been accumulated on the
behaviour of fresh and irradiated fast reactor fuel
pins under rapid power transient conditions.

Code verifications for the PAPAS-AS and SAS3D have
been done through the experimental analyses (pre-and
post-test calculations).

12.1.5 Large Scale Inpile Tests (ТКЕЛТ and SLSF)

PNC stationed two engineers in US national
laboratories: one who participated in pre-caleu lation
of the TREAT RX1 test at ANL, and the other in post-
calculation of the SLSF Wl test at I1EDL. In РМС/0-arai,
experimental results from various TREAT and SLSfc' tests
have been used for verification of the fuel failure
model of the PAPAS-IS accident analysis code and the
REDNEC-1I two-dimentional boiling model. The effort
has also been continued to modify the LEVTTATE modeL,
which was originally developed for the SAS4A code by
ANL, for an analysis of the TREAT UXl test.
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12.1.6 PA1IR in-pile tests

PNC joined together in a joint study of debris bed
coolability since 1980 which was conducted under USNRC
programmatic management at Sandia National Laboratories
in Albuquerque, New Mexico. A technical staff was sent
for participation in the conduct and analysis of the
debris bed coolability in-pile tests. These results
were used in Monju 1ICDA. analyses.

12.1.7 Accident Analysis Codes

1) Whole core accident analysis

Several computer codes have been developed and
used in a study of HCDA events in the Monju reactor
using SAS3D, VENUS and SIMMER-II codes. Those
include: the SAVE code for SAS3D to VENUS data
transfer; the SAME code for SAS3D to SIMMER-ÏI data
transfer; the SPLINT code for preparing reactivity
worth input to SAS3D; and SASGRIP, SASMOVIE and an
extended version of the PLOT3D code for obtaining
improved graphical representation from the bulky
output of SAS3D. An verification effort of SAS3D
has been made mainly through analyses of CABRI test
results.

Concerning the PAPAS-IS initiation phase code
development, major activities were focused on the
development and verification of a new fuel deformation
model FLCAS'iV A model for transient fission gas
release and swelling is being developed for the code.
Many modifications have been performed on the EULFCI
fuel-coolant interaction model, which will be a part
of PAPAS-IS, through the effort of the model valida-
tion.

A first version of the PRELUDE code was developed
for РЛ11П analyses and is being uued for reactor case
studies.

2) Local faults

A series of versatile 3D thermo-hydraulics codes
in an LMFBR subassembly are being developed: ASFRE
for single phase and TOPFRES for two-phase'including
sodium boiling. The verification of those codes has
been made by comparing the calculated results with
out-of-pile simulation tests for various local faults
accidents both in water and sodium. A result of the
ASFUE Prediction is shown in Fig. 12-2 for the LMBWG
international benchmark calculation on local flow
blockage test. The both codes as well as a 2D sodium
boiling code BOCAL are also being used for SLSF in-
pilo test interpretation.



132 A ID sodium boiling code SABENA is being developed,
which uses two-fluid model. Refering the experiences
in TOPFRES development, SABENA is planned to be
extended to a 3D code.

3) System support utilities

Large Code System Maintenance, LAXYM, was
upgrated to include CALL COMDECK statements. The new
version LAXYM-77 can treat FORTRAN-77 of either IBM
or FACOM. References to statements previously used
the internal statement numbers can now alternately
use card ID numbers in the source program.

12.2 Shock Structural Experiments and Analyses

Structural responses of the reactor vessel and
primary piping against 11CDA energetics have been vigorously
pursued for Monju licensing both experimentally and analy-
tically.

1) Energy source calibration tests (1981-82)

To confirm the similitude in HCDA energy release,
tests were conducted to obtain the temporal behavior
of the energy release from a slow explosive, one such
example of the p-delta v curves is shown in Fig. 12-3.

2) Scaled model reactor vessel tests (1981-83)

Once the energy release characteristics was con-
firmed by the preceding method, the explosives were
detonated in scaled reactor vessel models.
Parametric tests include the effects of the infernal
structure, of the upper core structure, of the thermal
shieled sheets upon the deformation of the vessel one
example is shown in Fig. 12-4.

3) Pressure wave propagation tests in the scaled PUTS
pi ping

A scaled model of the Monju PUTS hot leg includ-
ing restraints and hangers (Fig.12-5) was subjected to
an incident shock wave. The propagation in the fluid
media of elastic waves and the vibrational character-
istics of the restraints were measured, one of the
findings was that the peak of the incident wave is
greatly attenuated at the elbow due to the generation
of the secondary wave and the vibration of the elbow.

4) Analytical studies with PISCES (1981-)

A huge number of parametric runs were conducted
by the PISCES-2DELK code to establish the mechanical
margin of the Monju reactor vessel.
Fig.12-6 illustrates such calculation.

5) Tensile tests on materials (1981- )

Basic materials tests on high-speed tensile
• properties are being studied jointly by JRC/Ispra
and PNC. The tests are conducted on materials
already given low-cycle fatigue and the strain rate
is changed parametrically. Fig.12-7 gives the decrease
of residual ductility vs. fatigue cycle ratio.

12.3 Radiological consequences

1) Fission product loop

The FPL-2 sodium in pile loop has buen installed
in the .Toshiba Training Reactor in June, 1982. The
loop has a delay line of about 25 meters and equipped
with eleven gamma collimators and two DN detectors.
The test series is aimed at measuring tha transfer and
deposition of fission products, and a ultimately under-
standing the signals from failed fuel elements.
Preliminary startup tests started in August, 1982
yielded excellent statistics and S/N ratio.

2) Sodium spray fire experiments

For the purpose of validating the SPRAY code used
in Monju licensing and of checking the influence of
water vapor in the atmosphere, six spray tests were
conducted in a 21 m3 cell covered internally by steel
liners. The spray nozzle on the ceiling ejects about
50 kg of sodium at 530°C, the mean diameter of the
sprayed sodium particles is about 1 nun. The tempera-
ture and pressure of the gas, the change of concent-
rations and the generation rate of aerosols were
measured. The experiments revealed that the humidity
lias practically no influence on the peak temperature
and pressure of the gas and that no hydrogen is
generated when the oxygen content is 21 volume percent.

SPRAY predicts conservative values for gas
temperature and pressure and further analysis is
continuing.

\



3) Sodium fire analysis

To enable analysis of simultaneous sodium fires
(spray and ensuing pool) in the secondary system, an
attempt is being made in coupling SPRAY and SOFIRE
into a unified code, ASSCOPS. This utilizes the
2-cell model of SOFIRE and a spray fire is assumed
in the upper cell. Decause of the differences in
the geometry and compositions in the two cells, the
coupling was not easy. We have reached the stage
though that the calculation results seem reasonable.

4) Containment analysis

CONTAIN developed by Sandia for US-NRC has been
checked out on a CYBER-176. Simultaneous conversiiii
of the code to the IBM-compatible form has been
completed.

Comparison between CONTAIN and SPRAY for a spray
fire in a single cell yielded a good agreement. Inter
comparison between ASSCOPS and CONTAIN is under con-
sideration.

5) Sodium concrete reaction studies

Samples (25cm diameter, 30cm height) are manu-
factured from the agglogregate to be used for the
Monju plant and were immersed in 8kg of hot sodium
under nitrogen atmosphere. The erosion velocity of
the sodium into the concrete and the rate of hydrogen
generation were measured. For this particular type
of concrete, no interaction is observed, if the
sodium temperature is below about 530°C. The heat
of reaction and the possibility of interaction between
the constituents of concrete and sodium are also
studied.

12.4 Sodium Fires

Sodium fire tests in air enviroment are now under
planning at 0-arai Engineering Center, PNC to investigate
consequence of a sodium leak from Monju secondary system.

1) Basic Test

The basic tests are to study the performance of
fire suppression system, funneling floor, and smother-
ing tank in a small scale.

The test rig is now under construction. The test will
be started from March 1983, where 180 kg of sodium in
total weight will be used.

2) Large Scale Tests

The large scale test are to study The sodium
fires with a half scale model of Monju secondary
building, where a fire suppression system, funneling
floors, and smothering tank are installed.The facility
construction is scheduled to start from mid 1983,
and the test will be started from early 1985. In the
test, the maximum of 20 tons of sodium in total weight
will be spilled in the model .

Table '•.'_ 1 Experimental Conditions for FCI

Teat No.

T070101

'ГО7О4О1

TO7O402

•Г070403

T070404

TU70 105

T010101

'I'OLOlOi

T010103

TU10104

Pin
number

7

7

7

7

7

7

1

1

1

1

fuel pin
number

I

4

4

3

4

1

1

1

I

1

Pin
diameter

(mm)

B.7

8.7

B.7

B.7

8.7

8.7

0.7

16.51

16.54

16.54

Pin gas
pressura
(NPa)

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0

0

0

0

0.6

Sodium
temperature

(deg C)

450

450

500

450

450

450

450

450

450

450

Sodium
Velocity

(m/s)

6.6

6.5

4.8

4.6

4.6

6.5

6.6

6.5

6.0

6.5

Transient overpower

Ramp rate

(kW/s)

36.5

24.0

58.5

117.0

7.9

24.0

24.0

72.0

11.56«)
79.2

(1.56«)
79.2

Time

(s)

1.33

2.03

0.8

0.4

1.0

1.2

1.2

2.0

6.0«)
1.0

6.0«)
1.0

• : Pre-transient
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TEMPERATURE fc)
Table 12-2 Expérimenta I Results for I'Cl

Test No.

T070101

T070401

T070402

TÜ70403

TO 70-10 4

TO70405

T070101

TO 10102

T010103

T010104

Maximum pressure pulse

Pulse height

(Ml'a)

-

1.2

1.3

0.5

0.5

-

0.69

2.04

4.61

-

Full width at
half maximum

(ms)

-

0.6

0.3

0.4

0.5

-

0.2

0.95

1.45

-

IOOO

900

100

0,

(PNC-FS - 1520 )
—i 1 1 1 г—i : 1 г

q" = 200 W/cm2 , Uo = 6 m/s
max. bur. Constant

ATwoke

spacer wire distortion

Flow reducrioa
effect .

.V

Beyond extrapolation
of the model

i i i i i i i

I2O-

Z
[ M M ]

0 • 0.5 1.0

Fraction of blocked flow area F(-)

Fig. 1

Estimation of Temperature Rise Under
MOMJU Condition (Single-Phase Calculation)
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I2O
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Fig. 12-2 Benchmark Calculation 4 9Î Central
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136 A REVIEW OF FAST REACTOR ACTIVITIES
IN SWITZERLAND

P. WYDLER
Swiss Federal Institute for Reactor Research,
Würenlingen, Switzerland

plant will be necessary before the year 20OO. Whether or not these plants

(and particularly that at Kaiseraugst) can be built depends on the outcome

of two new antinuclear initiatives. These essentially call for a halt to all

nuclear construction after completion of the I.eibstadt plant. The initiatives

are about to be discu*ssod in Parliament and will be put to a general vote

in 1984. It is worth noting, however, that the electricity growth rates for

the last two years (2.7 % and 1.5 %) are broadly in line with the predicted

trends.

1. Nuclear Energy in Switzerland

for many years the Swiss energy policy has been influenced by developments

on two independent and quite different levels. On the rational level on the

one hand, the heavy dependence on iniported oil (currently still -70 I of

total end energy consumption) has been recognized and steps have been taken

towards a more active national energy policy. On the ideological level on

the other hand, in spite of the excellent performance of the country's

operating reactors, much the same difficulty with the public perception of

nuclear power has been evidenced in Switzerland as in some other European

countries.

To provide a basis for a national energy policy, two independent commissions

were set up by the federal Council in 1974 and 1979. After an assessment of

likely energy scenarios, the commissions have recoimiiended a future energy

strategy which gives priority to conservation, research and substitution.

An energy article to be incorporated in the Constitution was also recommen-

ded, but the specific proposal drafted by the federal Council failed to be

accepted in a general vote in februacy 1983.

Under the constraints prevailing in Switzerland -substitution" in the above

context means substitution of oil primarily by nuclear power. Depending a:

the scenario, one or two 1000 MWe plants in addition to the lJ42 HWe Leibstadt

2. Overview of Fast Reactor Activities

As a result of the current political situation the Swiss nuclear energy

programmes are heavily biased towards the backend of the fuel cycle and only

a low priority is being given to research related to advanced reactor con-

cepts. Under these circumstances the fact that, in 1983, the fast breeder

activities were allocated a budget increase of 8 % | ] 1 after accounting

for inflation) was noted with satisfaction by the people concerned. Since

Switzerland does not intend to develop its own fast reactor, the available

modest funds of 5.8 million Swiss Francs can be concentrated effectively on

a few carefully selected activities. These presently comprise topics in the

field of LMFBR safety and a development programme for advanced fuels.

The LMb'UK safety activities began in 1980 at the Federal Institute for

Reactor Research (EIH). Initially, parametric studies of the work energy

potential of hypothetical whole core accidents and studies ot aerosol

transportation were carried out, mainly to answer particular questions raised

by the federal authorities. A general assessment study of thu safety charac-

teristics of fast reactors and literature studies of the international

status of breeder safety research were also performed. At a later stage

these activities led to the identification of interesting research topics

which seemed to be particularly suited to be pursued at EIR.



Today the I.MFUR safety programme includes analyses of whole core accidents,

hydrodynamics/structure mechanics studies and natural convection studies.

More recently, preparations tor some molten fuel-coolant interaction studies

have begun. 'Го ensure the necessary information excltange, collaborations

have been established with foreign research groups working in these fields.

The fuel development programme, comprising sphere-рас mixed carbide fuel

production, test pin fabrication, fuel irradiation, post-irrudiation

examination and modelling of fuel behaviour, has been under way at EIR

since 196Ü. Presently, efforts are concentrated on manufacturing - 30 fuel

pins to be used in an irradiation experiment at FFTF. A diversification of

the programme is being considered which may possibly include the production

of sphere-рас mixed oxide fuel.

3. LMFiiR Safety

3.1 Analysis of Whole Core Accidents

In collaboration with Karlsruhe EIR is engaged in an investigation of the

influence of burnup on an unprotected LOF accident. The study is based on

the current design of SNR-1300 with a homogeneous core. As indicated in

the previous activities report, calculations performed at Karlsruhe using

SAS3D predicted that the mechanical work energy potential of the UOEC core

is .10 i lower than that of the EOEC core. Meanwhile the KfK code CAPRI

has been transferred to EIU and is being used to perform similar but inde-

pendent calculations. An intercomparison of the SAS3D and the CAPRI results

is expected to provide useful information on the sensitivity of the accident

progression to particular model assumptions.

3.2 Molten Fuel-Coolant Interaction Studies

Although present evidence suggests that consequences of possible Holten

fuel-cooldnt interactions would not be important under postulated accident

137 conditions, there remains some lack of confidence in the presentation of the

argument since there is no generally agreed physical understanding of the

mechanisms which determine how two liquids interact. It ii; believed that re-

levant basic information could still be obtained from small scale vapour

explosion experiments using relatively simple apparatus.

A rig is being constructed in which a range of materials can be studied up

to temperatures of 1500°C and pressures of 10 bars. Particular emphasis is

put on achieving known and reproducible geometric configurations, studies

will be made over a wide range of constraints during the expansion phase

including the reversal of the expansion. This is considered to be impor-

tant in reactions in which the initial contact does not appear to be par-

ticularly violent and in which a considerable amount of heat still re-

mains in the hot liquid.

The rig will be well instrumented with fast pressure transducers and thqrmo-

couples. High speed photography will also be available. It is the intention

to quantify the observations of the mixing, propagation, escalation and

expansion stages, and where possible to relate them'to the physical proper-

ties of the interacting liquids. An examination will be made of current in-

teraction concepts to see to what extent they are supported by the obser-

vations.

As an introduction to these studies some experiments hav«; been performed

on the Freon 22-water interaction. Over 50 tests have been carried out in

a tube having a square cross section with 30 mm sides using 200 g of uatec

and 50 g of freon with nominally identical initial conditions. Three quite

distinctive groups of pressure traces are observed, with considerable

consistency of results within each group. It is concluded that an important

assumption made in the detonation model of a vapour explosion, namely that

the energy transfer takes place immediately behind the propagating wave

front and in independent of the subsequent expansion phase and its geometry,

is not well supported by these experiraedts.



138 J-J Hydrodynamics/Structure Mechanics studies

An investigation is unJutway to determine the influence of fluid/structure

interactions on the response of an LMfr'UR roof structure to I1CDA loading.

Л balanced programme of work is forseen combining basic analytical studies,

numerical modelling, experimental validation together with some applica-

tions work to realist ic fast reactor configurations.

On the analytical side a fundamental study has been carried out which aims

to develop understanding of slug impact kinetics, the energy and momentum

transfer mechanisms that operate during the loading period, and to identify

the general phenomena to be expected. One of the important results to be

derived from the analyses has been the prediction in some cases of multiple

impacts, these arising as a consequence o£ structure motions occur ing

during the loading period.

The numerical modelling activit ies in this area are based on the computer

codes SEURUHUK and SEUHBNUK/EURDYN, made available to EIU under terms of ex-

change agreements with ABE Winfrith and JRC Ispra. The conversion of

SEURBNUK to the computers accessible to EIR formed part of a broader ini-

tiative to increase portability of the code by attending to FORTRAN protocol

and has resulted in a working version being available to computer systems

of both the CDC and IUM/VAX families.

Later in the y&ar, at a SEURUNUK coordination meeting at Wiirenl lugeri, ideas

for the direction of future participation were discussed and several topics

of code development and validation identified. I t was generally agreed to

broaden the basis of the collaboration and a limited amount of test data

from the COVA and related experimental programmes has since been received.

On this occasion the latest versions of the codes SEURIUJUK and EUUDYN

were distributed by the Ispra team.

Applications work has begun with a loading/response analysis of a steel/

concrete roof model of box-type construction representative of pool reac-

tor design thinking. Fluid/structure interaction effects are taken into

account in axisymmetric geometry using SEURDNUK, and the 3D structure modelling

aspects are treated using the finite element structures code AOIHA. The

work aims to quantify the need for coupling the loading and response mo-

delling.

In support of this work a further experimental validation and л code inter-

comparison programme for reactor configurations with a deforming roof have

been init iated. These may include analyses of selected experiments of the

MARA series and a code comparison between SEURBNUK/EURDYN and the contain-

ment codes SIRIUS and CASSIOPEE in collaboration with CEN Cadarache.

3.4 Natural Convection Studies

A thermohydraulics programme has been initiated with the aim to contribute

to a better understanding of natural convection phenomena related to li-

quid metal cooled fuel and blanket assemblies. First experiments in bund-

les have been performed using C0_ and H_0 to simulate the coolant.

These experiments provided useful data for the design of the planned sodium

cooled bundle SONACO, although the CO tests were originally designed for

CCt'R studies.

In 1982 a low pressure glass loop, WANACO, was constructed and operated.

The loop allows visual study of flow conditions in a 19-rod water cooled

bundle with an upper plenum. An important result has been the clear de-

monstration of thermal syphon effects under mixed flow conditions, i.e.

the superposition of a homogeneous low velocity field and distinct circu-

lation loops between the upper plenum and the individual coolant channels.'

Such effects could improve decay heat removal from a subassembly, but

possibly also complicate the interpretation of the outlet temperature

measurement.

The preparations for the SONACO tests with a 37-rod sodium cooled bundle

are progressing to schedule. The basic lay-out of the experiment was already



described in the previous activities report. The final design has now been

specified and is summarized in Table I.

Fig. I

Cooling Configurations for SOtlACO Phase I

The experiment is designed to study forced and mixed convection within the

bundle, with radial cooling in the latter case, and also purely natural con-

vection with the bundle inlet closed. For the natural convection tests coo-

ling will either be from the heat exchanger in the pool above the bundle,

radially through the annular jacket, or by a combination of these two modus.

The convection patterns envisaged are shown schematically in fig. I.

Table I

Design Data for Sodium Natural Convection Test Bundle

Parameter

ltod diameter

Pitch/diameter catio

Total number of rods

Cont'igura t ion

Length of heated section

Onheated (entry) length

Spacer grid axial pitch

Spacer grid bLockage

bundle power

Axial power profile

Maximum sodium temperature in bundle

SONACO P h a s e I

8.6 mm

1.27

37

hexagonal p i t ch

500 nun

500 mm

200 nun

- 2O 'J

2 . 5 kW

linear

400 °C
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The rod bundle is representative o£ part of a typical LMFBR fuel assembly

with grid spacers. It is not intended to provide data for a specific reactor

under design conditions of power and temperature, but it is aimed to pro-

vide (1) a data base for the validation of natural convection computer codes

which have been developed for LMFQR core analysis and (2) experimental

evidence of the effectiveness of natural convection for decay heat removal

from subassemblies in the core, in storage or in transport containers.

To achieve these goals the bundle is being thoroughly instrumented yith

thermocouples to detect maximum rod wall temperatures. There will be flow-

meters embedded within rods near the bundle exit to measure local flows,

and also velocity probes which can traverse across the bundle at planes

above the exit.

The SONACO test-section is already under construction and the existing li-

quid sodium loop of the Institute of Reactor Technology is being modifieJ

to accept it. Commissioning of the experiment is planned for late 1933.
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•1.1 Fuel Development ami Production

Currently, all efforts are devoted to the preparation of sphere-рас mixed

carbide fuel for an irradiation experiment at FFTF.

final development work leading to the establishment of manufacturing spe-

cifications for the fuel has been carried out. Qualification runs have de-

monstrated material produced to specification with good control over stoi-

chiometry. Pu content is 20 t. Capacity of the production line is 0.5 kg/

week. Л11 necessary documenta are now prepared and fabrication is begin-

n i ng.

As an addition to the gelation line a vibrating drop generator (cf. illu-

stration on page 12) has been installed and tested in the active box system.

Size distribution of the fine fraction fuel is within a very narrow band.

The advanced gelation techniques mentioned in the previous activities re-

port involving the use of microwaves have been developed further using

feed material to produce UO microspheres.

As with fuel manufacture, the supporting analytical techniques have been

formally qualified and documented. Standards and fuel have been exchanged

with other labs as a check on accuracies.

4.2 Sphere-Рас Fuel t'in Fabrication

All procedures for fabricating the fuel pins for the FFTF experiment have

been established and final demonstration and qualification is taking place.

The agreement witli the USA calls for -30 pins to be supplied by EJK.

These pins containing sphere-рас fuel will be mounted in a Cull size carbide

subassembly of 91 pins together with pins containing pellet fuel supplied

by the USA themselves. Except for the fuel and a hold-down device all

other aspects of the pins are identical.

Following weld qualification, fabrication of the fuel pins will statt and

should be completed by the end of 1983. Dummy pins exactly representing

the FFTF requirements have already been fabricated, some with UC "fuel"

and the final one with (UPu)C. Tests on these pins have demonstrated correct

He filling during welding procedures, satisfactory density distribution

over the length of the fuel column and end-cap closure welding to specifi-

cation.

A full QA programme has been established, tailored to the special condi-

tions at SIR but meeting all the requirements of the US regulations.

4.3 Irradiation Testing and Modelling

Ho KIR sphere-рас test pins have been examined in the period covered by this

report. One KIR pin remains under irradiation in the Belgian BR-2 reactor

in the framework of the Karlsruhe Mol-ll/K5 test series. Pinn of this se-

ries and others are being examined in the EIR hot cells under an agreement

reached in 19U2 with KfK.

Theoretical work on :nodelling of sphere-рас fuel behaviour has been conti-

nued, concluding an agreement between EIR and Oregon State University.

Subroutines attempting to model the mechanical interaction between sphere-

рас carbide fuel and cladding have been incorporated into the latest ver-

sion (Version III) of the code SPECKLE. EIR is now engaged in validating

SPi:CKLE-I II against previous irradiation results.



Diameter of micro spheres 0.2 '<un

Production täte 6000 spherus/a
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Production o£ Fine Fraction Micro Spheres Using a Vibrât ing Drop Generator

and Gelation in a Silicon oil Jet

STATUS OF FAST BREEDER REACTOR DEVELOPMENT
IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

K.E. MORTON
United States Department of Energy,
Washington, D.C.,
United States of America

INTRODUCTION

The Federal Government has recognized that assuring adequate supplies of eco-

nomical electricity is important both domestically and to the world community

and that many traditional means for producing electrical energy cannot be

counted on to meet the growing need for electricity. Remaining sites for

large hydropower plants are severely limited. Oil and natural gas, attractive

as peaking power options, cannot be regarded as economic fuels for major new

baseload electric power stations.

Other potential sources for producing electricity—fusion, solar photovol-

taics, wind, biomass, geothermal—are being developed, but at this point do

not offer a high confidence in their ability to generate large amounts of

economical electricity. Each suffers from at least one of three basic limita-

tions: 1) the technology for large-scale electric power is not developed; 2)

the technology does not yet appear to be economically competitive; and 3) the

resource may be promising in individual regions of the country, but has a

limited national capability.

The United States is left, then, with only two energy sources for large-scale

electric power expansion: coal and nuclear energy. Because uranium is a

limited resource, nuclear power cannot be considered a long-term contributor

to our electricity supply without the breeder reactor. Since the breeder uti-

lizes the large fraction of uranium that cannot be used in current generation

light water reactors, it ensues that nuclear power can be a reliable source



142 of electr icity for thousands of years, independent; of the price and supply of

uranium. The breeder provides insurance against future shortages of economic

electric capacity.

The goal of the United States Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor {LMFBR) program

is to develop the technology to the point that the private sector can deploy a

safe, sconomic breeder reactor.

The LMFBR wi l l provide virtual ly inexhaustible supplies of electrical energy
for the long term and wi l l provide additional confidence to LWR nuclear de-
ployment in the near term. The LMFBR program consists of a streamlined
research and development effort focussing on those actions needed to enable
private sector financing of industrial deployment including plant demonstra-
tion and technology efforts in reactor fuels, components, materials, physics,
and safety.

Operating experience with breeder reactors in the United states and abroad

leaves no doubt as to their technical feasibi l i ty. What remains is a

demonstration of the requisite technology to enable commercial deployment by

the private sector at an acceptable degree of r isk. In essence, the LMFBR is

a complex undertaking requiring years of intensive work. This size of the

undertaking is currently beyond the investment and time horizon of any

domestic business venture.

The Federal role in breeder reactors is to conduct the necessary research,

development and demonstration so that the potential economic, environmental,

and safety benefits of the breeder can be uti l ized by private industry at a

risk level that is consistent with normal business practices and to provide a

positive policy climate for the establishment of the necessary institutional

and regulatory framework for the development and deployment of commercial size

breeder plants by the private sector. The ultimate responsibility for comner-

cialization wi l l rest with private industry.

During the past year major progress occurred across the spectrum of United
States Department of Energy (USDOE) programs for development of the fast
breeder reactor.

The Fast Flux Test Faci l i ty (FFTF) completed its f i r s t cycle of sustained
operations and w i l l shortly complete a second cycle of operation. The FFTF is
the world's largest and most heavily instrumented reactor for testing core
components. Over seventy full-size core components are currently undergoing
irradiation and over half of the design fuel burnup of 80,000 MWd/МПп has been
attained.

The Clinch River Breeder Reactor Plant (CRBRP), which is an Intermediate step
before building a large-scale plant, is moving toward the construction stage.
The plant design, which is the forefront of technological advance, is approxi-
mately 90% can pie te. More than 70 percent of the major equipnent and compon-
ents have been delivered or are on order. The licensing process, resuned in
September 1931, is proceeding exceptionally well. Last August the Nuclear
Regul atory Caimission (ЖС) granted the USDOE request to begin site prepara-
tion and in September 1982 work was init iated. Overall, CRBRP licensing is
moving at a faster pace than that of any light water reactor over the past
five years.

Agreement was reached in 1982 between the USDOE and the Electric Power Research

Institute (EPR1) to cooperate on the large scale prototype breeder effort. A

Consolidated Management Office was established to include representatives from

the u t i l i t y industry, reactor manufacturers, and architect engineers. Plans

are underway to incorporate cooperative agreements with foreign interests.

Significant base technology advances were primarily related to FFTF continuous

operation. Better physics prediction techniques have been developed, improved

knowledge of fuel bundle thermal/hydraulics behavior has been obtained, and a

ful ly-instrumented materials test is providing unique data on in-reactor

stress-rupture properties of US and foreign alloys.

Construction was completed or is underway on three fac i l i t ies related to the
FFTF. A Fuel Storage Faci l i ty wi l l permit storage of several years of FFTF
fuel until i t can be processed or placed in long-term storage. A Maintenance
and Storage Faci l i ty wi l l be capable of repairing large components. The Fuels
and Materials Examination Faci l i ty w i l l tause the FFTF and CRBRP Secure
Autanated Fuel (SAF) fabrication line.



The United Stales Department of Energy continues to be actively involved in

international exchanges of breeder reactor technology. This is facilitated

through bilateral agreements with other countries engaged in breeder reactor

development, as well as through international agencies such as IAEA and OECD.

PUNT PROJECTS

Current USDOE plant projects include the Experimental Breeder Reactor-II

(EBR-II), the Fast Flux Facility (FFTF), the Clinch River Breeder Reactor

Plant (CRBRP), and the Large Scale Prototype Breeder (LSPB). Plant status

ranges from successful operation at EBR-II and FFTF, to initial stages of con-

struction and continued phases of licensing for CRBRP, to advanced conceptual

design and institutional planning for the LSPB. Both EBR-II and FFTF were the

sole responsibility of the USDOE. The CRBRP is a joint undertaking of the

USDOE and 753 electric systems from the public, private, municipal, and coop-

! erative sectors of the utility system. The LSPB entails a cooperative under-

taking between the USDOE and the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) with

. the projected future inclusion and financial contributions of electric utili-

• ties, private industry, and foreign participants. Prime responsibility for

constructing and operating this project rests with private industry.

Experimental Breeder Reactor-II (EBR-II)

The EBR-II is a 62.5 MWt/20 MWe pool-type LMFBR, located at the Idaho National

Engineering Laboratory (INELj. The plant is in its twentieth year of opera-

tion, having achieved wet criticality in November 1963. This plant has been

the work horse of the USDOE fuels, absorber, materials, and safety irradiation

programs, routinely achieving plant capacity factors of over TQ% throughout

the past seven years. The double-tube-wall steam generators have operated

throughout the plant life with no major repairs.

The EB/Î-II testing program is currently emphasizing operational reliability

testing. This program covers sustained operation of breached fuel elements,

transient overpower and undercooled testing of intact and breached fuel, and

,,» shutdown heat removal testing.

Fast Flux Test Facility (FF1F) Project

The FFTF Project comprises the reactor and supporting facilities located at

the Hanford Engineering Development Laboratories (HEDL). The FFTF recently

completed its first 100 day cycle of sustained operation and is nearing

conclusion of the second cycle. By March 1, 1983, the FFTF had achieved over

150 equivalent full powerdays (EFPD) of operation with a peak fuel burnup of

approximately 37,000 MWd/MTm. It recently operated for two months at full

power without interruption.

The FFTF is a 400-megawatt (thermal) sodium-cooled fast reactor specifically

designed for development and testing of fast breeder reactor fuels, materials,

and components. The reactor is a loop-type plant, with three heat transport

system loops. The plant has neither steam generators, nor blanket assemblies

for fissile breeding, consistent with its role as a test reactor. The outer

three rows of core assemblies are stainless steel radial reflector assemblies

which serve to enhance the neutron flux in the core interior.

The FFTF is equipped with a great deal of instrumentation. Each core assembly

is provided with instruments for measurement of sodium flow rates and outlet

sodium temperature. Three instrument trees, one servicing each of the three

core sectors, provide this outlet instrumentation for all fuel assemblies,

control and safety assemblies, and for selected reflector assemblies. In »

addition, eight of the 73 core positions are equipped for full in-core instru-

mentation. Two of these eight positions are available for closed-loop facili-

ties having independent sodium loops, intermediate heat exchangers, pumps and

duup heat exchangers. The other six fully-instrumented positions are open to

reactor primary coolant.

Fuel assembly loading began in November 1979, initial criticality was achieved

in February 1980, full power was first reached in December 1980, and sustained

(first cycle) operation began in April 1982. After an interruption caused by

a primary sodium pump problem, first cycle operation was completed in November

1982. Second cycle operation began in January 1983. A major project goal for



144 т а з is to complete two f u l l operating cycles. This would result in achieving
goal burmip of 00,000 MWd/MIïn for the f i r s t core fuel by the end of 1983.

Clinch River Breeder Reactor Plant (CRBRP) Project

Site work for the CRBRP began in Septenber 1982 and is progressing rapidly.
In November 1982 the HRC issued the CRBRP Final Envi ronnental Statement
Supplement which recommended issuance of a Construction permit.

The overall objective of the CRBRP project is to design, construct, and test
the nation's f i r s t intermediate scale UFBR powerplant and operate the plant
as part of a u t i l i t y systan. The CRBRP wil l provide important information
regarding the safety, environmental acceptability, and economic potent i al of
LNFBR's as an essentially inexhaustible, domestic energy source.

Design of the Clinch River Breeder Reactor Plant, a 975 l-VJt/375 MJe LI-FBR, is
now over 90% complete. The CRBRP is a three-loop plant which wi l l operate at
a vessel outlet sodiun temperature of 995°F (535°C). The plant incorpo-
rates a "hockey stick" stea» generator design, with identical evaporator and
superheater modules. Each loop includes two evaporators and one superheater.
The stean generator module is a 757-tube counterflow heat exchanger with a dry
weight of about 106 tons. Tlie fuel material is mixed uraniun-plutoniun oxide,
and the blanket material is depleted uranium oxide. I t is presently planned
to operate with a heterogeneous core configuration which consists of a single
fuel enrichment zone interspersed with inner blanket assemblies. This fuel
and blanket array is surrounded peripherally by radial blanket assemblies.
Upper and lower axial blankets are fourteen inches (35.6 an) in length.
Fifteen control rod assemblies (nine primary and six secondary) are anployed.
An equilibrium-cycle breeding ratio in the range 1.22 - 1.29 is expected with
the heterogensous core configuration.

The cumulative value of CRBRP equipnent delivered through the end of 1982 is
$359 million including such major components as the reactor vessel, guard
vessel, primary control rod drive mechanism, intermediate heat exchangers and

check valves. Testing is underway on the prototype sodium pump and perform-
ance testing begun on the steam generator. The total value of components on
order at the end of 1982 was about $740 mil l ion, representing about 75% of the
major nuclear components. Total project expenditures were almost $1.1 b i l l 'on
at the end of 1982. About $2.2 bi l l ion wi l l be required to complete the plant
by October 1989.

With the fu l l support of the Administration for completion of the project, the
Agency has instituted the necessary actions to permit completion of the CRBRP
at the earliest possible date. The fu l l licensing review ijy NRC has been
reactivated, the CRBRP management structure has been reorganized and
strengthened, and CRBRP contractual arrangements are being streamlined and
made more cost-effective.

The final supplement to the Final Environmental Statement was issued by the HRC
on November 3, 1982. Environmental hearings by the Atomic Safety and Licensing
Board (ASLB) were concluded in January 1983 and on February 28, 1983 the ASLB
issued a partial i n i t i a l decision recommending a Limited Work Authorization.
The NRC Safety Evaluation Report was issued on March 11,. 1983. This wi l l allow
hearings to begin in early summer 1983 and permission to begin safety-related
construction in November 1983.

Large Scale Prototype Breeder (LSPB)

The LSPB program is a joint effort of the US Government and industry to estab-
lish institutional and financial arrangements, and to develop implementation
plans for proceeding with the design, construction, and operation of a com-
mercial size breeder under a cooperative arrangement that is expected to
include electric u t i l i t i e s , private industry, and foreign government
participation.

An agreement between the Department of Energy and the Electric Power Research
Institute (EPR1) to cooperate on the large scale prototype breeder effort was
executed in August 1982. EPRI established a Consolidated Management Office
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(CoMJ) whicti began operation in October 1982 to execute i t s respons ib i l i t ies

under the terms of the DOE-EPRI agreement. CoMO staf f include representatives

of the u t i l i t y industry, reactor manufacturers and architect engineers. The

private sector is contr ibut ing $10 m i l l i on to th is e f fo r t over the next two

years; DOE has budgeted $15 m i l l i o n fo r FY 1983 and is requesting $15 m i l l i on

in FY 19&1.

FY 1983 CcHO ef for ts are directed at : 1) establ ishing specif icat ions fo r the

LSPB that re f lec t requiranents of the u t i l i t y industry and design coiiinonal i t y ,

wiiere possible, wi th foreign par t ic ipants ; 2) incorporating appropriate design

changes into the previously established large plant advanced conceptual design

to provide inherent safety, competitive economics, and low technical r i sks ; 3)

advancement of design wi th emphasis on capi ta l cost reduction; 4) establ ish-

ment of plant schedule and cost estimates; 5) continued evaluation of poten-

t i a l s i tes ; and 6) i n i t i a t i o n of envi ronnental and safety documentation.

Current planning is fo r the major f inancial contr ibut ion toward the cost of

the LSPB to be provided by private industry wi th e f fo r ts made to secure

f inancial and technological cooperation wi th foreign nations.

BREEKR TECHNOLOGY

This program provides the technology base to enable the plant projects to

proceed in a cost-ef fect ive manner, enabling the private sector to proceed

with indust r ia l iza t ion and depl oyment of t i e LM-'BR. The mission of the Lt-FBR

base program is to develop the requis i te technology to the point where the

private sector is able to'support construction and operation of inherently

safe, economically competitive l i qu id metal fast breeder reactor plants for

supplying e l e c t r i c i t y to the g r i d . This program is subdivided into f ive

general categories: Engineered Systems and Components, Materials and

Structures, Fuels and Core Design, Physics, and Safety.

Engineered Systems and Components

The objective of the Engineered Systems and Components program is to support

145 the developnent and proof test ing of key, high r i s k , high payoff canponents

and systems which are needed f o r competitive Lf-FBR plants to meet the plant

performance requiranents, to improve r e l i a b i l i t y , to enhance plant and system

s i m p l i c i t y and inherent safety, and to reduce capi ta l and operating costs.

The strategy is to perform su f f i c i en t R8£> to generate the technology needed to

support r e l i ab le and economic component design, f abr icat ion, and operation; and

to ver i fy adequacy by test ing c r i t i c a l features, small models, and engineered

developnent un i t s . Principal enphasis has been placed on the developnent of

large stean generators and sodiuii punps.

Steam gaieration developnent ac t i v i t i es include the design, fabr icat ion and

test ing of two d i f fe rent once-through stean generator designs for future

large-plant appl icat ions: a s ing le-wal l , h e l i c a l l y coi led tube concept and a

double-wal l , s t ra ight tube concept. Design of the 70 Ml he l ica l co i l model

was completed and a test un i t w i l l be delivered to the test s i t e i n mid 1983.

The prel iminary design was canpleted on а 70 MW straight-tube model, detai led

design is underway, and fabr icat ion is proceeding on the test u n i t . Testing

w i l l be conducted in the ETEC Sodium Canponents Test I n s t a l l a t i o n (SCTI) i n

the 1984-1985 per iod. In addi t ion, the prototype 117-MWt "hockey s t i c k " CRBRP

stean generator began test ing in the SCTI in 1982. The stean generator e f f o r t

also includes a series of large sodiun-water reactor t e s t s , completed i n 1982,

to simulate the effects on an LMFBR stean generator in the unl ikely event of

the complete rupture of a steam/water tube surrounded by sodiun.

The developnent of large (85,000 gpn) primary-system and intennedi ate-systein

sodium pumps i s proceeding. The reference primary pump model tests have been

canpleted, and fabr icat ion is progressing toward a del ivery to ETEC i n l a t e

1983.

Other developnent a c t i v i t i e s underway to support component technology develop-

ment includes flow induced v ibrat ion analysis including small scale IHX f low

t e s t s , f low d i s t r i b u t i o n test ing and analysis, mixing and s t r a t i f i c a t i o n

test ing and analysis, subcomponent developiient and t e s t i n g , fabr icat ion pro-

cess developnent, inspection developnent, maintenance equipnent, and procedure

developnent.
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Tiie efforts in the Materials and Structures area are needed to: 1) assist
projects in the resolution of problems typically experienced during plant
design, construction, licensing and operation; 2) satisfy R&D needs identified
by plant projects; and 3) establish and docunent the technology base required
for LI'FBR Industrialization. The program addresses these needs by: 1) pro-
viding the technology required to assure that LMFBR components and systems wi l l
be free from structural failures during their design lifetime; and 2) develop-
ing materi als, design mettiods and cr i ter ia, materials property data, and
procedures that wi l l assure economic and safe components and systems while,
providing designers with sufficient f l e x i b i l i t y in component and systems
design to faci l i tate optimization.

Program elanents include high tanperature structural design, seismic design,

mechanical properties design data, fabrication, nondestructive examination,

tribology, advanced alloys, and coolant technology.

Fuels and Core Design

Objectives of the Fuels Programs are to: 1) confirm perfonnance of the
current breeder fue l ; 2) develop and prove the canpanion fuel blanket and
absorber core component systans under prototypic conditions that demonstrate
licensable, viable LMFBR core sytems; 3) support the CRBRP core requirements;
4) to extend the lifetime (3 years) of core components to be economically
conpeti ti ve; 5) develop, establish and demonstrate an integrated fuel supply
for FFTF and CRBRP; and 6) transfer the developed technology to industry.
Activities have accelerated since in i t iat ion of FFTF Operation. There are
irore than 50 full-scale test assemblies in the FFTF core. The test program
includes 8 standard driver fuel assemblies which are earmarked for special
examination upon discharge after one, two, three or four f u l l cycles of
reactor operation (an FFTF cycle is 100 to 112 equivalent full-power days).
An additional six standard driver fuel assemblies are designated for operation
to cladding breach or assembly deformation l imits. A further ten assemblies
include fuel pin spacer var iab le, four of which are grid-spaced tests; five

assenblies have reference fuel pins and advanced alloy ducts; and four oxide
fuel assemblies have advanced alloy cladding and ducts. Also included are
oxide radial blanket and inner blanket assemblies; advanced absorber assenb-
lies; two safety-related fuel assemblies with annular axial blanket pellets;
and a reference driver fuel assembly f i t ted with an outlet radionuclide trap.

Other tests undergoing FFTF irradiation include reference absorber assemblies
(in control rod positions), four structural materials surveillance assemblies
(in reflector positions), and four fully-instrunented test assemblies. Two
instrumented fuels test assemblies contain thermocouples which measure both
axial and radial temperature distributions in f u l l 217-pin reference driver
fuel assenblies. An instrunented absorber test provides both temperature and
pressure measurements for f u l l and partial-length absorber stacks similating
various control rod axial positions. These three assemblies provided valuable
assembly thermal-hydraulics data during full-power and natural circulation
testing. An additional fully-instrunented Materials Open Test Assembly (МОТА),
dedicated to testing e l i d i n g , duct, and reactor structural materials began
irradiation during FFTF Cycle 2 operation. This test is currently providing
uiique data on in-reactor stress-rupture properties of several alloys.

By March 1, 1983, the FFTF had achieved over 150 equivalent f u l l power days
(EFPO) of operation with a peak fuel burnup of approximately 37,000 MWd/MTm.
The average and peak burn-up goals are 45,000 MUd/MIÏn and 00,000 MWd/MTm
respectively. Four fuel tests and one absorber test have bei;n removed from
the core and two of the fuel tests have been examined. No evidence of pos-
sible performance pro bl ans were detected during the examinations. No cladding
breaches have occurred in any driver assemblies or tests using reference fuel
pins; however, early fission gas release occurred in a speci.il test pin. The
assembly containing the breached pin was rapidly identified using tag gas
analysis techniques and removed from the core.

Steady-state irradiations including run-beyond-cladding breach (RBCB) of both
oxide and carbide fuel pins continue in EBR-II emphasizing performance testing
of pins incorporating advanced cladding alloys. A number of non-fueled tests
with advanced alloys are continuing, some having reached thrue-year fluence
values.



The requisite technology for fabrication of plutonium-bearing fuel elements,
in a manner consistent with the needs of the nuclear industry and the general
public for the next several decades is being developed. This technology devel-
opment activity known as Secure Automated Fabrication (SAF) w i l l provide fabr i-
cation methods which offer high productivity while affording maximum protection
to operating personnel. The technology also reduces to the lowest practicable
limits the potential for escape of plutonium from a fabrication f a c i l i t y . The
concept involves f u l l automation of unit processes, from i n i t i a l powder prepa-
ration to the final step in fuel pin fabrication. Process control wi l l be
provided by a centralized computer linked to distributed local control systems.

Process integration of SAF technology is underway. This demonstration is being
conducted with fuel material containing no plutonium. Installation of a com-
plete SAF line in the Fuels and Materials Examination Facil ity (FMEF) wi l l
begin in 1984, with completion scheduled for late 1985. Plutonium w i l l be
introduced into the line in the 1986-1987 timeframe. The SAF line wi l l have a
fuel pin production capacity of six metric tons (U + Pu) per year. This capac-
i ty wi l l be sufficient to f u l f i l l the fuel supply requirements for both FTR
and CRBRP. Subsequent fuel pin inspection and fuel assembly operations are
also being automated to meet the same cr i ter ia as the SAF line in reducing
personnel exposure, improving productivity, and enhancing quality.

Low level waste processing and wet scrap recycle capabilities are being devel-
oped in conjunction with the SAF technology. This wi l l provide well over 99X
plutonium recovery and a large reduction in the volune of waste arising from
fabrication operations.

Tlie purpose of the physics program is to prove and reduce to practice LM-'BR
data bases and analytical design capabilities needed for FFTF operation, CRBRP
licensing, startup and eff icient performance, and confident design of a near-
canpeti ti ve plant. Key elements maintained in the program are acquisition,
testing and impl anentation of detailed nuclear data and analytical design capa-
b i l i t i e s , measurements and analyses of physics paraneters in cr i t ica l assuub-
l ies, and analyses of advanced core and shield design options. Selected p r i -

ority efforts provide direct support of specific CRBRP licensing matters and
studies of FFTF operating data, and contribute capabilities needed by industry
for predicting the design and safety of future LMFBR plants.

As both the CRBR and LSPB have adopted heterogeneous core designs, considerable
effort has been focused on zero-power experiments which mock-up heterogeneous
core configurations. Particular attention has been given to acquisition of data
for sodiun void worth ,• f issi on rate distributions, cri t i c a l i t y , control rod
worth, and the a s U capture-to-239Pu fission rate rat io. The latter has tended
to be overpredicted in typical LMFBR spectra. Recent progress in resolving
this discrepancy includes the intercal ibration of radio-metric and mass
spectrometric measurement techniques, and the adoption of EHDF/B-V nuclear
data in many recent analyses. These efforts have resulted in improvements in
predicti ons.

The FFTF completed approximately 134 EFPD with the completion of the f i r s t
cycle of FFTF operations. In i t ia l results indicate that reactivity loss due
to burnup is s l iyht ly greater thsn expected. Fuel discharged after Cycle 1
wil l be examined and burnup samples analyzed for comparison with calculations.
Additional operational information concerning neutron source buildup and decay
in Pu-enriciied fuel has been obtained, and a broad base of FFTF dynamic
response data has been accumulated using a technique of repeated small binary
control rod oscillations covering a wide band of frequencies.

Tlie physics program at the FFTF encompasses integral measurements of core
neutron and дошла ray fluxes in support of the fuels and materials irradiation
test program. Through the use of a special, cooled thimble, measurements were
made at the center of the core using laboratory-quality detector systems to
measure tlie neutron and gaunia ray spectra, absolute fission rate distributions
of a number of isotopes, and ganina ray dose rate profiles at very low power
levels. An important in i t ia l application of this data was tne determination
of fuel pin power levels required to produce incipient fuel melting in fresh
mixed oxide experimental fuel pins. Reaction rate measurements were also made
throughout the shield, providing a basis for evaluating the lifetime of reac-
tor components and for validating the analytical techniques employed for
shield design.



148 The buildup of corrosion products in the FFTF heat transport system is being
monitored for evaluation of predictive methods, for establishing feasibi l i ty
of maintenance techniques, and for future evaluation of methods of reducing
dose rates associated with equipment in the heat transport system.

Tlw safety program supports the 1 icensabil i ty and industrialization of the
LMFBR by performance of work to assure and demonstrate the public safety of
large breeder reactors. I t beneficially influences LtfBR design by identi-
fying and exploiting inherent plant characteristics to enhance safety, reduce
complexity, and reduce capital cost. Action wi l l be taken in parallel with
these activities to develop plant safety design cr i ter ia and a licensing
approach which wi l l reflect the renewed emphasis on inherency, improved
safety, and reduced cost.

The program for developnent of fast reactor safety technology is organized
according to five program elements. These elanents include core safety con-
siderations, categorized as four lines of assurance (LOA), and plant safety
considerations. The fourLOA's (LOA-1: prevent accidents; LCA-2: l imit core
danage; LOA-3: maintain containnent integrity; LOA-4: attenuate radiological
consequences) emphasize prevention of severe accidents (LOA-1 and -2) as well
as mitigation of accident consequences (LQA-3 and -4).

The objective of LOA-1 is to demonstrate that LhFBR's can be designed,
constructed and operated in such a manner as to present an extremely low
probabil i ty of accident in i t ia t ion. An important new element of the LQA-1
program is to better understand the constructive role of computers in opera-
tional safety activi t ies. Recent accomplishments include the completion of
the Master Infonnation Data Acquisition System (MIDAS), now in operation at
FFTF, and the development of a computerized procedures generation system.

The second line of assurance, LOA-2, provides a danonstration that the inherent
response of the reactor systan w i l l l imit core danage i f accident init iat ion
cannot be prevented. Such in i t ia t ion could occur i f the Reactivity Shutdown
System (RSS) and/or Shutdown Heat Ranoval System (SINS) fa i l to function, or

i f local faults are permitted to propagate beyond Design Basis l imits. Acti-
vities in LOA-2 focus on 1) providing the RSS faults can bu accommodated
through the operation of a self-actuated shutdown system; 2) demonstrating
inherent or degraded-node SIRS operation, so that SlflS faults can be accom-
modated; and 3) showing that local faults which propagate beyond design basis
limits can be accommodated without init iat ion of bulk sodiim boiling. Recent
progress in the latter area includes completing a series of PINEX experiments
in which annular fuel pins were subjected to transient overpower conditions
and molten fuel was observed to axially relocate in the central annul us--
resulting in a negative reactivity feedback. A computer model has been
completed, based on this data, to investigate the v is ib i l i t y of such fuel
motion phenomena in terminating a certain class of accidents prior to fuel pin
fa i lure.

The objective of the third line of assurance, LOA-3, is to demonstrate a high
probability of maintaining long-term containment integrity under whole-core
disruption conditions. Accommodation of accident energetics and core debris
is provided by the primary system boundary and by containment. Work in this
category has involved modeling and analysis of in i t ia t ion phase and transition
phase events and energetics. An updated code,'SAS4A, describing ini t iat ion
phase events, was recently issued. To cover the longer time period allowing
the transition phase, a code system, CONACS, is being developed to analyze the
conditions within the plant containment boundary and their challenge to the
integrity of the containment. Definitive work on sodiun/concrete interaction
and hydrogen generation/mixing is continuing.

A number of unterminated transient tests with fresh pins have been performed
in TREAT under the US-UK collaborative program—both for transient overpower
and transient undercooling conditions. TREAT tests employing pins irradiated
in PFR have been in i t iated, and similar tests for fuel pins irradiated in FFTF
are in the advanced planning stage.

Three tests have been conducted in the ETR-SLSF, to examire pin bundle behav-
ior under different operational transients. The W-l test consisted of numer-
ous LOPI-twe (Loss-of-P iping Integrity) transients model r.-d on the CRBRP design
basis accident conditions. The test provided extensi ve instrumentation and



was carried out in steps of increasing severity. Trie final run was unterm i-
nateil, and carried through 1 oss-of-fuel-pin integrity, sodiun boil ing, dryout,
pin failure and flow reversal. The test showed considerable conservatisms in
predictive capabilities. The W-2 test in SLSF was conducted in the slow trans-
ient overpower regime on a 10£/s ramp from a steady-state power level at which
the pin bundle had been fu l ly preconditioned. Multiple disruptive failures
occurred, leading to a molten fuel-coolant interaction event and flow reversal.
Pretest predictions of pin failures were accurate to within about one second.
An extensive post-test examination revealed that an outer pin of the seven-pin
cluster failed prior to the central pin, due to effects not anticipated to
occur under LI>FBR accident conditions. The last test performed in SLSF is the
P-4 test, which examined flow blockage and fai lure propagation within the pin
bundle. Analyses of these tests are continuing.

The fourth line of assurance, LOA-4, demonstrates a high probability of
attenuating the consequences of a radioactivity release inside containment by
inherent attenuation mechanisms, such as rapid high-density aerosol depletion,
and by operation of engineered cleanup systems. Large-scale sodium aerosol
containment tests were recently completed; a large submerged-bed gravel
scrubber, with a capacity of 10,000 ft^/min has been buil t and tested to
verify the v iabi l i ty of this concept for commercial application.

Plant Safety Conderations involve the establishment of a design cr i ter ia for
balance-of-plant (BOP) aspects such that these present no hazards to public
health and safety. The BOP aspects considered are fuel handling and storage,
liquid metal spil ls and interactions with construction materials, and aux i l i -
ary systems. During the past year, a number of sodium-concrete interaction
tests were performed and evaluated.

TEST FACILITIES

The major objective of the test fac i l i t ies effort is to provide an experience
base for safety, components, and system operation. This experience provides a
proven baseline for scaling up systems and components. I t also pruvides to
plant projects and the base technology program a library of developed and veri-

149 fied sound operating and maintenance procedures.

Hot Fuel Examination Facil i ty (HFEF)

The Hot Fuel Examination Facil i ty is located at the Idaho National Engineering
Laboratory (1NEL) and comprises two adjacent hot cell complexes. The fac i l i t y
supports EBR-II and TREAT experimentation and is being used for postirradi-
ation examination of selected FFTF experiments. In addition, HFEF continues
to be used to assemble, disassemble, and examine tests from TREAT.

Transient Reactor Test Facil ity (TREAT)

TREAT is an air-cooled, thermal, heterogeneous reactor at INEL which is used
to simulate various postulated reactor transients and transient undercooling
events. I t is presently being upgraded to allow àccomnodation of larger
multi-pin reactor fuel bundles and structural materials under conditions
simulating various types of nuclear excursions and transient undercooling
si tuations.

Zero Power Plutoniun Reactor (ZPPR)

The ZPPR, which is located at INEL, is a large and-flexible cr i t i cal fac i l -
i t y , with capability for testing experimental reactor assemblies up to <lm x 4m
x 3n. Tie ZPPR has been used extensively in studies of the CRBRP heterogeneous
core configuration. I t wi l l continue to guide and confirm core designs which
may incorporate features such as heterogeneous configuration, advanced fuels,
and high burnup capabilit ies.

Erergy Technology Engineering Center (ETEC)

The Energy Technology Engineering Center, located in the Santa Susana mountains
northwest of Los Angeles, is the major DOE component testing laboratory. Prin-
cipal ETEC fac i l i t i es include: 1) the Sodiun Canporwnts Test Installation
(SCTI), a 70 MWt steam generator test fac i l i ty ; 2) the Sodiun Pump Test
Faci l i ty (SPTF), used for prototype sodiun punp testing; and 3) the Small
Cünponents Test Loop (SCIL), used for sodiun valve testing. The ETEC static
sodium test fac i l i t ies wi l l continue tests on instrunents such as those used
to measure sodiun flow, level, and pressure in CRBRP and LI-FBR test fac i l i t ies .



150 Testing w i l l be completed on the CRBRP prototype pump in SPTF üurirnj 1983 witn

test preparations underway f o r test ing the two stage primary pump sodiun test

uni t . Testiny w i l l also be canpleted on the CRÜRP prototype ste<in generator

test program in the SCTI during 1983. Preparations w i l l be completed fo r

testing a 70 MJt stean generator test unit i n SCTI which is to fol low the 117

MWt CRBR Plant prototype test u n i t .

Fuel Storage Fac i l i t y (FSF)

The FSF is located adjacent to the FFTF at the Hanford Engineering Development

Laboratory. Construction of the FSF was completed in mid-1981, and i t w i l l

become operational in 1983. I t w i l l provide su f f i c ien t fuel storage capacity

for f ive to eight years of FFTF operation and includes provision for stor ing

FFTF driver fuel assemblies as well as FMEF canisters containing pins p rev i -

ously subjected to pos t i r rad ia t ion examination. The f a c i l i t y uses sodium and

NaK as the storage and heat transfer media. The storage vessel contains racks

which w i l l accommodate over 150 fuel assemblies.

SUMMARY

The United States is developing the LMFBR as a viable option for future elec-

tric power generation needs. Program emphasis is on plant projects and a sup-

porting base technology program. The CRBRP, a 375 MWe demonstration plant, is

scheduled to operate by the end of this decade. The follow-on, commercial-size

breeder will be largely the responsibility of private industry. The base

technology program supports the plant projects by developing and testing the

requisite underlying technology and by conducting necessary experiments. This

approach enables the private sector to concentrate its efforts on commercial-

izing the LMFBR. Commercialization of the breeder will take place when an

economic breeder with proven reliability is available. This could occur as

early as the first decade of the next century.

Maintenance and Storage Facility (HASF)

The MASF is also located adjacent to FFTF. Construction was completed in

October 1982. This facility contains systems for removal of sodium from and

decontamination of FFTF components. Maintenance and repair can be performed

on large components at low activity levels. Self-contained cells are also

provided for maintenance of contaminated small components. The facility also

furnishes storage for FFTF maintenance equipment.

Fuels and Materials Examination Facility (FHEF)

The FMEF is a large multi-purpose facility, located at the Hanford Engineering

Development Laboratory, which will accommodate the SAF line equipment for fab-

rication of plutonium oxide breeder reactor fuel pins. This line will be the

source of fuel for the FFTF and CRBRP. Construction of the FMEF was 63% com-

plete at the end of 1982. The present construction schedule calls for

completion of the facility in June 1984.
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Tim НЕЛ has u low-key role in the area of fast reactors where the

Secret.irlat's effort Is limited to fol lowing the advances and development,

in the FBR technology. However, the NliA is naturally at the disposal

of itb (lumber countries in с a su these would find a NEA sponsored

co-operation desirable. In particular the following areas might be

considered as being appioprLate for an involvement of the NEA.

1. INTRODUCTION

The activities of the Commission of the European Communities in the field

of Cist rc-actors fall into two categories : coordination and harmonisation,

and research.

1. Development Strategies of Fast Reactors

An outline of a study has been initiated in an ad hoc Itestricted

Croup for an Expanded Programme in the field of the Fuel Nuclear Cycle.

The ohjectLve of. the study will be to analyze and compare the strategies

and econoriic incentives for developing and installing fast reactois in

different O1CCD countries. The proposal will be discussed at the NKA

Steering Committee in April and the Fuel Cycle Committee is to decide

on the study at its next meeting scheduled for October 1983.

2. Faal Reactor Safety

For the time being the NUA's involvement in reactor safely Is mainly

concentrated to I.WIl's. Among the aieas of the different ptmcipal working

groups that of source term and enviionmental consequences as well as the

area oC fuel cycle safety seem to be most opportune for possible KBR work.

As completion of the earlier activities there is a report In piepaiar ion

on "Improving the perfoiuiance and reliability of protection and shutdown

systems".

3. Mnclear Data and Reactor î'hy ь 1 с я

The НЕЛ Nuclear Data Committee and НЕЛ Committee on Reactor 1'hysies

are responsible fur reseaich coordination in their respective fields

including fast reactor applications.

2. COORDINATION AND HARMONISATION

Both these activities are performed in the frame of the Fast Reactor

Coordinating Committee (b'RCC) which was set up by the Council of Ministers

in 1970 with the mandate to stimulate the coordination and collaboration

between the national programmes of the EC Member States. From regular

rsviews of the national programmes and discussions on outstanding problems,

the b'RCC concluded that a mote intensive collaboration was particularly

indicated in two aceas : safety, and codes and standards, consequently a

Safety Working Group (SWG) and a Working Group Codes and Standards (WGCS)

were set up with the mandate to contribute to the solution of outstanding

problems and to prepare the ground for a harmonisation of the approaches

applied to safety and design of fast reactors.

Further, the t'HCC sponsored the creation of another group which is composed

of representatives from UNIPEDE and the CEC and which is considering

specific problems cegarding the commercialisation of the fast reactors.

This group performed a study on the "Role of the Breeder Reactor System" of

which the main conclusions were repotted at the last meeting. It is fore-

seen to study in a next step some economic aspects in more depth.

According to its mandate, the Safety Working Group (SWG) continued the

regular exchange on current LMFBR safety programmes, discussions on spe-

cific problems and the formulation of preliminary safety criteria and

ijS.idelines.



Iü2 with regard to criteria and guidelines the SWG has made good progress
during the last year. The chapters referring to reactivity accidents,
general cooling accidents and local cooliny accidents are concluded.
The chapter on accidents outside the core (sodium fires, 1120-Na interac-
tions) is well advanced. One further chapter concerning accidents outside
the station (airplane crash, floods, tornados, earthquakes etc.) is still
to be done, but as results from a similar exercice performed in the frame
of the Commission's LWH activities will at least partially be applicable to
LHb'URs, this last chapter can probably be achieved relatively Cast.

In the frame of discussions on current research activities and outstanding
problems, the SWG assisted recently the Commission in the preparation of a
proposal for a cost sharing programme on LMFUR safety to be executed during
the years 1984-1987. It ia intended that this programme should contribute
to national programmes with the scope to enrich and to complement the
research conducted in the Commission's Joint Research Center and to enhance
the coordinating effect of the Community's overall effort.

Whole Core Accident Codes

The Whole Core Accident Codes expert group (WAC) of the SWG has terminated
its third series of comparative calculations for a transient overpower
accident (TOP) in an irradiated core. The results were published as a EUH
Report (EUR 8018). At present sim'.lir calculations are performed for a LOF
accident.

From code validation work performed in different programme» it was conclu-
ded that the codes available for the assessment of the primary containment
behaviour during a hypothetical whole core accident have reached a satis-
factory stage.

The CONT Group recommended, before the relative code development activities
might be reduced in national programmes, to undertake a sensitivity study
in which the characteristics and limitations of existing codes would be
pointed out. Preparatory work to define such a study Is undecway.

The subassembly behaviour as a consequence of a local fault was the second
main item of the group's activities. Discussions took place in close
contact with the WAC Group on the definition of a mechanical energy source
term to be used for the evaluation of the subassembly behaviour .

Recently the mandate of the CONT Group has been extended to include also
the problem of radioactivity release from the primary circuit in case of a
severe accident. The Group reviewed specific aspects of the fission product
transport from the failed fuel into the cover gas, sodium flow through
possible leaks in the reactor roof and aerosol behaviour In the secondary
containment.

The Group decided to perform a comparison and critical evaluation of codes
available to treat sodium aerosols and to execute benchmark calculations.

A pilot version of the European Accident Code which the JRC ISb"RA is
developing in close collaboration with the WAC Group will be released to
the EC Member States in the coming months. The WAC Group has made recommen-
dations for the future development of the code.

with regard to a more realistic accident description the group initiated
discussions on the treatment of local subassembly accidents. So far it
discussed the release of mechanical energy during local subassembly acci-
dents and the resulting damage potential of larger core regions.

The WAC group continued the discussions on topics being of importance for
accident analysis and contributed to the production of a number of state-
of-the-art reports (e.g. fuel motion modelling, sodium boiling modelling)
which were or will be published.

In parallel a comparison of different aerosol measurement techniques
applicable to sodium aerosols is carried out. Measurement» were performed
with impactors, centrifuges, inertia spectrometer and optical devices using
the same aerosol source (FAUNA facility at KfK - Karlsruhe). First evalua-
tions showed a reasonable agreement.

2.2. Codes and Standards

The Working Group Codes and Standards (WGCS) continued its activities
aimed at eliminating progressively divergencies existing between various
codes and standards applied to fast reactors in the EC Member States in
the following areas :

Containment loading andresjwnse

The Containment expert group (CUNT) of the SWG pursued the discussions on
theoretical and experimental work in the field of subassembly and primary
containment behaviour performed in different research centers, including
the JRC-ISI'RA.

Manufacturing standards

A comparative analysis of welding procedures, non-destructive tests and
testing procedures has been performed. It was found that only very few
standards have been produced specifically for fast reactors. It seems
possible to achieve a certain degree of harmonisation amongst the presently
applied standards.



A survey of the current in-service inspection practice applied to fast
reactors has shown that the existing regulations differ considerably from
one country to the other. Importance and diversity of the inspection
methods selected for a given reactor project are strongly dependent on when
the reactor was designed.

Structural analysis design procedures

In order to eliminate the deficiencies of the ASME code (Case N-47), which
is used in all EC Member States, several activities were performed.

A comparison of different computer programmes used in the Member States for
elasto-plastic design calculations had been carried out. A validation
against experimental results is underway.

Computer codes available to investigate the reactor behaviour under
seismic exitation were compared in a benchmark exercise on the fluid
coupling of co-axial cylinders. In the next step the analytical results
will be compared with experimental data. Another benchmark case with
regard to the buckling of cylindrical vessels under traverse loading is in
progress.

Concerning fracture toughness work is under way to compare test methods
and results obtained for austenitic steels. An experimental round-robin is
foreseen to assess the comparability of results from different laboratories
within the EC.

Regarding crack growth rapid cyclic fatigue crack growth data were col-
lected and upper bounds derived. A littérature survey performed by the
JRC-ISPKA showed the complexity of crack growth behaviour at temperature in
the creep range.

°.£ mechanical s^stems_and_comoonent8

In order to provide a well defined basis for the design of fast reactor
components, their classification with respect to safety according to the
conditions of service and loading they have to sustain, is of paramount
importance. The WGCS has prepared a draft classification system which is at
present under review.

3. ACTIVITIES PERFORMED IN THE JOINT RESEARCH CENTER

Besides this a number of state-of-the-art reports were produced to evaluate
the importance of the existing knowledge in specific areas, e.g. "Shakedown
and ratchetting below the creep range", "Simplified methods of analysis'1.

Materials specification and orogerties

The Commission is performing LMFBR research activities in its laboratories
in two агеаз: safety and fuels.

Various mechanical properties such as tensile and stress rupture, fatigue

and creep/fatigue, fracture toughness and crack growth of different auste-

nitic (type 304,310) and ferritic (2 1/2* Cr) materials uued for fast

reactors have been collected and evaluated.

Tensile and stress rupture properties data for austenitic base and weld

materials were compiled. Now ferritic steels are under consideration.

Findings suggest that the proof strength of weld material is superior to

that of wrought material, however some stress rupture strength values show

the opposite tendency.

The safety research performed mainly at the JRC ISI'RA is related to three

main fields :

- Core Accident Initiation and Transition Phase

- Post-disassembly Phase including the study of the consequences of severe

accidents on the primary system structures

- LMFBR mechanical tests (dealing with materials behaviour during operating

conditions).

Accident Initiation and Transition Phase

A littérature survey was performed by the JRC-ISPRA on creep/fatigue
properties of austenitic steels. It was concluded that additional tests at
lower strain rates are desirable. Similar work is underway to assess the
creep/fatigue properties of ferritic steels.

Licjuid_Metal Boiling

The code development and experimental work was pursued. The equipment to
perform boiling experiments with 12 pin grid and wire spaced bundles was
commissioned and the experiment will be started soon.

153



154 Scope o£ these experiments is to compare steady state boiling characte-
ristics for both types of spacers.

In one of the grid spaced bundle thermal noise measurements were performed
which are at present analysed.

Fuel Coolant Interaction

The analytical and experimental investigations on fundamental mechanisms
for fuel coolant interactions have been continued with the stratification
experiments and the analysis of the melt-water stratification tests.

European Accident Code

The European Accident Code (EAC) was further developed» especially with
regard to channel thermohydraulics and fuel motion in the pin before clad
failure. With the present code version the initial phase of different types
of accidents is satisfactorily described, as it was shown by the Compa-
rative Analysis organized in the frame of the WAC Group.

A workshop has been organized at ISPRA in July 1982 to present a new
version of the code. The future activity will be mainly concentrated on the
development of a model for the treatment of fuel movement after clad
rupture.

All these activities are performed in close collaboration with the whole
Core Accident Expert Group (WAC) of the Fast Reactor Safety Working Group
(SWG).

Post Disassembly Phase

Multifluid Multiphase Hydrodynamics related to ^ore_ Disruptive Accidents

A limited effort has been set up in this field in order to familiarize the
JRC with the US code SIMMER-II, to evaluate the capabilities of the code
and to investigate the possibility of an experimental and theoretical
programme of SIMMEK-II validation.

The activity was mainly concentrated on the analysis of the two-phase
momentum and energy equations of the code, the creation of a one-dimen-
sional version of SIMMER as a test bed for proposed improvements and the
question of entrai riment.

An experimental programme aiming at SIMMEK verification was set up. Its
execution is foreseen during the next multiannual programme (19U4-19Ü7).

Dynamic Structure Loading and Response

The activities in the field of mechanical behaviour of the primary contain-
ment after a significant mechanical energy release were continued.

Structural and hydrodynamic modelling in existing computer codes developed
at JRC like EURDYN and SISUKBNUK and widely used by European organisations
was further improved and some other code validation experiments were
performed.

These activities concluded the joint European programme of code development
and validation (COVA) which was performed at ISPRA. It comprised a series
of reduced scale experiments to represent flow pattern, hydro-structural
coupling and wave propagation conditions in order to validate dynamic fluid
structural codes. The final complete report on test analysis and calcula-
tions is in preparation.

A similar experimental programme (COVAS) to study the mechanical response
of a hexcan during possible mechanical energy release hau been performed as
well. The EURDYN codes developed by the JRC have been adapted to the
treatment of this problem. In particular, the special version of EURDYM 2
where the modelling of large non-linear deformation ia treated has been
implemented.

Material Dynamic Progerties

In support of the COVA and COVAS activities the development of constitutive
equations dymamic loading has been continued. Various loading situations
and various degrees of material degradation (welding, creep, mechanical
fatigue and irradiation) were studied.

A high load dynamic machine allowing tests on largo specimens (up to
5000 mm cross-section) has been commissioned. The experimental programme
foresees the investigation of effects like thickness, real size weld joints
and creep and fatigue defects. At a later stage this work will be extended
to biaxial loading conditions once the high load apparatus has been adapted
to biaxial tests.

It Is planned to extend the determination of dynamic mechanical properties
and constitutive equations of composite materials such as plane, reinforced
and prestressed concrete.

Post Accident Heat Removal (PAHR)

Out-of-plle studies

The complexity of PAI1R problems requires experiments with real reactor
material -under conditions as close as possible to thos« In the reactor. To



155 perform such studies the FARO facility is being constructed at ISPRA. It
4 will allow to melt up to 100 kg of U02 and to release it into different

test, sections (BLOKKER, TERMOS, FRAGOH) to investigate different phenomena.
First experiments will be performed during the coming months. Experiments
in the ULOKKER test section to study the plate erosion perforation by
molten U02 jets in argon atmosphere are pla'ined during the second half of
1983.

In parallel, model and code are being developed for pre-test calculations
and post-test analysis.

In-pile studies

The in-pile programme which is including experiments at SANUIA (US) and a
series of European tests at Grenoble (MKLUSINE-reactor) and MOL (BR2-
reactor) is proceeding well.

Three tests were performed at SANDIA during 19U2, the first European test
is foreseen by the beginning of 1984.

A related back-up programme is performed at the JRC-ISPRA and under
contract. Main subjects of research are the search of a suitable crucible
material resisting to molten U02 and stainless steel, the development of
ultrasonic thermometers, investigation of bed material relocation phenomena
and code development to determine the bed temperature.

UlFUR_mechanical_tests

The activities in this chapter are related to specific problems of LMFUIt
materials (austenitic steels) during operating conditions, in particular
the study of the growth of cracks and of imperfections and the effect of
creep and of creep-fatigue interaction. In 1982 tensile tests under various
strain-rates and temperature conditions to characterize the material (AISI
316) and creep-fatigue tests under various conditions have been performed.
In particular, short time creep-strain and creep-rupture data were obtained
at high temperature (800-1300'C) for AISI 316.

One of the objectives of this activity is to develop constitutive equations
introducing the damage laws (e.g. damage due to combined effect of creep
and fatigue).

3.2. fuels

The JRC Karlsruhe is pursuing three activities in the field of fast reactor
fuel3.

Swelling of advanced fuels has been studied primarily by optical and
electron microscopy of irradiated specimens of uranium-plutonium carbide,
oxycarbide, carbonitride and nitride. By detailed analysis of the fission
gas bubble distribution at different temperatures and burn-up it has been
possible to establish a model for fuel swelling and interaction with the
clad. This activity will be finalized by a specification for a mixed
carbide fuel optimized for its irradiation behaviour.

Oxide fuel transient tests comprise the second activity. In-pile power and
temperature transients and hot cell tests by direct electric heating and
induction heating were made fr"m changes to the fuel structure and fission
product retention in the lattice, estimates can be made of the effect of
such transients on the future life of a fuel pin.

The third activity relevant to fast reactor fuel has concerned itself for
several years with the equation of state of fuel materials. Discrepancies
found between experimental determinations of vapour pressure and theore-
tical values are being steadily reduced as improved measuring techniques
and analytical methods are developed.

Concerning Fracture Mechanics, the activity is concentrated on the study of
irradiated materials at different temperatures and fluence.


